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FOREWORD 

BRIAN BROWN's treatise is a thematic-interpretative study of the 
textual sources of the iilayavijfiiina and tathiigatagarbha doctrines 
of Mahayana Buddhism. He applies accute reasoning in 
ontological and experiential terms to certain prominent works 
in these special Buddhist topics. Among such works as have 
appeared in western translation and research are mainly the 
Srl-MiiliideviSilflhaniida-sutra, Ratnagotravibhiiga and Lailkii
vatiira-sutra. It is a credit to these particular Buddhist works that 
such a philosophical and semantic analysis is feasible. The 
author is correct in claiming that his work is the first to attempt 
this ambitious intellectual task. Brown appears to avoid the 
arbitrary use of western terminology. He proceeds with utmost 
carefulness and sensitivity with a remarkable consistency of 
approach. 

ALEX WAYMAN 
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INTRODUCTION 

ONE OF THE fundamental tenets of Mahayana Buddhism, anim
ating and grounding the doctrine and discipline of its spiritual 
path, is the inherent potentiality of all animate beings to attain 
the supreme and perfect enlightenment of Buddhahood. This 
book examines the ontological presuppositions and the corres
ponding soteriological-epistemological principles that sustain 
and define such a theory. Within the field of Buddhist studies 
such a work provides a comprehensive context in which to inter
pret the influence and major insights of the various Buddhist 
schools. Thus, the dynamics of the Buddha Nature, though non
thematic and implicit, is at the heart of Zen praxis, while it is a 
significant articulation in Kegon, Tendai, and Shingon thought. 
More specifically, the study seeks to establish a coherent meta
physic of Absolute Suchness (Tathatii), synthesizing the variant 
traditions of the Tathiigata-embryo (Tathiigatagarbha) and the 
Storehouse Consciousness (Alayavijniina). 

The study's contribution to the broader field of the History of 
Religions rests in its presentation and analysis of the Buddhist 
enlightenment as the salvific-transformational moment in which 
Tathatii "awakens" to itself, comes to perfect self-realization as 
the Absolute Suchness of reality, in and through phenomenal 
human consciousness. It is an interpretation of the Buddhist Path 
as the spontaneous self-emergence of"embryonic" absolute know
ledge as it comes to free itselffrom the concealments of adventi
tious defilements, and possess itself in fully self-explicated self
consciousness as the "Highest Truth" and unconditional nature 
of all existence; it does so only in the form of omniscient wisdom. 

Aside from Ruegg's La Theorie du Tathiigatagarbha et du Gotra,t 
and Verdu's study of the Alayavijniina in Dialectical Aspects in 
Buddhist Thought, 2 Western scholarship treating of the subject is 

1. David Seyfort Ruegg, La Theorie du Tathagatagarbha et du Gotra: 
Etudes sur Ia Soteriologie et Ia Gnoseologie du Buddhisme, Publications de 
l'Ecole Francaise d' Extreme-Orient, vol. 70 (Paris: Ecole Francaise d' 
Extreme-Orient, 1969). 

2. Alfonso Verdu, Dialectical Aspects in Buddhist Thought: Studies in Sino
Japanese Mahiiyiina Idealism, International Studies, East Asian Series, no. 8 
(n.p.: Center For East Asian Studies, the University of Kansas, 1974). 
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negligible. And while both sources are excellent technical treatises, 
they fail to integrate in any detailed analysis the dual concepts as 
complementary modes of each other. Thus, the present work, 
while adopting the methodology of textual analysis, has as its 
emphasis a thematic-interpretative study of its sources. 

Structurally, the work is divided into three major parts. The 
first part focuses on the Tathiigatagarbha, the second on the 
Alayavijiiiina, the third on their relation and deeper significance 
in the human thought tradition. The first two parts are sub-divided 
into seven and four chapters respectively. The former seven chap
ters establish the ontological identity of the Tathagata-embryo 
(Tathiigatagarbha) through a critical examination of the major 
sii.tral authority for the concept, i.e., the Sri-Miilii-Siitra, and the 
primary sastral elaboration inspired by it, viz., the Ratnagotra
vibhiiga. 

Following the same pattern, the four chapters of part two note 
the role of the Lmikiivatiira Siitra as a principal scriptural advocate 
for the theory of the Storehouse Consciousness (Alayavijiiiina), 
while detailing the scholastic amplification of it in Hsi.ian Tsang's 
Ch'eng Wei-Shih Lun. Part three concludes the study by recapitu
lating the principal developments in the emergent complementarity 
of the two concepts, arguing that any adequate discussion of the 
Buddha Nature must be informed on the one hand by the theory 
of the Tathiigatagarbha which grounds and authenticates its 
ontological status, and on the other by the Alayavijiiiina, its noetic
cognitive determination. While the former tends to elucidate the 
process towards, and experience of enlightenment as a function 
of Absolute Suchness (Tathatii), the latter adopts the reciprocal 
perspective and examines the subject in the light and function of 
phenomenal consciousness. By way of comparison with Western 
thought, the chapter demonstrates the analogous dynamics in the 
bilateral theory of the Tathiigatagarbha-Alayavijiiiina and the 
Hegelian Absolute Spirit in-and-for-itself. Focusing upon The 
Phenomenology of Spirit, the chapter notes that the self-becoming 
process in and through which consciousness realizes its own pleni
tude, is strikingly homologous to the theory of Buddhist enligh
tenment presented through the concept of the Tathiigatagarbha
Alayavijfiiina. It suggests that these two representative thought 
systems mutually illumine each other, and together illustrate a 
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correspondent framework within which the relationship of the 
Absolute and relative may gain a more universal conception and, 
therefore, a more comprehensive resolution. A more specific precis 
of each chapter is now made. 

PART ONE 

Chapter 2 conducts a detailed analysis into the structure of the 
Sri-Miilii Siitra, regarded as the primary scriptural advocate in 
India for the doctrine of a universal potentiality of Buddhahood. 
Its purpose is to delineate the ontological, soteriological, and 
epistemological foci assumed in its presentation of the Tathiigata
embryo (Tathiigatagarbha). Since the presupposition of the siltra 
is the identity of the embryo with the Absolute Body (Dharma
kiiya), the chapter relates its tripartite focus to an elucidation of 
that identity. To begin with, the ontological status of the embryo 
as the ground of sarrzsiira and nirvii~w is set forth, and a distinction 
between on tic substance and on tic subject is discussed. The chapter 
argues that the latter is the more exact definition of the Tatb.agata
embryo in its processive advance to realize itself perfectly as 
Absolute Body. Because it is the necessary emergence of itse 
to itself, its movement from potential to actual Tathiigatahood, 
the embryo is then identified as the fundamental soteriological 
principle upon which the concept of the one vehicle (ekayiina) 
is founded. Its subsequent identification as the Great Vehicle 
(Mahiiyiina) and Buddha Vehicle (Buddhayiina) is evaluated in 
the light of the various stages of the spiritual path belonging to 
the Arhat, Pratyekabuddha, and Bodhisattva. The main question 
to be answered concerns the relationship between an original, a 
priori enlighteament and the reality of the numerous stages to
wards its explicit realization. The reconciliation of the problem 
is advanced in the chapter's interpretation of the embryo as both 
end and means to its attainment. 

The Sri-Miilii's epistemological critique of the Arhats and 
Pratyekabuddhas as attaining only a "fractional nirviiva" requires 
an examination of the "nescience entrenclunent" as the fundamen
tal nexus of ignorance and the ground of all defilements. It is 

resented as the main obstruction to the complete self-knowledge 
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of the embryo as the Absolute Body. In this framework, the 
controversial role of the Buddha natures (Buddhadharmas) 
inherent to the embryo as modalities of wisdom and knowledge 
is discussed. Under the principle of self-liberation as self-expli
cation, the chapter argues that they are both the cause and the 
effect in the removal of the nescience entrenchment. A similar 
critique of the ordinary persons, Disciples, Self-Enlightened Ones, 
and novice Bodhisattvas reveals the explanation of the four 
Noble Truths as the precise exponent of the Tathagata-embryo 
(Tathiigatagarbha). The knowledge which perfects their meaning, 
penetrating to the source of all suffering and removing ignorance 
at its root, is the knowledge of the Tathiigatagarbha as empty 
(siinya) of the adventitious defilements and not empty (asiinya) 
of the innumerable Buddha natures intrinsic to it; such "inconcei
vable voidness knowledge", when perfected, signals the attain
ment of the Absolute Body. 

The critical interpretative argument of the chapter is advanced 
at this point. The Tathiigatagarbha is not to be understood as the 
object of a knowledge external to it, existing formally and formerly 
outside it; it is rather, self-explicating knowledge itself. The 
embryo as realized Absolute Body is simultaneously comprehen
ded and comprehending; it is the point where the embryo knows 
itself as it is inherently in itself, as empty (siinya) of all the defile
ment stores, but not empty (asiinya) of the innumerable Buddha 
natures. If it is originally understood as an object of faith, and 
therefore an object of consciousness, the Tathiigatagarbha must 
ultimately be considered as the movement towards its perfect 
self-realization and thus, as object of self-consciousness. 

The chapter concludes by suggesting that the relationship bet
ween the Tathiigatagarbha and the Dharmakiiya is that of a 
cycle that presupposes its beginning and reaches its beginning only 
at its end. If the Tathagata-embryo is the beginning or cause, then 
the Absolute Body is essentially the result, the end where the 
Tathagata-embryo becomes what it is in truth. The nature of the 
embryo is to be actual, that which becomes itself. For if it starts 
with itself, the Tathiigatagarbha reaches its consummation with 
itself as the Absolute Body (Dharmakiiya) and in fact, the 
Dharmakiiya is the Tathiigatagarbha when it has not yet freed 
itself from the adventitious defilements, i.e., when it has not yet 
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attained full self-conscious awareness as being intrinsically and 
alwa.ys free of them. The cyclic transformation then of the 
Tathiigatagarbha into the Dharmakiiya is that of an original abso
lute becoming fully self-expressive, where the only transition is in 
the sphere of self-exposition from hiddenness to manifestation. 

Chapters 3 to 8 offer a detailed exposition of the Ratnagotra
vibhaga, the major sastral elaboration of the Tathiigatagarbha 
which synthesized the significant scriptural development of the 
idea,. prior and subsequent to the Sri-Miilii. Chapter 3 details that 
textual information and introduces the context within which the 
Ratnagotra amplifies the concept. While the Sri-Miilii generally 
emphasized the garbha as process, the self-evolutive potentiality 
of the embryo to become itself as Dharmakiiya, the sastra discusses 
the identity of those two poles as ontological antecedent, i.e., 
though linguistically different Tathiigatagarbha and Dharmakiiya 
are identical. The two terms simply reflect different modalities 
of Absolute Suchness (Tathatii). Samala Tathatii represents 
Absolute Suchness under conditions of phenomenal defilement, 
and is thus synonymous with the Tathiigatagarbha, while Nirmalii 
Tathatii designates its actual freedom from all concealment, and 
is equivalent to the Dharmakiiya. Through the threefold hermeneu
tic of Dharmakiiya as universal penetration of wisdom, of Tathatii 
as the inherent purity of phenomena, and ofGotra as the germinal 
essence of Buddhahood, the chapter analyzes the axiom that "all 
living beings are possessed of the Tathiigatagarbha", i.e., are 
capable of attaining the omniscient wisdom of supreme enlighten
ment. While all three terms are the Ratnagotra's critical, simulta
neous determinations of the Tathiigatagarbha, the chapter pays 
particular attention to the connotation of gotra in its technical 
role as soteriological principle within the variant traditions of the 
Miidhyamika and the Vijfiiinaviida. 

Chapters 4 and 5 evaluate the tenfold characteristics through 
which the Ratnagotra articulates the Tathiigatagarbha. Its nature 
(svabhiiva) as absolute purity as well as the cause (hetu) and resul 
phala) of its purification from the adventitious defilements recei-

ves the specific attention of chapter 4. Of central concern is the 
vindication of the Tathiigatagarbha theory and its attributio 
of supreme purity, unity, bliss, and eternity to the Dharmakiiya 
against charges of advocating a hypostatic and substantial abso 
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lute, and of thus violating the fundamental Buddhist tenet of non
substantiality or emptiness (Sunyatii). The chapter defends the 
Ratnagotra's use ofthose four attributes by stressing their pedago
gical value as antidotes against delusive thinking. It discusses 
them within the context of the classical fourfold delusion (viparyii
sa) which posits eternity, bliss, purity, and ego hood to conditional 
phenomena. The necessary corrective is to see them as they 
are, viz., non-eternal, full of sufferings, of no substantial ego, and 
impure. However, this very inversion would itself be delusive and 

erverse if it were taken as unconditional and erroneously attri
uted to the Absolute Body of the Tathiigata, the Dharmakiiya. 

Remedially applying its antidotal dialectic to such a mistaken 
notion, the Ratnagotra establishes the supreme eternity, bliss, 
unity, and purity of the Dharmakiiya. The chapter relates the 
Ratnagotra's methodology to Niigiirjuna's validation of remedial 
statements as one of the four siddhiintas. In addition to that de
monstrated similarity of method, it is shown that the Ratnagotra 
fully subscribes to the doctrine of Sunyatii as the superior truth of 
a universal non-substantiality, the antidote counteracting the 
heretical stance of independent, self-subsistent individuals and 
entities. 

Its basic orthodoxy emerges more clearly through the chap
ter's analysis of iitma-piiramitii as supreme unity, in which the 
Ratnagotra expressly opposes the heretical perception of multi

le, independent, self-supsistent ego-natures. The apparent 
self-contradiction of non-substantiality (Sunyatii) as the perfection 
of self ( iitma-piiramitii) is related to the paradoxical inversions of 
he Prajiiiipiiramitii literature, as well as to specific references 
rom the Vijfiiinaviidin tradition. It is concluded that the sastra's 

iitma-piiramitii as self-reference is nothing other than a reference 
to the real self, the real nature of one's being as universally co
relational, neither exclusive of other selves nor as anything ultimate 
and absolute in its empirical mundane reality. As the truth of 
on-substantiality ( Sunyatii), this perfection of self-clings neither 

to the specific individual, body-mind complex, nor to the idea 
hat this determinate and conditional entity is absolutely so, i.e., 

unconditionally conditioned, and therefore cut off from the ulti
ate reality, the pure and absolute Suchness (Tathatii). On the 

one hand, it respects the concept of the ordinary empirical se 
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which may be meaningfully (because non-clingingly) employed 
as that through which one works for the good and welfare of all 
sentient beings, because on the other hand, it knows the universal 
inclusiveness of just those beings in the truth of absolute non
substantiality. The Ratna's assertion of the supreme self as the 
highest unity derives from its intuition of the pure, non-dual 
essential nature of absolute Suchness (Tathatii) in all animate 
beings. And it is this Reality, conceived as the undifferentiated 
whole, that is the text's more accustomed expression for the truth 
of non-substantiality (Siinyatii) as the universal selfhood of all 
beings. 

Chapter 5 studies the remaining characteristics of the Tathii.
gatagarbha: its manifestation (vrtti) in the three classes ;of beings 
(ordinary persons, saints and Buddhas); the different degrees of 
its apparent purity (avasthiiprabheda); its universally pervasive 
presence within all beings (sarvatraga); its unchangeability 
(avikiira); and the non-differentiation (asambheda) of Buddha
hood and NirviiiJa. Attention is directed to the Ratnagotra's 
polemical insistence against the theory of th~ Icchantikas as those 
beings who are forever incapable of rejecting impurity and pro
ducing the proper remedies. That the Icchantikas are those who 
belong to the lineage of never attaining the perfect nirviiiJa, is a 
mere conventional expression. While it may be used to indicate 
the conditional period when a being may suffer from a delusive 
repulsion to the doctrine of the Mahiiyiina, there will come a time 
when he is not so afflicted, and will be open to attain the ultimate 
self-purification, by nature of his endowment with the germinal 
essence of Buddhahood, i.e., the Tathiigatagarbha. 

Under further analysis, the critical interpretation of Suchness 
(Tathatii) as ontic subjectivity is clearly reiterated by the siistra's 
repeated use of the term gotra which defines Tathatii as self
emergent absolute wisdom, universally present in animate reality. 
In and through all beings, Tathatii arrives at varying degrees of 
self-witnessing self-possession; it does so as "the immaculate 
nature of the mind" (Cittapral;qti). The chapter analyses the 
latter as the epistemic-noetic d~termination of Tathiigatagarbha 
and demonstrates its significanc,e for an adequate resolution to the 
problem of ignorance and its defilements. 

It is argued that avidyii, in its ultimate nautre, is not different 
•J (/ (-I i 1'_-
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from the immaculate nature of the mind. Ignorance is not any 
substantial entity, any ultimate element, but, as "the irrational 
action of mind", is itself dependent upon Cittaprakrti: the latter 
is the condition for the possibility of the former which, while it 
may be manifested as an unwise discrimination or wrong con
ception, cannot take place without that fundamental substratum. 
If defilements exist, they do so as deluded modes of conscious
ness, assuming their appearance as forms (no matter how distor
ted) of one elemental reality, the innately pure mind. 

The chapter addresses itself to the question of how Absolute 
Suchness as the undifferentiated universal reality, the unilateral 
"immaculateness" in all beings, can undergo a process which is 
said to perfect it; how can that which is unalterable as Reality 
without any specific character or nature, be subject to a trans
formation implying its imperfection? As demonstrated by the 
entire structure of the Ratnagotra, Tathatii moves from a condition 
of non-manifestation, where it is concealed by defilements, to 
total revelation of its innate purity. The process is one of conscious 
self-explication. Initially mistaken as ontic substance, Tathatii 
is quickly identified as the inherent movement of self-realization 
and thus, as ontic subjectivity. This takes place through and in the 
phenomenal consciousness of sentient beings where various stages 
along the spiritual path are interpreted as the germinal advance 
of Tathatii toward final and complete self-revelation. And it is in 
the person of the Buddha that Suchness, overcoming all duality 
"has come" (Tathiigata) to possess itself in total self-awareness; 
if it "has been perfected", it is through the self-maturation in 
consciousness of what it always is. As embryonic (the garbha), 
Suchness is essentially replete with the factors of its own purifica
tion, its own self-unfoldment. In its movement from implicit to 
explicit fullness nothing is super-added upon "Tathatii which, as 
reality in-itself, necessarily moves toward its owri self-possession, 
i.e., as reality in-and-for-itself. 

Chapter 6 examines the graphic illustrations found in the 
Tathiigatagarbha Sutra which depict the concomitance of the 
adventitious defilements and the essentially pure innate mind. 
These nine symbolic representations complement and dramatize 
the formal philosophical orientation of the Ratnagotra's text. 
This brief iconographical study supports the interpretation of 
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garbha as "embryo" and introduces the sastra's final remarks on 
the threefold nature of the Tathiigatagarbha as Dharmakiiya, 
Tathatii, and Gotra. That all animate beings are possessed of the 
Tathiigatagarbha testifies on the one hand to the universal· exten
sion of the Absolute Body of the Buddha, comprehensively perva
ding sentient reality as elemental omniscient wisdom. Next, it is 
explained that since Tathiigata is an alternate designation for 
Tathatii which is the unconditioned essence of phenomenal exis
tence, Tathatii is the embryo (garbha) of all sentient beings, under
stood as their inner essence. Any distinction between Tathiigata 
and Tathiigatagarbha is said to be only apparent. The first repre
sents Tathatii when it has perfected its purification, while the 
second is still Tathatii, only as yet hidden by the defilement
covering; Tathiigata and Tathiigatagarbha both signify Absolute 
Suchness in its respective conditions as nirmalii (undefiled) and 
samalii (defiled). As the final term of the threefold nature, gotra 
represents the immanent, processive movement of the Absolute 
toward the perfect realization of itself as the unconditioned 
Suchness of reality. As such, it is the unqualified assurance and 
validation of a universally attainable supreme enlightenment for 
all classes of sentient beings. 

Chapter 7 evaluates the Ratnagotra's crucial axiom that the 
Tathiigatagarbha represents the true conception of non-substantia
lity (Sunyatii) and its associated claim that the Prajiiiipiiramitii 
literature is an earlier, and thus incomplete codex of Buddhist 
teaching; the Ratnagotra reserves for itself alone, the title of "the 
ultimate doctrine" (uttaratantra). 

The sastra first reviews the various positions of the four classes 
of beings, and concludes that each entertains an erroneous con
ception of Sunyatii which subsequently hinders their correct 
understanding of the Tathiigatagarbha. Those who maintain 
the existence of independent, self-subsistent individualities; 
those who conceive of Sunyatii as the dependent and condi
tional nature of phenomena, while failing to perceive it as the 
unconditional, indeterminate and undivided real nature of the 
same phenomena; those who cling to Siinyatii as the perfect 
nirviiiJ,a, misapprehending it as absolutely transcendent and sepa
rate from the realm of conditioned phenomena, thinking to 
"attain it" by a nihilistic disavowal of mundane reality; and 
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those who similarly regard Sunyatii as an eternal absolute, 
existing over against and opposed to the skandhas and the entire 
conditioned world that is coextensive with them; all are con
demn~d by the Ratnagotra. Challenging all such errors of mis
placed absoluteness, it implicity represents Silnyatii as the 
authentic middle path. It refutes the tendency to seize the relative 
and determinate as ultimate and unconditioned, equally countering 
the alternate assertion as to the absolute relativity of all specific, 
particular entities. It rebukes the misapprehension that considers 
the distinction between the determinate and indeterminate as an 
absolute exclusion, the one from the other. The comprehensive 
non-duality of Sunyatii is preserved and manifested in the Ratna
gotra's opposition to an eternalism projected upon phenomena 
as well as that applied to Sunyatii as an absolute thing-in-itself, 
or to any nihilistic devaluation of mundane reality in the name of 
an exclusively independent Silnyatii, or an absolutely unqualified 
relativity of persons and things. 

It is in this context, that the chapter examines the meaning of 
the formula, 

Here there is nothing to be removed and absolutely nothing to 
be added; the truth should be perceived as it is, and he who 
sees the Truth becomes liberated. The Essence of the Buddha 
is by nature devoid (sunya) of the accidental pollutions which 
differ from it; but it is by no means devoid (asunya) of the highest 
properties which are, essentially, indivisible from it.l 

Key passages from the Abhisamayiilankiira, the Pancavimsatisiihas
rikii and the Astasiihasrikii Prajiiiipiiramitii Siitras confirm the 
Ratnagotra 's interpretation that as long as one regards.any dharma 
(including the defiling passions) as an absolute fact, existing in 
and of itself, one intensifies the force of ignorance which is engen
dered precisely by the erroneous belief in the reality of things. 
In the very attempt to overcome the defilements, falsely conceived 
under the notion of realism, one aggravates through unconscious 
reinforcement the deeply rooted ignorance which will continue all 

1. Jikido Takasaki, A Study on the Ratnagotravibhiiga (Uttaratantra), Serie 
Orientale Roma, vol. 33 (Rome: lnstituto Italiano per il Medio ed Estremo 
Oriente, 1966), pp. 300-301. 
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the more to obstruct the perfect manifestation of omniscient 
wisdom. Only when one perceives the essential original nature of 
all things as svabhiivasilnya, as empty of any ultimately separate, 
particular own-being, can one traverse the path of practic@ and 
meditation free from error. Originally unborn and unproduced, 
no dharma can be extinguished; one cannot halt that which, from 
the beginning, remains essentially non-existent, i.e., as any parti
cular thing-in-itself. 

The chapter then proceeds to examine the suggestion that the 
Ratnagotra actually advances a mere relative emptiness (itaretara
sunyatii), insinuating some hypostatic absolute entity, existing in 
reality as empty of all extrinsic and conditional factors, without 
however, itself being empty of an essential own-being (svabhiiva). 
The chapter argues that such a claim of heterodoxy is tantamount 
to accusing the sii.stra of a major self-contradiction which simply 
cannot be sustained by the bulk of evidence to the contrary. This 
is clear from several instances throughout the text where the idea 
of ultimate reality as an essentially separate reality, completely 
distinct from phenomena, was flatly rejected; any invidious polari
zation of salflsiira and nirvii!Ja had been clearly refuted. Further, 
the Ratnagotra censured all tendencies to view the five skandhas, 
the twelve sense-fields, and the eighteen elements as empty of 
a self while still persisting as real entities, possessing any number of 
precisely defined, real attributes. The Ratnagotra is thoroughly 
aware that the analytical factors exposing the relative conditiona
lity of phenomena, can become in their turn, determinations of 
unconditional reality. It strongly opposed all such delusion. 

As further indication that the sii.stra repudiates any departures 
from the comprehensive nature and scope of Suny at a, which would 
amount to a relative emptiness, is its definition of the Tathii
gatagarbha as "the embryo of the Absolute Essence". As such, it 
is said to be inaccessible to those who in any way, no matter 
how subtly, maintain the conception of separate individuality. 
As synonymous with Tathatii and Sunyatii, Dharmadhiitu is 

_ shown to represent the indeterminate, incomposite, real nature of 
all things and, as universal essence, it invalidates all assertions of 
ultimate distinctions among separate, individual entities. It is 
concluded that from several different perspectives the Ratnagotra 
resists all views that either neglect entirely or else significantly 
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misapprehend the true intent of Siinyata. Whether it be the gross 
materialism of ordinary beings, the unqualified contingency of the 
Sravakas and Pratyekabuddhas, or the eternalistic and nihilistic 
extre~ities of novice Bodhisattvas, the sastra testifies to a non
substantiality which, as revelatory of the universal, dependent 
correlativity among phenomena, is simultaneously the non-dual, 
unconditional, essential nature of the same. 

But ifthe Ratnagotra is essentially free from any heretical misre
presentation of Siinyatii, it nevertheless presents itself within the 
Buddhist tradition as the standard critique upon, and legitimate 
corrective for the abuses of the Siinyaviida. Its claim to supersede 
the Miidhyamika and to style itself as the "treatise on the Ultimate 
Doctrine of the Great Vehicle" needs investigation. In doing so the 
chapter points out the strong practical and pastoral orientation, 
the important psychological and pedagogical significance that 
animates and inspires the Ratnagotra 's formal ontology. To ignore 
the explicit prescriptive intention of its criticism, is to confuse 
its censure of the detrimental effects of the Siinyaviida for an 
outright castigation of Sunyatii. Thus said, it examines the sastra's 
allegation that the Sunyaviida has five serious defects: its focus 
.on the unreality of the world easily engenders severe depression 
and despair on the part of the seeker; the resolve toward enlight
enment can lead to a subtle pride and assume a judgmental 
superiority over others; there exists a tendency to cling to unreali
ties, since the very inferiority of those to whom he feels superior, 
is in fact, empty; an insistence not only upon the unreality o 
defects and defilements, but of all virtues as well, which are in 
fact real and pure by nature; because of that inability to appreciate 
the reality of their virtues, one never realizes genuine benevolence 
and compassion by which he regards all other living beings as 
equal to himself. 

In evaluating these criticisms, the chapter reviews the Prajiiii
paramitii literature, the sources of the Sunyavadin tradition, and 
clearly demonstrates that they were themselves aware and add
ressed themselves to those very dangers which the Ratnagotra 
voiced. Thus, as to the unreality of the world, the perfection 
of wisdom (prajiiiipiiramitii) does not destroy the existence of 
anything, but is the very mode by which one investigates and 
truly perceives the essential nature of phenomenal reality as it 
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is, a universal correlativity and mutual interdependence. As to the 
charge that the doctrine of Si'myatii can cause depression in the 
mind of the individual, the wisdom texts readily assent. It is only 
by his endowment with the skillful means (upiiya) and the assis
tance of good spiritual friends that enable the Bodhisattva to go 
forth to all-knowledge and reach the knowledge of all modes. And 
it is precisely through the upiiya of comprehensive detachment 
that apprehends nothing and therefore leaves no opportunity to 
discriminate between things, that he resists the insidious self-pride 
alluded to by the Ratnagotra. 

Similarly, it is shown that the practice of non-apprehension 
fends off the other criticism that the Siinyaviida focuses upon the 
defects of beings rather than their virtues. Due to the percep
tion of absolute emptiness, all things are unproduced, isolated, 
trackless, unseizable and noncognizable. Because no defiled per
son or thing is to be discriminated, any particular regard towards 
"the defects" of beings betrays a wisdom not yet perfect. Like
wise, the Prajiiii texts indicate how Siinyatii leads not to the 
depreciation of reality, but to its exact perception and revelation. 
With a precision not found in the Ratnagotra, the Prajiiiipiir
amitii siitras elucidate Siinyatii as the crucial medium which, far 
from degrading phenomena, preserves the essential integrity of 
their Absolute Suchness from the perversions of erroneous 
conceptions and false· imagination. Chapter six concludes then, 
that the weakest and most fallible aspect of the Ratnagotra 
lies in the quality of its critique upon the Siinyaviida. Its parti
cular charges are not borne out against the scrutiny of the Wis
dom texts which were the authoritative sources and the sustain
ing inspiration of the Miidhyamika philosophy. The Prajiiiipii
ramitii literature was itself sensitive to the stated dangers, and 
with an acuity unsurpassed by the Ratnagotra, isolated, exposed 
and corrected the errors incipient within its fundamental tenets. 

The chapter interprets the sastra's censure of the Siinyaviida not 
as a repudiation of it, but as a movement within the Buddhist 
tradition towards a more positive formulation of the Absolute. 
Siinyatii is not only the animating principle of an exacting critique 
upon rational processes. As critical methodology, it is the ve 
vehicle of jts own manifestation as the non-conceptual, indeter
minate, unconditioned Absolute Reality, the highest truth and 
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ultimate nature of things; as such, Siinyatii is a cognate expression, 
an alternate designation of Tathatii. The complaint of the Ratna
gotra evidently lies in its estimation that Siinyatii as logical critique 
lacked sufficient cohesion with Sunyatii as unconditioned, trans
cendent ground. Undoubtedly, it was as a corrective to what it 
considered an excessively negative epistemological review that the 
Ratnagotra advanced its ontology of the Tathiigatagarbha. But 
that it did so as a development upon and integration of the 
Sunyaviida is clearly obvious from its definition of the essence of 
the Buddha or Tathii.gata-embryo as representing the genuine 
meaning of Sunyatii. 

Chapter 8 discusses the meaning of the properties of the Buddha, 
which are said to be intrinsic to the Tathiigatagarbha, that of which 
it is not devoid (asiinya). Very briefly, their essence is nothing 
other than absolute wisdom; they are the self-expressive modes 
of its complete manifestation as the Body of the Highest Truth, 
the Dharmakiiya. They are shown to be the intrinsic forms of 
wisdom's appearance and spontaneous activity. For if wisdom 
is the goal, it is at the same time the very vehicle of its own mani
festation. The perfect disclosure of the Buddha-properties on the 
level of the Dharmakiiya is possible only because they are already 
germinally present and indivisible from the Tathiigatagarbha 
which, as embryonic absolute knowledge, is the active emergence 
of an implicit to an explicit fullness. 

The chapter next discusses the relationship between the 
Rupakiiya and the Dharmakiiya and concludes that in the former, 
Tathatii represents itself to itself in definite shape and specific 
appearance; the Rupakiiya is an essential and necessary stage 
towards Tathatii's perfect self-comprehensive awareness. But as 
yet external form, Tathatii is not immediately present to itself; it 
still projects itself in the cast of an other than itself. As long as the 
experience of the Buddha-personality, in the multiple expressions 
of the Rupakiiya, fails to be understood as the self-created reflec
tions of the Innate Mind, Tathatii remains concealed by its own 
symbolizations, fails to know itself, to recognize itself perfectly 
as what it is in itself. In the perception of the visible features and 
marks, actions and teachings, qualities and virtues of the Rupa
kaya-Buddha, the Innate Mind of all sentient beings (i.e. Tathatii} 
projects self-reflective images for its own self-recognizacne. Should 
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an individual fail to realize this true identity of the Rupakiiya, 
fail to identify these external forms as symbolizations of the one 
Innate Mind common to himself and all animate beings, and 
thus as the interior dimensions of his own authenticity, Tathatii 
becomes fixated in a form that is not the adequate medium for, 
does not completely correspond to its essence; put otherwise, 
it is the failure of the Tathiigatagarbha to realize itself perfectly 
as Dharmakiiya. 

Chapter 8 draws to a close the formal treatment of the Tathii
gatagarbha by remarking the implicit indications for a comple
mentarity with the Vijfiii.navii.din tradition of the Alayavijfiiina. 

That Tathatii advances through various stages of unconcealment 
to its ultimate self-awareness as the Absolute Suchness of reality, 
specifies that both the goal (enlightenment) and the path towards 
it, are noetic determinations. Consciousness then, is directly impli
cated in the concept of the Tathiigatagarbha as the very locus and 
form of its processive self-transformation. This became' explicit 
in the Ratnagotra's references to Cittaprakrti. Human conscious
ness was interpreted as the vehicle through which the Absolute 
Body gains self-conscious recognition of its inherent nature. The 
all-prevading Innate Mind is the immanent mode by which the 
Dharmakiiya becomes fully self-aware in and through phenomenal 
human consciousness. 

The Ratnagotra thus implied that the planes of conceptual 
human / awareness are, in fact; merely the self-reflective 
moments in which the Absolute Body affirms itself as the per
fectly pure essence, the Suchness of all reality. It failed to 
directly address the problem of how finite, particular conscious
ness functions with and is transformed into the infinite, universal 
and absolute consciousness. What must the structure of cons
ciousness be that would allow for the coherent dynamics of such 
a relationship? While the Ratnagotra clearly indicated that the 
Innate Mind is the fundamental noetic substratum common to 
ordinary beings and Buddhas alike, it sustained no detailed ana
lysis of its active interplay with and upon the phenomenal mind. 
The latter is depicted as the vehicle of ignorance, with little appre
ciation for its positive contribution to the attainment of enlighten
ment. Further, the Ratnagotra 's insistence upon the on tic character 
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of Cittaprakrti dissipated the uniqueness of the finite and parti
cular consciousness. 

The chapter concludes that the sastra's psychological analysis 
is simply not adequate to the comprehensive scope of its 
metaphysics. Only the more refined nuances of the Vijfi.ana
vadin tradition would satisfactorily answer its ambiguities. 
In the Ratnagotra, Cittaprakrti essentially remains a meta
physical construct, representing . the primordial stratum of 
pure awareness in all animate beings. How precisely the pheno
menal mind, individuated out of, but not separate from that funda
mental Innate Mind, compromises and defiles the latter as it 
strays from its identity with it, demands a generic theory of cons
ciousness. While the Ratnagotra succeeded in establishing the 
metaphysical context in which to interpret the transformational 
event of enlightenment, it lacked that adequate psychological 
detail necessary for the translation of that theory into the practical 
discipline of the spiritual path. 

PART Two 

Chapter 9 opens the second major section of the study with 
an analysis of the Lankiivatiira Sutra which explicitly incorporates 
the Tathiigatagarbha into the psychological schema of the Vijfiana
vadin tradition of the A.layavijiiiina. It proceeds to identify the 
novel definition assumed by the Tathiigatagarbha and the Alaya
vijiiiina stemming from their dynamic union. If the nature of the 
Alaya represents the formally noetic aspect of Absolute Suchness 
(Tathatii) through its identification with the Tathiigatagarbha, 
its function is to recognize itself as such in the multiplicity of 
·phenomenal forms. It is this recognition that defines the trans
formative realization of the Tathiigatas which is the intent of the 
Lankiivatiira to disclose. And while it adopts the epistemology 
and psychology of the Vijiiiinaviida to identify the dynamics of 
that recognitive process, the siitra grounds itself in the ontology 
of the Tathiigatagarbha, i.e., Absolute Suchness (Tathatii). While 
the Ratnagotra extended the precise delineation of Tathatii as 
the universal, immaculate essence of phenomenal existence, the 
Lankiivatiira explores the manner in which Tathatii (noetically 
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conceived as absolute consciousness, i.e., the Alayavijiiiina) comes 
to perfect self-awareness as that comprehensive totality. In doing 
so, it nuances the ontological context defined by the sii.stra and 
with which it implicitly agrees by its focus upon the epistemology 
proper to that context. This analysis in turn, demands a coherent 
structure of the phenomenal mind, an adequate psychology, 
which was lacking to the Ratnagotra. 

The chapter briefly introduces the sevenfold structure of phe
nomenal consciousness, grounded upon and animated by the 
Alayavijfiiina, and then proceeds to explain the siitra's interpre
tation of the three self-natures: parikalpita, paratantra, and 
parini,Jpanna. The Lafzkavatiira's emphasis upon epistemology 
without a clearly articulated ontology critically compromises the 
status of-phenomenal reality as perceived by consciousness. Be
cause the text fails to adequately attest their dependent cooriginate 
nature (their proper paratantrasvabhiiva), the human organism 
and its material environment tend to be incorporated into its 
criticisms of false imagination (parikalpita) as the forms intrinsic 
to its misrepresentations. The chapter argues that this reflects the 
Lafzkavatiira's uneasy integration and amplification of the meta
physics of the Tathiigatagarbha into its basic Vijfiii.navii.din psycho
logy. While the doctrine of the Buddha-embryo significantly 
nuanced the ontic status of the Alayavijfiiina, it failed to creatively 
inform and coherently ground the extensions of that Absolute 
Mind in the multiple forms of existence. 

Nor is this neglect confined to the realm of objectivity. There 
is a correspondent ambiguity that similarly jeopardizes the inte
grity of the phenomenal subject, i.e., the five sensorialconscious
nesses, the manovijiiana, and the manas. The siitra fails to ade
quately delineate the ontic structure of the phenomenal psyche 
from the epistemological processes that define its function. While 
there is a difference between the form of human consciousness and 
the ignorant activities that may at times characterize it, such a 
distinction is absent in the Lafzkiivatiira. The siitra therefore im
plies that phenomenal subjectivity is not only the product of 
ignorance, but also the condition for its continued influence, and 
that nirviifJa would accordingly be attained only through its 
abandonment. 

The chapter details the contradictions inherent in such a con-
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elusion and notes that a transcendental illusion may indeed 
istort the interepretation with which' the relative conscious

ness invests that which it apprehends and orders into unified 
forms of intelligibility. But this interpretative function of false 
imagination is more formally an epistemological process than an 
on tic reality; it is an activity peculiar to relative consciousness, 
but not exhaustively definitive of it. It is this failure to adequately 

istinguish between ontology and epistemology, between cons
iousness as a stratum of being and consciousness as an inter

pretative process, that is at the root of the Laizkiivatiira's doctrinal 
.ambiguities. It is for this reason that the study of the Tathiigata
garbha-Alayavijfiiina advances to its final phase with an investi
gation of the Ch 'eng Wei-Shih Lun of Hslian Tsang. 

Chapter 10 pointedly stresses the well-defined ontology of 
parikalpita, paratantra, and parini$panna, free of the ambiguities 
that hampered the Laizkiivatiira's similar classification. It is shown 
how the principal tenet of consciousness-only (vijfiaptimiitratii) 
nuances the definition of those three svabhiivas. Thus, the universal 
interdependence of phenomena are paratantra primarily because 
they appear only as the re.sult of numerous conditioning factors 
within consciousness itself, while false imagination (parikalpita) 
assumes that the images and forms constituting the perceived 
.aspect of consciousness are self-subsistent particularities, auto
nomous not only from one another, but more fundamentally, from 
consciousness itself. As the genuine nature of consciousness only, 
Absolute Suchness is equivalent to ultimate reality (parini$panna) 
The latter's emergence as primal consciousness (the presupposi
tion of both knowledge and ignorance) whose essence is to know 
itself in the universality of its extension as the essential nature of 
all things, is indicated. Since the point of the Holy Path's culmi
nation in the supreme wisdom of Mahiibodhi is co-instantaneous 
with the perfect revelation of Mahiiparinirvii1J.a, it is the moment 
of Tathatii's absolute self-awareness, its immediate self-coinci
dence as subject and object. 

The chapter proceeds to specify the radical idealism that cru
cially distinguishes the ontology ofthe Ch'eng Wei-Shih Lun from 
that ofthe Ratnagotravibhiiga. Since there is but one reality, mere
consciousness, the self-transparency of Tathatii in the totality o 
phenomena is the self-recognition of consciousness in the multi-
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plicity of its forms. Tat hat a is the essential nature of consciousness 
and consciousness is the essential nature of phenomena. The 
sensible shapes and contours of the latter are the immanent deve
lopments and structured modalities of the former. Tathata (Pari
ni$panna) can know itself as the indeterminate, unconditional 
nature of all things (Paratantra) because they are the radically 
ideal manifestations or transformations from within itself, noeti
"Cally conceived as absolute consciousness (Alayavijfzana). 

It is the principal contribution of the chapter that it details the 
dynamics of the Alaya's self-manifestation through a precise study 
of the bija theory. For, it is by virtue of its common or universal 
bijas that it develops into the manifold appearances of the physical 
universe, while it is its non-common or non-universal bijas that 
account for the unique formations of the individual physical bodies 
and accompanying sense faculties. The uniformity of the physical 
shapes and localities of the world system; the interpretation of 
spatio-temporal determinations; the process by which human 
consciousness transforms itself through every activity of body, 
voice, and mind; the dynamic energies that define the Alayavijfiana 
in the unceasing self-propagation of the bijas; the creation and 
persistence of conscious states; the creation of new bijas through 
novel experiences of the empirical consciousness; and the manner 
in which the Alaya is projected from one life cycle to the next, are 
.all carefully delineated and explained. 

The chapter concludes that the phenomenal universe and the 
empirical human consciousness are the radically ideal manifes
tations and transformations from within the Alayavijfziina, the 
noetic determination of Absolute Suchness (Tathatii). It is only 
when they are falsely considered to be self-subsistent particu
larities, independent of consciousness, that they are designated 
as mere imaginations. Collectively, the forms of the phenomenal 
universe and human individuality are the images (nimitta) in and 
through which Tathata appears to, and recognizes itself. Since 
the structure of the phenomenal consciousness evolves from im
manent, archetypal self-patternings of the absolute conscious
ness, i.e., from the innate bijas of the Alayavijfziina, and since 
that phenomenal consciousness exists as the differentiated iden
tity of the absolute consciousness, the perception of the pheno
menal consciousness are the perceptions of the Alaya. 
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Chapter 11 isolates the problem of ignorance in its two funda
mental forms: the tenacious belief in the reality of an independent, 
autonomous ego (iitmagriiha), and the even more radical adherence 
to the notion of discrete, self-subsistent particularities or things
in-themselves (dharmagriiha). The relationship of the former to 
"the barrier of vexing passions" (kle§iivaralJ.a) and of the latter to 
."the barrier impeding supreme enlightenment and hindering ab
solute knowledge" (jfieyiivaralJ.a) is explained through the meta
physics of consciousness-only ( vijfiaptimiitratii). 

The origin of iitmagriiha through the extrinsic influence of 
erroneous teachings upon the manovijfiana, the faculty of ideal 
conceptualization, as well as the innate "natural" belief in the 
reality of an autonomous ego and independent things-in-them
selves, is fully chronicled. Particular attention is focused upon 
the fourfold ignorance that intrinsically accompanies the manas, 
which then appropriates the Alayavijfiiina as the determinate 
center of its own, discrete self-identity, the atman, rather than 
recognizing it as the universal, absolute consciousness, the 
generic animating principle of all sentient beings. Under the sway 
of manas, defiled by ignorance, the manovijfiiina instinctively 
imputes an ego identity to the constituents of the phenomenal 
personality. In addition, tht: objects of the physical universe 
constituted by it through the mediation of the sense conscious
nesses, are invested by the manov(jfiiina with a similar degree 
of self-reality. Rather than perceiving the sense consciousnesses, 
sense organs, and sense objects as the self-manifested forms of 
the Alayavijfiana, the manovijfiana, pervaded by the manas' 
appropriation of the Alaya as an independent self-entity, be
comes ensnared by the self-reality it in turn attributes to them. 
As long as this fundamental misapprehension remains the domi
nant mental horizon informing all acts of consciousness which 
prompt physical deeds, produce speech or elicit deliberation and 
judgment, those acts are rendered impure and defiled. 

The chapter concludes by noting a subtle, though critical quali
fication on the nature of ignorance, representing a significant 
advance by the Ch'eng Wei-Shih Lun over the Lankiivatiira Sutra. 
Though an inherent accompaniment of the manas and mano
vijfiiina, ignorance is only an "associated mental activity" (caitta), 
not the essential nature (svabhava) of those two constituents of 
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human consciousness. While in the Lankiivatiira the cognitive 
processes of the manas-manovijiiiina are radically compromised 
as originated by ignorance, the Ch'eng Wei-Shih Lun preserves 
their integrity as the innate self-determinations (the bijas) of the 
Alayavijiiiina through which it perceives itself in the universality 
of its self-manifested forms. 

According to the text, ignorance develops from within the very 
ground of the Alayavijiiiina along with the seeds (bijas) of wis
dom and virtue. The criticai argument of the chapter is that 
human consciousness is a product neither of ignorance nor of 
wisdom; its natural condition is the very interplay of their 
mutual presence. That the Alaya grounds and posits the pheno
menal mind with seeds (bijas) of both ignorance and wisdom, 
specifies the mind's active self-emergence as the necessary 
opposition between the two. For it is only in the expansive illumi
nation of wisdom, gradually dilating the restrictive vision of 
ignorance, that human consciousness attains the awareness of its 
own universality. So far from being the problematic dualism 
which the obscure ontology of the Lankiivatiira was incapable 
of avoiding, ignorance is integrated into the essential dynamic 
through which the mind realizes itself in the omniscience of 
Buddhahood. 

Chapter 12 details that process in a step-by-step analysis of the 
Buddhist Path as found in Hsiian Tsang's treatise. The initial 
"stage of moral provisioning" is presented in relation to the prob
lematic gulf separating the illusory independent subject (griihaka) 
and the world of similarly independent (and thus, illusory) objects 
(griihya) which it encounters and perceives. In the second "stage 
of intensified effort", through the influence of four meditative 
practices, human consciousness understands that error and begins 
to realize the mutual implication and interdependence of the per
ceiving subject and the perceived object. Yet those meditations 
are not capable of removing the primordial, inherent attachment 
of the manas and manovijiiiina to the existence of individual self
hood and thinghood, and the subliminal impressions created by 
it and by the multiple passions arising from it. 

It is the third "stage of unimpeded penetrating understanding" 
that accomplishes that end through the non-discriminating trans
cendental wisdom and the subsequent wisdom peculiar to it. 
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Thoroughly informed by and exercised in the truth of pudgala 
simyata and dharma sunyata, the manas comprehends the identity 
of all things and the complete equality between itself and all other 
sentient beings; it perceives the universal, essential nature common 
to all of them, their Absolute Suchness. It is at this stage that 
Tathata attains a radical self-presence, in which it knows itself 
directly as the ultimately real, self-subsistent absolute. However, 
that self-intuition is only temporary and interrupted by the emer
gence within the empirical consciousness of various forms of the 
primordial atmagraha and dharmagraha, originating from residual 
impressions within the fundamental consciousness of the Alaya
vijiiana. 

In the fourth "stage of exercising cultivation", the text isolates 
ten singularly obstinate forms of innate ignorance, and defines the 
classical ten bhumis through their active repudiation of them and 
removal of every trace of their subliminal impressions (bijas). In 
each bhumi the tenacious influence of ignorance is increasingly 
weakened by the expansive exercise of wisdom in the tenfold form 
of the moral perfections (paramitiis) which a·re said to reveal in 
each "land", the particular modality of Absolute Suchness peculiar 
to it. In even its most subtle and latent forms, ignorance is now 
annulled as its psychic basis within the Alayavijiiiina, is progres
sively and consistently illumined by the perfections of wisdom. 

In the reversal of their instinctive tendencies to fragment reality 
by positing a multiplicity of independent, self-subsistent persons 
and things, the manas and manovijiiiina are respectively trans
formed in and by the Universal Equality and Profound Contempla
tion Wisdoms, modalities of Mahiibodhi. Conjointly, they illumine 
the mind so that it may discern precisely the unique features and 
peculiar characteristics of all dharmas, while at the same time 
comprehending their complete equality as the thoroughly ideal 
forms of Absolute Suchness. Both wisdoms are exercised through
out the ten bhumis of the fourth stage, and both are perfected by the 
complementary exercise of the ten paramitiis. 

But the chapter interprets the bhiimis from a more funda
mental level than simply the process in which human conscious
ness attains a more thorough and precise understanding of abso
lute reality. For essentially, they represent the various refinements 
in the self-explication of Tathatii. Suchness, in its noetic activity 
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as Alayavijiiiina, having become fully self-conscious in and 
through the human mind's experience of the non-discriminating 
transcendental wisdom, delineates that immediate self-intuition 
in the more deliberate conceptions of that mind. Since the 
Alaya contains the seeds (bijas) of perfect wisdom that assume 
the particular form of the piiramitiis within the phenomenal 
consciousness which it grounds, the realizations of the ten 
Tathatiis which "they attain" in the ten bhumis are in fact the 
moments of its perfect, self-comprehensive elucidation. 

With the tenth bhumi, the chapter moves to lhe fifth and final 
stage of the holy path, the "stage of ultimate realization" and 
identifies the meaning and function of the Great Mirror Wisdom 
through which Tathatii knows the exact delineations of all pheno
mena simultaneously and without hindrance of spatial and tempo
ral distinctions. For as Alayavijiiiina it is the univeral storehouse 
which contains them as its own immanent determinations, its 
bijas, and the Great Mirror Wisdom is the self-luminosity, the 
perfect self-comprehension of the Alaya in the entirety of those 
ideal determinations. If the human consciousness in and through 
the combined Universal Equality and Profound Contemplation 
Wisdoms recognized the bijas in their temporal projections as the 
phenomenal forms of mere-consciousness, the absolute conscious
ness (Alayavijiiiina), in and through the Great Mirror Wisdom, 
recognizes them in their unmanifest, immediate inherence to itself. 
While the Universal Equality and Profound Contemplation Wis
doms represent the comprehensive knowledge of each particular 
thing in its sheer Suchness (sarvajiiatii) as perceived by the pheno
menal consciousness, the Great Mirror Wisdom is omniscience 
proper, the simultaneous and exhaustively detailed knowledge of 
all forms (sarviikarajiiiita), including the Univers:rl Equality, 
Profound Contemplation and all other modalities of wisdom 
itself. It is as the Great Mirror Wisdom then, that Tathatii attains 
its ultimate self-conscious form. Since it is to possess itself as its 
own object by knowing itself as the unconditional nature of all 
things, its knowledge must be adequate to its content. Through 
the Universal Equality and Profound Contemplation of Wisdoms, 
Tathatii clearly knows itself in the individual forms of the pheno
menal universe. But it is only as the Great Mirror Wisdom, that 
Tathata having realized itself as perfect wisdom, knows itself as 
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perfect wisdom. If it is to know itself as that which it is, ifis not 
enough that it recognize itself in the mere diversity of physical 
shapes and material contours. For, in that very recognition it 
determines itself ever more exactly in the form of the Universal 
Equality and Profound Contemplation Wisdoms, and its self
knowledge is only complete when it comprehends itself in that 
form. It does so through the Great Mirror Wisdom. It is with this 
final development that the emergent complementarity of the 
Tathiigatagarbha and Alayavijiiiina concludes. 

PART THREE 

Chapter 13 reviews the significant developments of the prece
ding chapters, identifying the salient moments in the comprehen
sive metaphysics of Absolute Suchness which the union of the 
two notions defines. Having delineated the principle that the 
Buddhist Absolute is the dynamic self-emergence from latent, 
abstract universality to perfect self-explicit awareness of and as 
that integral wholeness of reality, the processive self-determination 
of substance to subject, the chapter specifies that principle as the 
dominant theme within Hegel's Phenomenology of Spirit. 

Briefly reviewing the stages in the latter's self-evolution of con
sciousness, the chapter concludes noting several points of con
vergence between the Buddhist conception of the Tathiigatagarbha
Alayavijiiiina and the Hegelian Absolute Spirit in-and-for-itself. 
Both share a common interpretation of reality as a generic process 
of self-transformation, the conscious disclosure of itself to itself as 
integral totality. For both, the Absolute is its own becoming, both 
means and·end of its self-actualization. It does so by virtue of its 
-essential nature as knowledge: the inherent self-activity which 
modifies it from mere substance to subject, and defines both the 
process and the goal as self-consciousness. Likewise, both con
ceptions posit a dynamic union of infinite and finite consciousness 
in which the latter is transformed and perfected in the self-realiza
tion of the former, of which it (finite consciousness) is the very 
vehicle. Finally, both appropriate ignorance and finitude as the 
necessary conditions for the self-explication of the Absolute in 
.and through human consciousness. The chapter concludes, 
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noting the importance of these corollaries for the continued dialo
gue between Buddhist thought and Western philosophy. 

At this point an important clarification must be made. As 
indicated above and will be detailed throughout, the present study 
focuses the convergence of the Tathiigatagarbha and Alayavijnana 
as the emergence of Tathata "from ontic substance to ontic 
subject". It may be objected that such a formulation violates the 
Buddhist tradition by imposing upon it far too Western a category 
of thought, thus distorting the uniqueness of the Buddhist reality 
and forcing a conformity that does not exist. But such is not the 
case. Rather than an alien and superimposed philosophical princi
ple, the axiom suggests itself from within the very texts themselves 
as a precise description of the Buddhist Absolute. 

While there is no exact equivalent of"ontic" within the Buddhist 
texts, the siitras and sii.stras explicitly insist upon its implied signi
ficance, i.e., a distinction in the degree of entitative value or self
being assigned to any particular thing or things. The Sri-Mala 
sets the tone by clearly delineating a contrast between the un
conditional, self-consistent stability of the Tathagatagarbha as 
that of "ultimate existence without beginning or end", and the 
processes of death and re-birth that define conditioned pheno
mena. The Tathagatagarbha's priority over sarpsii.ric reality is 
clearly "on tic" in nature; that which is permanent, steadfast, 
and eternal enjoys a degree of reality in and of itself not so accor
ded the transient contingency of all other existents. 

The entitative value of the Tathiigatagarbha is even more clearly 
articulated by the Ratnagotravibhaga which, having identified it as 
the immanent modality of Absolute Suchness (Tathata), chara
cterises it variously as the fundamental nature (dharmata), the 
basic substratum (a§raya), and the universal essence (dhiitu) 
common to all things. To speak here of an ontic status is to do 
no more than to recognize the plenary reality of the Tathagata
garbha on the one hand and the mutual, participatory dependence 
of phenomena on the other. Far from foreign imposition, this is 
the very context in which the Ratnagotravibhiiga developes its 
comprehensive metaphysics of Absolute Suchness (Tathata). 

Finally, all residual claims against the appropriateness of 
references to the on tic nature of the Buddhist reality must reckon 
with the Vijfiii.navii.din delineation of parikalpita, paratantra, and 
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parini$panna. Nowhere within the tradition of the Tathagata
garbha-Aiayavijiiana is there such vivid, incontrovertible testimony 
to varying degrees of entitative value or self-being than in this 
tripartite classification. The first represents that which is comple
tely lacking ontic significance, utterly void of reality, a mere 
imaginary figment. The being of the paratantra on the other hand, 
is that of a mutual interdependence where the universe of phe
nomenal forms reciprocally contribute to and mutually inhere a 
common identity-a shared reality, sustained by and dependent 
upon parini~panna, the ultimately real self-subsistent absolute
genuine Suchness (Bhutatathata). Such a schema, critical to the 
Vijiiii.navii.din system and within which the theory of the Tatha
gatagarbha-Alayavijiiana attains its final phase, so clearly articula
ting distinct levels of self-being (svabhava), naturally accommodates 
and validates references to the "ontic" priority and nature of that 
reality. To speak of Tathata as ontic subject is to do no more than 
indicate its absolute value as that which comes to perfect self
awareness as integral totality in and through human consciousness. 
That this is in strict fidelity to the Buddhist tradition itself, and 
not merely the convenient formula of a foreign hermeneutics will 
be sustained by the attentive textual analysis of the following 
chapters. 
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THE TATHAGATAGARBHA 
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HAPTER I 

ANALYSIS OF THE SRI-MALA SUTRA 

FROM BOTH logical and historical perspectives the Sri-Miilii 
Sutra is of critical importance for the study of the Tathiigatagar-

ha theory. It became the primary scriptural authority for the 
Ratnagotravibhiiga, which is the most comprehensive siistral 
treatment of that subject within Mahayana Buddhism. Of equal 
significance is the claim that the Sri-Miilii had a direct role upon 
the inspiration and composition of the Lankiivatiira Sutra, itself 
a primary authority for the concept of the Alayavijiiiina.1 But 
perhaps its most apparent and creative influence is reflected in the 
Awakening of Faith, where the Sri-Miilii's bipolar designation of 
the garbha as "empty-nonempty" (sunya-asunya) has been pre-
erved and developed as the categorical specification of Suchness 

( Tathatii). 
That the Sri-Miilii was considered the primary scriptural advo

cate in India for the doctrine of a universal potentiality of Buddha
hood, undoubtedly contributed to its historical popularity as 
commentarial subject by Buddhist scholars in both China and 
Japan. Its composition has been determined as a third century 
product of the Mahiisii:tighika sect of southern India, and therefore 
post-dates the early texts of the Prajiiiipiiramitii sutras, a fact to be 
considered against the Sri-Miilii's warning concerning the doctrine 
of emptiness (Sunyatii). But while the Ratnagotravibhiiga, appea
ring some two hundred years later, explicitly presents the Tathii
gatagarbha theory as a direct critique of the Prajiiiiparamitii sutras, 
such a judgement remains only implicit in the earlier Sri-Miilii. 

1. While it is evident from the text of the Lmikiivatiira that the author was 
aware of the Tathiigatagarbha theory which he equates with the Alayavijii
and that he directly quotes from the Sri-Miilii, it is interesting that Wayman 
and Wayman attribute a most profound influence of the latter upon th 
Lankiivatiira and that in fact, perhaps the reason why the Ratnagotravibhiiga 
fails to quote the Lankiivatiira, was its disagreement with the latter's interpre
tation of the Sri-Miilii. See The Lion's Roar of Queen Sri-Miilii: A Buddhis 
Scripture on the Tathiigatagarbha Theory, trans. Alex Wayman and Hideko 
Wayman (New York :Columbia University Press, 1974), pp. 6-7. 
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Before proceeding, it should be made clear as to the metho
dology in the following analysis of the Sri-Miilii text. In their exce
llent philosophical-historical introductory section and footnoted 
material throughout, Wayman and Wayman elucidate the siitra's 
presentation of the Tathiigatagarbha against the completed deve
lopment of that theory as found in the Ratnagotravibhiiga and its 
commentaries. The problem with that in terms of the present 
study, is that the Ratnagotra's exegesis of the Sri-Miilii has been 
somewhat modified and determined by the insights into and modes 
of presentation of the garbha theory provided by more than 
twenty other siitras that serve as the Ratnagotra's additional 
sources. It is the intention here however, to analyze the Srl-Miilii 
in its own terms so as to illustrate the problems raised in this 
earlier expression of the Tathiigatagarbha, and thus to better 
appreciate the more comprehensive dimensions and refinements 
of the later Ratnagotra's coherent synthesis. Despite its brevity, 
the siitra succeeds in suggesting the outlines for the subsequent 
elaboration of the theory, with the later introduction of the 
Vijiiiinaviidin concept of the Alayavijiiiina ("Storehouse Consci
ousness"). 

T ATHAGA TAGARBHA AS 0NTIC SUBJECTIVITY 

To begin with, it is not immediately obvious that the Sri-Miilii's 
briskly didactic concluding section in which it finally deals with 
the nature of the Tathiigatagarbha itself, underlies the lengthier 
preceding sections treating of the Illustrious Doctrine, nirvii1.1a, 
the noble truths and the knowledge modalities of the various 
classes of beings. What first appears then, to be a rather loosely 
connected series of statements on various topics, is actually the 
examination of one reality, the Tathiigatagarbha, taken from a 
soteriological, epistemological and ontological focus. But it is 
not until its on tic status has been established towards the very end 
of the siitra that one becomes aware of the self-consistency of the 
garbha doctrine as presented in the earlier sections of the text. 

In style more declarative than expository, the Sri-Miilii defines 
the Tathiigatagarbha as the ground of phenomenal existence or 
sa111siira, since it is possessed of an ultimate existence without 
beginning or end, and is of an undying and unborn nature. While 
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.. perished" and "born," are processes conventionally descriptive 
of the respective loss and renewal of the physical senses, the 
Tathiigatagarbha is beyond such mundane referents, beyond all 
that is caused, conditioned or compounded (saf'!lskrta). Because 
it isn't born, nor does it perish, nor is it subject to transmigratory 
change; it rather, is designated as permanent (nitya), steadfast 
(dharma), and eternal (siisvata). For this reason, the garbha alone 
can be the ground of the Buddha natures (buddhadharmas) which 
are stated as inseparable and indivisible from it, and are compre
hended as liberated from the stores of defilement. And for the 
very same reason (i.e., its permanence and eternity), the garbha is 
simultaneously the base of those very defilement stores which are 
however, separate from, and extrinsic to it: 

But Lord, the Tathiigatagarbha is not born, does not die, does 
not pass away to become reborn. The Tathiigatagarbha excludes 
the realm with the characteristic of the constructed. The Tathii
gatagarbha is permanent, steadfast, eternal. Therefore, the 
Tathiigatagarbha is the support, the holder, the base of cons
tructed (Buddha natures) that are nondiscrete, not dissociated, 
and knowing as liberated from the stores (of defilement); and 
furthermore is the support, the holder, the base of external 
constructed natures that are discrete, dissociated and knowing 
as not liberated. 2 

While disavowing any misconceptions of the garbha as some 
elemental self, soul or personality, the Sri-Miilii accords it an 
unmistakeable ontic status, emphasizing its ultimate and self
consistent stability. And yet, its unconditional nature is not that of 
an absolute substantiality, so much as of an absolute subjectivity. 
The Tathiigatagarbha is the support (iidhiira) of both saf'!lsiira and 
nirviiva not as any primordial objective entity, but rather as that 
which alone is capable of experiencing suffering, and thus mani
fests itself as reactivity against the pain of phenomenal existence, 
and a simultaneous intentionality toward the emancipation of 
nirviiva: 

2. Ibid., pp. 104--105. 
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Lord, ifthere were no Tathiigatagarbha, there would be neither 
aversion towards suffering nor longing, eagerness, and aspira
tion towards Nirva:Q.a. What is the reason? Whatever be these 
six perceptions, and whatever be this (other) perception, these 
seven natures are unfixed, momentary and lack experience of 
suffering; hence these natures are unfit for aversion towards 
suffering or for longing, eagerness, and aspiration towards 
Nirva:Q.a.3 

While the classical Chinese and Japanese commentaries on the 
Sri-Miilii4 themselves remain obscure as to the exact interpretation 
of the seventh perception referred to by the text, it is obvious that 
the first five refer to those consciousnesses (vijiiiinas) which distin
guish by the senses the objects of the external world (i.e., sight, 
hearing, smell, taste, and touch consciousness). The sixth, is 
undoubtedly the sense center consciousness (manovijiiiina) which 
unifies and coordinates the precepts derived from the first five 
sense consciousnesses. Whether the seventh perception or consci
ousness be the "root consciousness" (mU!avijiiiina) common to the 
Mahiisailghikas, or the "defiled mind" (kli~ta-manas) of the 
later Laizkiivatiira sutra, the Sri-Miilii's indictment remains the 
same. Only the Tathiigatagarbha of "ultimate existence without 
beginning or end"5 possesses an unconditional awareness and con
sciousness that is alone adequate to a definitive comprehension of 
phenomenal existence as suffering. What is profoundly significant 
here, is the Sri-Mala's implicit identification of the garbha not so 
much as on tic substance, but rather as on tic subject. It is suggested 
that this insight is precisely the germ that would later initiate the 
Laizkiivatiira's explicit equation of the Tathiigatagarbha with the 
ultimate consciousness that is the Alayavijiiiina. 

The garbha's condition as ontic subjectivity simultaneously 
demonstrates its dynamic role as primary soteriological principle. 

3. Ibid., p. 105. 
4. See Junjiro Takakusu, gen. ed., TaishO Shinshii Daizokyo, 85 vols. 

(Tokyo: n.p., 1914-22), vol. 39.1, no. 1744: Sheng-man ching pao-k'u by 
Chi-Tsang. See also Join Saeki, ShOmangyo Kosan (Osaka : n.p., 1939). Both 
commentators (Chi-Tsang and Saeki) are consistently cited throughout the 
Waymans' translation. 

5. Lion's. Roar, trans. Wayman and Wayman, p. 106. 
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Its mode of existence is not one of mere passive submission, but a 
concurrent movement towards nirvava. And this conative function 
of the garbha is by no means an undefined aspiration, or indeter
minate striving. Here, the Sri-Mala's generic designation of the 
garbha as "embryo" assumes its critical significance. Once its 
ontic status as ground of phenomenal existence has been asserted, 
it follows logically that the embryonic potentiality which the 
garbha is, predestines all sentient beings not to a multiplicity of 
goals, but to one and the same "rightly completed enlightenment," 
the universal awakening of Tathagatahood. Expanding upon this, 
the scripture affirms that there can only be one ultimate "Nirvava 
realm" which is synonymous with the Absolute Body (Dharma· 
kaya) of the Tathagata, and the definition given to this latter 
effects a direct, if not coterminous equivalence with the Tathagata
embryo (Tathagatagarbha): 

The Dharmakaya of the Tathagata is named 'cessation of 
suffering,' and it is beginningless, uncreate, unborn, undying, 
free from death; permanent, steadfast, calm, eternal; intrinsically 
pure, free from all the defilement store; and accompanied by 
Buddha natures more numerous than the sands of the Ganges, 
which are nondiscrete, knowing as liberated, and inconceiv
able. This Dharmakaya of the Tathagata when not free from 
the store of defilement is referred to as the Tathagatagarbha. 6 

While a technical distinction remains unresolved within the text 
between the Absolute Body. (Dharmakiiya) which is attributed 
with the perfections of permanence, pleasure, purity, and self, 
as against the warning that the Tathagata-embryo (Tathiigata
garbha) is not a self, the discrepancy is never raised to a dogmatic 
issue by the Sri-Mala. 7 What is more apparent is that the affirma
tive epithets specifying the Absolute Body (Dharmakaya) in the 

6. Ibid., p, 98. 

7. Wayman and Wayman are correct in pointing out, that it is for this very 
(though seemingly minute) discrepancy that the Sri-Miila can never be said 
to absolutely identify the Tath{igatagarbha with the Dharmakaya. It will only 
be through the refinement of the Ratnagotravibhii.ga's Samala Tathata and 
Nirmala Tathata that their identity will be exactly determined. See ibid., n. 83, 
p. 98. 
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above citation are substantially identical with those earlier attri
buted to the Tathagata-embryo (Tathiigatagarbha). Both are not 
born; do not die; have no beginning or end; are permanent; 
steadfast; eternal; and (most important) are inseparable from the 
intrinsic Buddha natures. Thus, the major thrust of the scripture 
is its insistence upon the bivalent character of the Absolute Body 
(Dharmakiiya), on the one hand freed from the store of defilement 
and on the other, non-free and concealed by it; in this latter condi
tion it is organically conceived as embryonic. Therefore, though 
never explicitated as such the Sri-Miilii's terminological designa
tion of "embryo" establishes a causal link between the Tathagata
garbha and its resultant finalized state as Absolute Body (Dharma
kaya).8 

TATllAGATAGARBHA AND SOTERIOLOGY 

Having clarified the nature of the Tathagata-embryo (Tatha
gatagarbha) as the on tic ground of the totality of existence in both 
its sa:rp.saric and nirval).ic modalities, its condition as fundamental 
soteriological principle should be more obvious, and the Sri
Mala's lengthy discourse on the "Illustrious Doctrine" (Saddha
rma) can be more cogently understood as integral to the embryo 
(garbha) theory. By the very fact that, as embryo, it alone is un
conditional awareness of phenomenal existence as suffering, and 
it alone as realized Absolute Body (Dharmakaya) is synonymous 
with "cessation of suffering," itself equivalent with the highest 
nirvaQ.a realm of the Tathagata (as opposed to various "fractional" 
nirval).ic states), the Tathagatagarbha is the basis for the Sri
Mala's doctrine of the "one vehicle" (ekayana) theory. 

However, at this point within the Sri-Miilii, confusion can 
easily arise, due to an apparent disjunction within the logical 
sequence of the text itself. This is compounded by the nebular ter
minological variation between "Illustrious Doctrine" (Saddharma) 
and "Great Vehicle" (Mahiiyana). The body of the sutra 

8. "En insistant sur le fait qu'il s'agit d'un garbha-c'est-a-dire d'une 
•essence embryonnaire' (snin po)-ce passage fait ressortir la difference entre le 
dharmaktiya resultant (phala) et le Tathiigatagarbha 'causal'." Ruegg, La 
Theorie du Tathiigatagarbha et du Gotra, p. 359. 
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begins when Queen Sri-Mala, having taken ten vows9 in the 
presence of the Buddha, proceeds to elaborate upon the praises 
and meaning of the last vow, in which she binds herself to embrace 
and never forget the "Illustrious Doctrine." As will be more 
clearly indicated below, the remarks which then follow concer
ning the "Illustrious Doctrine" substantially demonstrate a dis
tinction of superiority among classes of beings, not only between 
that of the Bodhisattva on the one hand; and the disciples and 
Pratyekabuddhas on the other, but even among the levels of 
Bodhisattvas themselves. The problem becomes focused when the 
siitra, somewhat abruptly, makes a direct equation of the "Illus
trious Doctrine" with the "Great Vehicle" which recognizes no 
distinctions between the vehicles of the Bodhisattva, the Disciple 
or the Pratyekabuddha. How does one explain the apparent in
consistency between the two terms? 

At issue is the implicit congruence of the Sri-Miilii's doctrine 
of the Tathagata-embryo (Tathiigatagarbha) as fundamental 
soteriological factor. It is, in fact, the reality of the embryo that 
accounts for the equation of the terms "Illustrious Doctrine" and 
"Great Vehicle," though this is never articulated as such by the 
siitra. It is here suggested that the discrepancy between the scrip
ture's section on the "Illustrious Doctrine" with its recognition 
of various stages and levels, and its statements on the "Great 
Vehicle" which seemingly contradict such a position, is not 
ultimate but merely perspectival. It has already been noted that 
viewed from the aspect of finality, the Tathagata-embryo is 
virtually synonymous with the Absolute Body (Dharmakiiya), 
while from a causal vantage it is characterised as a processive 
movement toward that very self-actualization. 

Now, the Sri-Miilii's concept of the "Great Vehicle" (Mahiiyiina) 
accommodates itself exactly, in ultimacy and finality, to the 
Absolute Body (Dharmakiiya). Its "greatness" does not polemi
cally oppose itself to any "lesser vehicle" (Hinayiina), but rather 
ontically grounds and contains within itself all other vehicles 
however they be named, as well as all excellent qualities of know
ledge and power. The Sri-Miilii's choice of imagery is strikingly 
deliberate: 

9. The ten vows are listed in appendix 1. 
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For example, whatever seeds there are, and plants, shrubs, trees, 
all of them, based on the great earth and resting on the great 
earth, sprout and grow. In the same way, whatever vehicles 
there be of Disciples and of the Self-Enlightened and whatever 
mundane and supramundane virtuous nature there be, they 
are based on the Great Vehicle, sprout and grow. Hence, Lord, 
when one is based on the Great Vehicle, and embraces the 
Great Vehicle, he also has recourse to and embraces all the 
vehicles of Disciples and of the Self-Enlightened and all the 
mundane and supramundane virtuous natures.10 

As the text advances its interpretation on the comprehensive na
ture of the "Great Vehicle", its concordance with the Lotus Flower 
of the Wonderful Law ($addharmapu1J<Jarikii sutra) is evident. Like 
the Sri-Miilii, the latter presents the "Great Vehicle" as inclusive 
of the vehicles belonging to the Disciples and Self-Enlightened not 
as a third path, but as the one and only genuine path. Like the Sri
Miilii, its claim is based on the major premise that there is only 
one goal, one universally realizeable awakening, one ultimate, 
innate Buddha-knowledge. The Lotus of the Wonderful Law agrees 
then, with the Sri-Miilii's equivalence of the "Great Vehicle" as 
the "Buddha Vehicle," and this is unique.U 

Turning to the text of the Sri-Miilii itself then, a passage of 
critical significance demonstrates through a series of correlative 
terms the consummation of the "Great Vehicle" as the realized 
Absolute Body (Dharmakiiya). Therefore, it amounts to an impli
cit definition of the Tathagata-embryo (Tathiigatagarbha) conceiv
ed here from its perspective as ultimate soteriological principle, 
since it is the one vehicle (ekayiina) that is "Great" (Mahiiyiina) 

10. Lion's Roar, trans. Wayman and Wayman, p. 79. 
11. "Because the buddhas, the world-honored ones, desire to cause all living 

beings to open (their eyes) to the Buddha-knowledge so that they may gain 
the pure (mind), (therefore) they appear in the world; because they desire to 
show all living beings the Buddha-knowledge, .. ; because they desire to cause 
all living beings to apprehend the Buduha-knowledge, .. ; because they desire 
to cause all living beings to enter the way of the Buddha-knowledge, they 
appear in the world ... The Tathagata, by means of the One Buddha-vehicle, 
preaches to all living beings the law; there is no other vehicle, neither a second 
nor a third ... Such (teachings) all are in order to secure perfect knowledge 
of the One Buddha-vehicle, Sariputra'. In the whole universe there are not 
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precisely because of its inherent identity with the Absolute Body 
(Dharmakaya), and its universal presence within all beings, no 
matter how they be designated: 

The vehicles of the Disciples and the Self-Enlightened ones are 
included in the Great Vehicle. Lord, 'Great Vehicle' is an ex
pression for Buddha Vehicle. In that way, the three vehicles are 
counted as one vehicle (ekayana). By realizing the 'one vehicle' 
one attains the incomparable rightly completed enlightenment. 
Lord, 'incomparable rightly completed enlightenment' is an 
expression for the Nirval).a-realm. 'Nirval).a-realm' is an expres
sion for the Dharmakaya of the Tathagata. The ultimate reali
zation of the Dharmakaya is the One Vehicle. Lord, the Tatha
gata is not one thing, and the Dharmakaya something else, but 
the Tathagata is himself the Dharmakaya. The ultimate realiza
tion of the Dharmakaya is the ultimate of the One Vehicle. 
Lord, 'ultimate of the One Vehicle' is an expression for the 
absoluteness of the One Vehicle.t2 

In terms of logical priority, it is only when this insight into the 
Tathagata-embryo (Tathagatagarbha) as "Great Vehicle" has been 
grasped, that one can reach a clarified interpretation of the sutra's 
previous section on the "Illustrious Doctrine" which allows of 
different categories and stages among beings. 

While the Tathagata-embryo (Tathagatagarbha) has been shown 
as implicitly identical to the Absolute Body (Dharmakaya) in terms 
of finality, it simultaneously identifies itself as the necessary emer
gence of itself to itself. Organically conceived as embryo (garbha), 
it is the inherent process of moving from a latent to an articulate 
ultimacy, the self-expressive development from potential to actual 
Tathagatahood. And the dynamics of its self-explicitation by no 
means precludes but even implies, the factor of stages or degrees 
towards that fullness of self-realization. While all sentient beings 

even two vehicles [those of the Sravaka and Pratyekabuddha], how much less 
a third [that of the bodhisattva]." The Threefold Lotus SU!ra: Innumerable 
Meanings, The Lotus Flower of the Wonderful Law, and Meditation on the 
Bodhisattva Universal Virtue, trans. Bunno Kato, Yoshiro Tamura, and Kojiro 
Miyasaka (New York: Weatherhill, 1975; Tokyo: Kosei, 1975), pp. 59-61. 

12. Lion's Roar, trans. Wayman and Wayman, p. 92. 
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may have the potentiality ofBuddhahood, may be tacitly consider
ed as already enlightened, through the universal endowment with 
the Tatha.gata-embryo, that doesn't necessarily presume its imme
diate and total actualization. It is the recognition of the implied 
stages within the Tathagata-embryo's self-objectification, that re
conciles the Sri-Miilii's remarks on the "Illustrious Doctrine" and 
its superficially conflicting identification of it with "Great Vehicle." 
The coherance of the Tathagata-embryo as fundamental soterio
logical principle is preserved whether it be conceived as in process 
or as ultimately realized. 

In highly laudatory terms, the Sri-Miilii presents the "Illustrious 
Doctrine" initially as an object to be embraced, relied on, rejoiced 
in, and displayed by all sentient beings, because of its definitive 
salvific capacity to attain "the perfection of aim. "13 As such, it is 
variously described as a thing of enormous scope, having far rang
ing meaning, of great benefit, great fruit and possessing infinite 
merit. More specifically, it is thus credited because of its unequal
led and singular ability to perfect all the innumerable Buddha 
natures; to counteract the 84,000 defilements; to pour down count
less maturations of merit and infinite knowledge jewels. Depicted 
as an immeasurable womb, the embrace of the Illustrious Doc
trine is said to give rise to all the magical deeds ofthe Bodhisattvas, 
and to provide the various entrances into the light of the Doctrine, 
and to all mundane perfection, mundane mastery, and supra
mundane bliss.14 

Then, in a manner consistent with what has already been noted 
elsewhere in the text, the Sri-Miilii effects a significant equation: 

Lord, the embrace of the Illustrious Doctrine is called 'embracer 
of the Illustrious Doctrine'. The Illustrious Doctrine is not one 
thing and the embracer of the Illustrious Doctrine something 
else. That embracer of the Illustrious Doctrine is himself the 
Illustrious Doctrine. Neither is he different from the Perfections, 
nor are those different from the embracer of the Illustrious Doc
trine. Lord, that embracer of the Illustrious Doctrine himself is 
the Perfections.15 

13. Ibid., p. 66. 
14. Ibid., pp. 69-70. 
15. Ibid., p. 72. 
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No longer is the Illustrious Doctrine to be considered an object to 
be grasped but, as already indicated, something to be "displayed," 
to be realized and actualized, within the phenomenal conscious
ness of all beings. Within such a process of concretization, the Sri
Miilii clearly recognizes degrees of success judging that, "even a 
little embrace of the Illustrious Doctrine of the Great Vehicle, be
cause of its expanse, is superior to all virtuous doctrines of the 
Vehicles of the Disciples and the Self-Enlightened."16 Recalling 
what the scripture has already declared concerning the all-compre
hensive nature of the "Great Vehicle" as the "One Vehicle" 
(Ekayiina), while the Bodhisattva always remains superior to the 
Arhat and Pratyekabuddha because of his vow, the latter are not 
excluded from but rather incorporated into, the stages of Bodhi
sattva progress. Where exactly they fit into the traditional ten 
stages of the Bodhisattva, is never mentioned by the Sri-Miilii it
self, but has been garnered from the centuries of Chinese and 
Japanese exegetical commentaries on the siitra. From such sources, 
Wayman and Wayman have concluded that the Bodhisattva shares 
his body made of mind with the Arhat on the sixth stage and with 
the Pratyekabuddha on the seventh.17 The eighth, ninth, and tenth 
stages have been commentatively designated in the Queen's re
marks descriptive of "the good son or good daughter of the 
family" who makes three renunciations for the sake of all beings. 
Here, the siitra distinguishes a level of superiority among the class 
of Bodhisattva itself, delineating all those who have not yet re
nounced body (agreed by the majority of commentative material 
to be the 8th stage Bodhisattva), life force (the 9th stage Bodhi
sattva), and possessions (the lOth stage Bodhisattva), as "all those 
newly entered in the Great Vehicle who still care for body and life 
force."18 

Since the Sri-Miilii's own remarks remain only suggestive as to 
any exact classification, what is significant for the present study is 
the peculiarly universal soteriological context in which the Illus
trious Doctrine is presented. Certain salvific effects of the embrace 
of the Illustrious Doctrine have been noted above. It was there 

16. Ibid., p. 77. 
17. For the technical details of their conclusion see the Introduction to 

Lion's Roar, pp. 29-33. 
18. Ibid., p. 77. 
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depicted as an ultimate maternal principle which, womb-like, is 
alone capable of bringing all sentient beings to the highest level of 
spiritual maturity. The same image is operative where the siitra 
discusses those who embrace, display and actualize the Illustrious 
Doctrine within themselves, indeed become the Illustrious Doc
trine as its phenomenal manifestation. Their mode of activity 
regardless of the level of their own development, is expressly ma
ternal in their function of supporting and bearing four great 
burdens. Embodying the fructifying principle that the Illustrious 
Doctrine is, those who embrace it (to whatever degree) are them
selves called "the world mother of the Dharma" ;19 this, because 
they sustain like the earth (itself a maternal metaphor) the four 
tasks of helping beings to be virtuous; adding others to the vehicle 
of the Disciples; entering others into the vehicles of the Self
Enlightened; or leading still others into the Great Vehicle. In this 
process, while there is recognition of different stages of develop
mental maturity (expressed in the terminology of the particular 
vehicles) there is no sectarian polemic. This is because, as was 
demonstrated above, the Illustrious Doctrine is itself the Great 
Vehicle which is itself the One Vehicle, all inherent definitions of 
the Tathiigata-embryo (garbha) in its universal, causal and thus, 
soteriological aspect. In its explicitation of itself as what it impli
citly is as Absolute Body (Dharmakiiya), it is not only conceived 
as active potentiality and thus as embryonic, but also as nutritive 
maternal principle leading all sentient beings to their finalized 
maturity in Buddhahood. Hence, its implied designation as 
"womb." 

This dual aspect of the garbha concept as both "embryo" and 
"womb" has remained somewhat problematic in the development 
of the theory, and especially among the various Chinese, Tibetan, 
and Western translators. 20 But as will be noted in the third chapter 
of the present work, the Tathiigatagarbha is susceptible of various 
terminological nuances, all of which depend upon the perspective 

19. Ibid., p. 72. 
20. For the technical, comprehensive review and evaluation of those trans

lations of Tathtigatagarbha see Ruegg, La Theorie du Tathtigatagarbha et du 
Gotra, pp. 499-513. See chap. 3, n. 4 below for a summary of those pages 
and Ruegg's argument sustaining this study's translation of garbha as 
"embryo." 
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from which it is considered. This has been the hermeneutical priri
ciple for the present interpretation of the Sri-Mala sutra. While 
never directly referred to as such by the text, it appears certain that 
the Tathagatagarbha is simultaneously an ontological, soteriolo
gical and epistemological principle and the present investigation is 
attempting to demonstrate the interdependent coherence of all 
three aspects. Thus, it has been argued that the scripture's remarks 
on both the Great Vehicle and the Illustrious Doctrine, represent 
the Sri-Mala's understanding of the Tathagatagarbha's signi
ficance as primordial salvific factor. Its implicit intention has not 
been to expose any contradictory ambivalence but rather, to ex
pound the garbha's inherent richness as both active potentiality 
leading to its own inherent finality (and thus, as "embryo"), and 
its simultaneous status as universal maternal determinant (and 
thus, as "womb"). 

THE STATUS OF THE BUDDHA 

Now, if it is true that there are degrees of one's embrace of the 
Illustrious Doctrine and therefore, varying degrees of the self

anifestation of the Tathagata-embryo (Tathiigatagarbha) within 
the phenomenal consciousness of sentient beings, it is only in the 
Lord, the Tathiigata, that it has become what it truly is, has attain
ed complete self-realization as the Absolute Body (Dharmakaya). 

a manner somewhat abrupt and in too summary a fashion, the 
Sri-Mala simply states: 

Lord, I suppose the embrace of the Illustrious Doctrine is thus 
the great striving (mahavirya). In this case, the Lord himself is 
the Eye, is the knowledge(jiiana), is the root of all the Doctrines. 
The Lord is omnipotent, is the resort. 21 

hough it awaits further supportive elaboration from later sections 
of the siitra, the interpretation drawn at this point is that the 

athagata can be rightly credited with salvific ultimacy as "the 
imperishable refuge, the permanent refuge, the steadfast refuge a 
the uttermost limit, " 22 not so much because He has "gained the 

21. Lion's Roar, trans. Wayman and Wayman, p. 76. 
22. Ibid. . 93. 
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Absolute Body" (Dharmakiiya). It is, rather, the Tathagata
embryo (Tathiigatagarbha) that has gained an absolute self-witnes 
sing, self-confirmatory consciousness of itself as the Great Vehicle, 
the One Vehicle. The Tathiigata-Arhat-Samyaksambuddha is the 
Eye, the perfect knowledge through which the Tathagata-embryo 
comprehends itself as what it is as "the Refuge with imperishable 
nature, permanent, steadfast nature."23 The Dharma and Sarpgha 
properly considered, can be mere ancillary, temporal refuges. The 
ormer can only teach the path of the One Vehicle leading to the 
ltimate realization of the Absolute Body (Dharmakiiya). Its role 

remains that of a directive, and is not itself the consummation as 
the rightly completed enlightenment. Likewise, the Sarpgha is a 
representative term for all those of the three vehicles (that are in 
act only one) who, through fear, have themselves taken refuge in 

the Tathagata, and who, while they seek methods, study practices 
and train in disciplines, are yet en route toward that perfect 
maturity. 

Soteriology now becomes more acutely defined as epistemo
logy, since the Tathagata's status as absolute refuge is dependent 

pon his exact and pluperfect knowledge. His alone is the authen
tic Lion's Roar because He alone has achieved an unqualified 
understanding of all natures; has become omniscient and all
seeing, unrestrained from all the faults, liberated from all defile
ments, and possessed of infinite merit. 

Having been made Lord of the Doctrine, unhindered in all 
stages of the knowable, he rightly saw that there is no duty or 
stage beyond this to be leftover or to be understood. Having 
properly entered the supreme incomparable stage which is fear
less and endowed with the power of the ten powers, and having 
clearly seen all the knowable with unhindered knowledge, he 
uttered the Lion's roar with the knowing, 'There is nothing to 
be known beyond this'. 24 

While the Arhats and Pratyekabuddhas may utter a similar procla
ation attesting their goal of freedom from the bondage of sa1]1-

iira, it nevertheless lacks the epistemic finality, the gnoseologic 

23. Ibid., p. 92. 
24. Ibid. . 90-91. 
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profundity of the genuine Buddha Roar. They may think to them-· 
selves that their births are finished, that there is nothing to be 
known beyond what they have already encompassed, and thus· 
conclude to themselves, "Without dependence on another, I have 
attained the (Nirviil)a) stage, with remainder; I am certainly in the 
incomparable rightly completed enlightenment."25 The Sri-Mala 
insists that though they have undoubtedly experienced an authen
tic liberation "in the supreme Nirval)a stage of arrested breath," 
characteristic of the fourth dhyana, 26 theirs is merely a "fractional 
Nirval)a," a skilful means (upiiya) established bytheTathii.gata.27 

TATHAGATAGARBI{A AND EPISTEMOLOGY 

The siitra now engages itself in an epistemological critique of 
various stages of realization from the wayward views of the spiri
tually immature to the pure, yet incomplete knowledge of the 
Arhat and Pratyekabuddha. In achieving its most incisive obser-

25. Ibid., p. 92. 
26. On the significance of the fourth dhyii.na see ibid., n. 70, pp. 91-92. 
27. For a second time, a striking resonance is sounded between the Sri-Mala 

and the Lotus of the Wonderful Law (Saddharma-PUI:ufarika sutra). This latter's 
doctrine of upaya as testimony to the Buddha's tactful mode of teaching, is 
celebrated and exemplified several times throughout its text with regard to 
nirva!Ja and the three vehicle system. While its tenet that all existence has, 
from the very beginning, been in the state of nirva!Ja, is not obviously apparent 
in the Sri-Mala, other comparisons are obvious. The parable of the magic 
city, created by the wise and astute guide in the midst of an alien wilderness, 
serves as a compelling image for the nirva!Ja of the Srii.vakas and Pratyeka
buddhas who would otherwise have been too fearful and disheartened by the 
journey towards the supreme enlightenment of the Buddha's perfect know
ledge. Though not as graphic, the Sri-Mala's validation of the Arhat and 
Pratyekabuddha realization as genuine, yet "fractional," accords very well 
with the Lotus Sutra's basic intent. With regard to the mistaken finality that 
characterises the nirva!Ja of the Arhats and Pratyekabuddhas in the Sri-Mala, 
a parallel text in the Lotus sutra reflects the similar error in this confession by 
the Srii. vakas: 

"(Because we fancied that) all things were altogether void, .. , we, for long, 
neither coveted nor were attached to the Buddha wisdom, nor had we any 
will or wish (for it). But we, in regard to the Law, considered we had reached 
finality. We, for a long time practising the Law of the Void, .. , dwelling in 
the final bodily state of nirvii.Q.a (in which form still) remains; .. , (we thought) 
we had, without a doubt, attained the Way." 

Threefold Lotus, trans. Kat6, Tamura and Miyasaka, p. 122. 
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vations throughout this section, the Sri-Miilii simultaneously rea
lizes its most lucid and significant understanding of the Tathiigata
embryo (Tathiigatagarbha). 

The nirvii!Ja of the Arhats and Pratyekabuddhas is merely frac
tional because it remains a state lacking the totality, immeasure
ability, purity and inconceiveability ofmeritthat accompanies the 
NirviiJ).a-realm of the Tathiigata-Arhat-Samyaksafllbuddha. Stated 
more positively, this lack of the highest merit entails the presence 
of fear, and subtle defilements which, not recognized, are not eli
minated, and which will necessarily occasion their rebirth. While 
validating their attainment of the fourth dhyiina stage and credit
ing their realization of the four knowledges, the Sri-Miilii judges 
that they are yet "attended with remainder and have not final 
meaning." Its elucidation of what it intends here, involves the 
scripture in a still greater degree of technicality. 

In the framework of the sutra there are two main classes of 
people. Those of "discontinuous transference" encompass ordi
nary persons, Disciples, Self-Enlightened ones, and Bodhisattvas 
newly entered on the path. Their designation is such because they 
have not eliminated the four "static kinds of defilement," which 
are accompanied by innumerable "mobile defilements." The 
second class are persons of "inconceiveable transference" includ
ing the Arhats, Pratyekabuddhas, and the Bodhisattvas who have 
attained power (i.e., belonging to the 8th Bodhisattva stage), since 
they have eliminated the four static kinds of defilement. All three 
are characterized as having "bodies made of mind," this, because 
they have not yet eliminated the "nescience entrenchment" 
described as "the static kind in attraction to supramundane 
gestation." 

Interpreted in the light of the Mahiiyiina-Sutriilafllkiira, the two 
main divisions are initially understood from the perspective of the 
goal. While the first group are those considered to be "in prog
ress," the second have already passed through those stages and are 
<:urrently judged to be the "in fulfilment" set. Alth011~h not 
exactly delineated as such by the Sri-Miilii, there would seem to 
be no conflict with such a classification in the light of its One 
Vehicle doctrine, which makes clear, as has already been demons-
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trated, that no matter what the level or designation, all beings are 
destined to the one goal.28 

Now if the classical interpretation of the "discontinuous passing 
away or transference" belonging to ordinary persons, Disciples 
and Self-Enlightened ones, has been that of "rebirth" in a new 
corporeal body (pratisaf!1dhi), 29 does "the inconceiveable transfe
rence" of the second group transcend and overcome that expe
rience? Obviously not, since the Sri-Miilii has already criticized 
the Arhats and Pratyekabuddhas with "rebirth remainder." The 
term "bodies made of mind" (manomayakiiya) is here of critical 
interpretative significance, while at the same time remaining one of 
the most difficult phrases in the entire siitra. Relying on the Mahii
vastu, a work like the Sri-Miilii belonging to the Mahiisiinghika 
sect, and the Dasabhumika-sutra, Wayman and Wayman clarify 
the term as indicative of a saintly variety of perception and moti
vation, and therefore a special case of rebirth, where the "body 
made of mind" refers to a duplicate of the coarser, corporeal body, 
and is assigned to the nonflul(ional realm of immaculate actions.30 

Therefore, the Arhats and Pratyekabuddhas have gained control 
over the "discontinuous passing away" of corporeal form, be
cause they have gained control of the four static defilements and 
the accompanying mobile defilements generated by them. The four 
static defilements are equivalent to the Abhidliarma's four sub
divisions of indulgence (upiidiina), the ninth member in the chain 
of dependent origination (pratitya-samutpiida). Thus, the static 
kind based in a particular viewpoint corresponds to the dr~!iupii
diina or the indulgence in any of the sixty-two views of the Brahma
jiilasutra; the static kind in attraction to desire corresponds to the 
kiima-upiidiina or indulgence in the five sense objects; the static 
kind in attraction to form is equivalent to the silavrata-upiidiina or 
the indulgence in useless rules and vows; finally, the static kind in 
attraction to mundane gestation stands for the iitmabhiiva-upiidiina 
or indulgence in embodiment.31 

28. See the Introduction in Lion's Roar, trans. Wayman and Wayman, pp. 
26-28. 
29. See ibid., n. 53, p. 82. 
30. For the technicalities of their interpretation see the Introduction to the 

Lion's Roar, pp. 29-33. 
31. Ibid., n. 56, p. 84. 
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THE NESCIENCE ENTRENCHMENT 

Though the Arhats and Pratyekabuddhas have eradicated those 
four static kinds of defilements (primary,ones) and the numerous 
mobile defilements (secondary ones) generated by them, and thin
king that "There is nothing to be known beyond this," they have 
in fact, neither eliminated all defilements nor avoided all rebirth. 
The primordial and abysmal center of ignorance, "the nescience 
entrenchment" still remains operative. within them, and accounts 
for the formation of their rebirth in the form of a body made of 
mind (manomaya-kiiya); this is the explanation for its designation 
as "static kind in attraction to supramundane gestation." 

Lord, the nescience entrenchment which has existed from 
beginningless time is unconscious. The great power among those 
four static kinds is the substratum of all the secondary defile
ments, but those four cannot bear comparison with the great 
power of the nescience entrenchment in terms of magnitude, 
portion, count, example, or cause. That being the case, the 
nescience entrenchment is the greatest power .. It is the founda
tion exceeding the Ganges sands of secondary defilements. It 
has cohabited a long time with the four defilements. It cannot 
be erased by the knowledge of the Disciples and the Self
Enlightened. It is destroyed only by the enlightenment wisdom 
of the Tathagatas.a2 

Presented as the fundamental obscurative nexus, the nescience 
entrenchment effects a powerful blinding influence which beclouds, 
enwraps and ultimately deceives the Arhats, Pratyekabuddhas and 
even the Bodhisattvas who have attained power. Rendering them 
perceptually feeble, this axial entrenchment of ignorance prevents 
them from searching out and comprehending "this and that 
nature" which must be eliminated, and thus purified. Crippling 
their discriminative faculty, it hampers their liberation from all 
faults and renders them as insufficiently pure; their merits, 
though numerous, are therefore not complete, and their reali
zation faulty. 

32. Ibid., pp. 84-85. 
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The ultimacy with which the Sri-Mala accords the nescience 
entrenchment as archetypal ground of all primary and secondary 
defilements, is strikingly reminiscent of the on tic status to which it 
has already ascribed the Great Vehicle (and therefore the Tathii
gata-embryo) as the foundation and support of all mundane and 
supramundane virtuous natures. 33 The tendency towards a severely 
problematic dualism becomes obvious at this point within the 
siltra, and it is significant to note the use of the same terrestrial 
imagery now employed for the nescience entrenchment that had 
earlier been descriptive of the essential nature ofthe Great Vehicle 
and the Tathagata-embryo: 

Lord, that being the case, the nescience entrenchment is the 
source from which arise all the (primary) defilements and secon
dary defilements, which should be eliminated by contempla
tion .. all of them arise from the nescience entrenchment .. From 
time immemorial, the nescience entrenchment has been un
conscious. The natures to be eliminated, more numerous than 
the sands of the Ganges and which are utterly eradicated by the 
enlightenment wisdom of the Tathagatas, are all natures whose 
substratum and foundation is the nescience entrenchment. 
For example, whatever kind of seed it be, or grass, shrub, herb 
or tree, all of them are founded on soil, germinate on soil, 
grow on soil. Lord, in the same way, the natures to be elimina
ted, exceeding the sands of the Ganges River, which are all 
utterly eradicated by the wisdom of the Tathagata, are founded 
on the nescience entrenchment, are situated on the nescience 
entrenchment, germinate and grow (there).34 

Despite the repetitive assertion that the nescience entrenchment is 
subject to the elimination, purification and extinction by the 
enlightened wisdom of the Tathiigata, its status as the beginning
less, originative cause and condition of all defilements remains 
a central problem throughout the historical development of the 
Tathagatagarbha-Alayavijiiana theory (though in the subsequent 
works, different terms may be applied to it). At the present stage 

33. See quotation of n. 10 above. 
34. Lion's Roar, trans. Wayman and Wayman, pp. 87-89. 
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of development, the Sri-Mala's references to the nescience entren
chment as the pretemporal abyssal center ofignorance are restrict
ed exclusively to the fact of its presence, never to ac examination 
of the how and why of that presence. The primary intention of the 
siitra is more to state that the nescience entrenchment is the 
inherent epistemic impediment to the-self-realization oftheTathii
gata-embryo (Tathagatagarbha), than to critically examine the 
reason and manner of its origination. 

That the nescience entrenchment is the main obstruction to the 
complete self-knowledge of the embryo as the Absolute Body 
(Dharmakaya) of the Tathiigata, is demonstrated more by impli
cation than by a simple, clearly defined directive. It must be 
recalled that the embryo is the support, holder and ground of the 
Buddha natures that are intrinsic and inseparable. from it; they 
remain however, in a condition of non-recognition, concealed by 
the veil of the defilements. It is only when those defilements are 
eliminated that the Buddha natures are manifestly apparent, and 
known as having been forever present as "non-discrete and not 
dissociated." Now the Sri:Mala's critique of the Arhat and 
Pratyekabuddha realization as an expediential, "fractional 
Nirviil)a," rests on their failure to attain by direct experience 
those very Buddha natures. This in turn, was explained by their 
incapacity to completely search out, comprehend, purify and so 
eliminate the subtlest of remaining defilements. And the ultimate 
rationale for their cognitive deficiency lay in the continued opera
tive presence of that basal center of ignorance, the nescience 
entrenchm~nt. Thus, through retrogressive implication, the siitra 
establishes the latter as the primordial antithetical condition to the 
self-maturation of the Tathiigata-embryo (Tathagatagarbha) as 
Absolute Body (Dharmakaya). 

THE BUDDHA NATURES 

A reconfirming clarification is provided at this point in answer 
to a question which immediately presents itself in regard to the 
subject of the Buddha natures. While they are spoken of as being 
essentially inconceivable and innumerable, the siitra does in fact 
allude to thirty-two "chief" Buddha natures in the above quoted 
passage descriptive of the Tathiigata's authentic Lion Roar. It 
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is clearly implied there, that his is the supreme incomparable 
Nirval).a-realm, because it is accompanied by what amounts to the 
four confidences, the ten powers and the Buddha Eye or the 
eighteen exclusive Buddha natures.35 It is quite obvious that these 
thirty-two natures do indeed encompass and suggest inconceive
able and innumerable modalities of wisdom and knowledge. Now 
the question that arises is this. The Srl-Miilii has stated that only 
when the nescience entrenchment with the primary and secondary 
defilements which issue from it have been completely eliminated, 
are the Buddha natures finally manifested in total lucidity and that 
thus, the Tathiigata-embryo (Tathiigatagarbha) attains an explicit 
and complete self-awareness as the Absolute Body (Dharma!tiiya) 
of the Tathiigata. From this perspective, the Buddha natures 
appear as effect, the result of the removal of the nescience entrench
ment. But if the Buddha natures represent as they have been shown 
to, the substance of the most profound wisdom and knowledge, 
should they not be more properly considered as the cause rather 
than the effect of that removal and elimination? Put otherwise, 
how but by knowledge (and therefore the Buddha natures) can 
the beginningless core of ignorance be dissipated; if wisdom is 
the effect of liberation, then what is the cause? . 

Actually, the question itself is deceptive, and the problem if 
any, is one of perspective. For the Buddha natures are both the 
cause and the effect in the process of dissolving the nescience 
entrenchment and its defilements. It is here suggested that this is 
but an alternate way in which the Sri-Miilii implicitly exposes the 
bivalent character of the Tathiigata-embryo (Tathiigatagarbha). 
It has been already indicated how, from the angle of finality as self
realized Absolute Body (Dharmakiiya), the embryo is effect, result, 
and goal. At the same time, as the processive, self-determined 
movement towards that actualization, it is cause, means and pro
gression. The relationship of the Buddha natures to the nescience 
entrenchment is simply a more specific, dynamic, and functional, 
definition of this end that is simultaneously its own becoming. In 
the earlier section discussing the relationship of the Illustrious 
Doctrine and the Great Vehicle, the scripture allowed for the 
possibility of different classes of beings, even though all were 

35. The four confidences, ten powers, and eighteen exclusive Buddha natures 
are listed in appendix 1· 
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equally embraced by the One Buddha Vehicle. Their various 
stages of realization were translated as the degrees in the phenome
nal manifestation of the Tathagata-embryo (Tathiigatagarbha). 
Another way of elucidating this self-manifestation is from the 
complementary mechanics of the removal of the barrier. As the 
obstructive force of the nescience entrenchment is ever more 
dispersed by the diverse knowledge modes which essentially 
constitute the Buddha natures, these latter display themselves 
with greater perspicuity. This principle of self-liberation as self
explicitation explains the Srl-Miilii's understanding that as the 
defilements of the nescience entrenchment are eliminated or puri
fied, -there is a simultaneous attainment of the virtuous Buddha 
natures which are the very vehicle of their final and total self
deployment. It is this that constitutes the supreme Nirval].a-realm 
of the Tathiigata as the siitra insists. 

It is attained by those for whom knowledge is equal; it is 
attained by those for whom liberation is equal; it is attained by 
those for whom pure knowledge and vision are equal. Therefore 
the Nirval].a-realm has a single taste (ekarasa). That is to say, 
the tastes of knowledge and liberation are identical. Lord, 
whichever persons do not eliminate or purify the nescience 
entrenchment are ones without the single taste of the Nirval].a
realm; that is to say, for them, knowledge and liberation taste 
different.36 

Continuing its epistemological critique, the Srl-Miilii now returns 
to focus upon the second main class of persons, those of "disconti
nuous transference," encompassing ordinary persons, Disciples, 
Self-Enlightened Ones, and Bodhisattvas newly entered on the 
path. While-the first group just considered (the Arhats, Pratyeka
buddhas and Bodhisattvas of the 8th stage on) are still subject to 
the continued, subtle influence of the nescience entrenchment, they 
had nevertheless, gained control over the four static defilements 
and the accompanying mobile ones. Because of their failure to 
attain a corresponding mastery over those same four forms of 
indulgence, the beings of the second class are sul;>ject to the 

36. Lion's Roar, trans. Wayman and Wayman, p. 87. 
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"discontinuous passing away," the equivalent of rebirth in some 
new form of corporeal embodiment. 

THE FOUR NOBLE TRUTHS 

While the nescience entrenchment was the pivotal subject in the 
scriptural analysis on the imperfect realization of the Arhat and 
Pratyekabuddha, the four Noble Truths now assume a nuclear 
position for the cognitive-perceptual critique of the ordinary 
beings, and especially of the Disciples and Self-Enlightened Ones.37 

Here, once again the particularly Buddhistic intuition into the 
interdependence of knowledge and salvation, epistemology as 
soteriology, is clearly apparent, and the Sri-Miilii's references to 
the Tathagata-embryo (Tathiigatagarbha) become most explicit. 

According to the text, the Disciples and Self-Enlightened ones 
realize only a one-sided knowledge of the four Noble Truths 
which, while allowing a certain genuine discrimination into their 
nature, and removing thereby certain static defilements, is yet 
incapable of removing all of them. There is still a second, "supra
mundane, adamantine knowledge" ( vajropama-samiidhi) of the 
Noble Truths, perfected only by the Tathiigata, eliminating all the 
defilement stores, together with their originative center, the 
nescience entrenchment. The critical, definitive character of this 
ultimate·, disintegrative and therefore salvific intuition, is described 
as the "inconceiveable voidness knowledge." 

At this juncture, there appears to be a break in the logical 
sequence of the text. Instead of providing an immediate and 
straightforward elaboration of this "inconceiveable voidness 
knowledge" belonging to the Tathiigata alone, the Sri-Miilii 
introduces a lengthy passage amounting to its own peculiar her-

37. While the Sri-Miilii tends to confine its comments on the knowledge of 
the Noble Truths to the Disciples and Self-Enlightened, it does mention them 
in connection with the Arhats and Pratyekabuddhas. It notes that since they 
have not eliminated the nescience entrenchment completely, they don't adequa
tely comprehend the four Truths. Not having attained the full manifestation 
of the Buddha natures, they are those "persons attended with remainder of 
suffering to search, attended with remainder of source of suffering to eliminate, 
attended with remainder of cessation of suffering to realize directly, and 
attended with remainder of path leading to the cessation of suffering to culti
vate." Ibid., p. 86. 
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meneutic of the four Noble Truths. Only then does it resume its 
definition of the unique "voidness knowledge." Actually, the seem
ing hiatus is the very manner in which the siitra renders the final 
purport and full extent of that particular term. For, the "incon
ceiveable voidness knowledge" of the Tathiigata which eliminates 
all defilement impressions at their very root, is the bi-polar wisdom 
concerning the Tathiigata-embryo (Tathiigatagarbha). But what 
the Sri-Miilii intends is that the correct and exact insight into the 
nature of the embryo is simultaneously interdependent with one's 
understanding of the four Noble Truths. In its customary style the 
sutra effects a direct equivalence between the two, where the 
explanation of the one is the very exponent of the other: 

Lord, the explanation of the meaning of the Noble Truths 
should be considered to be profound and subtle, difficult to 
understand, incapable of being judged, and not in the domain 
of logic ... Because this profound teaching explains the Tathii
gatagarbha (embryo of the Tathiigata). The Tathiigatagarbha 
is the domain of the Tathiigata. It is not the domain of any 
Disciple of Self-Enlightened one. Lord, the Tathiigatagarbha 
is the locus of this explanation of the meaning of the Noble 
Truths. Because the locus of the Tathagatagarbha is profound, 
the meaning of the Noble Truths is considered to be profound 
and subtle, difficult to understand, incapable of being judged. 
and not in the domain of logic ... When anyone's mind reaches 
the ultimate purport of the Tathiigatagarbha, the Dharmakiiya 
of the Tathiigata and inconceiveable realm of the Buddha, he 
has implicit trust and the conviction in two kinds of explanation 
of the meaning of the Noble Truths. The two kinds of explana
tion of the meaning of the Noble Truths are difficult to know 
and difficult to understand.38 

Actually, the dual explanations of the Noble Truths as "Create" 
(krta) and "Uncreate" (akrta) present no great challenge, their 
interpretation being quite direct and simple. While the former 
mode of discernment into the meaning of the four Truths is imper
fect due to intellectual limitation, the latter is perfect, being with
out such limitation. More specifically, the "Create" explanation 

38. Ibid., p. 96. 
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of the Truths is perceptually incomplete because it essentially 
entails dependence on another; it fails to effect that perfect self
determined, self-witnessing probe into the very source of the 
phenomenal suffering that is saf!lsiira. Without such an ultimate 
consciousness of the wellspring of suffering, one cannot adequa
tely cultivate the path leading to the finality of that experience. 

The designation, Arhat-Samyaksambuddha, is applicable to the 
Tathiigata since he alone is properly and perfectly enlightened as 
the sole one who, in sounding the profound origin and seat of 
suffering, perfectly realized its cessation. Thus, the Noble Truths 
are his discovery and subsequent gift to a world enclosed in the 
shell of sorrow. It is his unsurpassed, direct and unconditional 
intuition of phenomenal existence as suffering that validated and 
ensured the perfect consummation of his path to liberation. It is 
thus, that the Sri-Miilii speaks of the Tathiigata as perfecting the 
"Uncreate" explanations of the Noble Truths: 

Lord, the Uncreate explanations of the meaning of the Noble 
Truths present the Noble Truths without intellectual limitation. 
Why so? Because in dependence on oneself, one seeks out ali 
deepfelt suffering, eliminates all deepfelt sources of suffering, 
directly realizes the deepfelt cessation of all suffering, cultivates 
all the deepfelt path leading to the cessation. 39 

In an apparent attempt to rationalize its "Create" and "Un
create" explanations of the four Noble Truths, and to integrate 
them with its doctrine of nirviil}a and saf!lsiira, the siitra here 
injects a single declarative phrase. The synthesis it obviously 
intends to affect by doing so results however, in a technical schema, 
more abstruse than clarificatory. The designed precision involves 
the Sri-Mala in a somewhat forced diagrammatic structuring 
leaving the terms involved, more recondite than explicit. The text, 
without any amplification, simply states that not only is there a 
constructed (conditional) and unconstructed (unconditional) 
saf!lsiira but, there is likewise a constructed and unconstructed 
nirvii1Ja. 

Evidently, in the present context of the Noble Truths, the 
unconstructed saf!lsiira suggests reality as suffering which has 

39. Ibid., p. 97. 
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already been linked to the Tathii.gata-embryo (Tathiigatagarbha), 
since it alone is said to so experience it. The constructed saf}1siira 
would then amount to the defilement stores which, though consti
tuting and occasioning the sa:tp.siiric condition, remain nevertheless 
external and essentially unconnected to the embryo. On the other 
hand, the unconstructed nirviil)a would equate with cessation of 
suffering, or the Absolute Body (Dharmakiiya), while the Buddha 
natures would be left to round off the quadruplicate classification 
as the constructed nirviil)a. The problem is in this last designation 
of the Buddha natures as constructed (conditioned) nirviil)a, since 
it betrays an inconsistent strain within the Sri-Miilii.lt has already 
been noted that the Tathiigata-embryo (Tathiigatagarbha) "ex
cludes the realm with the characteristic of the constructed." But 
at the same time it claimed that the embryo is the "support, holder 
and base of (constructed) Buddha natures that are nondiscrete, 
not dissociated, and knowing as liberated from the stores (of 
defilement)." Elsewhere, the Buddha natures assumed an ultimate 
value in the sutra's description of the Absolute Body (Dharmakiiya) 
which is said to be "accompanied by the Buddha natures more 
numerous than the sands of the Ganges, which are nondiscrete, 
knowing as liberated and inconceivable." There appears then to 
be a textual inconsistency where the Sri-Mala at one time impli
cates the Buddha natures to be conditioned or constructed, and at 
another, not so designated, but in fact, unconditioned or un
constructed. This would, of course, imply a logical incongruity as 
well. The schema of "constructed-unconstructed" suggests a dis
parity of mutual exclusion between the two. For if, as has been 
noted, the unconstructed saf}1siira (i.e., the Tathiigata-embryo as 
experience of suffering) excludes the constructed saf}1siira (i.e., the 
defilement stores), would not the same relation hold for the 
unconstructed and constructed nirviil)a? In that case, the Absolute 
Body (Dharmakiiya) as the cessation of suffering, would exclude 
the Buddha natures. But it has been the repeated insistence of the 
Sri-Miilii that just the opposite is the case. Its reiterated critique 
of the Arhat and Pratyekabuddha realization consisted of the fact 
that their nirviil)a-realm was not the supreme nirviil)a of the 
Tathiigata, not the rightly completed enlightenment, and therefore 
not the perfection of the embryo as Absolute Body (Dharmakiiya), 
precisely because they failed to manifest the Buddha natures that 
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were nevertheless inherent to them as inseparable from the 
Tathagata-embryo (Tathiigatagarbha). 

Since the siitra itself does not explain or expand upon this 
rather isolated and somewhat problematic statement, the noted 
inconsistency is not critical to the coherence of the Sri-Mala's 
doctrine on the Tathagata-embryo (Tathagatagarbha). If its doc
trine of an unconstructed and constructed nirVaiJ.a as well as an 
unconstructed and constructed samsiira, remains largely undeve
loped and non-integral to the present discussion of the Noble 
Truths, then the hesitation it occasions as to the status of the 
Buddha natures must be weighed against the overall intent of the 
text. It is therefore suggested that the Sri-Mala simply means that 
the unconstructed nirvaiJ.a is "accompanied by" the constructed 
nirviiiJ.a and that the unconstructed samsiira is "accompanied by" 
the constructed samsara. In the case of the latter pair, the 
Tatha.gata-embryo is accompanied by the defilement stores, which 
nevertheless remain adventitious and non-essential to it. While in 
the former, the Absolute Body (Dharmakaya) is not only attended 
by, but essentially constituted of the Buddha natures. It should 
also be noted here, that the later sii.stral commentary of the 
Ratnagotravibhaga obviates the entire question, since its quota
tion of the particular passage under consideration from the Sri
Mala contains no reference whatsoever to "constructed" or 
"conditioned" as descriptive of the Buddha natures.40 The same 
work likewise provides its own uniquely creative interpretation of 
the Sri-Mala's constructed and unconstructed samsiira and nir
Vii{ta, completely removing it from the restrictive schema suggested 
by the siitra's own ambiguity.41 

40. Whether this is the work of a consciously editorialized deletion or a 
matter of different textual source, has not been ascertained. What is important 
is that according to the siistra, the Buddha natures are simply an inherent 
essential to the Absolute Body (Dharmakiiya). Its quotation from the Sri-Miilii 
includes no reference to the modifier "constructed" or "conditioned":" 'There
fore 0 Lord, the Matrix of the Tathiigata [Tathiigatagarbha] is the foundation, 
the support and the substratum of the immutable elements (properties) 
[Buddha natures] which are essentially connected with, indivisible from (the 
Absolute Entity), and unreleased from Wisdom.' " Takasaki, A Study on the 
Ratnagotravibhiiga, p. 292. Significant here is the substitution of "immutable" 
as descriptive of the Buddha natures which, if anything, would suggest the 
direct opposite of "conditional" and "constructed.'' 
41. Briefly, the Ratnagotra makes the constructed and unconstructed saTflsiira 
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After this lengthy but necessary excursion, it is important to 
return to the central intuition that there exists an exact corres
pondence between the proper understanding of the four Noble 
Truths and the correct insight into the nature of the Tathii.gata
embryo (Tathiigatagarbha). The difficulty in totally comprehend
ing the "Uncreate" explanation of the meaning of those Truths 
without intellectual limitation, is the very measure in attaining the 
direct and precise comprehension of the Tathii.gata-embryo 
(Tathiigatagarbha).'2 

It now becomes clear that the Disciples' and Self-Enlightened 
Ones' incomplete, "one-sided knowledge" of the four Noble 
Truths translates here as the "Create explanation" of their mean
ing. And if it eliminates only a certain amount of the static defile
ments, it is because of an intellectual dependency, a percipient 
failure to adequately penetrate in an unqualified self-comprehen
sive grasp, the source of all suffering. One's intensive cultivation 
of the path leading to the cessation of suffering is directly contin-' 
gent upon the exhaustive and unmitigated depth of that self
realization; to modulate the one is to restrict the other. 

Thus, it is also apparent that the "supramundane adamantine 
knowledge," capable not only of eliminating all primary and 
secondary defilements, but of completely dissipating their 
<:ausal, primordial source in the nescience entrenchment, is the 
"Uncreate explanation" of the Noble Truths, perfected by the 
Tathii.gata. It is this second kind of knowledge of the Noble 
Truths that was accorded the "ultimate knowledge," the "Right 
Knowledge," and more specifically, the "inconceiveable voidness 
knowledge." This last designation, initially somewhat gratuitous 
and unexplained, now assumes critical focus as the final deve
lopment in the Sri-Miilii's doctrine of the Tathii.gata-embryo 
(Tathiigatagarbha). 

and nirvtu;a descriptive of the Bodhisattva consciousness, which is simul
taneously pure (thus partaking of nirviiiJa) while yet fully immersed in the 
phenomenal existence of sal]l:;iira. This will be more clearly amplified below. 

42. "Et le savoir relatif a l'iiryasatya devient le savoir exact ... L'object de 1' 
expose du sens de l'iiryasatya n' est autre que le Tathiigatagarbha. en tant qu 
tel le sens de 1' iiryasatya et tres profond et difficile a approfondir, le Tathii 
gatagarbha n'etant accessible qu' au seul Tathiigata." Ruegg, La Theorie, p 
183. 
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If the complete cessation of all suffering is coincident with, and 
dependent upon the removal of the nescience entrenchment, and 
although the text had earlier applied the radical terminology of 
"extinction," "eradication," "dis integration" and "annihilation" 
to that act, the siitra now insists upon the non-destructive nature of 
the experience. Regrounding the basic tenet on the simultaneity of 
liberation and knowledge, the removal of the nescience entrench
ment is here stressed in terms of positive attainment. As the cessa
tion of suffering, it is "not the destruction of Dharma" but rather, 
its perfection as Absolute Body (Dharmakiiya). Soteriologically, 
the perfection of the Noble Truths renders the consummate libera
tion from the ignorance root and its defiling impressions; psychi
cally it translates as the finality of all suffering; teleologically it 
defines the self-explicitated maturation of the embryo (garbha), in 
its finalized state of Buddhahood; critical to each of these inter
dependent modes is an epistemic precision. For, the Noble Truths 
are perfected by that discerning exactitude into the bipolar nature 
of the Tathagata-embryo (Tathiigatagarbha). 

It is this, that is the "inconceiveable voidness knowledge" of the 
Tathagata. In the most decisive and dogmatically crucial section 
of the Sri-Miilii a radical hermeneutic on the meaning of "empti
ness' or "voidness' (siinyatii) is clearly delineated, from which 
perspective the siitra continues its epistemological critique, and 
completes its theory of the Tathagata-embryo (Tathiigatagarbha): 

Lord, the knowledge of the Tathagatagarbha is the voidness 
knowledge of the Tathagatas. The Tathagatagarbha is some
thing not seen before or understood before by any Disciple or 
Self-Enlightened one. It has been seen directly and understood 
by the Lord. The voidness knowledge of the Tathagatagarbha 
is of two kinds. The two are as follows: Lord, the Tathagata
garbha is void [siinya] of all the defilement stores, which are 
discrete and knowing as not liberated. Lord, the Tathagata
garbha is not void of [asiinya] the Buddha dharmas which are 
non-discrete, inconceiveable, more numerous than the sands 
of the Ganges, and knowing as liberated.43 

43. Lion's Roar, trans. Wayman and Wayman, p. 99. 
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It will be recalled how the Sri-Miilii initially warned that the 
Tatbagata-embryo (Tathiigatagarbha) was not the domain of any
one falling into a belief in a real personality, self, or soul, nor was 
it comprehensible to those "whose thoughts are distracted by 
voidness (sunyatii)." Its intentionality is here more completely 
elucidated as it continues its critical examination of the percipient
cognitive failure of ordinary beings, Disciples, and Self-Enlighten
ed ones from that precise norm of the Tatbagata-embryo (Tathii
gatagarbha) as bipolar voidness (sunyatii). Without articulating it 
as such, the Sri-Mala unquestionably views its doctrine as a 
genuine Miidhyamika position, advocating an authentic "middle 
path" within the bipolar contour of the Tatbagata-embryo (Tathii
gatagarbha) as simultaneously void (sunya)-not void (asunya). 
The risk of a one-sided emphasis to the exclusion of either one of 
the collateral terms, is the failure to realize perfectly the Noble 
Truth, cessation of Suffering and thus, the Absolute Body (Dhar
makiiya). In this respect, the Disciples and Self-Enlightened ones 
are no different from the condition of the ordinary immature 
beings; both fall short of the median realization, differing only in 
the angle of approximation to the common ideal. 

Undeniably, the faculties of those judged "ordinary" and 
"immature" are the more grossly errant, conditioned as they are 
by an egotistic attachment to the five grasping personality aggre
gates (the skandhas.)44 Corrupted by this personalistic appropria
tion, such beings exemplify the classical mistake with regard to the 
"four wayward objects"; that which is impermanent they judge 
to be permanent, what is suffering to be pleasure, what is nonself 
to be self, and what is impure as pure. Variously combined, these 
fundamental misperceptions (viparyiisas) constitute the "wayward 
views of the two extremes": nihilism and eternalism. Misconstru
ing the deterioration of body, sense organs, feelings, and volitions 
as final, and having no appreciation for the reality of transmigra
tion, a nihilistic connotation characterizes the faulty judgemental 
designations of many led-astray beings. Opposed to them, but no 
less mistaken are all those who lack a sufficient, self-reflective 
awareness of the momentary stream of consciousness, who fail to 
grasp the momentary perishing of consciousness, and thus err in 

44. Form or material aggregate (riipa); feelings (vedana); ideas (samjfili); 
motivations (swrzskiira), and perceptions (vijfiiina). 
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the belief that the objects of their superficial, everyday perceptions 
persist inalterably and eternally. 

As it bad earlier, so for a second time and just as briefly, the 
Sri-Miila alludes to the ever changing structure of consciousness 
against the background of its doctrine of the permanent, steadfast 
and eternal nature of the Tathagata-embryo (Tathiigatagarbha). 
In doing so, it exposes a major problem which it will be incapable 
of solving and which was one of the major reasons that undoub
tedly accoWlted for the development of the complementary notion 
of "the storehouse consciousness" (the Alayavijiiana) as identical 
to the Tathagata-embryo (Tathiigatagarbha) in the subsequent 
development of the theory in the Lankavatara sutra. Merely sugges
tive at this point, the problem yet poses itself thus. If, as has be
come increasingly apparent, the Tathagata-embryo (Tathiigata-_ 
garbha) is to be more properly understood as ontic subject than 
as ontic substance, and if in its finalized state as Absolute Body 
(Dharmakiiya) it is the "domain of omniscient knowledge," of 
perfected self-awareness, how else but as consciousness can it be 
designated? Therefore, is it not implicated in the very critique by 
which the Srl-Miila initially established its ultimacy? Is its priority 
not fundamentally compromised in its definition as the very cate
gory (i.e., consciousness) that the scripture previously foWld 
wanting in permanency and stability? From such a problematic 
contradiction the later refinements of the Tathiigatagarbha
Alayavijiiiina theory would seek resolution. 

The question remains only an intimation here, however, since 
the express purpose of the Sri-Mala's expose of the wayward per
ception of ordinary beings is to prove its inadequacy to the correct 
knowledge of the Tathiigata-embryo (Tathiigatagarbha). Their 
views are deemed faulty "reasonings," falling "too short" as they 
do in the eternalistic speculations, or over-extending "too far" in 
the nihilistic ones. The text doesn't actually apply these two in
appropriate judgements to an exact correspondence with the void 
(sunya)-not void (asunya) of the Tathagata-embryo (Tathiigata
garbha). And one might be tempted to infer that the eternalistic 
rationale has been led astray by an undue emphasis upon the 
asunya aspect, while the nihilistic suffers from too exclusive an 
attention to the opposite pole. But the conformity (especially in 
the former pair) is inexact and forced. What the Sri-Miila really 
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intends is not so much an acute analysis of eternalism and nihilism 
as modes of thought, but more to condemn the egoistic attachment 
to the five skandhas which generate such delusions. As long as that 
false personalism persists, such beings will ever be "immature" 
and never attain that exact and liberating intuition of the Tatha
gata-embryo (Tathiigatagarbha) and therefore, the coincidence of 
that final and absolute cessation of suffering. 

If the Sri-Miilii validates the "voidness knowledge" of the 
Disciples and Self-Enlightened ones, it immediately censures that 
insight as the very reason why they never perceive or understand 
the Noble Truth of the cessation of suffering. While attaining a 
correct perception into the voidness (sunyatii) of the four wayward 
objects, they fail to achieve that corresponding insight into the 
Absolute Body (Dharmakiiya) as permanent, bliss, self and pure. 
While they are superior to the ordinary, immature beings because 
they have properly understood the impermanent, suffering, not
self and impure marks of conditioned phenomena, the Disciples and 
Self-Enlightened critically fail to realize directly the permanence 
which alone makes the Cessation of Suffering the highest refuge 
and genuine resort.'5 Their fault consists in not grasping that their 
-cognition of the viparyiisas (wayward or perverted views) while 
.authentic, remains as yet partial to the full comprehension. It is 
·obvious that the scripture here intends an exact parallel to the 
'Tatlulgata-embryo (Tathiigatagarbha), against which measure the 
Disciples and Self-Enlightened meet only half of the gnoseologic 
requirement. They may very well have witnessed a realization of 
.an unconditioned state, or nirviiJJa as void (siinya) of the defiling 
wayward views. But their claim to absolute cognitive finality (and 
here there is a noticeable similarity to the text's earlier criticism of 

45. At this juncture, the Sri-Miila, judging from the criterion of permanency, 
-declares that the Noble Truths of suffering, source of suffering and path leading 
to the cessation of suffering all belong to the realm of conditioned phenomena, 
and therefore are considered to be illusory, untrue and non-refuges. This is 
-consistent with its insistence on the ultimacy of the Noble Truth of cessation 
-of suffering as the definitive state of the Absolute Body (Dharmakaya): 

"Anything impermanent has an illusory nature. Everything with illusory 
nature is untrue, impermanent and not a refuge. Therefore, the Noble 
Truths of Suffering, Path leading to the Cessation. of Suffering are actually 
untrue, impermanent, and not a refuge." 

Lion's Roar, trans. Wayman and Wayman, p. 100. 
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the Arhats and Pratyekabuddhas) is illegitimate. Though credited 
with a perfection of the four resorts,48 this "pure knowledge" of 
the Disciples and Self-Enlightened ones fails to perceive the colla
teral "not void" (asiinya) dimension of reality which, only when 
encompassed as such, can be considered absolute. 

TATHAGATAGARBHA AS SELF-EXPLICITATING KNOWLEDGE 

But as soon as this has been said, an immediate corrective is 
demanded, bringing to a final conclusion the substance of the Sri
Mala's doctrine on the Tathagata-embryo (Tathiigatagarbha). It 
may be correct to say that only with the exact and precise know
ledge of the embryo (garbha) as both void (sunya) and not void 
(asunya), a knowledge which for differing reasons both the ordi
nary immature beings as well as the Disciples and Self-Enlightened 
ones lack, one can not attain to the perfection of the Noble Truth, 
Cessation of Suffering, and therefore, the Absolute Body (Dharma
kiiya). But the problem with such a formulation is the erroneous 
implication that this "domain of omniscient knowledge" is a thing 
to be acquired, a conceptually obtainable object, a circumscribable 
precept that would thus be reified by however lofty the mode of 
wisdom. 

Now the whole point of the siitra's designation of the Tathagata
embryo (Tathiigatagarbha) as bipolar voidness (Silnyatii) has been 
to clarify it not as the object of a knowledge external to it, a 
knowledge existing formally and formerly outside it, but as self
explicating knowledge itself. The embryo as realized Absolute 
Body (Dharmakiiya) is simultaneously comprehended and com
prehending; it is the point where the embryo knows itself as it is 
inherently in itself, as void (sunya) of all the defilement stores, but 
not void (asunya) of the innumerable Buddha natures. Put other
wise, the embryo's knowledge of itself is not so much an intuition 
of the Absolute Body (Dharmakiiya), as it is more precisely, the 
self-intuition of that Body. 

It will be recalled that the scripture's earlier discussion of the 

46. One should cultivate by resort to the meaning, rather than to the letter; 
by resort to doctrines, rather than to personalities; by resort to knowledge, 
rather than perception, and by resort to scriptures of final meaning (nitiirtha), 
rather than ones of provisional meaning (neyiirtha). See ibid., n. 95, p. 103. 
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"Illustrious Doctrine" as it moved from being initially an object 
to be "embraced" and relied upon with faith, to a reality that is 
"displayed" and actualized within phenomenal consciousness, 
amounted to an implicit definition of the Tathiigata-embryo 
(Tathiigatagarbha). That position is more clearly asserted now 
at the conclusion of the text where the Lord, with reference to the 
embryo as intrinsically pure consciousness that is nevertheless 
defiled, admits to the great difficulty in understanding it. There
fore, the embryo is originally posited as the object of a faith which 
becomes the primary directive, guiding the individual along the 
spiritual path. It is this faith in the Tathagata-embryo (Tathiigata
garbha) which alone assures the perfected maturity of certitude in 
the reality of the embryo: 

Queen, whatever disciples of mine are possessed of faith and 
(then) are controlled by faith, they by depending on the light of 
faith have a knowledge in the precincts of the Dharma, by 
which they reach certainty in this.47 

The Tathiigata-embryo (Tathiigatagarbha) then, is conceived 
initially as the content of faith and thus, as was delineated in the 
first stages of the present analysis, under the form of objectivity 
as ontic substance-the unborn, undying, permanent, steadfast, 
eternal and ultimate ground of sarrzsara and nirvii1Ja; as such it is 
reality-in-itself. But as the subsequent development of the Sri
Mala demonstrated, the embryo must surmount the form of 
objectivity, must move from the category of ontic substance, 
through the generic transformation of its inherent nature, to on tic 
subject, fully self-explicated self-consciousness; as realized Abso
lute Body (Dharmakaya), the realm of omniscient knowledge, it is 
reality-in-and-for-itself. If it is originally understood as an object 
of faith and therefore an object of consciousness, the Tathagata
embryo (Tathagatagarbha) must ultimately be considered as the 
movement towards its perfect self-realization and thus, as object 
of self-consciousness. 

The critical importance of recognizing that knowledge, far from 
being just an attribute of the Tathagatagarbha is its very essence, 

47. Ibid., p. 107. 
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is underlined by the Sri-Miilii's concludi~ warning. Emphatically 
<:autioning that it is not to be mistaken under the notion of a self, 
sentient being, soul, or personality, the siitra stresses the Tathii
gatagarbha as embryonic absolute knowledge. Its essence is to 
know itself as that which it is, to be aware of itself and to bring 
itself about. The content of the garbha's knowledge is precisely 
itself as void (siinya) of the extrinsic defilement stores and not void 
(asiinya) of the inherent Buddha natures. It is this content which 
must be made manifest; the garbha 's self-knowledge must be actually 
adequate to its content. Since the garbha is to possess itself as its 
own object, then the known can't be something parallel to know
ledge any more than it can be an external object for knowledge. 
Knowledge is rather the self-explication of the known content and 
the known content is implied knowledge. 

With such a clarification on the essential nature of the Tatha
gata-embryo (Tathiigatagarbha), its relationship to the Absolute 
Body (Dharmakaya) may be more fully appreciated. The image 
projected by the Sri-Miilii is that of a cycle that presupposes its 
beginning and reaches its beginning only at its end. As was pre
viously demonstrated, the Tathagata-embryo is initially posited as 
an object of faith, and it will be recalled that the siitra presents it 
as such in the most didactic style. With scarcely any apologetic 
intent, the text definitively formulated the embryo as having an 
ultimate existence without beginning or end; not being born and 
not dying; not subject to rebirth; but permanent, steadfast and 
eternal; being the base and support of the intrinsic Buddha natures 
as well as the adventitious, discrete defilement stores. Its immediate 
status then amounted to that of a postulated given. However, its 
organic designation as embryo (garbha) very quickly identified this 
beginning as the point of departure endowed with the propensity 
towards its own self-transformation, a process with a most specific 
teleological direction. For the self-movement of the Tatb.agata
embryo as that alone which experiences suffering, to the Absolute 
Body (Dharmakiiya) synonymous with the cessation of suffering, 
is a self-teleological process of inner convergence, where the 
Absolute Body as telos is simply the point of the embryo's fully 
self-conscious self-revelation. 

In this cycle, if the Tatha.gata-embryo is the beginning or cause 
(hetu), then the Absolute Body (Dharmakaya) is essentially result 
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(phala), the end where the Tathagata-embryo becomes what it is in 
truth. The nature of the embryo is to be actual, that which be
comes itself. For if it starts with itself, the Tathiigatagarbha reaches 
its consummation with itself as the Absolute Body (Dharmakiiya). 
It will be recalled that the latter is characterized by the same attri
butes as the former and in fact, is the former when it has not yet 
freed itself from the adventitious defilements, i.e., when it bas not 
yet attained full self-conscious awareness as being intrinsically and 
always free of such stores. Put otherwise, the Absolute Body 
(Dharmakiiya) can be a result (phala) only because it is already 
present from the start in an initial embryonic ("garbic") shape or 
content. The cyclic transformation then, of the Tathiigatagarbha 
into the Dharmakiiya is that of an original absolute becoming an 
articulate absolute, where no new elements are acquired but the 
latent or inherent ones (i.e., the innumerable Buddha natures) are 
expressed. The only transition within this sphere of self-exposition 
for the sake of self-understanding is that from hiddenness to
manifestation. 

EVALUATION 

Such then is the doctrine of the Tathagata-embryo (Tathiigata
garbha) as presented in the Srl-Miilii sutra. Though comparatively 
brief in form, this early sfrtra dealing with the concept successfully 
sketches out the major propositions of the theory. Yet, if the text 
provides a certain basic instruction on the fundamental premises, 
it likewise exposes areas for question and further refinement. 
Previously mentioned was the attribution "perfection of self" to 
the Absolute Body (Dharmakiiya). Now, if as the Sri-Mala 
suggests, the latter is ultimately identical to the Tathagata-embryo, 
how is one to interpret the sfrtra's stricture that the embryo is not 
a self, soul, or personality? There exists in other words, a certain 
terminological ambiguity between the Tathiigatagarbha and Dhar
makiiya that would only be clarified by the Ratnagotravibhiiga's 
unequivocal identification of the two through Tathatii (Suchness). 

If the Sri-Miilii generally engages in an epistemological critique 
of the various classes of sentient beings, what is the actual value of 
the spiritual path? What creative role or position do the diverse 
disciplines and practices of orthodox Buddhism play in the process 
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of the embryo's realization as Absolute Body (Dharmakiiya)? 
Although the text clearly indicates that the embryo is fundamen
tally synonymous with the "Great Vehicle" (Mahiiyiina), ground
ing in itself all other vehicles, what is the actual relationship 
between the embryo's transformation and the classical stages of 
the spiritual path? What are the psychological dynamics involved, 
noted on the level of the individual, phenomenal consciousness, 
that accounts for and witnesses to, the potential Tathiigatahood 
becoming actual? Only with the insights of the Vijniinaviida and 
its analysis of the Alayavijniina ('•Storehouse Consciousness") 
could this critical area be elucidated. 

Surely, one of the most flagrant questions posed by the Sri
Miilii is its position with regard to the doctrine of Sunyatii of the 
Prajiiiipiiramitii sfltras. Its caution against becoming "distracted 
by voidness (sunyatii)" is by no means revolutionary or unique, 
since the very same warnit;J.g is implicit in the sflnyatii-sunyatii 
of the orthodox Madhyamika of Nii.giirjuna.ts What is novel is 
the attribution "not void" (asflnya) to the Tathiigatagarbha and 
Dharmakiiya. To positively define them as steadfast, eternal, of 
ultimate existence and intrinsically replete with the infinite Buddha 
natures, as well as to designate the Absolute Body (Dharmakiiya) 
as the perfection of permanence (nitya), pleasure (sukha), self 
(iitman), and purity (subha), was a radical departure from, and 
confrontation with, the classical Sunyaviida of the wisdom (prajiiii) 
literature. Since the Sri-Miilii. makes no attempt to jUstify its posi
tion by way of an apologetic accommodation, it would be left to 
the Ratnagotravibhiiga to defend and interpret the Tathiigata
garbha theory in the light of the earlier tradition of Sflnyatii. 

In addition to the already noted problem of the ultimacy of the 
nescience entrenchment, the originative nature of ignorance per se, 

48. Most specially this is illustrated in his Maluiprajiiaptiramitti Stistra. In 
his excellent commentary and generous translations from that work, K. 
Venkata Ram~nan has written, "Niigiirjuna's criticismofthe categories, the 
basic factors of life and understanding, is intended to Jay bare these absurdities 
(involved in one's false imagination) thereby to reveal the conditionedness 
(sunyata) of the conditioned as well as the further truth that the conditioned
ness of the conditioned is not unconditioned (sunyata-sunyata)." K. Venkata 
Ramanan, Nagarjuna's Philosophy As Presented in "The Miiha-Prajnaptiramita 
Sastra" (Rutland, Vt.: Charles E. Tuttle Co., 1966; reprinted., Delhi: Motilal 
Banarsidass, 1975), p. 40. 
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clarification is needed as to the Srl-Miilii's criterion by which i 
delineates between reality and illusion. It will be recalled in its 
discussion of the Noble Truths, that the scripture judges all things 
(including the first three of the Noble Truths) as untrue, imperma
nent and illusory which "belong to the characteristic of the cons
tructed." While the intended meaning is clear enough in its own 
context, this principle encounters a certain metaphysical awk
wardness for the siitra's doctrine of the Tathiigatagarbha as the 
support, base, and ground of phenomenal existence. This weak
ness along with the problematic schema of the constructed and 
unconstructed nirvii!Ja, as well as the constructed and uncons
tructed sarrzsiira, would be rectified and replaced by the introduc
tion of the Ratnagotra's Tathatii ("Suchness"), and the further 
-refinement of the tripartite metaphysics of parini~panna, para
tantra, and parikalpita of the Laizkiivatiirasutra and the later 
Ch'eng Wei-Shih Lun of Hsiian Tsang. 

Finally, the Sri-Miilii itself, for a third time, yet without expli
.cating it as such, suggests the need its doctrine of the Tathagata
garbha has for the complementary notion of the Alayavijiiiina 
("Storehouse Consciousness"). Throughout its presentation, the 
siitra essentially stresses the ultimate, stable, and permanent nature 
of the embryo. Becoming clarified more as on tic subjectivity rather 
than substance, its designation (in the concluding section of the 
text) as innately pure consciousness is not inconsistent. Neverthe
·less, the Srl-Miilii admits to a difficulty with such a qualification 
of the Tathagatagarbha: 

The virtuous consciousness, being momentary, is not defiled by 
defilements; and also the unvirtuous consciousness, being 
momentary, is not defiled by defilements. Lord, since neither do 
defilements touch that consciousness nor does that conscious
ness touch defilements, in that case, how does consciousness 
having a noncontacting nature, get defiled? Lord, there is both 
the defilement and the defiled consciousness. Therefore the 
meaning of the defilement on the intrinsically pure conscious
ness is difficult to understand.'9 

49. Lion's Roar, trans. Wayman and Wayman, p. 106. 
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What is immediately apparent is that the siitra simply reiterates 
its dictum that the Tathiigatagarbha is void (siinya) of the defile
ments which are adventitious and extrinsic. It has not made, and 
does not here make, any exploration into the nature of defilement 
(klda) that would explain its accidental specification. That defile
ment exists is asserted, but its provisional status has not been 
sufficiently reviewed and established. Undoubtedly, this reflects 
the entire tenor of the Sri-Mala, the whole thrust of which has 
been to maintain the categorical reality of the Tathagatagarbha 
and its identification with the Absolute Body (Dharmakaya). Such 
an emphasis tends to neglect an adequate investigation of how and 
why the defilements come to veil or obscure the embryo. 

But the same passage indicates that a yet more serious question 
exists not so much concerning the nature of defilement, as with 
the Tathagatagarbha. As already suggested in an earlier section o 
the present analysis, the problem is not plainly exposed by the 
text itself. Originally the Tathiigatagarbha was presented as that 
which "has ultimate existence without beginning or end, has an 
unborn and undying nature," in direct contrast to the "momen
tary" and "unfixed" character of the sevenfold vijfiiina system o 
consciousness. The instability of the latter was the Sri-Mala's 
argument for establishing the "permanent, steadfast, eternal" 
garbha as the support (nisraya), holder (iidhiira), and base (prati~
lhii) of phenomenal existence or safl'J8ara. How is it that now, in 
the above passage, the garbha (notwithstanding its designation 
as "intrinsically pure") is defined by the very category that the 
Sri-Mala had rejected as inconsistent and variable, i.e., by cons
ciousness ( vijiiiina1? 

Furthermore, the garbha, as consciousness, is now admitted to 
be momentary and of "a noncontacting nature." Does this not 
seriously jeopardize its claim as the ultimate ground of the pheno
menal world; how can the garbha, thus conceived, remain the sub
stratum (adhara) of saltZSara if it is essentially unconnected and 
non-concommitant to it? This dual ambiguity seeks its resolution 
in the complementary system of the Vijiianavada. However, before 
exploring the process of identifying the Tathiigatagarbha with that 
school's theory of the Alayavijiiiina, it is necessary to study the 
Ratnagotravibhaga, the complete and final systematization of the 
arbha as a se arate and inde endent theory of its own. 





CHAPTER II 

THE RATNAGOTRAVIBHAGA 

THOUGH nrn SRi-MA.LA. SUTRA'S importance in the development 
of the Tathiigatagarbha theory rests on the fact that it is one of 
the earliest Buddhist scriptures to be dedicated specifically to an 
exposition of the concept, it was not the first nor the last text to 
contribute to its elaboration. Besides the earlier Tathiigatagarbha
sutra with its classic illustrations of how the garbha is veiled by 
the defilements, the Sri-Miilii was preceded by the still earlier 
Avatamsakasutra. Although that work offers no singular discussion 
of the concept, its major tenet of a universal penetration of sentient 
beings by the wisdom of the Buddha (buddhajniina) was peculiarly 
suited to define and complement still more precisely the nature of 
the garbha. Contemporaneous with the Srt-Miilii is the Anunatva
pii.n;zatvanirdesaparivarta with its important doctrine on the Abso
lute Body (Dharmakiiya) and its identification with the "mass of 
living beings" (sattvadhiitu). In addition, several other texts com
posed after the Srl-Miila, while not treating the doctrine exclu
sively or even intentionally, yet contained elements complementary 
to a final systematic presentation of the Tathiigafagarbha theory. 
The Dhiiranisvarariijasii.tra; the RatnadiirikiisUtra; the Jniiniilokii
lankiirasii.tra; the Mahiiparinirviinasii.tra; the· Siigaramati
pariprcchii; the Gaganaganjiibo(ihisattvapariprcchii; the Ratnacil{l
asutra; the Mahiiyiiniibhidharmasutra; the MahiiyiJIIasutriilankiira 
(siistra); the Vajracchedika; the A~tasiihasrikii; Drdhiidhyiisaya
parivarta; Tathiigatagunajiiiinacintyavi~ayiivatiiranirdesa; Kiisyapa
parivarta, and the Satjiiyatanasutra figured principally towards the 
doctrinal substantiation of the Tathiigatagarbha.1 

1: It should be noted that those texts beginning with the Tathiigatagarbha 
sutra down to and including the Mahiiydnasutralarikiira, were apparently un
known to Nagirjuna, as they appear in none of the works attributed to him. 
This tends to support the theory that the fully developed concept of the 
Tathiigatagarbha was a novel and fairly recent development in Mahayana 
Buddhism. Significant too, is the presence of the two texts (the Mahiiyiinabhi
dharma sutra and Mahiiyanasutralarikiira siistra) critical to the Vijiiiinaviida, as 
well as the representation of the Prajiiapiiramita sutras, viz., the Vajracchedikii 
and the A~tasahasrika. 
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It was not until the Ratnagotravibhiiga however, that the various 
insights and developments of the above texts (all of which served 
as its sources) were to be comprehensively synthesised into the 
most authoritatively complete analysis of the Tathiigatagarbha 
theory.1 Typical of its eclectic style, the siistra, while employing 
works influential in the Vijfianavadin and Prajiiiipii.ramitii. tradi
tions, exercises a highly discriminative use of those sources, draw
ing upon them only to accredit its already determined theme. 

Consisting of an original verse section (kii.rikii) attributed to 
Bodhisattva Maitreya, with a later commentary in verse and prose, 
the final form of the Ratnagotra dates from the early 5th century 
A.D., and its authorship is credited to Saramati. Surviving in its 
original Sanskrit, as well as the Tibetan and Chinese versions, the 
text has been most recently rendered in English by Takasaki. 
While his translation is used as the basis of the present analysis, 3 

an important digression must be noted. 
Throughout, he renders garbha as "matrix" rather than "em

bryo." In English, the former has multiple meanings, depending 
on the context in which it is used. But in general, the interpreta
tion of "matrix" (whether it be from a biological standpoint, and 
therefore connoting "womb," or from a metallurgic one, and thus 
translating as a "gangue" in which rock fragments are embedded) 
suggests a container, something which holds something else. This 
would seem to miss entirely the dynamic, self-transformative 
nature of the Tathiigatagarbha. Therefore, in the present study 
.. embryo" seems more fitting to express that characteristic so 
peculiar to the garbha doctrine, and in all quotations from the 
text it will be substituted for Takasaki's "matrix." 

Not only is this done in reliance upon Wayman and Wayman 

2. In addition to those already listed, the Ratnagotra includes quotes from 
more than eight unknown sources. Although not quoting it directly, the 
sastra was also undoubtedly influenced by the Lotus of the Wonderful La 
Saddharmapundarika), whose title is directly mentioned in its text. 

3. An alternative translation is that of E. Obermiller from the Tibetan 
version alone, entitled, The Sublime Science of the Great Vehicle to Salvation, 
Being a Manual of Buddhist Monism, the Work of Arya Maitreya With a Com

entary by Aryasariga, Acta Orientalia, vol. 9, 1931. However, Jikido Taka 
ki's translation has been deemed critically superior with its translation fro 

the original Sanskrit text in corijunction with the Tibetan and Chinese versions. 
ee n. 3, p. 15 above for reference. 
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who chose "embryo" for their translation of the Srl-Miilii Sutra, 
but also with the approbation of Ruegg. In his excellent linguistic 
review of the topic,4 he notes that the Tibetan equivalent of Tathii
gatagarbha (de b'tin gsegs pa'i siidz po) could never be translated 
as "womb" (mnal or /hums), but is more properly rendered, 
"embryonic essence," "kernel" or "heart." It is this last desig
nation as "heart" (jiriiken) that has been maintained in the Mongo
lian translations, where Tathiigatagarbha has as its equivalent, 
tegiincilen iregsen-ii jiriiken. The majority of Chinese translators 
render Tathiigatagarbha as jou lai tsang, in which case tsang, as 
"storehouse," suggests either that which enfolds or contains some
thing else, or that which is itself enfolded, hidden or contained by 
another. Obviously, the Tibetan and Mongolian interpretations 
indicate the latter. Ruegg then chronicles those Western trans
lators who have chosen a similar interpretation. Whether they 
have used "embryo" (Tucci; La Vallee Poussin; Lamotte; Conze; 
Leumann), "essence" (Obermiller; Thomas; Dutt; Guenther; von 
Glas~enapp ), "germ" (Leumann; Jacobi; Murti; Frauwallner) or 
"nature" (Wassiljew, La Valee Poussin), all imply that garbha 
connotes a "content" rather than a "container" (which is a critical 
implication of "womb"). It is on the basis of such a survey, and 
his own interpretative analysis of the Ratnagotravibhiiga, that 
Ruegg would justify the translation of Tathiigatagarbha as "em
bryo of the Tathii.gata."6 

Appearing as it does some two hundred years after the Sri
Miilii, and encompassing the richness of the canonical develop
ment during that time, the Ratnagotravighiiga reflects the wide 
variety of linguistic designations, suggested by its multiple sources, 
as applicable to the concept of the Tathiigatagarbha. Therefore, 
throughout its "analysis" (vibhiiga) the Ratnagotra witnesses to 

4. See La Theorie Du Tathiigatagarbha et Du Gotra, pp. 499-513. 
5. "En d'autres termes, dans les images du Tathiigatagarbha sutra, le 

Tathtigatagarbha figure comme un contenu et non pas comme un contenant 
(et encore moins comme une matrice); et les fragments Sanskrits des autres 
Sutra traitant du Tathiigatgarbha qui ont ete etudies plus haut semblent egale
ment's opposer a ]'interpretation seton laquelle le garbha serait une matrice, 
ou un contenant, quelconque ... Dans to us les autres emplois du terme de 
garbha dans ce Sastra [Ratnagotravibhiiga] aussi il est nature! de voir un 
embryon ou une essence--autrement dit un contenu-et il serait infiniment 
plus difficile d'y voir une matrice." La Theorie, p. 506. 
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numerous terminological equivalences, where garbha ("embryo") 
is variously characterised by such different expressions as gotra 
("lineage," "gene," "germ"); dhiitu ("essence," "nature," 
4 'ground"); hetu ("cause," "source," "origin"); iisraya ("basis," 
"substratum"); cittaprakrti ("innate mind"), and dharmatii ("es
sential nature"). Though they are by no means exact synonyms, 
they are often substituted for one another throughout the siistra, 
determined substantially by the particular scriptural source which 
the Ratnagotra happens to utilize, and the particular aspect under 
its analysis. Of those terms, gotra and dhiitu appear most fre
quently in the course of the text in lieu of garbha and it should 
be noted that they, together, preserve the inherent feature of the 
Sri-Miilii's concept of the Tathiigatagarbha as an ultimate, un
conditional reality that is simultaneously the inherent, dynamic 
process towards its complete self-manifestation. While in the 
Ratnagotra, dhiitu as "essence" tends to suggest the former, more 
ontic dimension, gotra as "germ" continues to maintain the 
organic, self-transformative implication of the latter. 

As the sastra advances its exposition, it comes to delineate in 
its ninth chapter an exact, triadic hermeneutic on the term Tathii
gatagarbha in which it clarifies several of those alternating terms 
used in preceding chapters. But before reaching that point, the 
commentary introduces and examines, in depth, a conceptual 
refinement which, linguistically as well as doctrinally, marked a 
critically significant development within the Tathiigatagarbha 
theory as presented in the earlier Sri-Miilii-Sii.tra. The first five 
chapters, while elaborating somewhat, tend to merely restate that 
latter scripture's insistence on the ekayiina as Buddhayiina; i.e., it 
advocates the Buddha as the ultimate refuge and final goal of the 
path. Basically, those first short chapters spell out the meaning of 
the sastra's title as Ratnagotra or, more properly, Gotra ratna
trahasya ("the germ as origin of the three jewels").6 Here, the 
three jewels refer to the three refuges of the Buddha, Dharma, 
and Sa!Jlgha. But as the second chapter illustrates, attention is 
directed primarily to the Buddha as "the one who has realized 
the Buddhahood (buddhatva)," which, in its eightfold quality,? 
is the goal common to all living beings by virtue of their essential 

6. Takasaki, Ratnagotravibhiiga, p. 186. 
7. The eight qualities of Buddhahood are listed in appendix 1. 
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nature (dharmadhiitu), here identified as the embryo (garbha) o 
the Tathiigata. Therefore, if the Buddha exercises a position o 
superiority, the siistra makes it very evident that his attainment is 
not unique to Him alone, but only that He has realized an en
lightenment which He knows to exist as a universal potentiality 
through an equality (samataya) between His nature (dharmatii.) 
and that of all beings. If the Buddha is celebrated, it is as one in 
whom the embryo has attained full self-explicated maturity, re
maining as yet a latent possibility in all other beings. But it must 
be admitted that this dynamic, self-actualizing character of the 
embryo is only lightly suggested in comparison to the greater 
emphasis upon it as a basic substratum, an essential nature com
mon to the Buddha and all sentient beings. 

THE JEWELS OF 1HE DHARMA AND 1HE SMiJ:GHA 

Following a similar pattern, the third chapter presents an eight
fold quality of the jewel of the Dharma, 8 which is subdivided into 
the "Doctrine as the Truth of Extinction (of suffering)" and the 
«Doctrine as the Truth of Path." The former Truth, beyond all 
speculative rational categories, rises as the intuition that the 
irrational thought (ayoniSomanasikii.ra), or ignorant discrimination 
(vikalpa), the cause of action by body, word, and thought (kar
man) and the accompanying defilements (klesas), is non-existent 
by nature. From this the siistra concludes in an almci$t perfunctory 
revity: 

By knowing deeply that tl1is Irrational Thought is extinct by 
nature, consequently there is no origination of duality and 
discrimination; for this reason there is absolutely no origina
tion of suffering. This is called the Truth of Extinction of 
Suffering.9 

That this realization is of salvific efficacy, the Ratnagotra imme
diately calls upon the Sri-Mala to substantiate, which, it will be 
recalled, equated the Noble Truth, Cessation of Suffering with the 

8. The eight qualities of the Dharma are listed in appendix 1. 
9. Takasaki, Ratnagotravibhiiga, pp. 166-167. 
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Absolute Body (Dharmakiiya).10 Therefore, by implication, this 
recognition of the irrational thought as extinct by nature is the 
very means by which the embryo of the Tathagata attains its ulti
mate manifestation. This process is more fully elucidated under 
the second subdivision, the Doctrine as the Truth of Path, in 
which the sastra exposes in greater detail the basic presupposi
tions of the Truth of Extinction, viz., the dynamics of the irra
tional thought, the defilements, and pursuant actions. While these 
latter are discussed with further clarity in the Ratnagotra's eighth 
chapter, their mention here provides certain prefatory information 
evidently presumed by the latter. More importantly, this preli
minary treatment underscores through suggestion, the role of non
discriminative wisdom (avika/pa-jniina) as the primary mode by 
which the Tathii.gata-embryo realizes itself as the manifest Abso
lute Body (Dharmakiiya). 

Due to the innate tendencies of desire, hatred, and ignorance, 
beings fasten onto the unreal characteristic of things upon which 
they base their cognitive judgements, any one of which can be 
designated in general as the "irrational thought" (ayonisomanasi
kiira). Once the mind has been influenced by any such thought, it is 
said to be actually defiled by either desire, hatred, or ignorance, i.e., 
what was only in the state of tendency (anusaya) now emerges as 
fully manifest. Taking the desirable, detestable or obscure appear
ance of things as substantially real, one defiles the mind by 
depending upon such superficial characteristics as the basis for 
any cognitive-evaluative determination. This defiled mental 
condition inevitably produces actions born either of desire, hatred, 
or ignorance and expressed through body, speech, or consequent 
thoughts; from this arises the condition for rebirth. SaiJlSii.ric 
existence then, arises with a critical misperception, a discriminative 
failure to recognize the one real essence of things (eka-dhiitu) as it 
is. On the other hand, not hampered by the external characteristics, 

10. The Ratnagotra quotes the Sri-Miilii thus: 
"'0 Lord, extinction of Suffering does not 'mean the disappearance of 

element. By the term, "Extinction of Suffering," 0 Lord, there is designated 
the Absolute Body of the Tathiigata ... And thi very Absolute Body of the 
Tathii.gata, 0 Lord, (when it is) unreleased from the covering of moral defile
ments, is called the Matrix of Tathiigata [Tathiigatagarbha].'" Ibid., pp. 167-
168. 
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the apparent form of things, the Tathagata is He who has perfectly 
realized the equality of all elements (dharmiis), the Reality (Bhuta) 
common to all things equally. 

And thus, this realization of all natures by Wisdom, as being 
equal without any addition nor diminution because of these two 
facts, i.e., because we cannot see any characteristic nor basis of 
non-being [any unreal basis of characteristics], and we can see 
the real character of being as the absolute truth, this is to be 
known as the "enemy" (pratipak$a) of all kinds of obstacles 
against the true perception .... This is indeed the Path of percep
tion and practice based upon the non-discriminative Wisdom, 
which is the cause of attaining the Absolute Body (of the 
Tathiigata) and which is to be understood in detail according to 
the Siitra named Prajnapiiramita.n 

The maturation of the Tathiigata-embryo as Absolute Body is 
dependent, then, upon the dual operation of a non-discriminative 
wisdom effective on the one hand as perceiving the adventitious, 
contingent status of the defilements, and on the other, as simulta
neously realizing the genuine essence, the essential nature of 
phenomena (dharmiis). It is this conjoint function of wisdom that 
substantiates the principle of "neither addition nor diminution," 
since nothing need be added to Reality (BhUta) complete in itself, 
nor is there necessity to remove impurities which are ultimately 
unreal, created and sustained by a mind deluded with hatred, 
desire, and obscurity. 

What is important to note in this early implication of the 
Tathiigata-embryo is that it is not enough to gain insight into the 
non-existent nature of impurity; there must be a simultaneous, 
intuitive penetration of the fundamental ground, "the one, real 
essence as it is." This brief passage suggests, therefore, the axiom 
already introduced by the Sri-Miilii Sutra, and explicitly re
formulated in the Ratnagotra's tenth chapter, that the Tathagata
embryo is at once void (sunya) of the defilements and not void 
(asiinya) of the Buddha natures. The proposition as to the ultimate 
non-existence of impurity closely approximates the former, while 
the insistence on the unconditional real essence corresponds to 

11. Ibid., p. 171. 
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the latter· dimension. And it is significant to note here the 
Ratnagotra's reliance upon the Prajiiapiiramitii literature as· the 
scriptural witness and validation of its position. If the sastra 
consequently assumes a critical stance towards the wisdom siitras, 
its intent is to serve as a necessary corrective to a faulty interpreta
tion of those works, rather than as a total repudiation of them. 

If the third chapter stressed the spiritual path primarily as a 
unique mode of perception, the fourth acclaims the Bodhisattva, 
representative of the jewel of the community, as the one who 
actually exemplifies this precise discernment. He exercises a 
wisdom in perception, the purity of which is identical to that of the 
Buddha. Since this perspicuous illumination is not only for his 
own benefit but for the guidance of all beings, his superiority is 
well established over the Sravaka, intent on an enlightenment 
that remains essentially self-directed; hence, the ascription "jewel" 
to the Bodhisattva community. 

The definitive character of the Bodhisattva's perception is 
-discussed in terms of its manner and extent. The former aspect 
refers to an intuition into the quiescent nature of the phenomenal 
world "as it is" (yathiivadbhavikatii). The Bodhisattva understands 
the universal non-substantiality (nairiitmya) of what has been 
-conventionally designated as "individualities" (pudgaliis) and 
·"separate elements" (dharmiis). This of course, represents the 
fundamental Buddhist mandate of "not self" (anattii), compre
hensively applied to persons and things; as such, it is by no means 
original to the Ratnagotra. What is striking however, is the sii.stra's 
unique rationale accounting for this basic insight on the part of the 
Bodhisattva. According to the text, the field of this cognition, free 
from all attachment, is the innate purity of the essence of all beings. 
Because of his perception of the innate brightness (prakrtiprabhii
svaratii) of the mind, and the subsequent intuition that the 
.defilements on the mind are "destroyed from the outset," the 
Bodhisattva fathoms the extrell1ity of the non-substantiality of the 
phenomenal world. More explicitly, under the second aspect of 
the Bodhisattva's perception, its extent, said to exist "as far as" 
(yiivadbhiivikatii) the limit of all knowable things, it is clear that 
the object of such perception is no other than the pervasive 
presence of the Tathii.gata-embryo, the "nature of Omniscience" 
in, and the "Absolute Essence" of all beings: 
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Because (with respect to the extent), they perceive the existence 
of the embryo of the Tathiigata in all living beings, up to those 
who are in the animal kingdom, by means of the supermundane 
intellect (lokattara-prajnii) which reaches as far as the limit of 
all knowable things ... , the Absolute Essence is realized in the 
sense of all-pervading (sarvatraga).I2 

What in fact the Ratnagotra advocates then, is that the universa
lity of the Tathagata-embryo inherently pure yet veiled by the 
{;ontingent and accidental defilements, and the Bodhisattva's 
unobstructed vision of it as such, sustains and grounds the doctrine 
of non-substantiality; it is the ontological presupposition for the 
axiomatic anattii dictum of elemental Buddhism. All beings are 
-empty and devoid of self-nature because they are unilaterally 
grounded upon the absolute essence of the Tathagata-embryo; to 
perceive the unconditional status of the latter is to understand the 
determinate relativity of the former. But if the reality of the 
Tathagata-embryo implies the emptiness of the phenomenal 
world or sa.,siira, it is at the same time the very reason that the 
nature of such mundane elements is said to be "of absolute 
·quiescence from the outset"; saYflsiira is itself nirviil,la when 
correctly perceived as founded upon the indeterminate, ultimate 
nature which is the Tathagata-embryo. If in the Sri-Miilii Sutra 
sa.,siira, said to be based upon the Tathiigatagarbha, tended to 
be antithetically opposed to it as being impermanent, unfixed, 
momentary, subject to birth, death, and rebirth, the Ratnagotra 
will tend more to emphasize the coincidental nature of the two. 
But as was typified in the three chapters preceding·it, the sastra's 
remarks on the Tathagata-embryo in this fourth chapter are only 
.allusive and suggestive of further development and refinement in 

subsequent chapters. 
With the fifth chapter, the prefatory section of the Ratnagotra 

·concludes in an explanation of the salvific valuation of the three 
jewels of the Buddha, Doctrine, and Community. From an 
empirical standpoint, the Buddha may be considered a refuge 
(sara!Ja) since He is the highest of human beings, the Doctrine 
because it is absolutely free of passion, and the Community since 
it is superior to all other communal bodies. However, the Doctrine 

12. Ibid., p. 175. 
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and the Community are not credited as ultimate refuges; the 
former because it is deemed non-eternal and fundamentally "a 
non-existence" (abhiiva) while the latter, because it represents 
those who have not yet attained the highest, perfect enlightenment~ 
and being fearful, have themselves taken refuge in the Tathiigata.U 

While the text plainly bases its evaluation of the Doctrine and 
the Community upon the authority of the Sri-Miilii Sutra, it 
departs notably from that source in explaining the non-ultimate 
status of the former. Elaborated from a twofold perspective of the 
Doctrine as teaching (namely, siitras and other forms of instruction 
consisting of names, words and letters) and as realization (pre
viously discussed as "Truth of Path" and "Truth of Extinction"), 
the scope of the Ratnagotra is obviously broader. The Doctrine 
as teaching is viewed somewhat extrinsically as the means which 
facilitate the acquisition of the path and therefore, point to some
thing more ultimate, beyond themselves. If the "Truth of Path," 
said to be of artificial character and therefore false, deceptive, 
untrue, and non-eternal, reflects the Srl-Miilii's judgement th~t 
the first three Noble Truths are impermanent and illusory, 
the Ratnagotra's interpretation of the Doctrine as "Truth of 
Extinction" digresses significantly from the siitra's analysis of the 
"Truth of Cessation of Suffering." It will be recalled that the 
Sri-Miilii effected a direct equation between the Noble Truth,. 
Cessation of Suffering, and the Absolute Body (Dharmakiiya); to 
realize the latter is to unqualifiably experience the former. Now. 
in the Ratnagotra, the "Truth of Extinction" is interpreted with no 
such ultimate equivalence, being described instead as "a non
existence" (abhiiva), a condition characterized by the mere absence 
of defilement and suffering. It is in fact, equated with the nirvii!UJ 
ofthe Sriivaka and is said to be "just like the extinction of a lamp." 
Therefore, whether it is considered as teaching or as realization, 

13. It should be noted that, while in the fourth chapter dedicated to the jewel 
of the Community, the Ratnagotra addressed itself to the Bodhisattva as re• 
presentative of the safl'lgha, extolling the manner and extent of his perception. 
such is not the case in the present chapter. Here, references to the comparative 
weakness of the community are directly attributed to the Sni.vakas. It would 
appear that the sastra has adopted a double standard in speaking of the 
sa111gha, somewhat as the Sri-Miilii which likewise referred to the Arhats 
and Pratyekabuddhas when mentioning the non-ultimate character of the 
ommunity as refuge, 
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the Doctrine (Dharma) according to the sastra is deemed non
ultimate and, together with the Community (Sal]lgha), can only 
serve as a temporary refuge. 

That the Ratnagotra fails to adopt a significant, systematic 
insight afforded by its major scriptural source is curious, especially 
given its own highly schematic tendency to integrate and synthesize 
the various dimensions of the Tathiigatagarbha theory. Its obvious 
intent is to stress that the Buddha, having realized the highest, 
perfect enlightenment, is the sole and ultimate refuge over against 
the two provisional jewels of the Doctrine and Community. Yet, 
when it comes to describe the reason for His unconditional, salvific 
priority, the text states that it is His possession of the "Body of 
the Doctrine, the Absolute Body, Dharmakiiya" that so qualifies 
the Buddha as the unique, eternal, quiescent and unchangeable 
refuge. There appears to be then a certain brief equivocation at 
this point in the Ratnagotra between the status of the Buddha 
and the Doctrine, where initially the latter is, together with the 
Community, considered subservient to the former, but is then 
indicated as being constitutive of it. Such apparent inconsistency 
stems from an artificial distinction between the two terms, and 
would have been unnecessary had the text followed more exactly 
the concordance developed by its prime scriptural source, the 
Sri-Miilii. In this respect, that particular siitra proved more 
effective in demonstrating the cogent assimilation of the three 
·ewels into the one, ultimate jewel and refuge of the Buddha. 

SAMAL~. AND NIRMALA TATIIATA 

This minor difference between the Srl-Miilii. Sutra and the 
Ratnagotra is indicative of a broader perspectival variance between 
the sastral examination of the Tathiigatagarbha theory, and its 
earlier scriptural treatment, an emphasis already suggested by the 
first five chapters of the Ratnagotra, and which will generally 
characterise the remaining sections of its analysis. While the 
Sri-Miilii. discussed the concept rather fluidly from the interdepen
dent perspectives of ontology, soteriology, and epistemology, the 
Ratnagotra focuses its exposition from predominantly one angle. 
In the sfttra, the Tathiigatagarbha clearly emerges as the Absolute 
that is the very vehicle of its self-manifestation. While its ontic 
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status as the unborn, undying, permanent, steadfast, eternal and 
ultimate ground of sa7llsiira and nirvii1:za is strikingly deliberate, 
its designation as such is more presupposition than the object of 
detailed elaboration by the Sri-Miilii. If it is reality-in-itself, the 
Tathiigatagarbha is much more fully explicated as the inherent 
movement towards its perfect self-realization as manifest Absolute 
Body, the realm of omniscient knowledge, and thus, as reality 
in-and-for-itself. Its dynamic, self-transformative character as 
embryonic, absolute knowledge moving towards its ov.n complete 
and total self-awareness, is the principal focus of the Sri-Miilii's 
investigation; soteriology and epistemology are the primary 
modes through which the scripture defines the Tathiigatagarbha, 
whose ontic nature essentially remains a postulated given. 

The ontic assumption of the Sri-Miilii Sutra is the very nucleus 
of the Ratnagotra 's presentation. While the former emphasizes the 
Tathiigatagarbha as process, the self-evolutive potentiality of the 
embryo to become itself as manifest Absolute Body, the latter 
stresses the convergent identity of the two poles as an ontological 
antecedent; though linguistically distinct, the Tathiigatagarbha 
and Dharmakiiya are one and the same reality. If the Sri-Miilii 
evidenced a slight nebular equivocation between the pair, attribu
ting "the perfection of self" to the Dharmakiiya while insisting that 
the Tathiigatagarbha "is neither self nor sentient being, nor soul 
nor personality," all such ambiguity is removed by the Ratnagotra 
whose complete equation of the two is reflected in its consistent 
application of the term "essence" (dhiitu) in reference to both the 
Tathiigatagarbha and Dharmakiiya. What the sastra principally 
examines then, is the quintessential dimension, the ultimate, ontic 
nature, common to both Tathiigatagarbha and Dharmakiiya. This 
particular orientation has already been suggested by the first five 
chapters, where the Ratnagotra's implications of, and references to 
the Tathagata-embryo are that of a fundamental nature; a basic 
substratum; a reality common to all beings; an innate brightness: 
a universal Absolute to be correctly perceived and exactly under
stood by a non-discriminative wisdom. The sastra's disposition 
then, to interpret the nature of the Tathagata-embryo as Absolute 
Reality-in-itself, surfaces from the very beginning of its analysis. 

Chapter 6 inaugurates the body of the text with the critically 
deceive definition, providing the necessary linguistic and concep-
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tual refinement adequate to the Ratnagotra's intuition of the 
identity of the Tathiigatagarbha and Dharmakiiya. And if its mult~
ple sources employed several distinct terms as was noted pre
viously, a significant advance of the sastra was to here clarify by 
specific designation the essential referent, common to the various 
determinants. Therefore, according to the text, that ultimate 
denominator is nothing other than Reality in its condition of 
absolute Suchness (Tathatii) which in turn, is subdivided into the 
two major categories of samalii and nirmalii. Samalii Tathatii 
designates that aspect of Reality "mingled with pollution" and is 
the Ratnagotra's consistent term for the Tathiigatagarbha, while 
Nirma/ii Tathatii is its expression for Reality "apart from pollu
tion," and is thus synonymous with the Dharmakiiya: 

"The Reality mingled with pollution (samalii-tathatii)" is a term 
for "the Essence (dhiitu), unreleased from the sheath of defile
ments," i.e., the Embryo ofTathagata. "The Reality apart from 
pollution (nirmalii tathatii)" is a term for the same Essence, when 
it is characterized as the Perfect Manifestation of Basis (asraya
parivrtti) in the Stage of Buddha, i.e., the Absolute Body of the 
Tathagata.14 

The subsequent development of the analysis focuses therefore on 
the nature of Absolute Suchness as one and the same reality or 
essence, subsistent in a two-fold modality whose vecy inconceiva
bility demonstrates its non-duality. If Suchness mingled with 
pollution (Samalii Tathatii or Tathagata-embryo) is deemed 
ineffable since it is both pure and defiled simultaneously, and if 
Suchness apart from pollution (Nirmalii Tathatii or Absolute 
Body) is likewise so stipulated because though originally not 
defiled, it is later purified, they are obviously non-separate in a 
fundamental purity. The defilement and subsequent purification 
inversely signify a purity common to Tathatii as samalii and thus 
hidden, and as nirmalii and therefore, manifest. 

'TJmEEFOLD MEANING OF THE TATI!AGATAGARBHA 

In its seventh and briefest chapter, the Ratnagotra initiates its 

14. Takasaki, Ratnagotravibhiiga, p. 187. 
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examination of Sama/a Tathatli with the axiomatic formulation 
taken from the Tathagatagarbhasutra, dogmatically asserting the 
universality of the Tathagata-embryo in all animate beings :15 

Now with reference to "the Reality mingled with pollution" 
[Samalii Tathatii], it is said: All living beings are possessed of 
the Embryo of the Tathii.gata [sarva sattviis tathiigatagarbhiih].I& 

While their detailed interpretive analysis will await the ninth 
chapter, the sastra here anticipates by didactically stating in a trio 
of synonymous phrases, the threefold meaning of this critical 
theorem. The first set is somewhat obscure and becomes clear only 
in the light of the two other triplicate combinations. It can be said 
that all beings are possessed of the Buddha-embryo since they are 
all equally included in the Buddha's Wisdom, because their 
inherent "immaculateness" is non-dual by nature, and because the 
result of that innate purity becomes manifest "on the germ (gotra) 
of the Buddha." There follows immediately the second parallel 
expression specifying the same intent as the first. Accordingly, all 
living beings are possessed of the embryo because of the universal 
penetration of all things by the Buddha's Body, because Suchness 
(Tathiita) is of undifferentiated nature, and because the germ 
(gotra) of the Buddha exists in all living beings. The third set of 
the coincident definitions states that due to the penetration of the 
Absolute Body (Dharmakiiya) into all living beings, and because 
the Tathagata is the Absolute Reality or Suchness (Tathatii) and 
is therefore the "undifferentiated whole," and finally, since the 
germ of the Tathii.gata (Tathiigatagotra) exists in every living being, 
it may be said that all animate beings are possessed of the embryo 
of the Tathii.gata (sarvasattviis tathiigatagarbhii/:z). 

In a threefold reiteration, the Ratnagotra has here established as 

15. According to Ruegg, the doctrine generally admitted by the majority of 
schools in India and Tibet was that only the animate world (sattvaloka)
consisting of those beings possessed of the Tathagatagarbha-would attain 
enlightemnent and become a Buddha. The inanimate world bhiijanaloka) 
would thus be excluded. An exception would be the s:>hool of T'ien-t as (Tendm) 
which considered that the Buddha nature is the nature of all beings, animate 
and inanimate and included the mineral kingdom as well as the plants, See 
La Thiorie, p. 152. 

16. Takasaki, Ratnagotravibhiiga, p. 196. 
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the ground of the unconditional presence of the Tathagata-embryo 
(Tathiigatagarbha) among animate beings, a decisive equality 
through the Absolute Body (Dharmakiiya), Suchness (Tathatii), 
and the germ of the Tatha.gata (Tathiigatagotra). Though the text 
itself is rather stark, providing no further commentative elabora
tion at this point, certain significant ideas have been set forth by 
the chapter. 

In its equation of the Buddha's wisdom (buddhajiiiina) with the 
Absolute Body (Dharmakaya) the sastra has integrated into its 
doctrine a cardinal precept of the AvatartZsakasutra, the earliest 
of its multiple scriptural sources. More specifically, the universal 
permeating influence of the Absolute Body is a function of its 
character as self-hom wisdom, the wisdom of omniscience, pene
trating all beings equally. Subsequently, to attain the Absolute 
Body is to recognize the wisdom of the Tathii.gata (Tathiigatajiiiina) 
as the definitive, constitutive principle of one's own cognitive 
awareness; it is to fully comprehend the non-differentiation of 
the Buddha's wisdom and one's own fundamental, noetic subs
tratum. This was clearly intended in the Ratnagotra's lengthy 
quotation from the AvataTfl.saka in the preceding sixth chapter 
which included the following reference: 

Similarly, 0 Son of the Buddha, the Wisdom of the Tathii.gata, 
which is the immeasurable wisdom, the profitable wisdom for 
all living beings, thoroughly penetrates within the mentality 
[citta-santana] of every living being. And every :mental disposi
tion of a living being has the same size as the Bud<lba's Wisdom. 
Only the ignorant, however, being bound by misconceptions 
does neither know nor cognize nor understand nor realize the 
Wisdom of the Tathagata (within himself).17 

Though it is only through implication, this passage clearly suggests 
the Sri-Mala Sutra's concept of the Tathiigatagarbha as embryonic 
absolute knowledge, whose essence is to know itself as that which 
it is, and thus become itself as manifest Absolute Body (Dharma
kaya). Though the points of reference are not as sharply focused 
and as clearly articulated here as in the Sri-Mala, the dynamics of 
self-transformation through self-recognition are identical. Under 

17. Ibid., p. 191. 
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the auspices of the Tathiigatagarbhasutra, the Ratnagotra initially 
postulates an identity of the Tathii.gata-embryo with the Absolute 
Body. Then, through the authority of the Avatal'flsaka, it further 
specifies the essence of that Body (and through association, of the 
Tathii.gata-embryo) as the absolute wisdom of omniscience. In 
the description of the process in which a "son of the Buddha" 
arrives at full equality with the Tathii.gata, it is this wisdom that is 
the very vehicle of its final and complete manifestation; wisdom 
effects its own self-witnessing recognition. What, in the Sri-Miilii, 
was the object of a lengthy and detailed definition (i.e., the rela
tionship of the Tathiigatagarbha to the Dharmakiiya) has here, 
in the Ratnagotra, been compacted within only a few brief verses. 
Though it might appear that the sii.stra's rationale has been severely 
abbreviated in the process, it is more simply a testament to the 
linguistic differences of the two texts. As already indicated, the 
Ratnagotra focuses upon Absolute Suchness (Tathatii) as the 
essential nature, common to both the Tathii.gata-embryo when 
veiled by the defilements (samalii), and Absolute Body when 
unobstructed by them (nirmalii). Its principal emphasis, therefore, 
is the ontic identity of the two. By contrast, the Sri-Miilii had 
adopted a more formal soteriological and epistemological perspec
tive, stressing the process in which the Tathii.gata-embryo comes 
to free itself from the covering of the adventitious defilement stores, 
and to display the innate Buddha natures. What is significant in 
the present passage of the Ratnagotra, is its basic consistency with 
the more explicitly dynamic character 'of the Sri-Miilii; this, 
through the instrumentality of wisdom here descriptive of the 
Absolute Body and therefore, by connotation, the Tathii.gata
embryo. 

Now, since the text designates Suchness (Tathatii) as the second 
explanation for the formula that all living beings are possessed of 
the embryo of the Tathii.gata, it follows that its remarks concerning 
the Absolute Body as self-revelatory wisdom, apply equally to it. 
Therefore, Suchness is not only the unilateral "immaculateness" 
existing in all beings, the undifferentiated universal reality, but 
may, by affiliation, be characterised as omniscient wisdom. At 
this point in the analysis, such a reference is no more than suggest
ed, and will only be further defined in the tenth chapter treating 
the transformation of Samalii Tathatii (Suchness mingled with 
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pollution) into Nirmala Tathata (Suchness apart from pollution). 
But here is the nascent indication of Absolute Suchness (Tathatii), 
not statically conceived as latent and neutral entitative reality, 
but as dynamically operative and efficient permeation. This 
concept gains immediate reinforcement through the final term of 
the threefold equality, "the germ of the Tathii.gata" (Tathiigata-
otra). 

THE MEANING OF GOTRA 

As was stated previously, gotra, together with dhatu, serves as 
the most frequent and consistent synonym for garbM throughout 
the Ratnagotra. The ninth chapter of the text explicitly interprets 
it as active, causal factor (hetu), and thus stresses its organic, bio
logical connotation of "germ" as most closely approximating the 
embryonic implication of garbha.18 However, the critical impor
tance of gotra within the sii.stra derives from its qualification as 
Tathiigatagotra ("germ of the Tathii.gata"), and its corresponding 
equivalence to Dharmakaya and Tathata as explanatory of the 
embryo's universal presence in animate beings. By such specifica
tion, the Ratnagotravibhaga distinctly aligns itself with a basically 
Mii.dhyamikan rather than Vijnii.navii.din interpretation of gotra 
in its technical role as soteriological factor. 

According to Ruegg,19 while the highly nuanced term is found 
only rarely in the Pali canon, gotra in the Abhidharma literature 
clearly figures as "family," "class," "stock" and in general, 
represents the idea of the spiritual lineage or genotype according 
to which beings were classified. Those works, which became the 
principal corpus for the Vijiiiinavada, substantiated that use o 

18. In this case, "germ" is not to be understood in the sense of a disease
producing microorganism. Rather, it is used more accurately as "germ cell," 
i.e., as denoting the initial, embryonic stage, the rudimentary source for the 
subsequent, evolutionary development. See Random House College Dictionary, 
rev. ed. (1975), s.v. "germ". 

19. While only one-third of his authoritative study, La Theorie Du Tathiigata
arbha et Du Gotra, is dedicated to the latter, it provides an excellent, com

prehensive exposition of the nUDierous sources for the concept, and its wealth 
of scholarly research far surpasses the remaining section on the Tathiigata
garbha. The following review of the gotra substantially depends upon his text. 
See . 71-173. 
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gotra by applying it to the categorical distinctions of the three 
vehicles. Thus, the Salfldhinirmocanasutra consistently speaks of 
the gotra of the Sravakayana, Pratyekabuddhayana, and Bodhi
sattvayana. Specifically, the gotra of each of the three vehicles 
alludes to the level of cognitive acuity, so that the faculties 
(indriya) of the Sravaka are designated as obtuse, of the Pratyeka
buddha as medium, while those of the Bodhisattva are said to be 
sharply developed. 

The Mahiiyiinasutriilamkara00 claims that the existence (sattva, 
astitva) of the gotra is demonstrated by the differences in the spi
ritual qualities among beings, the differences in their levels of 
aspiration (adhimukti), which in tum accounts for their different 
practices (pratipatti) explaining why one attains the goal at a parti
cular time, and others do not. Such differences are indicative of 
distinctive gotras which are the ultimate rationale for the various 
levels of result or fruit (phala) that constitute, according to the 
case, the inferior awakening of the Sravaka, the middling of the 
Pratyekabuddha and the supreme awakening of the Bodhisattva. 
Thus, it is that the gotra is compared to a seed (bija). More expli
Citly, the sastra notes that there are four distinguishing marks 
(linga) to the gotra of the Bodhisattva including compassion, 
commitment to the Mahayana dharma, constancy, and the 
accomplishment of the good, which here refers to the practice ofthe 
pliramitiis. Likewise, the possession of the gotra is said to effect 
a fourfold advantage in that one only approaches perdition slowly, 
one delivers himself quickly, one suffers only mild sorrow, and 
one matures animate beings with a spirit touched by their suffer
ings. Analogously compared to a gold mine, the gotra is credited 
as the abode of knowledge, and the originative source of the roots 
of incommensurable goodness (kusalamula) and of the powers for 
obtaining the purification of the defilements. 

Then, in its third chapter, the Mahiiyiinasutrii/artJkiira refers to 
individuals who are not established in their gotra (agotrastha) as 
divided into two categories: those who temporarily lack the quali
fications for attaining parinirviiiJ(l (tatka/aparinirviiiJ(ldharman), 
and those who are absolutely deprived of that full and final nirviil)a 
(atyantiiparinirviiiJ(ldharman) because they are said to be (forever) 

20. See ibid., pp. 77-86. 
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without the gotra of the parinirvli.f)a, i.e., without the fundamental 
cause (hetu). However, such a possibility of a being who is com
pletely and for all time incapable of the supreme freedom of en
lightenment, is paradoxically contradicted by the sii.stra's ninth 
chapter where it is asserted that all animate beings possess the 
embryo of Buddhahood in the light of the non-differentiated uni
versality of Absolute Suchness (Tathatii). Now, the majority of 
commentators adhering to the Vijiili.navada tend either to ignore 
that particular verse (MSA 9. 37) or adopt the position that such 
an axiom was not meant to be literally interpreted. By and large, 
the scholars of that school emphasize those passages of the text 
treating the gotra as the primary, fundamental cause of the deli
verance or bodhi, and fully accepted the thesis that certain beings, 
lacking the gotra (agotra) will be forever denied the potentiality 
for attaining the supreme and perfect awakening (anuttarasamyak
sambodhi).21 They likewise observed and supported the sii.stra's 
tenet of a radical distinction between the gotra of the Srii.vii.ka and 
that of the Bodhisattva, each leading to radically different ends. 
As will be seen below, the Mii.dhyamika tradition thoroughly repu
diated such theses, and it is critically significant that one of the 
two major references to the Mahli.yli.nasutrala.,kara included with
in the text of the Ratnagotravibhaga is the former's ninth chapter 
argument for the universal presence of the Buddha-embryo in 
sentient beings. 22 

The Bodhisattvabhumi,23 the fifth section of the Bahubhumika
vastu of the Yogiicli.rabhiimi attributed to Asatiga, refers to the 
gotra as the seed (bija), the support (adhii.ra) and the cause (hetu) 
of the Bodhisattva's spiritual praxis, and of the realization of the 
supreme and perfect enlightenment. Its indispensability is under
lined by the assertion that even though he be energetic and pro
duce the bodhicitta, without the gotra the Bodhisattva will not be 

21. For Sthiramati's fourfold division of those who are agotra, see ibid., 
n. 3, pp. 80-81. 

22. The verse, as is quoted in the Ratnogotra's chapter treating the illustra-
tions of how the gotra is covered with defilements, appears as follows: 

"Though being undifferentiated among all, Reality [Tathata], in case the 
purification is perfected, is (called) Buddhahood; therefore, all living beings 
are possessed of the Matrix [embryo] of Buddhahood." 

Takasaki, Ratnagotravibhiiga, p. 288. 
23. See Ruegg, La Theorie, pp. 77-86. 
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able to attain the full and complete awakening. Therefore, it is 
the gotra which, furnished by nature (prakrtyii), and having no 
other function, is the essential determinant for the realization of 
Buddhahood, and serves as the explanation for the Bodhisattva's 
peculiar experience of sal}lsaric conditions. When he is reborn in 
an evil condition of life, he is quickly delivered from it in that he 
does not suffer the sharp and acute sorrow as do others in the 
same state; this is due to the presence of his gotra from which he 
issues forth the thought of great compassion for all beings. It is 
his possession of the gotra (gotrasampad) and his firm abiding 
within it (gotravihiirin) that enables the Bodhisattva to cultivate 
goodness with a natural and spontaneous excellence, rather than 
through violent and artificial exercises. Such a one is said to carry 
the seeds (bijadhara) of all the Buddha natures (Buddha dharmas) 
and is enabled to oppose all the defilements. 

The non-accidental nature of the gotra is affirmed by the 
Madhyiintavibhiiga,24 and in his Tikii, Sthiramati elaborates that 
whether a being belongs by virtue of his gotra to the family of the 
Buddha or to the family of the Hinayana saints, this family des
cent is essential; it is not accidental, coming as it does in either 
case from a beginningless, eternal sequence of births. What is 
more, the difference between such non-accidental gotras is as 
fundamental as that between the animate and inanimate world. 
Such again is the classical Vijfianavadin theory of the radical dis
tinction among the gotras and the subsequently basic separation 
between the Sni.vaka and Bodhisattva.25 Both Sthiramati and 

24. See Madhyiinta- Vibhaliga, trans. F. Th. Stcherbatsky, Soviet Indology 
Series, no. 5 (reprinted., Calcutta: Indian Studies, 1971), pp. 198-199. 

25. Nevertheless, the Samdhinirmocanasutra speaks of two categories of 
Sriivaka. The first will never attain the anuttarasamyaksambodhi of the Buddha 
because, dreading dukha (sorrow), he looks only for his own rest, and having 
little compassion, turns away from useful action for others. The second class 
of Sriivaka however, while initially motivated for their individual benefit and 
welfare in delivering themselves from the obstacles of the defilements, later 
change and turn themselves towards the highest perfect enlightenment; by this 
turning (paryiiya) they are said to become Bodhisattvas. References to such an 
indetermined or indefinite gotra (aniyatagotra) applied to certain Sriivakas and 
Pratyekabuddhas are found in The Lalikiivatiira Surra, trans. Daisetz Teitaro 
Suzuki (London: Routledge &Kegan Paul, 1932),pp. 56-57; and Hsiian Tsang, 
Ch'eng Wei-Shih Lun: The Doctrine of Mere-Consciousness, trans. Wei Tat 
(Hong Kong: Ch'eng Wei-Shih Lun Publication Committee, 1973), p. 613. 
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Vasubandhu (in his Bhii~ya on the Madhyiintavibhiiga) likewise 
attribute the differences among the faculties (indriya) of the pro
fane, ordinary beings and their spiritual dispositions (iisaya), 
along with the corresponding variety of purifications necessary 
to them, to the diversification among their gotras. According to 
the sastra, the gotra, in general, is assigned a primarily causal role 
in bringing forth the bodhicitta, eliminating the obstacles, and 
cultivating the counteractive virtues. 

Now, in the literature of the Madhyamika, mention of the gotra 
is rare in the more ancient sastras of the school, and only sparse 
allusions to it are found in the siitras upon which they grounded 
the significant tenets of their doctrine. In the Kiisyapaparivarta 
there is reference to the aryagotra as an uncompounded (asarrzs
krta), non-differentiated factor, equal in all. While it is not-self 
(aniitman), this aryagotra is said to be in conformity with nirvii{la, 
immaculate (vima/a), real (satya), imperishable (ak~aya), and per
manent (nitya). It likewise speaks of the buddhavarrzsa (the lineage, 
stock or family of the Buddha), a concept found in both the 
Vimalakirtinirdesa and the Avatarpsaka's Ga{lf]avyuha. 

The Dasabhumika combines both terms when speaking of the 
eighth stage of the Bodhisattva. Such a one is said to possess the 
Buddhagotra, being brilliant with the force of the qualities of the 
Tathagata and comporting himself as a Buddha. On this stage, the 
Bodhisattva becomes irreproachable in that he is fixed in the line
age and heritage of the Tathiigata (TathiigatavaTfJsa). The causal 
nature of the gotra is inferred by the text's analogy with the 
mineralogical process of polishing, heating, and cleaning a preci
ous stone from a lump of ore. The precious stone of omniscience 
is said to be produced through the purifying process of the ten 
noble gotras, representing here, the ten stages or bhumis of the 
Bodhisattva career. 

It is the Abhisamayiilankiira and Haribhadra's commentary on 
it (Abhisamayiilankiiriiloka) which, together with the Ratnagotra
vibhiiga, become the principal, authoritative sources for a defini-

While expressive of a particular mobility, the aniyatagotra suggests only a 
temporary condition of possibility. It does not challenge the main concept of 
radical distinction between the goal or objective, separating the determined 
or defined gotra of Sravakas from that of the Bodhisattvas, as espoused by the 
Vijfianavadin tradition. 
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tive Mii.dhyamika position with regard to the gotra, especially 
among the later Tibetan scholars of that school. In a crucial 
passage, the Abhisamayiilankiira identifies the gotra as the sub
stratum, support, and source of the thirteen factors constituting 
the practice of the Bodhisattva path, 26 and concludes by identi
fying the gotra with the Dharmadhiitu; therefore, 

A _distinction between the various gotras (lineages) is not ten
able, because the Dharmadhiitu (or the Absolute) is undifferen
tiated. But it is because of the difference between the dharmas 
that are founded on it that their distinction is proclaimed.27 

It is this point which ultimately separates the Mii.dhyamika from 
the Vijiianavii.din interpretation of the gotra. Due to the universal
ity of the Dharmadhiitu, the Mii.dhyamika tradition held the im
possibility of an unconditional distinction between the gotras o 
Sravaka, Pratyekabuddha and Bodhisattva. They claimed that 
the Vijiiii.navii.din prakrtisthagotra (existing by nature) could not 
be deemed genuinely permanent and uncompounded, since it was 
essentially interpreted as the seed (blja), the productive cause 
(kiir-af)a) of the bodhi still to be realized; as seed (blja), it was itse 
subject to the perfuming (viisanii) influence of other forces and 
factors and therefore, conditional.28 In contrast, the prakrtistha
gotra of the Mii.dhyamika functions not only as motivating cause 
(hetu as opposed to kiiraf)a) but also as the imperishable, perma
nent, unconditional, supportive ground for the practice of the 

26. The Abhisamayii/arikiira's thirteen factors defining the Bodhisattva path 
are listed in appendix 1. 
27. Abhisamayiilalikiira, trans. Edward Conze, Serie Orientale Roma, vol. 6 

(Roma: lnstituto Italiano peril Medio ed Estremo Oriente, 1954), p. 18. 
28. See, e.g., Hsuan Tsang, Ch'eng Wei-Shih Lun, p. 123: 
"It should be observed that the pedwhe born of hearing (srutaviisana} is not 

exclusively impure. In fact, when the ascetic listens to the Good Law, the in
pure Bijas are pedumed in such a way that they increase and develop 

progressively until they engender a mind of supramundane order. Hence these 
pure Bijas are also called srutaviisanii. That part of the srutaviisanii which is 
of an impure nature will be abandoned or destroyed by the Bhiivaniimiirga 
(bhiivaniiheya), the·Path of Meditation and Self-Cultivation ... That part of the 
§rutaviisanii which. is of pure nature is not be abandoned or destroyed (heya). 

serves as the right cause (hetupratiyaya) of supramundane dhannas." That 
"innate pure Bijas" signify the innate Bija-nature or gotra, see ibid., p. 665. 
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spiritual path. Its universal potential for realizing the common 
goal of Buddhahood opposed the fragmented capacities of the 
Vijiiiinavadin gotras. These latter, should they belong to the cate
gory of those who will never attain the highest nirviilJQ are in· 
capable of overcoming the seeds (bijas) of either the kle8iivaraf.UJ 
(barrier of vexing passions) or the jiieyiivara!Ja (barrier impeding 
the realization of Mahiibodhi, supreme enlightenment); depending 
upon the superiority or inferiority of their moral faculties, the 
gotras of the Sravaka and Pratyekabuddha are impeded by the 
·neyiivara!Ja but are capable of overcoming the klesiivara!Ja. 
Finally, the gotra of the Tathagata alone, has the potency of des
troying the bijas of both the kle8iivarat.za and jiieyiivra!Ja for those 
by whom it is possessed.29 

Against such a position, the Miidhyamika adopted a non
literal, "intentional" (abhipriiyika) interpretation. According to 
them, no one is forever incapable of rejecting impurity and of pro
ducing the proper antidotes (pratipak~as). To say that there actu· 
ally exist those persons who will never attain the perfect enlighten
ment is to disregard the salvific, penetrating efficacy of the Buddha 
Wisdom, and the universal extension of the Dharmadhiitu. The 
theory of agotra (the absence of the gotra) is only reflective of a 
temporary condition, when a particular being may suffer from the 
delusion of a repulsion to the Mahiiyiina (Great Vehicle); there 
will come a time when he is not so afflicted and will then be open 
for the final and complete parinirvii1Ja. The restrictive caliber of 
the Vijiianavadin gotras is here expanded beyond their individual 
particularity through the Abhisamayalaf)kiira's identification of 
the non-differentiated Dharmadhiitu as gotra. This ultimate "ele
ment," coextensive with all sentient beings, became the univocal 
cause (hetu) of the comprehension of the supramundane dharmas, 
and therefore, the unconditional validation and assurance of 
attaining the supreme awakening. 

Thus defined, the gotra is essentially unique. However, the text 
admits to the nominal distinction of three gotras, referring to the 
three vehicles of the Sravaka, Pratyekabuddha and Bodhisattva. 
In explanation, Haribhadra draws upon the example of three jars 
cut from the same piece of glass, fired with the same heat and cut 

29. See ibid., pp. 115, 123-125. There, the Yoga.Stistra is quoted as the authori 
tative text for this int"rpretation. 
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to an identical shape or pattern, and are differentiated only with 
respect to their particular contents, one storing meal, the other 
corn, and the third wheat.30 Now, the Dharmadhiitu as supportive 
gotra is the universal, fundamental ground for the realization o 
Mahiibodhi. Nevertheless, it is said to conform to the progressive 
gradation of the particular comprehensions characteristic of the 
three vehicles. Though the goal is identical to all, there are different 
modes of understanding that same object, with respect to the 
various degrees of cognitive acuity and spiritual faculties, as well as 
the particular practices peculiar to each of the three paths. So then, 
relatively speaking, there may be three gotras, alluding to the com
prehension and praxis of the Sni.vaka, Pratyekabuddha and Bodhi
sattva. But from the absolute standpoint (paramiirtha), these no
minal designations are founded upon the ultimate reality, the 
Dharmadhiitu, the unique gotra.31 

It is with this background that one returns to the text of the 
JW.tnagotravibhiiga and its third explanation for the formula, 
.sarvasattviis tathiigatagarbhii/:z ("all living beings are possessed of 
the embryo of the Tathiigata"). Its last rationale for the universa
lity of the Tathiigata-embryo is the universality of the Tathiigata
,gotra; "there exists the germ of the Tathii.gata in every living 
being."32 In this contextual identification of the gotra with the 
Absolute Body (Dharmakiiya) in its comprehensive permeation of 
all beings, and with Absolute Suchness (Tathatii) as the undiffer
entiated whole, the sastra is in striking correspondence with the 
Abhisamayiilmikiira's equation of the Dharmadhiitu as gotra.aa 

30. Haribhadra, Abhisamayiila,U.iiriiloka Prajfiiipiiramitiivyiikhyii, 1.39, cited 
by Ruegg, La TMorie, pp. 131-132. 
31. .. .les commentaires de 1' Abhisamayiila,U.iira qui traitent du support 

et de sa connexion avec le fruit enseignent que ce support a pour nature le 
.dharmadhiitu; et le dharmadhiitu etant unique et indifferencie, le support qu'est 
le gotra est en realite lui aussi unique, d'ou il s'ensuit que ce gotra n'est triple 
·qu' au point de vue du supporte c'est-a-dire des trois Chemins du Sravaka, du 
Pratyekabuddha et du Bodhisattva. En somme, selon Ia theorie des commen
taires de I' AA [Abhisamayiila1tlkiira], le gotra apparait comme triple seulement 
quand il est considere sous son aspect conditionne sur le plan du Chemin ... , 
le gotra ultime ... etant au contraire unique." Ibid., p. 177. 

32. Takasaki, Ratnagotravibhiiga, p. 198. 
33. It might be recalled that in its second chapter, the Ratnagotra itself 
efined the Dharmadhiitu as equivalent to the Tathiigatagarbha. In reference to 
he Buddha it stated: "Essential nature (dharmadhiitu) means the Matrix 
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Perhaps not as apparent, but of no less significance, is the actual 
equivalence of gotra and garbha effected by the Ratna. Undoubted
ly, as indicated above in the Madhyamika system, where the class 
of animate beings belonging in the last analysis to the gotra of the 
Buddha became coextensive with the class of animate beings in its 
totality, the primordial classificatory function of the gotra assumed 
less importance. Nevertheless, it still retained its soteriological 
orientation and epistemological character as the germinal faculty 
or gene which established the parentage of all beings with the 
Buddha, permitting them to become "sons of the Tathiigata," 
born into his "family," and furnishing them the certitude of even
tually attaining the supreme and perfect awakening. So conceived, 
the gotra becomes an alternate expression for the one vehicle 
theory (ekayiina), itself, an expression of the Tathiigata-embryo 
from its perspective as ultimate soteriological principle, as pre
sented by the Sri-Miilii Sutra. 

Through the conjoint designation of the Absolute Body 
{Dharmakiiya) and Absolute Suchness (Tathatif), the Ratnagotra's 
Tathiigatagarbha assumes a genuinely ontological status; as such, 
it will be analyzed in future sections of the text as self-subsistent 
purity, all-pervading, unchangeable, and non-differentiated. This 
essentially static posture of the garbha, already nuanced by the 
-character of omniscient wisdom as the very vehicle of its own self
manifestation, is more fully complemented by the alternate desig
nation as Tathiigatagotra. Retaining its basic definition as active, 
-causal factor (hetu), it sustains the dynamic, processive dimension 
of the garbha ultimately effecting the unique and universal goal of 
Buddhahood in all sentient beings. As suggested earlier, this 
transformational aspect of the Tathiigatagarbha as Tathiigata
gotra, underlined by their mutual organic, biological tonality as 
~·embryonic" and "germinal," when identified with Tathatii, 
-contributed significantly to the animation of that concept from 
statically latent neutrality to effective and persistent permeation. 

lembryo] of the Tathagata which is not different from his own quality by 
nature." Ibid., p. 161. Therefore, its similarity with the Abhisamayii/arp/aira is 
quite evident since here, in its seventh chapter, the Ratnagotra equates the 
garbha with the gotra, both identified with the Dharmadhiitu. 
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CllAPTER III 

CHARACTERISTICS OF THE EMBRYO 
REALITY: ITS SELF-NATURE 

INTERCHANGEABLY EMPLOYING gotra ("germ"), dhiitu ("essence"), 
and garbha (''embryo") as representative of Samalii Tathatii, the 
Ratnagotra's eighth chapter systematically analyses "Absolute 
Reality mingled with (hidden by) defilement," from a tenfold 
perspective.1 Being pure always, absolutely and innately, the sva
bhiiva ("self-nature") of the Tathagata-embryo is undefiled by 
nature (prakrtyasa1flkli~ta). This inherent purity, initially asserted 
simply and directly, is then translated in a rather forced and re
~ondite style, as powerful, universally non-differentiated, and 
<:ompassionate. Since the Absolute Body (Dharmakiiya), Absolute 
Suchness (Tathatii), and the germ (gotra) have already been identi
fied as the trividhasvabhiiva of the Tathagata-embryo (garbha), 
their respective peculiar characteristics of power, unilateral iden
tity, and mercy are here the illuminants through which funda
mental purity becomes expressive. 

As such, the passage is rather inconclusive and goes non-devel
oped. What is important to recognize is that Sucbaess (Tathatii) 
remains what it is, regardless of whether it is manifest or not. 
And what it is, its self-nature (svabhiiva), is perfect purity. As 
samalii, Tathatii is simply covered over, concealed, non-manifest; 
yet it retains intact its svabhiiva, technically designated "the 
innate purity" (prakrtivisuddhi). When Tathatii becomes uncon
cealed and manifest as nirmalii, its svabhiiva will be formally 
referred to as "the purity as the result of purification" (vaimalya
viiuddhi) in the later sections of the Ratnagotra. The point to note 
here is that Tathatii as samalii is synonymous with Tathiigata
garbha, Tathiigatagotra and Tathiigatadhiitu, and though it is 
.. associated" with phenomenal defilements, they are accidental to 
it, and it thus retains its svabhiiva of an innate and radiant purity 
(prakrtivisuddhi). 

1. The ten perspectives of the RatlUlgotra's analysis are listed in appendix 1. 
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THE CAUSE OF THE EMBRYO'S PuRIFICATION 

If the third chapter had initiated a certain discussion on the 
nature of ignorance, that focus is more acutely defined here in the 
eighth chapter. And the Ratnagotra's analysis of the cause (hetu) of 
the Tatbagata-embryo's purification, necessarily involves mention 
of the obscurations (iivara!Ja) which are said to defile it: enmity to 
the doctrine of the Great Vehicle (Mahiiyiinadharmapratigha); the 
conception of the self (iitmadarsana); the fear of suffering in the 
phenomenal life (dul;zkhabhirutva); indifference to the welfare of 
living beings (sattva-artha-nirapek~atif). Characteristically, the text 
.chooses to examine these conditions not through a formal epis
temological investigation, but rather indirectly through a correla
tive study of the classes of human beings, each of which exempli
fies a peculiar trace of the fourfold obscurations. Such expositional 
typology initially reveals three categories of beings: those who 
cling to worldly life, those who seek deliverance from it, and those 
who desire neither mundane existence nor an escape from it. 
Subsequently, the first group is further delineated as those who 
have no interest in the path of emancipation; desiring only pheno
menal existence, they direct no thought toward nirvii1Ja. As such, 
they constitute the class of beings who never belong to the family 
of the perfect nirvii1Ja (aparinirvii1Jagotraka). They are referred to 
as the Icchantikas, along with the second subdivision, consisting 
of those Buddhists who have fallen into a similarly lapsed state, 
and include those who are abusive to the doctrine of the Great 
Vehicle. While the sastra has adopted the specific designation of 
/cchantika as belonging to the gotra of those who will never attain 
the perfect enlightenment, it repudiates the traditional valuation 
of the term, retaining it only as descriptive of a temporary condi
tion. This will be made explicit in a later section, and it should not 
be mistaken here as the text's acceptance of a permanent exclusion 
from nirvii1Ja; its qualified status is conditioned by the Ratna
gotra's overall theory of the Tathagata-embryo. 

Those who seek deliverance from worldly life have either fallen 
into a "methodless way" (anupiiyapatita) or follow the correct 
path. The former include all heretical outsiders to the Buddhist 
faith such as the Carakas, the Parivrajakas and the Jains.2 But in 

2. According to the Chinese version of the Ratna, the Carakas are regarded 
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the same category are those Buddhists who adhere to the erroneous 
conception of a substantial ego (pudgaladr$!i) and who have no 
faith in the "Highest Truth," i.e., non-substantiality (Sunyatii). 
In addition, any Buddhists who, with pride, have become "intoxi
cated" with the conception of non-substantiality (Sunyatii) and 
cling to it with attachment, are deemed woefully misdirected. In 
fact, following a passage of the Kiisyapaparivarta, the Ratnagotra 
finds these last to be the most offensive: 

0, K.asyapa, really even such a conception which maintains 
substantial Ego as much as Mt. Sumeru is better than the con
ception of Non-substantiality on the part of those who are 
proud of it.1 

Though the Sravakas and Pratyekabuddhas are said to follow 
a correct method, as opposed to those preceding groups, they 
nevertheless belong to the general category of beings who seek for 
deliverance from mundane existence ( vibhiivabhilii#n); as such, 
they are not as perfect as the Bodhisattvas who are free from all 
desire of either extreme. Merely sketching the rudiments of what 
will later evolve as a thorough review of his character, the text 
extolls the Bodhisattva as having entered the path to attain the 
synthetic integration of reality, fragmented into antithetical 
polarities by the lcchantikas from one extreme, and the Sravakas 
and Pratyekabuddhas from the other; the Bodhisattva's inten
tionality is wholly directed toward the intuitive equality of pheno
menal existence and nirvii1Ja, rather than remaining fixedly in the 
latter condition alone (aprati${hitanirvii!JQ). And while their acti
vities are based in mundane reality, they remain undefiled by it, 
purely grounded as they are in firm compassion and superior re
solve. In contraposition to the defects of the Icchantikas, heretics, 
Sravakas, and Pratyekabuddhas, the spiritual observances of the 
Bodhisattva are aligned as the antidotal remedies for those res
pective hindrances. If those four groups are unable to understand 
or realize the essence of the Tathii.gata (Tathiigatadhiitu), the 
Bodhisattva praxis becomes the counteractive agent of its reve-

as the adherents of the Siilflkhya, and the Parivrajakas represent the philosophy 
of the Vaise#ka. 

3. Takasaki, Ratnagotravibhiiga, p. 204. 
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lation. It is the Bodhisattva's practice of faith in the Great Vehicle 
(mahiiyiinadharmiidhimukti-bhiivanii) that serves as the antidote 
pratipak~a) for the /cchantika's enmity toward it; the exercise o 

supremacy in the transcendental intellect (prajniip[Jramitiibhiivanii) 
is the vehicle that disperses the heretical conception of the self 
(atmadarsana); to the Sravaka fear of suffering in smpsiira (dubka
bhirutva), the Bodhisattva practice of meditations (samadhi-bhii
vanii) is the antidote, and the Pratyekabuddha's indifference to the 
welfare of living beings (sattviirtha-nirapek~atii) is offset by the 
Bodhisattva's exercise of great compassion (mahiikarul,Zii-bhiivanii). 
But such "therapeutic" measures are more than revelatory of the 

athagata-embryo (here referred to as dhiitu); they are the causal 
factors for its maturation as the highest truth, the Absolute Body 
Dharmakiiya), whose four supreme virtues are said to be the 

result (phala) of the purification of the essence of the Tathagata 
Tathiigatadhiitu) in all animate beings. 

HE FOUR SUPREME VIRTUES: ANTIDOTAL METIIODOLOGY 

The Ratnagotra's discussion of the four gu!JO-piiramitii of purity 
(subha), unity (iitma), bliss (sukha), and eternity (nitya) is of signi

cant propaedeutic value for its later doctrine concerning Sunyatii. 
ile the Sri-Miilii-Sutra has only alluded to the Absolute Body 

(Dharmakiiya) as possessing the perfections of permanence (nitya), 
Ieasure (sukha), self (iitma) and purity (subha), the Ratnagotra 

attempts to vindicate such positive attributions by defining them 
through its familiar antidotal interpretation. Rather than bein 
oncrete attributes qualifying a hypostatic and substantial absolute, 

the four supreme virtues are merely the contrast or the corrective 
opposite to the fourfold non-delusion (aviparyiisa) when mistaken
ly applied to the Absolute Body (Dharmakiiya). 

In the very first chapter, the sastra had established its antitheti
cal principle, legitimizing the contrast of the unconditional (asams
krta) and the conditional (sa111skrta): 

The word [asamskrta] should be understood as being opposit 
to being conditioned or caused (Sa111skrta). Here, "being con
ditioned" (samskrta) means the thing, of which origination 
[utpiida], lasting [sthiti], as well as destruction [bhanga] are con-
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ceivable. Because of the absence of these characteristics, the 
·Buddhahood should be seen as having neither beginning, 
middle nor end, and being represented as the immutable [asai]Js
krta] Absolute Body.& 

Therefore, in the present section it simply applies this distinction, 
along with its antidotal methodology to the classical Buddhist 
dictum of the fourfold delusion (viparyasa) and proceeds accord
ingly. If it is perverse to posit the notions of eternity, bliss, purity, 
and substantial ego to conditional phenomena which are in fact 
non-eternal, full of sufferings, impure, and of no substantial ego, 
then the antidote is the fourfold non-delusion (aviparyiisa); in 
reference to all such phenomena, the necessary corrective is to see 
them as they are, viz., non-eternal, full of sufferings, of no subs
tantial ego, and impure. However, this very inversion, also called 
the fourfold opposite of delusion (viparyiisaviparyaya) itself be
comes delusive and a perversion (viparyiisa) when taken as un
conditional, and erroneously attributed to the Absolute Body of 
the Tathagata (Dharmakaya). Remedially applying its antidotal 
dialectic to such a mistaken notion, the Ratnagotra establishes the 
supreme eternity (nitya-piiramita), the supreme bliss (sukha
piiramita), the supreme unity (atma-piiramita) and the supreme 
purity (subha-paramita) of the Absolute Body (Dharmakiiya). 

Before analyzing further the status of the four gu1;1a-paramita, 
it is critical to recognize the Ratnagotra's intentionality to posit 
them as the resultant antidotes (pratipak~a) to various specific 
distortions, characteristic of specific classes of beings. Failure to 
understand the sii.stra's practical, pastoral dimension in this re
gard would be a serious underestimation and would misconstrue 
the important psychological and pedagogical significance of those 
supreme virtues. Therefore, in characteristically concordant 
fashion, the text summarily coordinates purity as the result (phala) 
of the Bodhisattva's practice of faith in the doctrine of the Great 
Vehicle (Mahayana), and as the corrective antidote (pratipak~a) to 
the Icchantika's delight in the impure phenomenal life; unity or the 
perfection of self as the result of the Bodhisattva's practice of 
supremacy in the transcendental intellect (prajnapiiramitii) and as 

4. Ibid., pp~ 156-157. 
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the antidote to those heretics who perceive an ego where there 
exist merely the five personality aggregates (skandhas); bliss as the 
result of the Bodhisattva's practice of various kinds of meditation, 
and the antidote to the Sravaka's fear of suffering and their singu
lar delight in the cessation of those phenomenal torments; and 
finally, the perfection of eternity as the result of the Bodhisattva's 
practice of great compassion and the only antidote to the Pratyeka
buddha's delight "in the isolated abode," and subsequent indiffer
ence to the welfare of all animate beings. 

Even when the text translates the perfection of these four 
practices in reference to the Tathagata who fulfils and masters 
them completely, its mention of the four gu~;Za-piiramitii is pecu
liarly understated and only indirectly implied. Again, the focus 
tends to be more strictly pedagogical, with the emphasis upon 
theii antidotal function in the realm of spiritual praxis. Thus, the 
supreme virtue of self or unity (atma-piiramitii) is suggestively 
defined as the consummate realization of the universal non
substantiality of all beings (pudgalas) and material phenomena 
(dharmas); the supreme virtue of eternity is implicated as the 
Buddha's comprehensive mercy towards all beings, exceeding all 
spatial and temporal limitation; the supreme virtue of bliss is 
allusively inferred as the perception of the omnipresent "power 
of the highest truth." Only the supreme virtue of purity is directly 
(and simply) mentioned as characterizing the loftiest state of the 
Absolute Essence. 

The question immediately arises as to whether the Ratnagotra is 
necessarily advocating a substantialist or even "quasi-vedantic" 
conception of the Absolute, thus countering the fundamental 
Buddhist tenet of impermanence and non-substantiality or empti
ness (Sunyatii). The final implication of its doctrine cannot be 
fully assessed until the tenth and eleventh chapters, where the text 
openly addresses itself and declares its stance in reference to 
Sunyatii as the true nature of the Tathagata-embryo (garbha). 
Nevertheless, the status of the four supreme virtues as definitive 
of the Absolute Body (Dharmakiiya) does demand qualification. 

Because they posit themselves by the process of inversion as the 
counteractive antidotes to the error of treating the Absolute Body 
(Dharmakiiya) as an ordinary mundane dharma, and present them
aolves simply as the contrast (viparyaya) of that which on the 
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mundane level is the fourfold delusion (viparyiisa), the four gu!Ja
piiramitii are more indicative than concrete. In other words, the 
comprehension of the Absolute Reality of the Dharmakiiya is 
dependent upon an initial inversion whereby one eliminates the 
error or faulty and grasping perception (graha) that predicates 
purity, bliss, eternity and self to conditioned phenomena that are 
in fact, asubha, asukha, anitya and aniitman. However, these 
classical epithets can, in their turn. become the objects of dogmatic 
attachment, and be themselves counter-truths and erroneous mis
apprehensions, definitionally inadequate to the unconditional 
Absolute Reality of the Dharmakiiya, which is precisely exempt 
from all mere description of phenomenal thought processes 
(prapafzca). And in fact, the Ratnagotra's first two chapters insist 
that Tathatii (Absolute Suchness) whether it be considered as 
samalii and therefore veiled by the adventitious defilements, or as 
nirmalii and manifestly free of them, is "beyond the sphere charac
terized as being caused and conditioned." The text stresses: that 
it is incapable of being explained and is to be realized by oneself 
and understood "as like a thunderbolt"; that it is invisible, un
utterable, and immutable; that it has neither beginning, middle 
nor end by nature, being "a quite marvelous and unthinkable 
sphere"; that it is free from all dualistic views (prapaiica) and false 
discriminations (vikalpa); that it is unimaginable, indiscriminitive, 
not being seen, heard, smelt, tasted or touched, and possessing no 
characteristic mark. Summarizing its unthinkability (acintyatva), 
non-duality (advayata) and non-discriminativeness (nirvikalpatii), 
the sii.stra's third chapter sharply stipulates that the Absolute 
Dharma, 

is not a sphere of speculation even by the four categories (of 
existence) [catu~kotikii], i.e., non-being, being, being and non
being together, and neither being nor non-being; it cannot be 
explained by any sound [sabda], voice [bhii~ii], speech [vacana], 
way of speech [viikpatha], explanation [nirukti], agreed term 
[sa111keta], designation [vyavahiira], conversation [abhiliipa], 
(and so forth); and it is to be revealed by the introspection of 
Saints.6 

5. Ibid., p. 166. 
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Equally notable is the same chapter's specification that the mode 
of introspection, the path of perception and practice leading to the 
attainment of the Absolute Body is the non-discriminative wisdom 
"which is to be understood in detail according to the sutra named 
Prajiiiipiiramitii. "6 

It is against this striking assertion of the translogical and in
determinable status of the Absolute Reality that is Tathata, 
situated beyond the standard terms of the catu$koti, on a plane 
where analysis based on prapaiica and vikalpa is no longer valu
able, that the assessment of the Ratnagotra's secondary antidotal 
inversion must be made. It should likewise be understood that the 
sastra's reliance upon such "corrective" methodology is by no 
means unique to itself. As has already been indicated, the four 
perverted views (viparyiisa) were a cardinal tenet of Buddhist 
doctrine from its earliest intuition. Basically conceived as funda
mental misapprehensions of truth, these "upside-down views" 
or "wrong notions" were opposed by the wisdom which perceived 
all conditioned phenomena under the threefold common features 
or marks (laksa1Ja) of impermanence, ill, and not-self. Perceptually, 
cognitionally, and emotionally, these three marks, systematically 
applied to the data of everyday experience, became the antidotes 
or remedies (priitipak$a) to the delusion that sought permanence 
in what was impermanent, bliss in what was suffering, the self in 
what was not selfhood, and purity in what was actually repulsive. 

While the Mahayana considerably expanded and transformed 
the traditional interpretation of viparyiisa,7 the notion of remedial 
or antidotal truth remained a functional principle of Buddhist 
pedagogy. And although Niigarjuna's critique of the notion of 

6. Ibid., p. 171. 
7. According to Edward Conze, there were six major innovations which 

included: the addition of a fifth viparyasa, viz., "the realistic error" ; the idea 
that any form of discrimination was considered an intellectual perversion; the 
claim that the perverted views themselves have no real existence; the repudia
tion of "conditional" and "unconditional" dharmas, upon which the Hinayana 
theory of viparyasa was based; a distinction of several stages in the rejection 
of perverted views; and the belief that only a Bodb.isattva, exercised in perfect 
wisdom, could totally overcome them. For an elaboration of each point see 
his Buddhist Thought in India: Three Phases of Buddhist Philosophy (Ann 
Arbor: University of Michigan Press, Ann Arbor Paperbacks, 1967), pp. 
204-211. 
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perversion (viparyiisa) in the MUlamadhyamikakiirikii is of a very 
different orientation and intentionality than the Ratnagotra, it will 
be shown that the latter's exposition of the supreme virtues of 
unity (iitma-piiramitii) and eternity (nitya-piiramitii) more closely 
approximate the ultimate intuition of the former than would seem 
apparent. 

But at present, it is Nagarjuna's clarification of remedial state
ments as one of the four siddhiintas8 that is most germane to an 
understanding of the Ratnagotra's method of antidote, by inversion 
of the mistake of attributing the fourfold opposite of delusion to 
the Dharmakiiya (viparyiisaviparyaya-pratipak$a). Following the 
critical norm that the truth of any teaching depends solely on 
whether one is non-clinging or clinging in regard to it, the exponent 
of the Madhyamii-pratipat (the Middle Way) repeatedly stresses 
that the relativity of all conditional phenomena is itself not un
conditional; to cling to relativity or sunyatii as itself absolute is the 
most serious of errors.9 Therefore, if ignorance consists in an 
initial misconstruction that mistakes the relative as absolute and 
the fragmentary as complete, typified by the classical formulation 
of the delusion that seeks permanence in the impermanent, plea
sure in what is actually suffering etc., the teaching that all is 
impermanent and suffering is remedially applied as the antidote. 
But if these same notions of impermanence and suffering them
selves become the perverse occasions for clinging and attachment, 
and are distortedly seized as the ultimate nature of reality, they 
are to be amended by a secondary, reflexive counterpoise: 

People mostly cling to permanence and pleasure while they do 
not cling (so much) to impermanence and suffering. Therefore 
through (the relative truths of) impermanence and pain the 

8. Representing four different statements of one and the same truth, but 
from differing perspectives, the siddhantas include the mundane (laukika), the 
individual (prtitipauru$ika), the remedial (pratipak$ika), and the ultimate 
(ptiramtirthika). 

9. In his Mulanwdhyamakaktirikti, N4ga1rjuna states: "The wise men (i.e., 
enlightened ones) have said that sunyata or the nature of thusness is the 
relinquishing of all false views. Yet it is said that those who adhere to the idea 
or concept of sunytitti are incorrigible." Niigarjuna: A Translation of his 
MU/amadhyamakakarika with an Introductory Essay, trans. Kenneth K. Inada 
(Tokyo: Hokuseido Press, 1970), p. 93. 
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perversion of permanence and pleasure is rejected .... But if people 
would cling even to impermanence and suffering, then the 
Buddha would teach that even these are sunya, not ultimate.10 

That, essentially, is what the Ratnagotra has advocated. The 
obvious difference, of course, is not in the remedial procedure, or 
antidotal methodology common to both the Ratnagotra and 
Niigiirjuna, but in the express nature of the antidote that each 
employs. Given the universal relativity of all things in the light 
of the total emptiness of any independent, self-subsistent nature 
or own-being (svabhiiva-8fmyatif), Niigiirjuna's concept of per
version ( viparyiisa) assumes a much more comprehensive scope; to 
graspingly apprehend or cling to anything is the fundamental 
perversion. While it is obviously wrong to superimpose permanence 
on what is impermanent, that does not legitimize one to regard the 
impermanent as impermanent. For how can one attribute imper
manence, suffering, etc., to emptiness (sunyatii) or to dharmas that 
are fundamentally empty of self-nature? If it is a perversion 
(viparyiisa) to perceive permanence in impermanence, it is just as 
perverse to perceive impermanence in what is fundamentally 
silnya.u If all things are equally sunya, then the notions of indepen
dent perceivers, objects of perception, and acts of perception are 
all false misconstructions. Thus, if perception in itself does not 
exist, how ultimately, is perversion (viparyiisa) possible?12 There
fore, while Nagiirjuna may accept impermanence, pain, not-self, 
and the repulsive as antidotes to the common-place perversions of 

10. Niigii.rjuna, Mahiiprajfiaparamitii Siistra, quoted in Ramanan, Niigiirjuna's 
Philosophy, p. 193. 
11. "If perception is a perversion such that permanence is in impermanence, 

then it is not possible for impermanence to be in sunya. How then could that 
perception be a perversion? If perception is a perversion such that permanence 
is in impermanence, then again, how is it that the perception of impermanence 
with respect of silnya is not a perversion?" Niigiirjuna, MUlamadhyamaka
kiirikii, p. 140. 

12. Thus, several verses later, Niigiirjuna presses the point: 
"Perversions do not come about even in one who perverses. Again, they 
do not come about even in one who does not perverse. Perversions do not 
come about even in one who is presently perversing. Consider seriously by 
yourself ... in whom will the perversions arise? How could there be non
originated perversions? When perversions have not occurred, how could 
there possibly be one who perverses?" Ibid., pp. 140-141. 
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permanence, bliss, etc., that is only from the plane of relativity. 
From the absolute standpoint (piiramiirthika), Sunyatii is the ele
mental and comprehensive antidote, the remedy that destroys the 
primordial perversion of attachment and clinging in its most 
subtle as well as obvious manifestations. The Sunyatii of the 
composite negates the acquisitive apprehension of conditional 
phenomena and is thus the initial non-delusion (aviparyiisa), the 
original prdtipak~a. However, should that primal antidote itself 
turn out to be a perversion (viparyiisa), giving rise to a clinging 
tendency towards the incomposite or unconditional, then by 
means of the Sunyatii or indeterminate nature of that uncompound
ed, unconditional reality, the clinging to the incomposite is also 
denied; the binary sunyatii-sunyatii is the secondary medicinal 
corrective-the antidote therapeutically applied to the antidote.18 

Despite the shared antidotal dynamic, operative in both the 
Ratnagotra and Nagarjuna, is there not ostensible difference then, 
in their respective understanding of what that remedy is? While on 
the one hand the sii.stra accepts the cardinal fourfold non-delusion 
(aviparyiisa) in opposing the perversions of permanence, eternity, 
bliss, and selfhood with regard to conditioned reality, Niigarjuna, 
though allowing the relative truth of such notions, ultimately 
rejects their validity through the logic of Siinyatii. And while both 
are aware of the danger of the antidote itself becoming a delusion, 
and the need of recourse to a further prescriptive remedy, is not 
the Ratnagotra's fourfold attribution of the Dharmakiiya as 
supreme bliss, supreme eternity, supreme unity, and supreme 
purity totally opposed by the Madhyamikan sunyatii-sunyatii, an 

13. Candrakirti in his Prasannapada clearly emphasizes the remedial (priiti· 
pak$ika) nature involved in the dual emptiness of emptiness, i.e., the emptiness 
of all dharmiis as empty of that emptiness: 

"Emptiness is not a property, or universal mark, of entities, because then 
its substratum would be non-empty, and one would have a fixed conviction 
(dr$!i) about it. In fact it is a mere medicine, a means of escape from all 
fixed conviction. It is taught so that we may overcome attachment, and it 
would be a pity if we were to become attached to it. It is not a positive stand
point, but a mere turning away from all views and thought constructions. 
To treat it as an object, and to oppose it to non-emptiness, is to miss the 
point." Candrakirti, Prasannapadd, XII, quoted in The Large Sittra on 
Perfect Wisdom wi'th the divisions of the "Abhisamaydlarikara", trans. 
Edward Conze (Berkeley: University of California Press, 1975), n. 4, p. 144. 
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absolute insistence on the indeterminate nature of the uncondi
tioned reality? 

Before examining more closely the meaning of two of the sup
reme virtues (iitma-piiramitii. and nitya-piiramitii.) so as to better 
elucidate the intentionality behind the sastral designation of the 
Absolute Body (Dharmakiiya), it should be recalled what had 
previously been said concerning the doctrine of non-substantiality 
or Sunyatii. In a critically revelatory passage already noted, the 
text's unequivocal position with regard to Sunyatii is finely deli
neated. Among those considered to be "of no method" (anupiiya
patita) are those heretical Buddhists who adhere to erroneous con
ceptions (durgrhitagriihin); both involve the doctrine of Sunyatii.. 
On the one hand, there are those who persist in the faulty per
ception of a substantial ego (pudgaladr#i) and are said to "have no 
faith in the Highest Truth." That Sunyatii. is the intended referent 
is unmistakably clear since the text, quoting an unknown source, 
immediately stipulates that "one who has no faith in Non
substantiality [Sunyatii] is not different from the Heretics" ;14 those 
who stand at the door of emancipation adhere to Siinyatii. How
ever, should they become "intoxicated" by it, transforming 
Sunyatii itself into a conceptual attachment, they fall into the 
second heretical mire, more treacherous than the first. 

What is of greatest interest here, is that the Ratna has chosen a 
passage from the Kiisyapaparivarta to substantiate its censure of 
such misguided Buddhists. To fully appreciate the scope of the 
sastra's acquaintance and concurrence with the classical inter
pretation of Siinyatii as fundamental remedial antidote, it is 
expedient to position the particular reference within the focus of 
its exact context: 

Those, Kii.syapa, that (mis)apprehend Siinyatii. [non-substan
tiality] as a negative fact, I consider them the forlorn, the 
irrevocably lost .... Better it is to entertain, the substance-view 
(pudgaladr.Jti) of the magnitude of Mt. Sumeru than the Sunyatii
view [the conception of non-substantiality] of the nihilist (abhiivii.
bhinivisinaf:z). Why is it so? Of all theories Kasyapa, Siinyata 
[non-substantiality] is the antidote. Him I call the incurable 

14. Takasaki, Ratnagotravibhiiga, p. 203. 
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who mistakes Siinyata itself as a theory (dr~ti). It is as if a dr~g. 
administered to cure a patient, were to remove all his disorders, 
but were itself to foul the stomach by remaining therein. Would 
you, Kasyapa, consider the patient cured? ... Likew~se, Kasyapa, 
Sunyata [non·substantiality] is the antidote for all dogmatic 
views; but him I declare incurable who misapprehends Sunyata. 
itself as a theory.u 

The point to stress is that the Ratnagotra, at least at this point 
in its thesis, fully subscribes to the doctrine of Siinyatii as the 
superior truth of a universal non·substantiality, the antidote 
counteracting the heretical stance of independent, self-subsistent 
individuals (pudgalas) and entities (dharmas). It is likewise cogni.; 
zant of the mind's fallacious tendency "to substantiate" non· 
substantiality (Silnyatii) into a distorted advocation of total 
nihilism. It is, in fact, this very concern over just such a perversion 
of Sunyatii that accounts for the final development of the Ratna-. 
gotra's doctrine on the subject in its tenth and eleventh chapters. 

But it is necessary to more closely examine the sastra's meaning 
of the four supreme virtues attributed to the Absolute Body 
(Dharmakiiya). Most indicative is its explanation of iitma-piiramitii 
and nitya-paramitii. At first reading, the former is undoubtedly the 
most problematic of the four designations and requires special 
attention, though the Ratnagotra itself does n·ot expend any extra 
time in defining its position on this one "supreme virtue" as 
opposed to the other three; its treatment of all four is unassum· 
ingly brief. 

ATMA-PARAMITA.: SUPREME UNITY 

The rationale for Takasaki's rendering of iitma-piiramitii as 
"supreme unity" becomes apparent when the text explains that 
this particular sublime virtue is acquired through the "practice of 

15. Kii8yapaparivarta, quoted in T.R.V. Murti, The Central Philosophy of 
Buddhism: A Study of the Miidhyamika System (London: George Allen & 
Unwin, 1960), p. 164. The underlined sentence alone is quoted in Takasaki. 
Ratnagotravibhiiga, p. 204. The only difference is that Takasaki has cnosen 
throughout his translation to render Sunyatii as "non-substantiality" and I 
have supplied that to Murti's translation. 
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supremacy in the transcendental Intellect" (prajiiiipiiramitii), ex
pressly opposing the heretical perception (graha) of multiple, 
independent, self-subsistent ego-natures.18 Distorting the skandhic 
reality of all phenomena with the superimposition of the notional 
ego, the heretics lack the supreme wisdom of the Tathiigata's 
perception into the non-substantiality of all things (sarvadharma
nairiitmya). In a severely compact and consequently abstruse 
fashion, the text argues that though this very non-substantiality 
conforms to the characteristic mark of non-ego (aniitmalak$a!Ja), 
it may yet be interpreted as ego (iitmabhipreta/:t); non-substantiality 
is posited as ego (nairiitmyam evatmani krtvii) much in the same 
paradoxical idiom of the Prajiiiipiiramitii literature, as for instance: 
••He stands by application of no standing place."17 While such 
invocation of the Wisdom texts is intended here primarily as a 
stylistic defense of the apparent self-contradiction of non-substan
tiality as the perfection of self (iitma-piiramitii), it is not without 
doctrinal significance. 

The Ratnagotra 's supreme unity of a universal non-substantiality 
js psychologically translated throughout the Prajiiii literature by 
-.the repeated emphasis on non-apprehension, non-basis, non
settling down, non-reliance, and non-assertion. Cognitively, the 
.Bodhisattva takes nothing as basic fact, apprehending nonseparate 

16. Another reason for his translation is that the Chinese text of the sastra 
·employs the character, which, as paramdtman, suggests "supreme or universal 
self or soul." See Ratnagotravibhiiga, n: 66, p. 207. 

17. "And this very non-substantiality as has been perceived by the Tathiigata 
.is quite consistent with the characteristic of non-ego, hence there is always the 
implication of Ego (iitman), by taking non-Egoity (nairiitmya) in the meaning 
-of Ego, as has been said: 'He stands by application of no standing place.' " 
Ibid., p. 211. Although Takasaki states the source of the last quotation is un
known, there is an obvious similar reference in the A$fasiihasrikii Prajfiii

_piiramitii, descriptive of the Bodhisattva who, not taking his stand on any 
skandhic basis, coursing in the non-objectified Dharma-element, "not sta
-tioned in the realm of the unconditioned, nor in the things which are condi
tioned, but freely wandered without a home: just so, without a support or a 
basis a Bodhisattva stands. A position devoid of a basis has that position been 
·called by the Jina." Or again later: "But he does not come to a standing place 
in the Suchness of the Dharma-element. He becomes as one who, like a cloud, 
stands in the sky without anywhere to stand on, as a sorcerer who, like a bird, 
rides on the wind which offers him no support.'' The Perfection of Wisdom in 
Eight Thousand Lines & its Verse Summary, trans. Edward Conze, Wheel 
Series, no. 1 (Bolinas, Cal.: Four Seasons Foundation, 1973), pp. 13 and 59. 
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entities since he knows they are empty of any independent, self
subsistent own-being (svabhiiva); this very emptiness must itself 
never serve as an object of clinging. He proceeds unobstructedly 
among worldly and supramundane realities (dharmas), conditioned 
and unconditioned ones, since he has realized there is absolutely 
nothing to apprehend; contemplating all dharmas, he neither 
settles down nor clings to them. 

According to the Ratnagotra, the highest supremacy of universal 
non-substantiality is the result of a wisdom of the truth of things 
as they really are (yathiibhuta-jiiiina), non-dual, non-distinct. 
According to the Wisdom texts, such non-duality, and therefore 
unity, is had by the knowledge that all dharmas, all phenomenal 
reality, are non-produced :18 

At the time when a Bodhisattva, who courses in perfect wisdom 
investigates those dharmas, at that time he does not approach 
form etc., does not grasp it, does not take his stand on it, does 
not settle down in it, does not make it known as "form, etc.,' is 
that." For a Bodhisattva who courses in perfect wisdom, does 
not review form, etc. And why? Because the nonproduction of 
form, etc., is not form, etc. Form, etc., and nonproduction are 
not two nor divided .... Inasmuch as one calls anything "form," 
etc., one makes count of what is non-dual.19 

Taking nothing as a basis, not seizing upon any particular marks 
or signs, the Bodhisattva intuitively knows that nothing is either 
produced or stopped, defiled or purified, grows or decreases, comes 
or goes, because all are empty of own-being, and therefore rest in 
the unaltered, non-false Suchness of their dharmic nature; it is 
that Suchness which displaces all concept of duality. Mostfunda
mentally, what is preserved is the absolute identity of emptiness and 
the skandhas; form is nothing but the emptiness of the essential 
nature (the own-being), and the emptiness of essential nature is 
the very definition of form, and so for all the other dharmas. The 
non-duality of the Prajiiii literature inveighs against any essential 

18. See Niigiirjuna's primary tenet: "At no where and at no time, can entities 
ever exist by originating out of themselves, from others, from both (self-other), 
or from the lack of causes." Mulamadhyamikakiirikii, p. 39. 

19. The Large Sutra, trans. Conze, p. 193. 
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particularity, and especially adjures the subtle opposition of form, 
etc., over against some extrinsic, substantiated and reified 
"emptiness". 

"Therefore, the Bodhisattva, coursing in the perfections which 
are the emptiness of essential nature, does not upset form, etc., 
(by assuming that it is) empty or not empty. And why? Because 
the emptiness of form, etc., does not upset form, etc., (by assum
ing) this is form, etc., this is the emptiness of form, etc .... 
Because they have no own-being which could (be) upset, (by 
assuming that) this is form, etc., and this is emptiness."20 

Ifthe attainmentofenlightenmentprecludes any dependence upon 
the apprehension of self-subsistent bases, which would necessarily 
admit of dualism, one would be just as mistaken to seize upon 
non-duality as some form of correct or proper method; the 
supreme attainment is realized only where there is neither duality 
nor non-duality, since the implied dichotomy would itself suggest 
an intellectual bifurcation. So it is, that an alternate expression 
for the non-dual non-substantiality, found (however sparingly) 
throughout the Wisdom texts, and closely approximating the 
intuition of the Ratnagotra, is the assertion that all persons and 
things are non-different, the same (sama): 

In the sameness of Dharma there is no intellectual multiplicity,. 
for the nature of Dharma is without intellectual multiplicity .... 
The sameness of Dharma 'is where there is no existent, no non
existent, no own-being, ... outside the sameness of Dharma nO> 
dharma can be apprehended, the sameness of Dharma has 
transcended all dharmas ... the dharmic sameness of the com
mon people, and that of the Streamwinners, etc., [to that] of the 
Tathagatas, that is just one single sameness, and in this same
ness, there is not any difference. Since the sameness of the 
common people and that of all holy men is just one single. 
sameness, there is no duality in it.2I 

One cannot fail but to recall the Ratnagotra's initial invocation 

20. Ibid., pp. 604-605. 
21. Ibid., p. 638. 
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of the Prajiiiipiiramitii sutras in its third chapter, when it referred to 
the Tathiigata's wisdom of the equality of all things, equal "with
out any addition nor diminution," because perceptive of neither 
-characteristic matks nor bases, but only the common Reality 
(BhUta). According to the sii.stta, it is just such "prajiiic" percep
tion, based upon non-discriminative wisdom that is the cause of 
attaining the Absolute Body, the perfect realization of the 
Tathii.gata-embryo. 22 

Against such a background (brief though it be), the dogmatic 
significance of the Ratnagotra's interpretation of non-substantia
lity and non-duality as the supreme virtue of unity is not without 
vindication. However, as was initially stated, the current reference 
to the Prajiiii literature, by the inclusion of the antiphrastic, "He 
stands by application of no standing place," would seem to be 
primarily a stylistic justification for the sastra's linguistic paradox 
of non-substantiality as ·the perfection of self (iitma-piiramitii) or 
supreme self(paramiitman). Evidently, what the Ratnagotra intends 
is that to antidotally posit the antithesis of the heretical concept 
-of individuated, self-subsistent egohood, viz., the universal non
substantiality of skandhic phenomena, as the genuine ego or self, 
amounts to nothing more than a mental substitution. It is to take 
recourse in the methodology of ulterior motivation (abhisaffl.dhi) 
and implied meaning (abhipriiya), whereby one should implicitly 
understand non-substantiality (nairiitmya) or "non-egoity" when
ever the conventional term of "ego" (iitman) is employed. It is in 
this spirit that the ·sastra considers itself in absolute fidelity with the 
linguistic inversions of the Prajiiiipiiramitii siltras, as illustrated 
by the following citations: "A non-coursing is the Bodhisattva's 
<:oursing in perfect wisdom" ;23 "Moreover, Subhuti, the Tathii.
gata's perfection of patience is really no perfection" ;24 "And yet, 
after beings have thus been led to Nirvii.Qa, no being at all has 
been led to Nirvii.Qa" ;25 or again, "Self-identical through the 
absence of a self, a being, a soul, or a person, the utmost, right and 

22. See Ratnagotravibhiiga, p. 171. 
23. The Large Surra, trans. Conze, p. 512. 

· 24. Buddhist Wisdom Books, containing "The Diamonfl Sutra" and "The 
Heart Sutra", trans. Edward Conze (New York: Harper & Row, Harper 
"Torchbooks, 1972), p. 54. 

25. Ibid., p. 57. 
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perfect enlightenment is fully known as the totality of all whole
sorne dharmas. 'Wholesome dharmas, wholesome dharmas; 
Subhuti-yet as no dharmas have they been taught by the Tathii
gata. Therefore they are called 'Wholesome dharmas'.26" Thus, 
the supreme virtue of unity or the perfection of self not only 
involves a conceptual transmutation which takes its contrary for 
its point of support, but it is not without its effect on the linguistic 
plane which expresses the true intent, the ac~ual meaning, through 
the peculiar semantics ofparadox.27 

The idea of non-substantiality as the perfection of self is ren
dered all the more explicit by the Chinese text of the Ratnagotra 
which, omitting the quotation from the A~{asiihasrikii Prajiiiipara
mitii, inserts the following verse with a prose commentary on it~ 

Having attained the highest Non-substantiality, as the pure and 
real emptiness, the Buddhas obtained the pure body. Therefore,. 
it is said that they attained the great body.28 

Defined as the Absolute Body, the Dharmakiiya, "the great body,'~ 
descriptive as neither "being" nor "non-being" is yet the highest 
pure Reality. Having attained this, the Buddhas are said to have 
attained the pure, controlling power. "In this sense the Buddhas 
could be the highest powerful Ego in the Immaculate Sphere. "2~~< 

26. Ibid., pp. 61-62. 
27. "Non seulement /'obtention de Ia deliverance-l'Eveil-mais aussi Ia 

Realite e/le-meme peut se presenter comme /'inversion des caracteristiques du 
compose, c'est-a-dire des saiJlskrtalak~Qa ... ; et dans cette perspective speciale 
l'asaiJlskrta ... , peut se concevoir comme caracterise par des qualities inversees 
par rapptJrt aux saiJlskrtala~Qa vu qu'elles en sont comme /es contrecarrants. 
Cette inversion tenant a Ia transmutation a ensuite un contrecoup sur /e plan 
linguistique, car lorsqu'on veut donner expression a Ia Realitie confue de Ia 
Iafon qui vient d'etre decrite le langage est susceptible de subir a son tour une 
sorte de transmutation (paril)ama). De ces considerations il semble ressortir 
qu'il n' est pas question, /es textes faisant etat du nitya et de /'atman, d'un en-. 
seignement de tendence necessairement substantia/isle ou quasi vediintique ... 
mais bien p/utot d'un procede servant a 'indiquer' Ia Realitie inexprimable. Or, 
une indication pareille etant forcement indirect, on recourt souvent a /'expression 
indirecte comportant eventuellement une intention (abhipraya) ou une arriere
pensee (abhisaiJldhi)." Ruegg, La Theorie, pp. 375-376. 

28. Takasaki, Ratnagotravibhaga, n. 96, p. 211. 
29. Ibid. 
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Since no further clarificatory remarks are included, it would 
appear that this peculiar Chinese addendum was intended not as 
doctrinal justification or more cogent explanation, but simply as a 
stronger, more demonstrative reassertion of the preceding para
graph. Yet, it should be noted that the so called "highest powerful 
Ego" could not possibly be interpreted as some sort of self or ego 
(iitman) existing as a self-subsistent entity, since it corresponds to 
the Absolute Body which, as the highest Non-substantiality, is 
realized precisely as the denial of the erroneous dichotomic split 
of self and non-self, being and non-being. 

More informative is Takasaki's footnoted inclusion of a lengthy 
Sanskrit passage taken from the ninth chapter of the Mahiiyiina
sutra lankiira, paralleling the identical theme of non-substantiality 
considered as the perfection of self. "In the very pure Emptiness 
the Buddhas have acquired the highest exaltation of the self, due 
to the attainment of the. most excellent self of non-substantiality, 
since they have obtained the pure self."30 According to the 
accompanying commentary,31 the implication is that the perfec~ 
tion of self or supreme self (paramiitman) of the Buddhas is a term 
applied only in the immaculate sphere (aniisravadhiitu) of absolute 
Emptiness (Siinyatii), and implies nothing more than the realiza
tion of universal non-substantiality. This supreme non-substantia
lity is in fact Absolute Suchness (Tathatii), which is likewise 
referred to as the self of the Buddhas, in the sense of being their 
essential proper nature (svabhiiva). It is when this Tathatii, nor
mally veiled by the adventitious defilements, (to borrow a phrase 
from the Ratnagotra itself) becomes purified and fully manifest. 
that the Buddhas are said to have attained the pre-excellent non
substantiality: the pure self. Consequently, it is with the herme
neutic of non-substantiality alone, that the Buddhas are to be 
understood as having attained the highest exaltation of the self 
(iitmamahiitmatiim), the supreme self (paramiitman), and the pure 
self (suddhiitma). 

30. "Sunyatayarp visuddhayaiTI nairatmyan margalabhatal:l/buddhiil, 
suddhatmalabhitvad gata atmamahatmatam//." Ibid., p. 212. 

31. "Tatra canasrave dhatau buddhiinarp paramatma nirdisyate//kiipkara
Qam?/agranairatmyatmakatvatfagrarp nairatmyarp visuddha Tathata sa ca 
buddhanam atma svabhavarthena tasyam visuddhiiyiim agrarp nairatmyam 
iitmanam buddha labhante suddham/ atal:l suddha-atmalabhitvad buddha 
atmamahatmyarp prapta iti paramatma vyavasthapyate II Ibid., p. 212. 
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Elsewhere in the same Sutriilankiira, 32 a text which in general 
was authoritative for the Vijiianavadin tradition, and therefore 
adopting a rather different stance than the Ratnagotra in many 
ways, mention is made of a belief in the great self (mahiitmadr~ti) 
which is directly opposed to the heretical concept of an independent, 
self-subsistent ego or iitman. According to the fourteenth chapter 
of that text, this mahiitmadr~ti consists of the Bodhisattva's 
attainment of the steadfast mental conviction that all animate 
beings are equal to himself (sattviitmasamiinabhiiva); the great self 
(mahiitman) is nothing more than the belief in a universal equality, 
and its importance derives from the fact that it is said to be the 
cause of the .Bodhisattva's activity for the welfare of all beings, 
whom he knows to be his own self; The resonance with the 
Ratnagotra's understanding of the perfection of self as the perfec
tion . of unity, the unity of all phenomena as universal nori
:mbstantiality, is striking. The Sutriilankiira further alludes to the 
<letermination or affirmation of the self as of capital importance 
(agratviitiniivadhara1;1a). This affirmation, always accompanied by 
.the committed adherence to the universal equality of all dharmas, 
is said to result from the Bodhisattva's understanding that his self 
.is of principal importance in virtue of the cultivation of the perfec
tions (piiramitiis). Consequently, in its eighth chapter it is said: 
:"Thus, he of whom the self is fortified in the perfections, who has 
·thus become capable of maturing others, and of whom the self is 
.continually fortified by that which is good is always the supreme 
parent of the world. " 33 The significance of the self of the Bodhi
sattva then, is its salvific function through which he accomplishes 
.the good of others. Joined to the perfections (piiramitiis), this self 
that is no-self, becomes the great self (mahiitman), accounting for 
the Bodhisattva's epithet, Mahiisattva ("Great Being"), stemming 
·rrom his magnanimity (miihatmya), selflessly accomplishing the 
welfare of all beings who are no other than himself. 

Though not articulated as such, the Ratnagotra 's supreme virtue 
.of self, interpreted as the supreme unity of all phenomena as non
substantial, and the supporting references from the Prajiiiipiira-

32. See Ruegg, La Theorie, pp. 370-377. 
33. "Iti navavidhavastupacitatmli paraparipacanayogyatam upetai)f subha

mayasalalapravardhitatma bhavati sadli jagato' grabandhubhotal;t//". Ibid., 
~~ . 
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mitii literature and the Mahiiyanasutrii/ankara, demonstrates the 
unerring sense of self, the non-clinging notion of individuality. 
While the false sense of self is indicative of a differentiating, parti
cularizing tendency, the genuine "virtue of self," functions under 
the light of nan-discriminative .wisdom as a universalizing, and 
thus, liberating factor. Obviously opposed to the heretical satka
yadr~!i, the erroneous view in which the body-mind skandhic 
complex is imagined to be absolute and unconditional, and which 
splits the whole of experience into the "I" and "Not-1" (equally 
considered with the same false absolute exclusiveness), the siistra's 
atma-paramitii as self-reference is nothing other than a reference 
to the real self, the real nature of one's nature as universally co
relational, neither exclusive of other selves nor as anything ulti
mate and absolute in its empirical mundane reality. As the truth 
of non-substantiality, this perfection of self clings neither to the 
specific, individual, body-mind complex, nor to the idea that this 
determinate and conditional entity is absolutely so, i.e., uncondi
tionally conditioned, and therefore cut off from the ultimate 
reality, the. pure and absolute Suchness (Tathaiii). On the one hand, 
it respects the concept o{ the ordinary empirical self which (as 
demonstrated by the Sutralankara), may be meaningfully (because 
non-clingingly) employed by the common man, as well as by the 
Bo,dhisattvas and Buddhas, as that through which one works for 
the good and welfare of all sentient beings, because on the other 
hand, it knows the universal inclusiveness of just those beings in 
the truth of absolute non-substantiality (as asserted by the Ratna
gotra). Finally, it must never be lost sight of, that the siistra's 
assertion of the supreme self as the highest supreme unity derives 
from its intuition of the pure, non-dual essential nature of absolute 
Suchness (Tathata) in all animate beings. And it is this Reality, 
conceived as the undifferentiated whole (Tathata'vyatibhedatab), 
that is the text's more accustomed expression for the truth of non
substantiality as the universal selfhood of all beings. In fact, it 
should be recalled here, the fourth chapter's direct implication 
_that the Bodhisattva's perception of the universal non-substantia
lity of .. individualities" (pudgalas) and "separate elements" 
(dharmas), was due to his unattached cognition into the innate 
purity of the essence of all beings. It was advocated there, that the 
Bodhisattva's unobstructed vision of the Tathiigata-embryo 
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(Tathatii in its condition as sama/0), the innate brightness of the 
mind (prakrtiprabhiisvaratii), grounded and sustained the doctrine 
of non-substantiality; all beings are empty and devoid of self
nature because they are universally grounded upon the absolute 
essence of the Tathii.gata-embryo (Samalii Tathatii). To perceive 
the unconditional status of the latter was to understand the deter
millate relativity of the former. Finally, it should be noted by anti
cipation that in the ninth chapter, under the inspiration of the 
Jniiniilokiilaf!lkiirasutra, the sastrainterprets Tathatii in the nomen
clature of selfhood whereby the Tathagata, having understood the 
truth of his own most fundamental nature (atmiipiidiinamula), 
knows the comprehensive selfhood of all beings in the non-dual 
purity of Absolute Suchness: 

Having in view (this) Innate Mind, the pure and non-dual 
Essential Nature, it is said by the Lord: "Here, 0 Maiijusri, the 
Tathagata is one who has full knowledge about the root of his 
own substratum. Through the purification of his own self, he 
has understood the purity of living beings. That which is the 
purity of his own self and that which is the purity of the living 
beings, these two are one and the same, they cannot be divided 
into two."34 

NITYA-PARAMIT.A: SUPREME ETERNITY 

It should now be more fully appreciated that the Ratnagotra's 
following discussion on the second virtue of supreme eternity 
(nitya-piiramitii) is totally lacking any implication of a concrete 
attribute, qualifying some quintessential concrete hypostasis. Its 
insistence upon the doctrine of non-substantiality as the antidotal 
remedy to the dualism that would posit on the one hand, the 
independent self-subsistent ego, and on the other, the erroneous 

34. Takasaki, Ratnagotravibhiiga, pp. 287-288. It is significant to note that 
in his Mahiiprajfiiipiiramitii Siistra, Nagarjuna expresses very nearly the same 
equation, considering the ultimate status of the unerring sense of self in its 
non-duality with unconditional Suchness: " 'The ultimately real nature of the 
"I" ......... the ultimately real nature of the Tathagata, all this is one reality, 
not two, not divided. When the bodhisattva realizes this reality (Tathata) he 
is called Tathagata.' " Ramanan, Niigiirjuna's Philosophy, p. 269. 
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notion of non-substantiality as nihilism, 35 preserves it from any 
such accusation. Its remarks on the virtue of supreme eternity 
should leave no doubt that the sii.stra's major intent in advancing 
the four gui;Ul-piiramitii is more properly pastoral and spiritually 

edagogical, than it is ontological. While not without profound 
metaphysical implications (soon to be explicated), its primary 

sychological orientation focuses clearly upon the exposition of 
the exact praxis of those who would walk the correct and genuine 

ath of the Great Vehicle. It is only with an appreciative under
standing of this inherent methodology, that one can avoid mis
construing the practical, expediental doctrine of the gui;Ul-piiramitii, 
and hence better assess the originality through which the Ratna
gotra presents its genuinely philosophical tenets on the doctrine 
of the Tathii.gata-embryo (garbha). 

Adhering to its corrective analysis, the text directs its argument 
against those who subscribe to the vehicle of the Pratyekabuddha, 
condemning their aversion to the profit of living beings (sattviirtha
vimukhatii) and their total indifference (nirapek~atii) to their 
salvation. It is this, that is said to obstruct the virtue of supreme 
eternity, and the remedial antidote is the practice of great com
passion (mahiikaru~ii-bhiivanii) on the part of the Bodhisattva. 
Seeking neither the crass enjoyments of phenomenal existence, 
nor the headlong retreat from it in the soporific extinction o 
complete and final nirvii~a, the Bodhisattva aims at the perfect 
integration of the two antipodal tendencies, and thus all the false 
contrasting distinctions arising from them, viz., the natural and 
supernatural, the mundane and supermundane, the finite and the 
infinite. 

On the more superficial level, the text first implies that the 
supreme eternity simply means that the Bodhisattva, filled with 
compassion, will remain based in the phenomenal sphere (sarrzsiira
gata) without interruption, "as long as the world exists"; that his 

35. In reference to the Tathagata as the highest unity, the sastra explains that 
He is absolutely quiescent, having destroyed the dualistic view of ego and non• 
ego. It continues: "The Supreme Unity, too, should be understood by two 
reasons: (1) because of the removal of false imagination of Ego by rejectin 
the extremity peculiar to the Heretics, and (2) because of the removal of 
false imagination concerning non-substantiality by rejecting the extremity 
peculiar to the Sravakas." Takasaki, Ratnagotravibhiiga, pp. 218-219. 
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mercy is so comprehensively universal, that it extends "beyond the 
1imitation of time (lasting) as long as the utmost limit of the 
-world." But according to such a formulation, the supreme eter
nity has only a remote and extrinsic connection with the mahii
karw:za of the BodhisattVa; the latter's eternity is functionally 
dependent upon the eternity of phenomenal existence. In such a 
·case, it exercises none of the creative coalescence that defines the 
intuitive equality of sa1]1Siira and nirviii;za. Such a compassion may 
be figuratively descriptive of the "eternal" resolve of the Bodhi
sattva's salvific intention, but it is scarcely adequate to the claim 
of synthesizing the mundane and the eternal; and in fact, left as 
.it is, such a compassion "lasting as long as the world exists" 
could easily be implied as positing an erroneous "eternalistic 
view" (siiivatadNti). If the supreme eternity (nitya-piirmnitii) 
results from the cultivation of the Boddhisattva's compassion, 
and. if this mahiikarul;lii functions to the limit ·of phenomenal 
.existence, then is there not the suggestion that worldly reality has 
no ·end, since the compassion establishing the supreme eternity is 
said to parallel that existence? 

So it is that, several verses later on, the Ratnagoira considerably 
.amplifies its presentation of the virtue of supreme eternity since, 
far from advocating any such heretical stance, it is properly 
defined as that mode of perception that no more asserts a nihilistic 
extremity (ucchedadNti) than an eternalistic one. It is now said 
that the supreme eternity is realized when the Bodhisattva, 
avoiding the former view, does not diminish his neglect of the non
eternal phenomenal life, simultaneously by-passing the latter error 
by not intensifying the eternal nirval;ZO. The awkward stylistics 
expressive of the Bodhisattva's dual avoidance of the extreme 
views translates more simply as, on the one hand, his detachment 
from involvement with sentient beings, having completely exter
minated without remainder all tendency of desire; on the other 
hand, he is never totally remote from them, since his great com
passion never abandons them to their sufferings. The attainment 
-of supreme eternity is contingent then, not only upon the practice 
of great compassion (mahiikarul;lii-bhavana), but equally upon the 
exercised cultivation of perfect wisdom (prajiiaparamita-bhavana). 
Only through the conjunctive operation of these complementary 
perfections (paramitiis), can the Bodhisattva enter the "Unstable 
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Nirviil)a" (aprati$!hitanirvii.TJO.), or perhaps more ·elegantly, if not 
less paradoxically, the "Unstable Stability" (aprati$!hita-pada). 
This is the Ratnagotra's expression for the classical"Niigiirjunine 
formulation that phenomenal existence is itself nirvii.l)a, and that 
no difference exists in their spheres of action.38 

It is of critical significance, both for the correct appreciation of 
its current doctrine on the gul)a-piiramitii. (supreme virtues) as well 
as for its later evaluation of the Miidhyamikan Siinyavii.da, to note 
again the siistra's close affinity to, and reliance upon, the major 
intuitions of the Prajnapii.ramitii. literature and, at least here, its 
accord with certain principal tenets of Niigiirjuna. Its adherence 
to the dogma of universal non~substantiality has already been 
demonstrated in the examination of the perfection of self as sup
reme unity (iitma-pii.ramitii.). The non-discriminative wisdom 
which alone was accredited with that lofty perception of sarva
dharmanairii.tmya, is again operative in knowing the equality of 
samsara and nirviiTJO., through its non-distinction between the two 
(ubhayatha'vikalpana). It follows logically therefore, that the non7 

apprehension of such a distinction would be translated into the 
Ratna 's description of the Bodhisattva as neither extinguishing and 
diminishing (anapakar$ana) phenomenal existence, nor as intensi
fying (asamii.ropa1J.a) and superimposing anything upon the nirvii
l)ic condition; nothing need be subtracted from the one nor added 
to the other, for no difference exists between them in a non
substantiality that transcends all dichotomic concepts of being 
and non-being, finite and infinite, permanence and imperma
nence.37 If the text asserts that the Bodhisattva, "being deeply 

36. "Sal'flsiira (i.e., the empirical life-death cycle) is nothing essentially diffe
rent from nirviiiJll. Nirvii!Ja is nothing essentially different from sal'flSiira. The 
limits (i.e., the realm) of nirvii1Ja are the limits of samsiira. Between the two, 
also, there is not the slightest difference whatsoever." Nagarjuna, Miila
madhyamikakiirikii, p. 158. 

37. It might be noted that Nagarjuna's chapter on "the examination of 
nirviiiJQ" (NirviiiJQ parik$ii) likewise stresses the error of conceptualizing 
nirvii~JQ as some particular state of being, which then gives rise to speculations 
about pre- and post-existent modalities of life. But once one firmly renounces 
the basic notions of being and non-being, realizing that there is absolutely 
nothing to grasp, then nirviiJJa is properly intuited to transcend the realm of 
both existence and non-existence; to attain it, nothing need be discarded, but 
grasping itself. 

"What is never cast off, seized, interrupted, constant, extinguished and 
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intent towards the Nirval}a for his own sake, does not stay in the 
phenomenal life," by no means is this to be interpreted as any 
manner of physical departure on his part; "he does not stay" in 
salfJSiira because for him, it has completely lost its satpsaric 
(;haracter. He has protected himself through the perfection of 
wisdom against the satpsaric web of the defilements by utterly 
uprooting all tenacious desires without remainder.38 Likewise, the 
fact that "he does not abide in the Nirval}a" has no suggestion of 
privation or lack, but is simply the sastra's barb against all those 
motivated solely by the search for self-quiescence (samaikayiina
gotra); the Bodhisattva cannot "lack Nirval}a" since it has been 
realized within salflsiira (this phenomenal life) itself, where he 
(;ontinues his salvific activity abiding through non-apprehension; 
non-appropriation; non-attachment; non-reliance; and no-settl
ing-down, inspired and supported only by his great compassion. 

If there is any temporal connotation in the R.atnagotra's virtue 
of supreme eternity it is the evocation of a supra-transient mode of 
perception, a condition of profound psychic equilibrium where the 
things of phenomenal reality c~ntinue to come and go, to change 
and pass away. But because there is not the slightest tendency to 
seize and grasp, to cling and desire, the compassionate Bodhi
sattva, while perceiving the relative and the determinate, under
stands fully in the light of prajfiii, that this very conditioned 
existence is, in its ultimate nature the unconditioned Tathatii, the 

produced ... this is called nirva~ ... The status of the birth-death cycle is 
.due to existential grasping (of the skandlws) and relational condition (of 
the being). That which is non-grasping and non-relational is taught as 
nirvat;~a. The teacher (Buddha) has taught the abandonment of the concepts 
of being and non-being. Therefore, nirva~ is properly neither (in the realm 
of) existence nor non-existence .... The various views concerning the status 
of life after nirodha, the limits of the world, the concept of permanence, 
etc., are all based on (the concepts of) nirva~. posterior and anterior states 
of existence. Since all factors of existence are in the nature of .Siinya, 
why (assert) the finite, the infinite, both finite and infinite, and neither 
finite nor infinite?" Miilamadhyamakakarika, pp. 154-158. 

38. However lofty an attainment, this nevertheless does not imply that the 
Bodhisattva has totally extirpated the succeeding origination of their sub
conscious impressions (vasana-anusandhi). In other words, he is still condi
tioned by "the body made of mind" (manomayakaya) which, despite its purity, 
hampers the final attainment of the Absolute Body (Dharmakiiya). See Ratna
gotravibhaga, n. 141, p. 219. 
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Nirvii!Ja. ae The supreme eternity is realized neither by those who 
cling to the determinate nor those who cling to the indeterminate, 
for both commit the error of exclusiveness; they cling to extremi
ties. To seize the phenomenal as itself ultimate is to adhere to an 
eternalistic view (Siisvatadr~ti), while to imagine that the indeter
minate (nirvii!JQ) is wholly exclusive of the determinate (sa111siira) 
is to commit the error of negativism; the latter amounts to the 
false notion that the diminishing (anapakar~a!Ja) and annihilation 
(uccheda) of the phenomenal world of sa111siira is the necessary 
condition to realize nirvii!Ja. These exclusive views conceive the 
conditional and the unconditional as separate from each other. 
The comprehension definitive of the supreme eternity, compassio
nately sensitive to the determinate status of the former (i.e., 
sa111siira) as the (possible) source of impermanence and suffering, 
devoid of substantiality, nevertheless wisely perceives its non-dual 
character with the latter (nirvii!Ja) as its ultimate ground and 

nature. 

SuPREME Buss AND SuPREME PuRITY 

It should now be briefly noted how the text defines the remaining 
two gu{la-piiramitii, the supreme bliss (sukha-piiramitii) ~d sup
reme purity (subha-piiramitii). Though not explicated as such by 
the sastra, there is a definite resemblance between the supreme 
eternity and supreme bliss in their common opposition against an 
erroneous response to phenomenal life. While the former is realized 
by the Bodhisattva's practice of great compassion and wisdom 
against the Pratyekabuddha's indifference to the Jiving beings of 
this existence, the supreme bliss is the remedial antidote to the 
delight of the Sravakas in the absolute cessation of the sufferings 
of phenomenal life, which is the foundation and cause of their 
great fear. The sukha-piiramitii is the joyful response of the Bodhi
sattva in "all matters, mundane and supramundane," and results 
from his practice of various kinds of lofty meditations, specified 
only as Gaganagafzjii. However, one may gauge the superiority 

39. Cf. Niigarjuna's Ma/UJprajiiiipiiramitii Siistra. "When one fares by seiz
ing, by clinging, then (in one's case) the world would be a (mass of) perver
sion; but when one fares free from seizing, free from clinging, then the world 
itself is NirviifJll." Ramanan, Niigiirjuna's Philosophy, p. 97. 
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of such meditations, since they are the immediate occasion for the 
abandonment ofthe "body made of mind" (manomayakiiya). This 
latter (likewise referred to as the "mind made aggregate" [mano
maya-skandha]) obtains even with those Bodhisattvas who have 
achieved the ten controlling powers and abide on the tenth and 
highest stage (bhiimi) of the path.40 The supreme bliss (and by 
consequent inference, the three other supreme virtues) ther~fore, 
is realized only on the stage of Buddhahood. The sublime medita
tions of the Bodhisattva immediately effect the removal of the 
manomayakiiya; more specifically, they fathom the ultimate 
cognition that all suffering (dul;kha) has been extinguished by 
nature, thereby removing the origination of all sufferings (which, 
in fact, do not exist, in the ultimate sense) as well as the total 
extirpation ·of all and any successive, subconscious impressions 
( viisanii-anusandhi). The perfect joy of the sukha-piiramitii is there
fore, the proximate effect of those meditations destroying all fear 
through the profound conviction on the original status of dul;kha. 
It witnesses then, to the total interdependence of the four guf.la
piiramitii, since its remedial meditations function in accord with 
the universal non-substantiality propounded by the iitma-piiramita; 
and its comprehension of the ultimate nature of suffering might 
be a suitable expression for the transformation of safTisiira as 
nirviif)a and thus, the realization of nitya-piiramitii. Finally, it 
could easily serve as an alternate expression for the fourth gu1JQ, 
the supreme purity (subha-piiramitii), which has an almost identical 
definition as the culmination of the practice of faith in the doctrine 
of the Great Vehicle, manifesting itself through the expurgation 
of the "dwelling-place of ignorance" (avidyii-viisanii-bhumi) and 
the accompanying "removal of all the dusts of defilements with 
their bad-smelling impressions" (daurgandhya-viisanii).41 Nothing 
more is added to the definition of supreme purity here, since the 
Ratnagotra had already insisted on this feature as the svabhiiva 
(own-being or self-nature) of Tathatii, even in its condition of 
non-manifestation or concealment (samalii) as indicated above. 
40. For a more detailed discussion of this manomayakiiyt:i see p. 19 above 

which discussed the term from the perspective of the Sri-Miilii Sutra, the 
source for the Ratnagotra's present discussion in pp. 214-218. 
41. See Ratnagotravibhiiga, pp. 214-217 for the sastra's understanding of the 

avidyii-viisanii-bUmi which is again based entirely on its presentation in the 
Sri-Miilii-Sutra, discussed in pp. 61-64 above. 
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It is this very point that now regrounds the lengthy, though 
necessary, excursions on the nature of the gu!Ja-piiramitii into the 
siistra's original ten-pointed schematic analysis of the Tathiigata
embryo (garbha), conceived as Samalii Tathatii. Having stipulated 
its self-essence (svabhiiva) as innate purity despite the adventitious 
covering of the defilements, the text exposed the perspectival 
obscurations, exemplified by the erroneous attitudes of the four 
classes of beings. Applying the particular remedial antidote 
(pratipak$a) to each of the mistaken views, there is brought about 
the result (phala) of Tathatii's purification; it is no longer "mingled 
with pollution" (samalii), but is established as the Absolute Body 
of the Tathiigata (Dharmakiiya). The latter's fourfold supreme 
virtue, the result of such purificatory practices is itself interpreted 
as the antidote (pratipak$a) to the "fourfold non-delusion" 
(aviparyiisa) with reference to the Dharmakiiya; rather than being 
non-eternal, full of sufferings, of no substantial ego, and impure, 
the Absolute Body of the Tathiigata is realized as nitya, sukha, 
iitma and subha-piiramitii. 

It is especially significant at this juncture to reiterate the basic 
perspective adopted by, and operative throughout the Ratnagotra
vibhiiga. Unlike the Sri-Miilii which maintained a fluid, dynamic 
tension between the Tathiigata-embryo and Absolute Body as the 
polar phases of a transformational process more formally episte
mological and soteriological, the siistra evidences a more obvious 
ontological stance. Whereas the earlier scripture stressed the 
processive character of the garbha as embryonic absolute know
ledge advancing towards its final and complete self-aware, self
manifestation as Dharmakiiya, the active emergence of itself to 
itself from a latent to an articulate ultimacy, the Ratna examines. 
the ontological non-duality between the two, under the category 
of Absolute Suchness (Tathatii). While preserving a certain ele
mental transformational nuance through the qualifying deter
minants of samalii and nirmalii, the sastra's focus is quite deli
berately on the all pervading, unchangeable, non-differentiated, 
self-subsistent purity of Tathatii. Yet, though this basically static 
posture of the Tathagata-embryo as Tathatii (despite its hidden 
concealment by the adventitious defilements) remains a dominant 
motif, its alternate designation as Tathiigatagotra as active causal 
factor (hetu) still sustains the dynamic, processive dimension as. 
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that which effects the unique and universal goal of Buddhahood 
in all sentient beings. It is this equivalency of garbha and gotra, 
this "embryonic" and "germinal" character, now ascriptive of 
Tathatii as samalii, that must be retained when interpreting the 
present section on the supreme virtues of purity, unity, bliss and 
eternity. 

THE REsuLT OF THE EMBRYO's SELF-PURIFICATION 

Now if, as is expressly stated by the Ratnagotra, these four 
gul)ll-piiramitii "are brought about on the Absolute Body of the 
Tatbagata as the result ofBodhisattva'sfour kinds of practices," it 
is to be noted that the object of the sii.stra's analysis remains 
essentially the same, i.e., Tathatii. The only change that has been 
effected is in its condition of hiddenness and concealment. For it 
will be recalled that the text's alternate expression for the Absolute 
:Body (Dharmakiiya), is Nirmalii Tathatii, Absolute Suchness in its 
perfect manifestation as free of all adventitious defilements. 
Consequently, if Nirmalii Tathatii or Dharmakiiya is here presented 
fundamentally as result (phala) of various spiritual exercises (faith 
in the doctrine of the Great Vehicle; the exercised cultivation of 
-perfect wisdom; a definite series of meditations; and the practice 
·of great compassion), the process is merely one of inner conver
:gence where the end (Nirmiila Tathatii or Dharmakiiya) lies in the 
;Self-revelation or self-manifestation of the beginning (Samalii 
Tathatii or Tathiigatagarbha). Tathatii as nirmalii can be a result 
{phala) only because it is present from the start in an initial shape 
~nd content, however much it may be veiled and obstructed as 
samiilii; whether it be manifested or not, revealed or not, Absolute 
·suchness remains forever what it inherently is as supreme purity, 
unity, bliss, and eternity. If the nature of Samalii Tathatii (the 
Tathiigatagarbha) is to be actualized as Nirmalii (Dharmakiiya), 
the movement is merely from an implicit to an explicit fullness; 
no new elements are acquired, it is only the latent or inherent ones 
that become fully expressed, i.e., the four gul)a-piiramitii. If there 
is a transition, it is in the sphere of a fullness that moves from an 
opaque to a lucid explicitation. The fourfold Bodhisattva praxis 
imputes nothing new or extrinsic, but as antidotal remedies, simply 
expose those aspects of Tathatii present from the beginning, though 
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<:oncealed by the defilements. Since the activity of such spiritual 
exercise or bhiivanii stems from the perfection which Tathatii is 
{despite its status as samalii), there is nothing that can be said to 
be created by that activity. The four practices are merely the self
exposition, the self-articulation of Tathatii as innate purity, unity, 
bliss, and eternity. 

THE UNION WITH THE PURIFYING FACTORS 

This generic process of Tathatii's self-unfoldment to itself from 
samalii (and thus from the Tathiigatagarbha) to nirma/ii (and so, 
Dharmakiiya), its essential endowment with the propensity to
wards its self-transformation, is all the more decisively stated under 
the category of yoga ("union"). It is there clearly stipulated that 
the Buddhagotra (synonymous with the Tathagata-embryo) is 
inexhaustible storage, endowed with properties indivisible from 
it. More specifically, the essence (dhiitu) of the Tathagata is intrin
sically united to, and provided with, the causal factors of its own 
purification (hetu-semanviigama). These latter are in fact the 
fourfold practices which, under the former category of result 
(phala), were indicated as "bringing about" the supreme purity, 
unity, bliss, and eternity on the Absolute Body (Dharmakiiya). 

Initially, there rna y appear to be a discrepancy between the effects 
of the four practices as expressed under the category of result 
{pha/a), and here under the category of union (yoga). For instance, 
the practice of faith in the doctrine of the Great Vehicle formerly 
:said to antidotally "bring about" the supreme purity on the Abso· 
lute Body, is now identified simply as "the cause of purification 
-of the Absolute Body" (Dharmakayavisuddhihetu). Whereas the 
practice of supremacy in the transcendental Intellect (i.e., the 
cultivation of perfect wisdom) was said to result in the supreme 
unity, and the exercise of the Bodhisattva's meditational praxis in 
the realization of supreme bliss, they are now taken as a unity and 
designated as "the cause of the attainment of Buddha's Wisdom" 
(buddhajiiiinasamudiigamahetu). And while the Bodhisattva's prac
tice of great compassion remedially brought about the supreme 
eternity on the Absolute Body, under the formal category of yoga, 
it is here defined as "the cause of the attainment of Buddha's 
Great Compassion" (tathiigatamahiikarw:zavrttihetu). If however 
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there is an observable modification, it is one more of expression 
than of content. For, to say that the practice of faith causes the 
purification of the Absolute Body, is but an alternate specification 
for the resultant supreme purity which the Dharmakiiya is. So too~ 
the Bodhisattva's cultivated initiation into the prajfiiipiiramitii, 
along with the dedicated exercise of the required samiidhis as the 
constitutive bases for the attainment of the Buddha wisdom, is 
but the functional expression of the resultant supreme unity and 
bliss through which that wisdom manifests and realizes itself. 
Finally, if the supreme eternity is the prescient goal towards which 
the Bodhisattva's mahiikarw;ii has already been initiated, its ulti
mate culmination in the stage of Buddhahood alters nothing in 
the nature of that compassion, except to demonstrate its perfec
tion and signify the end of its imperfect, itinerant (and thus,. 
causal) status. 

It must also be demonstrated that though, in the interest of the 
sastra's characteristically schematic structure, the text has tended 
to separate the Absolute Body as one thing, the Buddha's wisdom 
and meditative acuity as another, and his great compassion as still 
another, against which it has paired off the four causative factors, 
there is an absolute, interdependent coherence (sarrzbandha) that 
cannot be forgotten; the very nature of the Absolute Body is sub
lime wisdom and compassion. Such likewise is the case with the 
four purificatory practices (bhiivaniis) for, as the text states, the 
practice of faith in the doctrine of the Great Vehicle is likened to a 
receptacle containing as it does, the jewel of prajnii and samiidhi 
as well as the water of karw;ii; these latter evidence a similar 
mutual concomitance, collaterally functioning indiscriminatively 
and further endowed with a multiplicity of "inconceiveable and 
powerful virtues." So then, if the dominant feature of the Ratna
gotra's category of yoga ("union") is its assertion of the absolutely 
inseparable accompaniment (samanvagiima) of Samalii Tathatii (or 
Tathiigatagarbha) with the features essential to its resultant self
putification as Nirmalii (or Dharmakiiya), there is an implicit, 
seCondary, though no less important, application of the term: the 
mutually inclusive nature of those same features among themselves 
(understood as cause), and the coexistent, interdependent status of 
the Buddha's Absolute Body, supreme wisdom and great com
·passion (interpreted as result). 



CHAPTER IV 

FURTHER CHARACTERISTICS OF 
THE EMBRYO 

.THE FuNCTION OF THE EMBRYO 
TOWARDS SELF-PURIFICATION 

THE INHERENT SUBJECTIVITY which has emerged from the Ratna
gotra 's analysis of Samalii Tathatii as the embryo endowed with 
the factors for its complete self-realization as nirmalii, is strongly 

· reinforced under the category of karman (the ''functions" of the 
garbha towards its purification). Adopting the authoritative asser
tion of the Sri-Miilii Sutra on the Tathii.gata-embryo as reactivity 
against the pain of phenomenal existence (sa~T~siira) and the simul
taneous intentionality. toward the emancipation of nirvii1')a, the 
sii.stra here discusses the essence of the Buddha (Buddhadhiitu) (an 
alternate designation for the Tathiigatagarbha) as "the perfectly 
pure germ ( visuddhigotra), even of those people who are fixed in 
the wrong way." Being the unconditional perception into mundane 
reality as the (possible) source of suffering, the germ effects a 
responsive "disgust" with the causes of sa.rpsii.ric misery, and a 
concurrent movement oflonging, desire, and earnest wish towards 
the joy which it knows nirvii1J.a to be. Tathatii, here. represented 
as gotra ("germ"), and thus as samalii (concealed by the adventi
tious defilements), is consequently identified as comprehensive 
awareness and consciousness of conditioned reality not only as 
the locus of pain and suffering, but as the very possibility for the 
transformational realization of total emancipation. And the usage 
of gotra ("germ") as descriptive of Tathatii supplements its status 
as ontic subjectivity by its technical inference as primary soterio
logical principle. Its active conative function is no more indeter
minate volition or undefined aspiration, but is the universal poten
tiality common to all sentient beings to reach the one, unique goal 
Qf supreme enlightenment. 

Here, the Ratnagotra advances its polemical insistence against 
the theory of the Icchantikas as those beings who are forever and 
absolutely deprived of the full and final awakening to parinirvii1')a; 
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no one is forever incapable of rejecting impurity and producing 
the proper antidotal remedies (pratipak~as). That the lcchantikas 
arc those who belong to the lineage of never attaining the perfect 
nirviif,la (aparinirvii1;1agotraka) is a mere conventional expression, 
reflective of a non-literal, "intentional" (abhiprayika) interpreta
tion. Wherever it has been taught, it is meant only as a pedagogical 
expedient (upiiya) to remove the hatred against the doctrine of the 
Great Vehicle (the cause of one's designation as an Icchantika), 
and its reference is to a limited, temporal determination. While it 
may be used to indicate the conditional period when a being may 
suffer the delusion of a repulsion to the doctrine of the Mahayana. 
there will come a time when he is not so afflicted, and will thus be 
open to attain the ultimate self-purification, by nature of his 
endowment with the germinal essence of Buddhahood: 

The saying: the Icchantikas are of no Nirvii.Qa, is only conven
tional ... Indeed, as there exists the germ [got.ra] which is pure by 
nature, none could be of the absolutely impure nature. There
fore with reference to the fact that all living beings, with no 
difference, have the possibility of being purified, the Lord has 
said again: "Though being beginningless indeed, [safllsiira] has 
its end; being pure by nature, it is endowed with Eternity 
[dhruvadharma]; being covered from outside by the beginningless 
sheath (of defilements), (this nature) is however invisible, just as 
the gold concealed (in sand and dust)."1 

It should be reiterated at this point that if the earlier five 
chapters of the Ratnagotra tended to discuss the Tathii.gata
embryo as a fundamental nature (dharmatii); a basic substartum 
(iisraya); an original essence (dhatu); an unconditional Reality 
(Bhuta) common to all sentient beings·; the universal Absolute that 
is to be correctly perceived and exactly understood by a non
discriminative wisdom; such determinations were not altered, but 
merely subsumed under the inclusive category of Tathatii. As such. 
it retained and preserved the unmistakably ontic status implted 
by each of those various designations, even in its condition of 

1. Takasaki, Ratnagotravibhiiga, pp. 223-224. The source of the secondary 
quutation is said to be unknown. 
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concealment by the adventitious defilements (samalii). If Absolute 
Suchness tended thereby to suggest a certain substantial character, 
this dimension was nevertheless complemented by the text's re
peated reference to its processive, intentional modality as embryo
nic absolute knowledge, inherently endowed with the properties 
necessary to its self-transformed realization as nirmalii. The 
Ratnagotra's insistence upon the germinal aspect of Samalii 
Tathatii as gotra ensures its correct, definitive posture not as ontic 
substance, but rather, ontic subjectivity. It will be recalled that 
under the triplicate set of coincident definitions, attesting the 
universal presence of the Tathii.gata-embryo among all animate 
beings (sarvasattviis tathiigatagarbhiil)), the sii.stra established a 
decisive equivalency of Dharmakiiya, Tathatii and gotra (Absolute 
Body, Absolute Suchness, and germinal essence). It was there 
further specified under the mandate of the A vatafflsakasutra, that 
the universal permeating efficacy of the Absolute Body (and 
through associative implication, the undifferentiated Absolute 
Suchness, and the germinal essence), was the function of its nature 
as self-born wisdom, the wisdom of omniscience. Now once again 
under its analysis of karman (the functions of the germinal essence 
towards its purification), the Ratnagotra applies the Ava!afflsaka's 
imagery of the cosmic penetration of aU beings, even those who are 
confined to erroneous paths (or no path at all), by the efficacious 
radiation of the Tathii.gata's "solar" wisdom.2 A reasonable infe
rence is that, since the present section of the sastra discusses the 
activity of Samalii Tathatii as gotra, the dynamic, germinal essence 
of Buddhahood, perfectly pure by nature and universally present 
in all beings, the Ratnagotra intends to define the specific nature of 
that embryonic essence as wisdom. The alignment of the A vataf/1-
saka's description with the perspicuous function of the gotra in its 
all-inclusive awareness of both safflsiira and nirviif)a, is indicative 
not only of the comprehensive extent of its presence, but also the 
nature of that universal potentiality as self-emergent wisdom. 

2. Said to be taken from the thirty-second chapter of the Avatalf!sakasiitra, 
the Ratnagotra's quotation reads as follows: 

"After this the rays of the disk of the sun-like TathAgata fall upon the bodies 
of even those people who. are fixed in the wrong way and make benefits 
for them. And furthermore producing the cause of future (bliss) (in them), 
they cause them to thrive with virtuous qualities." Ibid. 
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of self-cognition is attained, until finally in the Buddhas "of per
fectly right conception" (samyag-aviparyasta) all obstructions of 
moral defilements and knowable objects having been dispelled, 
Tathata becomes perfectly self-aware in the supra-dualistic know~ 
ledge of itself as the Absolute Suchness of all reality. 

The Ratnagotra's insistence upon the trans-personal definition 
of Tathatii is further specified under the category of avasthiipra~ 
hheda where it further translates the mainfestation of Suchness 
from the vehicle of the threefold classes of individuals into the 
more impersonal reference to its "different states" of revealed 
purity. So it is that in the impure state (asuddha), the essence of the 
Buddha is conventionally designated by the term "ordinary be
ings," in the partly pure and partly impure state (a8uddhasuddha) 
it is known commonly as "the saints" or, more properly, "the 
Bodhisattvas". Finally, it is known as "the Tathiigata" in the 
perfectly pure state (suvisuddha) of its manifestation. What is 
being emphasized in this further refinement of the previous cate~ 
.gory is the absolute subjectivity of Tathatii. While under vrtti this 
was presented in terms of its self-reflective awareness in and 
through the conceptual modalities of the three classes of persons, 
here it is expressed under the varying conditions of its self
<iisclosed innate purity. Under the inspiration of the Aniinatvii
piirtJatvanirdesaparivarta, the sastra unequivocably equates not 
only the Tathii.gata, but the Bodhisattvas and the ordinary living 
beings as well, with the Absolute Body (Dharmakiiya); the respec
tive status of each of the three groups is defined in terms of their 
strict identity with the latter. 

The designation, "ordinary living beings," is nothing other than 
the Absolute Body in the impure state of its concealment by the 
sheath of the adventitious defilements, subject to the phenomenal 
processes of birth and death in the wheel of saf1'siira. What is 
<:onventionally referred to as "the Bodhisattva" is merely des
criptive of the same Absolute Body in the median condition of 
both purity and impurity, when it has become averse to the suffer
ing of existence and attained a certain degree of freedom from all 
objects of desire through various spiritual praxes. Finally, "the 
Tathiigata, the Arhat, the Perfectly Enlightened One" is the 
supreme epithet for that Body having released itself from the 
<iefilements and their successive impressions, surpassing all suffer-
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ings and realizing itself as the unexcelled, innately pure, absolute 
essence of all things (Paramavisuddhadharmata). 

The universal dimension of that essence is formally stipulated 
under the following category, sarvatraga ("all-pervading") where 
it is compared to the cosmic extensions of space. Just as the latter's. 
expanse penetrates the totality of things in an all-encompassing 
presence, the Tathiigatadhatu indiscriminately permeates all beings 
irrespective of their apparent defects or virtues. Since it has already 
insisted upon the comprehensive scope of the Tathii.gata-embryo 
under the precise formula sarvasattviis tathagatagarbhil/:1, what 
is of particular significance here is the Ratnagotra's radical impli
cation as to the subject and object of this pervasive influence. 
Continuing the emphasis noted in the previous sections, the 
sastra strongly suggests that if the essence of the Tathii.gata, 
Absolute Suchness, is the efficacious permeating principle through
out all levels of sentient reality, it is simultaneously the object of 
that very self-activity. Undoubtedly, the inclusion of the following 
passage from the authoritative Anitnatviipitn.:zatvanirde8aparivarta 
is intended to substantiate such a conception: 

Therefore, 0 Sariputra, the (ordinary) living beings and the 
Absolute Body are not different from each other. The living 
beings are nothing but the Absolute Body, and the Absolute 
Body is nothing but the living beings. These two are non-dual 
by meaning, and different merely by letters.' 

While the Ratnagotra fails to make any deliberate and methodical 
analysis on the exact nature of such non-duality, it does add a 
further, more exact specification; the essence of the Tathii.gata is 
not only equated with the Absolute Body (Dharmakiiya), but is 
defined moreover as "the immaculate nature of the mind" 
( cittaprakrti-vaimalyadhatu ). 

Thus far, the text has employed the threefold equivalence of 
Dharmakiiya (Absolute Body), Tathatii (Suchness), and Tatha
gatagotra (germinal essence of Tathii.gatahood) in its systematic 
articulation of Tathiigatagarbha, often referred to as Tathii
gatadhiitu (essence of the Tathii.gata). Through the combined 
interchangeability of the former, the Ratnagotra has substantiated 

4. Ibid., p. 234. 
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the unconditional status of the latter. More precisely, it has been 
argued that the ontic character afforded the Tathiigata-embryo 
as both the unmanifest Absolute Body and the immanence of 
Suchness concealed by the adventitious defilements, had been 
significantly nuanced by its designation as gotra. As "germinal,. 
absolute knowledge and active intentionality away from sa111siiric 
suffering towards the liberation ofultimate nirviifJ.IJ, the embryo 
assumed the role of an on tic subjectivity. This interpretation is now 
expressly certified by the Ratnagotra's explicit determination of 
Tathiigatadhiitu as "the indiscriminative Innate Mind" 
(Cittaprakrti), clearly synthesizing the absolute transcendence of 
Dharmakiiya with the immanence of Tathata under a decisively 
noetic category. And if the siistra does not attempt any detailed 
clarification on the non-duality of Dharmakiiya (Absolute Body} 
and sattvadhiitu (the mass of human beings)5 as noted by the 
Aniinatviipiin;tatva, it is suggested that the introduction of cittapra
krtivaimalyadhiitu ("the immaculate nature of the mind") contri
butes towards that explanation. 

The threefold strata of humanity are understood as the varying 
states in which the innate purity of the Absolute Body is manifest. 
As the conditions of impurity, purity and impurity, and perfect 
purity, the human sphere is initially and extrinscially interpreted 
as the field upon which the Dharmakiiya is revealed. However, as 
the different cognitive levels-those of erroneous conception, of 
right conceptions, and of perfectly right conception-human 
consciousness is more precisely focused as the vehicle through 
which the Absolute Body gains self-conscious recognition of its 
inherent nature. The all-pervading Innate Mind is the immanent 
mode by which the Dharmakiiya becomes fully self-aware in and 
through phenomenal human consciousness. By defining the human 
intellect simply in terms of Cittaprakrti (the noetic substratum 
common to ordinary people and to Buddhas alike), the Ratnagotra 
implies the diverse planes of conceptual awareness to be, in fact, 
the self-reflective moments in which the Absolute Body affirms 

5. Dhiitu is used here in the sense of "group" or "collection", and princi
pally denotes the totality of human beings; it is used as a collective noun for 
sattvas. However, it also retains the implication, used so often throughout 
the text, of being "the essence of the living being". In this case, the two inter
pretations need not be conflicting. 
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itself as the perfectly pure essence, the Suchness of all reality. 
"Innate Mind" is then the epistemic-noetic determination of 
Tathiigatagarbha (known also as Tathiigatadhiitu) in the latter's 
appositional reference to all persons; at the same time it is the 
specification of immanent primal subjectivity, attributed to the 
Dharmakiiya in its all-pervasive (sarvatraga) presence within those 
beings. 

CITTAPRAK~TI: THE INNATE MIND 

Under the ninth category, avikiira, the text reinforces the 
unconditional status of Cittaprakrti, taken in its latter designation 
by means of a lengthy analysis of its "unchangeability". Largely 
inspired by the Gaganagaiijii-pariprcchii, the Ratnagotra grounds 
the absolute nature of the Innate Mind through the standard 
parallel to the infinity of space: 

The Innate Mind is like space, being of no cause or condition, or 
complex (of producing factors); it has neither origination nor 
destruction, nor even stability (between two points). The innate 
nature of the mind is brilliant and, like space, has no transfor
mation at all; it bears however, the impurity by stains of desires, 
etc., which are of accident and produced by wrong conception. 6 

The sastra then proceeds to establish correspondence between the 
macro-and micro-phase of popular Buddhist cosmogony, where 
the earth is supported by water, water by air, and air by space 
which is itself, as the uHimate dimension, unsupported by any
thing. While the first three primary elements are themselves subject 
to appearance and disappearance, evolution and devolution, the 
omnipresent iikiisa transcends all causation and conditioning. 
In similar manner, all the constituent factors of phenomenal 
existence, classified into five elementary groups (skandhas), 
eighteen component elements (dhiitus), or twelve bases of cognition 
{iiyatanas), are akin to earth. They, in turn, have their foundation 
upon the active force and defilements which resemble the expanse 
of water. As this latter was said to rest upon air, so karman and 
klesa exist on the basis of the "irrational thought" (ayonimanas-

6. Takasaki, Ratnagotravibhiiga, p, 237. 
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kiira). This last, signifying the originative force of ignorance, is 
nevertheless grounded upon the space-like, firm, immoveable, 
unoriginated, indestructible essence-the naturally radiant, Innate 
Pure Mind. 

In this critically significant passage, the Ratnagotra comes 
closest to explaining the inexplicable mystery, first asserted by the 
Sri-Miilii Siitra and repeated several times throughout the sii.stra 
itself. The permanent, steadfast and eternal Tathiigatagarbha, 
beyond all that is caused, conditioned or compounded, is the 
supportive ground or base of the innumerable Buddha natures~ 
which are inseparable and indivisible from it. At the same time, it is 
said to be the foundation of the "defilement stores" which are 
however, separate from and extrinsic to it. This metaphysical 
formulation is translated more specifically into the problem of the 
simultaneity of an innately pure consciousness and a defilement on 
that consciousness. If the radiant purity of the mind cannot be 
touched by those defilements, how is it possible that it can be 
affected by darkness, since it is nevertheless said that "there is 
defilement and there is a defiled mind"? 

The intent in the Ratnagotra's abbreviation of the classical 
twelvefold link of conditioned co-production (pratityasamutpiida) 
is its insistence upon the conditioned nature of ignorance (avidyii). 
In its third chapter analysis, the sastra explained the presence of 
defilement by initially focusing upon the innate tendencies of 
desire, hatred, and ignorance which severely pervert the apprehen
sive faculty of the individual. Fastening upon the desirable, detes
table, or obscure appearance of things as substantially real, and 
taking them as the basis for cognitive-evaluative determinations. 
there occurs the "irrational thought" (ayonimanaskiira); the 
crucial misperception, conditioned by the impulsive predisposi
tions, when actualized as particular judgemental moments
"irrational thoughts"-become the concrete defilements of either 
desire, hatred, or ignorance. In their turn, these defiled thoughts 
are translated into actions of body, speech, or consequent thoughts 
themselves, the proximate conditions of future rebirth. And so, 
this explanatory cycle would go on in an endless series of repeti
tions. Therefore, when the text comes to simplify the explanation 
by reducing conditions of phenomenal existence through the 
active force (karman) to. the defilements (klesas) and thence to the 
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••irrational thought," it apparently intends to avoid the erroneous 
extremity of concluding either a total devoidness of all beginning 
and end, or an absolute beginning and an absolute end. Rather, 
the "irrational thought" is expressive of the principle of ignorance 
itself, avidyii, understood here as the root and source of those 
subtle, dormant tendencies that condition the individual to proceed 
in an endless series of rebirths. One is not to seek for the further 
condition of ignorance which would only lead to the extremes, or 
at least to an infinite regression within the cycle of ignorance itself. 
Instead, one must recognize and understand the true nature of 
avidyii as "abiding in" (iilina) and founded upon the Innate Pure 
Mind, "stable with its own essence, of no cause nor condition, 
being of no root and no support." Ignorance is not any substantial 
entity, any ultimate element but, as "the irrational action of mind" 
(ayonimanaskiira) is itself dependent upon Cittaprakrti; the latter 
is the condition for the possibility of the former which, while it 
may be manifested as an unwise discrimination or a "wrong 
conception" (abhutakalpa), cannot take place without that funda
mental substratum. So then, if the "irrational thought" is grounded 
upon the Innate Mind, avidyii, in its ultimate nature, is not diffe
rent from Cittaprakrti. 7 If defilements exist, they do so as deluded 
modes of consciousness, taking their particular appearance as 
forms (no matter how distorted) of one elemental reality-the 
Innate Pure Mind. 

However, the Ratnagotra fails to develop this notion further and 
simply adheres to its cosmogenic model where the cyclic origina
tion and destruction of the primary elements of earth, water, and 
air is accepted at face value against the immutability of space. 
Just as the ultimate rationable for that periodic process lies in the 

7. This conclusion is strikingly reminiscent of a passage from Niigarjuna's 
Mahiiprajiiiipiiramitii Siistra: 

"In order to put an end to ignorance, the bodhisattva seeks to know its 
true nature. And in the course of his investigation, he enters the compre
hension of complete siinyata ... When the Bodhisattva thus seeks to under
stand the true nature of avidyii, at that very time (in that very act) he sees 
it to be in truth the prajfiii, the universal reality, itself. Then he sees that all 
things are in truth comparable to magical creations; he sees that it is out 
of perversion that people give rise to klesas, do evil deeds and revolve in 
tho five states of existence and suffer the pain of birth and death." Rama
nan, Na,llrjuna's Philosophy, p. 242. 
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essential conditionality of those organic components, so too for 
the microphase. 

There, the interrelated combination of irrational thought, active 
force, defilements, and the constituents of individual, phenomenal 
existence have their rise and fall on the space-like foundation of 
Cittaprakrti. While the former are essentially qualified, originated 
by a complex of causes and conditions, the latter is unproduced, 
uncaused, of absolutely unchangeable character, having neither 
origination nor destruction. Quoting the Gaganaganjii-pariprcchii, 
the Ratna concludes: 

Therefore, it is said: all phenomena are completely devoid of 
any root and based upon an unreal and unstable foundation, 
(because they are of unreal nature, but at the same time) they 
are founded on a pure (essence) which is, in its turn, of no 
root. 8 

Now, it should be recalled that the third chapter had already 
stipulated this twofold intuition as the essence of salvific wisdom. 
To understand thoroughly the universal non-substantiality 
(nairiitmya) of individualities (pudgalas) and separate elements 
(dharmas) is contingent upon the perception of the Tathii.gata
embryo (Tathiigatagarbha) as the absolutely pure and all-pervasive 
essence (dhiitu). All beings are empty and devoid of self-nature 
because they are unilaterally grounded upon that universal reality; 
to realize the unconditional status of the latter is to understand 
the determinate reality of the former. 

But recognition must proceed further, comprehension become 
more incisive. The most profound insight into the nature of 
ignorance (here referred to as the "irrational thought") automa
tically eliminates it by showing that it does not exist as an ultimate 
fact in its own right. Ignorance is itself conditioned by its own 
misperceptions, and when one correctly understands the compoun
ded nature of things in their universal non-substantiality, one 
puts a halt to the cycle of false imagination upon which ignorance 
regenerates itself. Undoubtedly, this functional contingency is 
understood when the sastra designates the irrational thought to be 

8. Takasaki, Ratnagotravibhiiga, p. 241. 
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itself, "caused and conditioned". However, a more radical inter
pretation of the nature of ignorance had been suggested earlier. 
once again in the third chapter of the text. Formulated as the 
"Truth of the Extinction of Suffering," it was said that by fully 
comprehending the irrational thought to be extinct by nature, one 
would definitely effect the end of the origination of duality and 
discrimination and consequently, the origination of all suffering. 

What the Ratnagotra advocates then for the complete cancella
tion of ignorance and its consequent defilements is not the 
conscious resistance to it, but the simple non-apprehension of it. 
If, as has been constantly reiterated in the present section, the 
irrational thought (ignorance) is like all other factors of experience 
(dharmas), devoid of any independent self-subsistent nature 
(nil;z-svabhiiva), then any cognitive activity directed towards it is. 
without factual basis. To regard the irrational thought as a thing 
to be opposed and removed is the very attitude that occasions its 
further retrenchment; it is a serious misperception which, as a 
form of ignorance, becomes a remedy that strengthens the disease. 
Since the irrational thought is synonymous with faulty discrimina
tion (vikalpa), to identify it as the deliberate objective to be 
overcome by the cultivation of a specific path, is itself a discrimina
tory judgement. It is only with the firm conviction of the unreality 
of the irrational thought that ignorance is extracted at its root~ 
through non-apprehension there is no self-contradictory reversion 
to the principle of ignorance as the vehicle for its own removal. 
Instead, the irrational thought is intuitively dispelled through the 
psychological disarmament of approaching it as it truly is
absolutely empty, "extinct by nature". 11 

9. The Ratnagotra has already indicated its adherence to the teachings of 
the Prajiiflparamita texts. Although not so noted by the siistra itself, there is a 
striking similarity here in its methodology of overcoming ignorance by relying 

n the fact of its "natural extinction", and "the non-apprehension of a basis" 
as found in the wisdom literature. See, for example, chapter thirty-eight on 
the "Full Understanding of All Modes" in The Large Sutra, trans. Conze, 
p. 312-317. Referring to the perfection of wisdom as the perfection of non
pprehension it states: 
"This is a perfection which cannot be crushed ... Because all dharmas cannot 
be apprehended ... This is a nameless perfection ... Because feelings, percep
tions, impulses and consciousness cannot be apprehended ... This is a per
fection without an agent ... Because no agent can be apprehended ... This. 
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To return then to the question posed initially by the Sri-Miilii
Sittra and adopted by the Ratnagotra, how is it possible to have an 
innately pure consciousness and a simultaneous defilement upon 
it, how can the mind be pure and defiled at the same time? The 
earlier scripture had presented the primordial abysmal center of 
ignorance, "the nescience entrenchment" (avidyiivasabhiimi), as 
the archetypal ground of all primary and secondary defilements. 
Despite that siitra's repetitive assertion that it is subject to the 
elimination, purification, and extinction by the enlightenment 
wisdom of the Tathagata, the status of the nescience entrenchment 
as the beginningless, originative cause and condition of all defile
ments remained somewhat problematic. It had been accorded 
such a degree of ultimacy, that the Sri-Mala's designation of the 
defilement stores (which were founded upon and arose out of the 
nescience entrenchment) as adventitious and accidental, lacked 
conviction. Granted that the "inconceivable voidness know
ledge", the knowledge of the Tathagatagarbha as both siinya
a$iinya, as the wisdom which is capable of uprooting the nescience 
entrenchment, is an assertion of the latter's conditionality; 
ignorance is not any absolute state. But still the question persists, 
since the knowledge that the Tathiigatagarbha is void (sunya) of 
the defilements that are adventitious doesn't explain why they are 
so. While the Sri-Mala discussed the nescience entrenchment and 
its accompanying defilements as the inherent epistemic impediment 
to the self-realization of the Tathiigatagarbha, it failed to critically 
examine the reason and manner of its origination; its remarks 
then, on the adventitious status of the defilements remained 
rather gratuitous. 

While the Ratnagotra accepts the "inconceivability" of a 
consciousness that is at once innately pure and yet defiled, it is 
now apparent that it does so merely as a conventional expression. 
With a clarity not found in the Srl-Ma/a, the sastra disperses the 
enigma of the "defiled pure mind" through the logic of the 
Prajnaparamitii. It is of course possible to conclude the non essen-

perfection is free from defilement ... Because the own-being of the defile
ments cannot be apprehended ... This perfection knows no purification ... 
Because no defiled being can be apprehended ... This is the perfection of 
'Emptiness ... Because no false views are apprehended ... no meanness .. .im-
morality ... ill will .. .indolence ... distraction ... stupidity is apprehended." 
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tial character of the defilements as a post factum realization; once 
one has attained the goal of the path and freed oneself from all 
obstacles, one can experientially attest to their transience. How
ever, the Ratnagotra insists upon the perception of defilement "as 
being destroyed from the outset" (iidik$aya). 10 The text had already 
established the unconditional nature of the Innate Mind as the 
designation for the immanent subjectivity of the Absolute Body in 
its all-pervasive presence within animate beings. It next proceeded 
to depict through metaphorical analogy how ignorance, as the 
irrational action of mind, is grounded upon and thus conditioned 
by Cittaprakrti. Now if ignorance is the illusory belief in the reality 
of separate entities, to regard the irrational thought (signifying 
the principle of ignorance) and the consequent defilements as 
independent particularities, is a perversion as consequential as it 
is subtle; it is to initiate the path to full cognition on a falsely 
-conceived premise which, through self-contradiction, ultimately 
perpetuates the ignorance that such a path is said to dispel. While 
the Ratnagotra may have adopted the modification, "adventitious" 
{iigantuka), in reference to the defilements, it is actually super
fluous. Since the irrational thought is unreal, empty of any substan
tial referent, the ensuing defilements are by definition, nonessential. 
Therefore, when the sastra accepts that the mind is defiled it does 
so only as conventional truth (vyavahiira), reflecting the empirical 
presence of greed, hatred, and ignorance. However, these latter 
are not ultimate facts, but originated by a series of causes and 
conditions; as such, they cannot alter the pristine nature of the 
Innate Mind upon which they ultimately depend. 

It is precisely because the Bodhisattva has correctly understood 
the unborn, unoriginate, indestructibility of that innately radiant 
Mind that he clearly perceives the defilements as the production of 
incorrect discrimination which is itself, like all separate elements 
{dharmas), "of no real essence, of no creator, of no substance, non
existence, lifeless, of no personality and of no owner." Knowing 
then, that the irrational thought and its subsequent defilements are 

10. In fact, the Chinese text particularly stipulates that "Real perception 
means the perception of the non-existence and quiescence of individuality 
and separate element from the outset, and not such a perception as existing 
after the realization by dispelling the defilements." Takasaki, Ratnagolra
~ibhiiga, n. 11, p. 174. 
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empty (sunya), having no power whatsoever to penetrate and dis
tort the Cittaprakrti of living beings, the Bodhisattva raises his 
intention to liberate those beings by teaching them the doctrine 
on the innate purity of the Mind; he himself witnesses to the 
contingency of ignorance for, if it were absolute, his self-reflective 
awareness of defilements as defilements would be impossible. 
Therefore, following the Siigaramati-pariprccha, the Ratnagotra 
directly relates the salvific activity of the Bodhisattva career to the 
specific cognition of the Tathiigatagarbha as the unconditional 
purity of the Innate Mind in its ultimate freedom from the obscura
tive defilements. Not only the inspiration of his redemptive vow 
and the substance of his teaching, but also his basic psychic 
equilibrium is grounded upon his intuition of Cittaprakrti and 
iigantukaklda. Far from being demoralized by the enormity o 
his task, the Bodhisattva's knowledge of the universal non
substantiality of all beings and separate elements preserves him 
from all fear of and disgust for, phenomenal existence; knowing 
the essential nature of all things, he is aware that there exists 
absolutely nothing that is capable of either benefit or harm. 

Now if birth in the phenomenal world is due to the combination 
of irrational thought, active force, and the defilements (the Ratna's 
abbreviated summation of the twelvefold link of conditioned 
coproduction), the Bodhisattva's intuition of their fundamental 
unreality liberates him from the dynamism of corporeal embodi
ment. Thus, the sastra posits the attainment of the body made o 
mind (manomayakiiya), the vehiCle through which the Bodhisattva 
ppears to undergo birth, old age, illness, and death, as the result 

of truly perceiving the essence of the Tathagata as Cittaprakrti, 
unborn and subject to neither origination nor destruction. But 
how is that _peculiar body of the Bodhisattva able to abide in the 
phenomenal world (sa1psiira) if that very existence is conditionally 
determined by the defilements which the Bodhisattva has now 
dispelled as illusory? According to the text, the exact mechanism 
that accounts for the paradoxical residence of the undefiled 
Bodhisattva in a world originated by defilement, is his production 
of virtuous roots (kusalamula). The Bodhisattva's great motivating 
compassion is realistically translated through his skill of means 
(upiiya-kausalya) into these eight modalities,11 expressive of the 
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activities which engage him in the phenomenal world and, as such, 
are the virtuous powers which define his attachment to it. 

It is here that the Ratnagotra clarifies through simplification the 
passage in the Sri-Miilii on the conditioned ("constructed") and 
unconditioned ("unconstructed") sa112siira, the conditioned and 
unconditioned nirvii~;~a. What, in that earlier scripture, had 
amounted to an obscure schema on the inter-relation of Tathiigata
garbha and defilements, Dharmakiiya and Buddha natures, 12 has. 
been condensed by the sastra as a definition of the Bodhisattva 
nature. Specifically, sa112siira for the Bodhisattva refers to his body 
made of mind, through which he appears in the phenomenal 
world. But because that body is not manifested under the influ
ence of the passionate karman ("active force") and kldas 
("defilements"), but instead through those eight "immaculate 
roots of virtue", the Bodhisattva is said to already partake o 
nirvii1;1a. Thus, while approached from differing perspectives, the 
unconditioned sa112siira and the conditioned nirvii1;1a define a 
common convergence in the existential mode of the Bodhisattva. 
If the conditioned sa1J'lsiira indicates phenomenal existence as 
originated from and maintained by karman and klesa, and signifies 
the sphere of ignorance and defilement, it is directly antithetical to 
unconditioned nirvii~;~a, the state of absolute freedom from all 
defilement. As already discussed in the section on the supreme 
virtue of eternity (nitya-piiramitii) attributed to the Dharmakiiya,13 

it is within the consciousness of the Bodhisattva that this antipodal 
distinction is resolved. 

Due to his exact comprehension of the Tathiigatagarbha as the 
innate essence, the absolutely pure mind of sentient beings, the 
Bodhisattva severed the normal chain of causality originated and 
sustained by ignorance; his appearance in the world oftransmigra-
ion (sQlJ'lsiira) is thereby no longer conditioned by extraneous. 

impulsions, but is the free decision and effect of his compassionate 
will. This unconditioned sa1J'lsiiric experience is alternately expres
sed as the conditioned nirvii1;1a of the Bodhisattva, reflecting his 
non-realization of absolute release (mok$a). According. to the 
Ratnagotra, the Bodhisattva, having perfectly purified his mind 

12. See pp. 22·25 above. 
13. See pp. 90-95 above. 
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through the four contemplations and the exercise of the five super
natural faculties,l4 produces the unobstructed intellect in the sixth 
stage of the path (Abhimukhi, i.e., "ready for the Enlightenment"). 
It is at this juncture, having obtained the power for realizing the 
complete and final extinction of all evil influences, and through 
abiding in the desireless world of form, that the Bodhisattva 
voluntarily assumes again existence in the world of desire. The 
nirviiT:zic purity to which the consciousness of the Bodhisattva 
directly witnesses is, in this sense, "conditioned" by his choice to 
return to the world of transmigration and labour for the awakening 
of all beings; it is the temporary postponement of the final release 
from the contingency which the Bodhisattva's vow now assumes 
in the body made of mind (manomayakiiya). 

Throughout this section, the text has discussed the "unchange
ability" (avikiira) of the Tathiigatagarbha in terms of the absolute 
purity of the Innate Mind ( Cittaprakrti). If it now concludes with 
a simple reiteration of the Sri-Miilii's definition of the Absolute 
Body (Dharmakiiya) as eternal (nitya), everlasting (dhruva), 
quiescent (siva), and constant (siisvata), a certain inference regard
ing the Bodhisattva's position is not unfounded. It is in him that 
the Tathagata-embryo attains some definite awareness of itself as 
the unoriginate, unborn (and thus eternal) essence of the existent 
world. From that self-recognition in the consciousness of the 
Bodhisattva, it derivatively effects its freedom from the illusion o 
ignorance and its causal sequents (karman and klda) that lead to 
phenomenal rebirth. In the body made of mind it actualizes, 
though still imperfectly, its constancy, quiescence, and everlasting 
character, since it is no longer impelled by the compulsive defiling 
forces, the suffering that they entail, and the death which they 
occasion. If the Tathagata-embryo (Tathiigatagarbha), in the 
intuition of the Bodhisattva, comes to self-understanding as the 
temporal modality of the Absolute Body (Dharmakiiya), it executes 
that self-perceptive liberation through its epistemic-noetic desig
nation as the absolutely pure Innate Mind (Cittaprakrti). 

14. The four contemplations (dhyiinas) and five supernatural faculties (in 
driyas) are listed in appendix 1. 
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BUDDHAHOOD AND NmVAllfA 

The tenth and final category in the Ratnagotra's analysis of the 
Tathiigatagarbha, studies its undifferentiated nature (asal]'lbheda) 
at its ultimate point of perfected purification. Initially, the text 
merely assembles a tissue of scriptural quotations demonstrating 
the synonymous correlation of four terms, applied to the garbha 
in its final stage of self-transformation. As the "immaculate 
essence" it is simultaneously known as the Absolute Body, the 
Tathagata, the Holy Truth and the Highest Nirval).a. Of the four, 
the sastra's explanation of the second term is illuminating. Here 
translated, "Tathagata" signifies the germinal essence (gotra) 
having been perfected as it is (tadgotrasya tathiigamah). The text 
had earlier established the equivalence of gotra and Tathatii, 
along with Dharmakiiya, as the trividhasvabhiiva of Tathiigata
garbha. Stemming from that, illusions have been made suggesting 
that, as the germinal essence (gotra) within sentient beings, 
Absolute Suchness (Tathatii) may be characterized as the dynamic 
movement within phenomenal existence toward its own self
manifestation. Here, under the auspices of the Sa4Jiyatanasutra, 
the sastra underlines this processive dimension, stating directly 
how Tathatii has come down since beginningless time from one 
existence to another, assuming the form of various living beings. 
Thus, it finally arrives at the point of its complete manifestation 
and so is said "to have been perfected", albeit in an "inconceiv
able manner." The text offers no further clarification, and presum
ably one is to recognize tathiigamah ("perfected as it is") as a 
variant form of tathiigata.16 Thus rendered, there is no explicit 
reference to the person of the Buddha, nor is there an explanation 
to account for how Absolute Suchness as the undifferentiated 
universal reality, the unilateral "immaculateness" in all beings, 
can undergo a process which is said to perfect it; how can that 
which is unalterable as Reality without any specific character or 
nature, be subject to a transformation implying its imperfection? 
Some elucidation may be possible against the more comprehensive 
background of the Ratnagotra's thesis. 

The ontological status of Tathatii as the essence (dhiitu) of 

lS. See Takasaki, Ratnagotravibhiiga, n. 449, p. 259. 
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phenomenal existence had been asserted early in the text. Its own 
nature (svabhiiva) as "the innate purity" (prakrtivisuddhi) remains 
thus, regardless of whether it is manifest or not. In its non-manifes
ted condition, Tathatii is covered over and concealed; it is samalii 
("mingled with pollution"). When unconcealed and manifest 
as nirmalii, Tathatii's innate purity is technically designated, "the 
purity as the result of purification" (vaimalya-visuddhi). As 
demonstrated above, the process is one of conscious self-explicita
tion. Tathatii, initially mistaken as ontic substance, is soon 
recognized as the inherent movement of self-realization and thus, 
as on tic subjectivity. This takes place through and in the phenome
nal consciousness of sentient beings whose various stages along 
the spiritual path are interpreted as the germinal ("gotral") 
advance of Tathatii toward final and complete self-revelation. 
And it is in the person of the Buddha that Suchness, overcoming 
all duality, "has come" (tathiigata) to possess itself in total self
awareness; if it "has been perfected" (tathiigama), it is through 
the self-maturation in consciousness of what it always is. As 
embryonic ("garbic"), Suchness is essentially replete with the 
factors of its own purification (hetu-samanviigama), its own self
unfoldment; in its movement from implicit to explicit fullness 
nothing need be super-added upon Tathatii which, as reality-in
itself, necessarily moves towards its own self-possession, i.e., 
as reality-in-and-for itself.16 

If the category of yoga had detailed the inherent union of the 
Tathiigatagarbha with those factors essential to its self-perfected 
removal of the adventitious defilements, asarrzbheda attests to a 
similar union, the "non-differentiation" of Buddhahood and 
nirviil:za. Founded on the principle of the identity of knowledge and 
liberation, the sii.stra's conclusive remarks here are the reflection 
and compendium of the detailed analysis worked out by the 
Sri-Miilii-Siitra. According to that scripture, it will be recalled that 
because they have not effected the dispersion of the nescience 
entrenchment (avidyiiviisabhiimi) as the originative seat of igno
rance, the Arhats and Pratyekabuddhas still evidence a degree o 
fear and various subtle defilements which, not recognized, are not 

16. See pp. 101-104 above for the more exact and detailed analysis of thi 
process under the categories of yoga ("unLon~') and karman ("the function 
owards self-purification"). 
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removed, and necessarily occasion their rebirth. Unable to 
completely search out, comprehend, purify and thus eliminate 
those remaining defilements, they never directly experience and 
realize the totality (sarva), immeasurability (aprameya), inconcei
vability (acintya), and purity (visuddhi) of the Buddha natures 
that are intrinsic and inseparable from the Tathiigatagarbha, 
and of which it is thus said to be asunya ("not empty"). Because 
of their non-realization of those innumerable BuddhagUJ:zah, the 
Sri-Mala determined the nirval;la of the Arhats and Pratyekabud
dhas as merely expediential (an upaya of the Tathagata) and 
"fractional." 

The Ratnagotra's "non-differentiation" of Buddhahood and 
nirvalJa represents, therefore, its insistence upon the indissolvable 
union of the Absolute Body (Dharmakaya) and those sublime 
.. natures." Nirva!Ja is not the ultimate liberation of the Tathii.gata 
if it is not simultaneously accompanied by the conscious realiza
tion and manifestation of the Buddhadharma/:z.17 And according to 
the text, these latter are brought forth through a most specific 
practice: 

Now in the Immaculate Sphere, the Buddhas are possessed of 
all kinds of properties since they have accomplished the non
substantiality endowed with all sorts of excellency.18 

The meaning of this highly unusual designation, sarvakaravaro
petasunyata, is obscurely suggested through the inclusion of a 
parable concerning a group of painters commissioned to execute 
the portrait of a king. Now, if one of them were to journey 
abroad, the picture would remain incomplete, since the skill of 
each is unique to himself and unknown to the others. The painters 
are then said to represent the six perfections (:;af-paramita/:z) and, 

17. According to Takasaki, the terms buddhagu~Jiih and buddhadharmii/.1 are 
synonymous and refer to ''the qualities of the Buddha". See Ratnagotravi
bhiiga, n. 23, pp. 144-145. However, throughout his translation, he has ren
dered them as "the properties of the Buddha". On the other hand, Wayman 
and Wayman consistently translated buddhadharmii/.1 as it appears ~n the 
Sri-Miilii-Sutra as "the Buddha natures", i.e., "being of the nature of the 
Buddha". It is this rendition that I have adopted and used throughout the 
study of the Ratnagotra. 

18. Takasaki, Ratnagotravibhiiga, p. 263. 
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.. being endowed with all kinds of these excellencies, the non
substantiality is called the picture". Aside from a verse inserted 
into the Chinese translation explaining that the non-completion 
of the king's portrait represented the "non-endurance of the know
ledge of non-substantiality", there is no further information. It 
is therefore conjectured that "the non-substantiality endowed 
with all sorts of excellency" does not imply (as might be suggested 
by a literal interpretation of the parable) that Sitnyatii is constituted 
by the six piiramitiib in a cause-effect relationship. Rather, the 
wisdom of the non-substantiality of all things never realizes an 
enduring perfection unless it is embodied and actualized in and 
through the practice of all six perfections; it is dependent upon 
them not as the source and ground of its intuition, but as the con
(;rete expression of its universal applicability. Sitnyatii exercises 
logical priority over the virtues of charity, moral conduct, patience, 
effort, meditation, and wisdom as the knowledge which alone 
ensures their non-clinging practice in total detachment, and thus 
accounts for their designation as "perfections" (piiramitii/)).19 

These latter in turn are the necessary forms through which the 
principle of non-substantiality becomes functionally operative in 
the phenomenal realm. 

According to the text, the-practice of meditation on this "non
substantiality endowed with all sorts of excellency" leads to the 
realization of the non-origination of all the elements (anutpattika
dharma). Rejecting the ultimacy of all particular natures, the 
Bodhisattva, through Sitnyatii, comprehends all things as absolu
tely unproduced and not different from the unconditional reality 
itself. Because of this intuition into the ultimate truth of all the 
·elements, "the dharma devoid of birth" (anutpiida-dharma), he 
ascends to the eighth stage of the path, Acalii ("Immovable", 
'"Irreversible"). There his knowledge is unimpeded, being itself 
in discriminative and faultless, and it is on the basis of such know-

19. This is clearly demonstrated in the wisdom literature as "the supra 
mundane perfection of wisdom". Understanding the principle of Sunyatti 
one practices the perfections, having no basis upon which to stand, i.e., throug 
the non-apprehension of self; beings; gift; morality; endurance; physica 
and mental vigor; trances, concentrations, attainments; all dharmas; an 
enlightenment, one "perfects" the virtues of dana; si/a; k$tinti; virya; dhyana; 

nd prajfiii respectively. See The Large Siitra, trans. Conze, pp. 199-200. 
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ledge that the totality (sarva) of the Buddha natures "in the 
Immaculate Sphere" is complete.20 Then, on the ninth stage of 
Sadhumati ("Perfect Knowledge"), by means of countless forms of 
meditation and magic formulas, the Bodhisattva obtains the 
knowledge to assume the immeasurability (aprameya) of the 
Buddha natures. This inconceivability (acintya) is witnessed on 
the tenth and final stage of Dharmameghii (''Dharma-cloud") 
through the knowledge that reveals the secret state of all the 
Buddhas. As an immediate consequent of this, having attained the 
knowledge which removes the residual impressions of the defunct 
defilements, the highest purity ( visuddhi) of the Buddha natures is 
manifest. 

Under the category of asaf!lbheda, the Ratnagotra concludes to 
a dual non-differentiation: 

Thus, within the essence (of the Buddha) which is endowed with 
the virtuous qualities as its own nature constantly associated 
since beginningless time, there exists the essential nature of the 
indivisible properties of Tathagatas.21 

Accordingly, the Tathiigatagarbha is replete with the knowledge 
that is Sunyatii in its self-explicating modes of charity, morality, 

20. Now since "the Immaculate Sphere" is a synonym for Dharmaktiya the 
Ratnagotra indicates that on the eighth stage, the Bodhisattva realizes the 
totality of the Buddhagw;as because he has attained that Absolute Body of 
which they are an intrinsic element. It should be noted that the Mahiiprajnti
piiramitti Sastra corroborates and clarifies that, having attained the anut
pattika-dharma-ksiinti, the Bodhisattva abandons his last physical body and 
on the eighth stage, obtains the Dharmakiiya and, unimpeded by factors of 
limitation, no longer needs to be taught the factors of the Path. But while 
his defilements (kle5as) have become extinct, their residual impressions 
(viisana) remain. It is due to their persistence that he is said to retain his indi
viduality, even when he receives the Dharmakiiya. Having gained the ability 
to penetrate into the minds of other people and know their mental constitu
tion, he is said to exercise all the abijniis, the elements of extraordinary power 
and understanding. Capable of spontaneously assuming corporeal embodi
ments, he returns to phenomenal existence on account of his great compassion 
and in order to complete his attainment of the rest of thefactorsof Buddha
hood. For, as long as the residual impressions continue, he is not a Buddha 
in whom they are totally extinct; yet, he is still considered as embodied in the 
Dharmakiiya. See Ramanan, Niigiirjuna's Philosophy, pp. 307-310. 
21. Takasaki, Ratnagotravibhiiga, p. 266. 
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patience, vigor, meditation, and wisdom. Though the designation 
as "the non-substantiality endowed with all sorts of excellency'' 
may be novel, the concept is not. In fact, this is but the reiteration 
of what had already been stated more elaborately under the earlier 
category of yoga, the intrinsic union of the embryo with the factors 
of its self-purification. In addition to faith in the Great Vehicle 
and the observance of various meditational practices, the Bodhi
sattva's cultivation of "supremacy in the transcendental intellect" 
(prajiiiipiiramitii-bhiivanii) and the exercise of great compassion 
(mahiikarw:zii-bhiivanii) were said to be the features essential to the 
garbha's self-realization as Dharmakiiya. The inseparable cohe
rence of prajiiii and karw:zii is but an alternate expression for the 
present determination of sarviikiiravaropeta8unyatii. For prajiiii 
is the very wisdom that perceives the universal non-substantiality, 
while karul}ii is the integral expression, the active translation in 
charity, morality, endurance, etc., of that sublime intuition. As 
karu{Jii is the emotive correlate of prajiia, so too are the excellent 
modalities, the indissoluble complement to the profound know
ledge of :r;J.On-substantiality. And according to the text, these per
fections that are implicit to Siinyata, function with it as revelatory 
of still another level of non-differentiation, that of the Dharmakiiya 
with the totality of the Buddha natures that are immeasurable, 
inconceivable and pure. This latter union is to be explored in 
greater detail in remaining sections of this text. 
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NINE ILLUSTRATIONS OF THE GARBHA 

IN ITS NINTH CHAPTER, the Ratnagotra turns to the Tathagata
garbhasiitra with its graphic illustrations, depicting the conco~ 
mitance of the adventitious defilements and· the essential nature 
(dharmatii) of the Innate Mind (Cittaprakrti) which remains essen
tially unconnected (asal'flbaddha) to them. Understood as the 
figurative analogues to the Ratna's own more formally philosophic 
exposition, the nine similes are here given in as succinct a form as 
possible. 

The Buddha perceives his own nature as identical with that of 
even the lowest of all beings, yet covered with the sheathlike stains 
of desire, hatred, etc. Through compassion he destroys such obscu
rations (iivarm;ta) and releases beings to realize their own inherent 
Buddhahood. This idea is captured by the image of the ugly 
withered lotus flowers symbolizing the defilements, while the 
essence of the Tathii.gata (Tathiigatadhiitu which is equivalent to 
Tathiigatagarbha) is compared to the presence of the apparitional 
Buddha resplendently abiding within the petals. 

The second illustration uses the image of honey bees as the 
defilements, that completely swarm over and cover the essence of 
the Tathagata, depicted as the precious honey. With the eye of 
omniscience, the Buddha perceives the immaculate wisdom (again 
typified by the honey) of all creatures and "accomplishes the non-
onnection (aile~a) of the essence with the bees-like obscurations, 

completely". 
Or, like an outer husk covering an inner kernel, so do the defile

ments shroud the Tathiigatadhiitu. The interpretation here given is 
that unless the Buddhahood, abiding within sentient beings is freed 
from the polluting stain of defilements, it will never be actualized 
to perform the immaculate acts of a Buddha, and to grant the good 
taste of the doctrine to all who are afflicted with the hunger o 
those same defilements. 

The fourth illustration employs the image of a filthy mire of dirt 
(the defilements) into which a valuable piece of gold (Tathiigata
dhiitu) is accidentally dropped by a traveller and remains hidden 
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without losing its quality for hundreds of years. It is the Buddha 
who perceives the precious quality of all creatures drowned in the 
muck of defilements. Moved by compassion, he pours the cleansing 
rain of the doctrine that they may be restored, and themselves 
realize their intrinsic purity. 

A fifth image conceives the essence of the Tathiigata as a price
less treasure of jewels hidden under the ground (the defilements) 
of a poor man's hut. The entire purpose of the Buddha's appear
ance in the world is to allow people to discover "within the house 
of the mind" the inconceivable properties of the Buddha nature. 

Like the bark-covering of a seed, the defilements envelope the 
germ within a seed, here akin to the dhatu of the Tathiigata. The 
expanded interpretation depicts the pure absolute essence, gra
dually growing with the aid of the various virtues from within the 
bark of the fruit of ignorance, and attaining the highest state of 
manifest Buddhahood, "the tree of Highest Truth". 
, The essence of the Tathiigata is akin also to a precious jewel
studded image, wrapped within a tattered garment (the defile
ments) and discarded on the open road. It is only the Lord's "eyes 
of no-obstacle" that detect the nature (iitmabhiiva) of the Buddha 
concealed by the stains and tatters of the defilements, even among 
those of the animal world. It is for the sake of its final revelation 

d deliverance that he provides the purifying means of the 
doctrine. 

The eighth illustration from the Tathagatagarbhasutra uses the 
image of a pregnant, abandoned woman to symbolize the defile
ments, while the essence of the Tathagata is portrayed as a future 
emperor, now in the form of the embryonal elements. Thinking 
that she is alone and wretched, the woman, reduced to living in an 

rphanage, unknowingly bears the glory of royalty within her: 

The generation of worldly existence is like an orphanage, like a 
pregnant woman are the impure living beings, and the immacu
late essence in them is like that embryo, owing to the existence 
of which, they become possessed of protection ... , [those] whose 
mind is not quiet by the power of defilements, imagine them
selves without a protector though the good protectors are resid
ing in their own bodies.1 

1. Takasaki, Ratnagotravibhiiga, p. 275. 
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The final illustration compares the defilement-covering to an 
earthen mould, encasing the priceless golden statue of the Tathii
gatadhiitu. The mind (Cittaprakrti), in the quiescence of its indis
<:riminative non-dualistic nature, is understood by the Buddha to 
be like pure gold. With the single stroke of the doctrine, the clay 
like-mould of the obscurations crumbles to reveal that innate 
p~rity of all sentient beings. 

What was alluded to in an earlier section of the present thesis 
can be clearly identified here. In all nine analogies, the variou 
images signifying the essence of the Tathiigata specifically sugges 
the idea of a content, not a container. Interpreted spatially, each 
represents an'interior condition, a position within something else. 
And in the eighth example there is. an explicit distinction between 
the embryo (representing the immaculate Tathiigatadhiitu) and th 
womb which carries it. This latter, signifying the woman, is a direct 
referent to impurity. These two factors (the concept of content in 
general, and the image of the embryo specifically) help to convali 
{}ate the overall interpretation of Tathiigatagarbha as "embryo" 
rather than "womb" of the Tathagata. 

At the same time, it will be admitted that only two of the similes 
(that of the seed that grows into a tree, and that of the embryo 
maturing into the person of an emperor) capture the processive, 
self-sufficient dynamic of the garbha's self-revelatory transfor
mation as Dharmakaya. But if the images of the apparitional 
seated Buddha, the honey, the kernel of grain, the gold, the 
treasure, the precious image, and the golden statue evoke a more 
static and neutrally passive connotation, it is simply the figura
tive recognition of the everlasting (nitya), quiescent (dhruva), 
constant (siva), and eternal (siisvata) nature of Tathata a 
on tic reality. That must be understood if there is to be no mistake 
concerning its role as universal self-emergent subjectivity. There• 
fore, when six of the illustratiollt' speak of the Buddha as the 
agent who frees the immaculate essence from the defilements, 
the dhiitu (or garbha) is not to be misconstrued as mere object. 
If the Buddha exercises a position of superioritY,, it is as the 
one who has fully awakened to the innate radiance of the Mind 
{Cittaprakrti) which he knows to be the essential nature (dharma· 
dhiitu) of all beings. While he is recognized as the teacher of the 

octrine, it is as the exemplar and concrete actualization of its 
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truth; it is in him that the essence of omniscience has attained the 
self-witnessing eye, the unimpeded perception of its absolute free
dom from defilements as the pure suchness of all existence. The 
Buddha is the historical articulation of the Mind's doctrine con
cerning its association with, but independence from the covering 
of the defilements, and the validation of its self-purifying capacity: 

for all living beings, the defiling elements (which cover) over 
their mind from the beginningless time are (merely) of an acci
dental nature, whereas the purifying elements existing in the 
mind since beginningless time were born together (with the 
mind), and hence they are of an indivisible nature. Therefore, 
it is. said: "Owing to the impurities on the Mind, the living 
beings are defiled; owing to the Mind itself, pure (by nature), 
they are purified."2 

The Ratnagotra next coordinates each of the nine illustrations 
with the particular defilement represented, explaining where each 
one functions among the classes of beings, what are the causes of 
the defilements, and what mode of knowledge is necessary for its 
removal. 

The lotus flower, appearing at first delightful but soon withering 
and turning foul, represents the dormant state of desire (riigiinusa
ya!ak~ava-klesa) found in all worldly persons who are however 
freed from actual desire. This defilement causes the forces which 
account for the motionless state, and give rise to the material and 
immaterial sphere (ruparupyadhiitu). It can only be removed by 
the supermundane wisdom (lokottarajiiiina). ' 

The honey bees that sting symbolize the dormant state of hatred 
(dev$iinusaya-lak$Ma-kle8a) while the dormant state of ignorance 
(mohiinusayalak$ar}a-kle8a) is depicted as the husk conceali±g the 
pure kernel within it. Both defilements follow the first, a d are 
found in the worldly beings freed from desire (laukikavit raga), 
give rise to the rupiirupyadhiitu, and are extinguished by the lokot
tarajliiina. 

The intense outburst of desire, hatred, and ignorance (tfvra
riigadve~amohaparyavasthiina-lak~ava-klesa) is likened to the filthy 
mire of impurities, and is found in those living beings who indulge 

2. Ibid., p. 277. 
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in desire, hatred, and ignorance. This kleS.a occasions the forces 
that accumulate merit and demerit, giving rise to the sphere of 
desire (kiimadhiitu), and is only removed by the wisdom obtained 
through the contemplation of impurity (asubhiidibhiivanii-jiiiina). 

The ground under which the treasure is hidden, represents the 
defilement contained in the dwelling place of ignorance (avidyii
viisabhumisarrtgrhita-klesa) as found in the condition of the Arhats. 
It causes the immaculate actions, resulting in the birth of the 
pure body made of mind (manomayakiiya) and is removed only 
by the Tathii.gata's wisdom of enlightenment (tathiigatabodhi
jiiiina). 

The defilement to be extirpated by means of perception ( darsana
prahiitavya-kleia) burdens those ordinary beings who are training 
on the Path (prthagjanasaik$a) and is designated as the impure 
stage (asuddhabhiimi). It is illustrated by the sprout of seed break
ing forth and growing out of the husk. The wisdom obtained 
through the first perception of transcendental truth (prathama
lokattaradharmadarsana-jiiiina)is credited with its removal. 

The tattered garment is the image of the defilement to be extir
pated by means of practice (bhiivaniiprahii.tavya-klesa) from which 
the saints training on the Path (ii.ryapudgala) suffer. This too, is the 
impure stage (asuddhabhumi), and is removed by the wisdom 
obtained through the transcendental practice of the truth accord
ing to their transcendental perception (yathii.dr$[alokottaradharma
bhiivanii-jfiii.na). 

The defilement remaining in the impure stage of the Bodhisattva 
(asuddhabhumigata-klesa), tainting those Bodhisattvas who haven't 
reached ultimate perfection (ani$/hiigatabodhisattva) is symbolized 
by the royal embryo within the abandoned woman. This defilement 
is the enemy to the wisdom attained on the first seven stages of the 
Bodhisattva, and can be removed only by the wisdom obtained 
through the practice of the eighth, ninth and tenth stages (a$tamyii.
dibhiimitrayabhiivanii-jfiii.na). 

The last defilement is that which remains in the pure stage of the 
Bodhisattva (suddhabhumigata-klesa) and characterises those who 
have reached the ultimate perfection (ni$!hiigatabodhisattva). The 
image used here is that of the earthen mould, and this final kleia 
is the enemy to the wisdom attained through the practice of the 
last three Bodhisattva sta es. It can be removed only by the wis 
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dom of the Buddha obtained through the meditation called, "the 
diamond-like" ( vajropamasamiidhijiiiina ). 

THREEFOLD NATURE OF THE T ATHAGATAGARBHA 

Having specified with some detail the nature of the defilements 
covering the Innate Mind, the text turns to re-examine the three
fold nature of the Tathiigatagarbha (trividha svabhiiva), here stipu
lated as the elements of Cittaprakrti which account for its actual 
purification from the defilements. Elaborating upon its seventh 
chapter, the Ratnagotra here effects a more exact linguistic herme
neutic on its cardinal tenet that all living beings are possessed of 
the embryo of the Tathagata (sarvasattviis tathiigatagarbhiil.z). It 
does so through an interpretation of each member in the triadic 
definition of the essence (dhiitu) of the Tathiigata, viz., Dharma
kiiya, Tathatii, Gotra. 

As the nature (svabhiiva) of the dhiitu or garbha of the Tathagata, 
the Absolute Body is to be understood in two aspects; it is the 
perfectly pure Absolute Entity in itself (Dharmadhiitu), and it is 
likewise to be known as the natural outflow of that Entity (Dhar
madhiitu-nisyanda) in the form of the doctrine that is taught for 
the realization of that Entity (deianii-dharma). As the Truth realiz
ed by the Tathiigata through introspection (pratyiitmiidhigama
.dharma), the Absolute Entity in itself is identified simply as "the 
.acting sphere of Non-discriminative Wisdom", while deianii
dharma is subdivided into the subtle and the extensive modalities 
in which the doctrine is taught. The Code of the Bodhisattva 
{Bodhisattvapi{ika) represents the most pro~tnd means of expos
ing the doctrine in the light of the highest tru (paramiirthasatya). 
Then there are those teachings in the form of riptures, aphori~ms, 
prophecies, solemn utterances, and various statements which all 
employ empirical truth (saf!lvrti-satya) as the medium for leading 
the Sriivakas, Pratyekabuddhas and all others to the final realiza
tion of Dharmadhiitu. 

Content with this cursorily formal determination of Dharma
kiiya, the sastra reverts to the imagery originally inspired by the 
Avataf!lsakasutra, adapted by the Tathiigatagarbhasutra, and 
included in its earlier seventh chapter describing the cosmic 
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permeation of all things by the Absolute Body in its nature as the 
wisdom of omniscience.3 Here, the text defines the universality of 
the Tathiigata-embryo through the unilateral penetration of all 
living beings by the Absolute Body; understood collectively, all 
animate existence is "the interior" (garbha) of the Tathiigata, 
i.e., the garbha into which the Tathiigata penetrates (tathiigatasya 
ime garbhii/:1 sarvasattvii/:1).4 By means of amplification, the fami
liar imagery of all-pervasive space (iikiisa) is prototypically applied 
to the infinite expansion of the Absolute Body; as the one is said 
to encompass all physical forms, so the other comprehensively 
pervades all sentient beings as elemental wisdom. 

A certain clarification is in order here, since all along it has been 
understood by the Sri-Miilii Sutra and the Ratnagotra that Tathii
gatagarbha is the designation for Dharmakiiya under conditions 
of defilement; a direct equivalence had been established between 
the two terms through their identification as Absolute Suchness 
{Tathatii) in its modality as samalii and nirmalii respectively. 
Initially, the current interpretation of garbha as collectively repre
-senting animate existence and, as such, the object of Dharmakiiya's 
penetration, may seem to compromise that identity; Dharmakiiya 
as one thing pervades garbha as another thing. But such is not the 
case, and it must be clearly understood that garbha does not 
signify sentient beings per se, but rather garbha is the determina
tion for sentient reality-as-essentially-permeated-by Dharmakiiya: 
garbha is Dharmakiiya as it wakens to itself, becomes perfectly 
.self-aware, in and through phenomenal human c@nsciousness. If 
the individual living being as garbha is thus conceived as embryonic 
,absolute knowledge in the process of self-maturation, it is only 
because collectively as garbha, the totality of such beings is so 

3. "The multitudes of living beings are included in the Buddha's Wisdom, 
... The Buddha's Body penetrates everywhere, ... the Absolute Body (dharma
kiiya), of the Tathagata penetrates all living beings." (Buddhajiitiniintargamiit 
sattvariiseh ... Sambuddhakiiya spharanat ... Sarvasattve~u tathiigata dharma
kiiya parispharaniirtha.) Ibid., pp. 197-198. 

4. Takasaki has rendered tathiigatasya garbhiib as a Bahuvrihi compound 
whose interrelation is sarvasattviih, regarded as a dependent determinative 
(Tatpuru~a). Since garbhiib, translated as a collective implies "interior'', the 
compound suggests "one who is within the Tathiigata". Stemming from the 
penetration of the Buddha Wisdom into all things from within (antargama 
.Qf buddhajiitina), it signifies the universal pervasion of the Absolute. See Ibid., 
n. 140, p. 286. 
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penetrated by Dharmakiiya as Dharmadhiitu (the· sphere of non
discriminative wisdom) as to be non-dual with it.5 

Perhaps the failure of the text to elucidate the nature of Dharma
dhiitu as the unconditioned reality and the intrinsic, fundamental 
and ultimate essence of conditioned phenomena, is due to its con
fluence with the second term of the threefold nature (trividhab 
svabhiivab) of Tathiigatagarbha, viz., Tathatii, the unchangeable, 
non-dual essential nature (advayadharma) of all things. All that 
the Ratnagotra does here is to reiterate its understanding of 
Tathatii as the immaculate Absolute Reality, the undifferentiated 
whole, and the common substratum (iitmaupiidiina) of all living 
beings, understood as the radiant nature of their Innate Mind 
( Cittaprakrti). 6 Then, using the same etymological method as it 
had employed in the previous chapter, the text states that this very 
Mind (as the immanent, epistemic modality of Tathatii), when it 
perfects its purification from the accidental defilements is alter
natively known as "the Tathii.gata". 7 Following upon this, the 
second interpretation of the term Tathii.gatagarbha is made by 
appositionally relating the two component terms, tathiigata and 
garbha, to each other; understood syntacticaily, garbha is identical 
to tathiigata. And since Tathiigata is an alternate designation for 
Tathatii which is the unconditioned essence of phenomenal exis
tence, Tathatii is the embryo (garbha) of all sentient beings, under
stood as their inner essence. The distinction between Tathiigata 

5. This non-duality is suggested by an unusual phrase found later in the 
Ratnagotra's tenth chapter which, for the first and only time within the text, 
describes the Tathii.gatagarbha as "being united with" (avipralambha) the 
Absolute Body (Dharmakaya). Takasaki admits that the reading is unclear 
and that the Tibetan and Chinese versions also suffer fro~ poor and inexact 
translation of the original. If the wording avipra/ambha 1 not a corruption, 
it can only be rendered properly as "not disunited". But his designation is 
highly irregular and such non-duality of Tathiigatagarbha and Dharmakiiya 
is never explicitly investigated by the text in any formal sense. See Ibid., n.l, 
p. 294. 

6. "Their immaculateness [i.e., the multitudes of living beings] is non-dual 
by nature, ... Reality is of undifferentiated nature." (Tam-nairmalyasyiidvayat
vat, ... Tathatii'vyatibhedatah.) Ibid., p. 197. 

7. It was said that the germinal essence (of Tathatii), having been perfected 
in an inconceivable manner "as it is" (Tadgotrasya tathiigamab), was an 
explanation for the appellation, TathGgata. Since the principle is identical, 
see my remarks on this etymology in pp. 118-119 above. 
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and Tathiigatagarbha is therefore only apparent. The first repre~ 
sents Tathatii when it has perfected its purification (suddhim iigata 
tathatii.), while the second is still Tathatii. only as yet hidden by 
the defilement-covering; Tathiigata and Tathjigatagarbha both 
signify Absolute Suchness in its respective conditions as nirmala 
(undefiled) and samalii (defiled). 

It will be recalled from the lengthy analysis already made in 
an earlier section that gotra, as the final term of the threefold 
nature (trividha-svabhiiva) of Tathiigatagarbha, possesses a dual 
aspect. As prakrtistha gotra, it is the innate germ existing since 
beginningless time, and as identified with Dharmadhiitu (in the 
Abhisamayiilmikiira) it was understood as the imperishable, 
permanent, unconditional and supportive ground for the reali~ 
zation of Buddhahood by all classes of persons; the prakrtistha 
gotra represented as such, the unqualified assurance and valida
tion of a universally attainable supreme enlightenment. At the 
same time, the germ of the Buddha is designated samudiinita or 

aripu#a gotra as "that which has acquired the highest develop
ment". It was variously indicated that this twofold gotra re
presented the immanent, processive movement of the Absolute 
toward the perfect realization of itself as the unconditional Such
ness of reality. Put otherwise, sentient beings could develop into 
and mature as perfect Buddhas (signifiying the functional dynamic 
of gotra as paripu#a) onfy because they already and always pos
sessed the innate germ of Buddhahood (the gotra as prakrtistha). 
The Ratna now formalizes these joint aspects of gotra as the ger
minal essence (dhiitu) that is the cause (hetu) of its own self-attain
ment. As applied to it, this conception of gotra accounts for the 
third interpretation of Tathii.gatagarbha. As embryo, the garbha 
is the causal essence of the Tatha.gata (i.e. Buddhahood) within 
all sentient beings (Tathiigatadhiitur e$iim garbha/:t sarvasattviiniim); 
in every living being there exists the essence of the Tathagata, 
arisen and actively present in the form of embryo (garbhagata). 

Now since Buddhahood is manifested in the threefold body o 
the Buddha (trikiiya), the Ratna, preserving the dual character of 
gotra subsumed under garbha, explains the Body of the Absolute 
Essence (Sviibhavika-kiiya) by virtue of prakrtistha gotra. One 
can realize this essential nature of Dharmakiiya because it has 
alwa s existed as "the innate erm'' within sentient existence since 
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beginningless time. And it may be noted that Sviibhiivikakiiya is 
a representation of Dharmadhiitu (the perfectly pure Absolute 
Entity in itself) which has already been identified as prakrtistha 
gotra. The sii.stra's rationale for "obtaining" the twofold Rupa
kiiya (the Body of Enjoyment, Siimbhogakaya, and the Appari
tional Body, Nirmanakiiya) as a function of paripu#a gotra is not 
specified. Presumably, the correlation of prakrtistha gotra with 
Svabhiivikakiiya indicates the immutable, unconditional, innate 
purity of the Absolute Essence (prakrtivisuddhi) despite the pre
sence of the adventitious defilements which conceal it; it remains 
"as such" (tathli) regardless of whether it is manifest or not. On 
the other hand, t!te conditional qualification of paripu#a gotra 
refl~cts the temporal, developmental process through which the 
innately pure Absolute Essence existentially realizes its total free
dom from the defilement-coverings. While this perfection of the 
germinal essence (gotra) as paripu~ta (fully developed) contributes 
nothing (by some additional super-imposition from without) to 
its innate purity, the actual liberation of the Absolute Body 
which it signifies is the necessary condition for the manifestation of 
Sambhogakaya and Nirmanakiiya; in that way, they are said to be 
"obtained" from paripu~!a gotra. Further elaboration on the na
ture of the threefold Body of the Buddha will be made in the 
sii.stra's analysis of Nirmalii Tathatii. 



CHAPTER VI 

THE TATHAGATAGARBHA AND SUNYATA 

IN ITS TENTH AND ELEVENTH chapters, the Ratnagotra advances its 
critical axiom that the embryo of the Tathii.gata (Tathiigatagarbha; 
Tatl!iigatadhiitu; Tathii.gatagotra; Samalii Tathata) represents the 
true conception of non-substantiality (Si:myatii), and formally 
evaluates the doctrine of the Prajiiii.piiramitii literature as an earlier, 
and thus incomplete codex of Buddhist teaching. 
· Understood as the "Highest Logical Truth" (Paramiirtha), the 
existence of the Tathii.gata-embryo within all animate beings is 
accessible neither to the imagination (kalpana) nor to discrimina
tion (vikalpa); as was stated by the Sri-Ma/ii Sutra, it can be under
stood only by faith. Following the lead of that earlier scripture, the 
Ratnagotra reviews the four classes of individuals whose common 
blindness (acak~umat) regarding the nature of the Tathii.gata-em
bryo is symptomatic of a notional misapprehension concerning 
non-substantiality; though from differing perspectives, they share 
a myopic focus on Sunyatii. which hinders their exact percepti<m of 
the Tathiigatagarbha. The Ratnagotra's criticism of the erroneous 
positions is the crucial, though implicit, medium through which it 
defends the basic orthodoxy in its own irregular exegesis of non
substantiality (Simyatii). 

If not the most serious, then the crassest deviation from the pro
per conception of Sii.nyatii characterizes all those "ordinary be
ings" maintaining the existence of independent, self-subsistent indi
vidualities (satkiiyadr~!i). Analytically feeble, they never grasp the 
skandhik constitution of persons and things, and seizing upon them 
as real entities, persistently define themselves in terms of substan
tial egohood (ahal'f1kiira); their relation to other persons and things 
is largely a function of their craving and possessive self-reference, 
i.e., their sense of "mine" (mamakiira). So steeped are they in this 
falsely realistic framework, that they cannot even conceive the im
maculate essence of the Tathiigata-embryo as an object of faith 
because (and here the Ratnagotra punctuates its own view) the very 
nature of that aniisravadhiitu "represents the annihilation of the 
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conception of the existence of real individuality" (satkiiya
nirodha). 

If the former group reflected no sensitivity to Sfmyatii as the 
relative, determinect, and conditional status of phenomena, the 
Snivakas and Pratyekabuddhas combined (representing the second 
and third classes of individuals) dissipate its comprehensive appli
cability as "the highest true nature of the elements". For if it 
signifies. the non-substantiality of all things in their existential 
mundane reality (vyavahara), Siinyiitii at the same time is the ulti
mate, essential, and true nature of all that is qualified and contin
gent; as such it is a cognate expression for Tathatii, the Absolute 
Suchness of reality. While they witness to the dynamic function 
of Siinyatii as the analytic reflection on and critical awareness of 
phenomena as dependent and provisional, the Sravakas and 
Pratyekabuddhas lack sufficient appreciation for it as the uncon
ditional, indeterminate and undivided real nature of existence. 
Differing from the superficiality of the ordinary beings, they have 
attained a genuine perception into the truth of things; their failure 
consists in mistaking the ultimates of their investigation as ultimate 
in reality. Specifically, the Sravakas and Pratyekabuddhas fasten 
upon the evanescence (anitya), suffering (duhkha), non-egoity 
(aniitma) and impurity (asubha) of phenomena, and attaching 
themselves dogmatically to such factors, neglect to realize Tat!zata 
as the real essence of things (dharma-tattva). Repeatedly indulging 
in this particular focus of meditational praxis, clinging to it as 
the only orthodox methodology, the Snivakas and Pratyeka
buddhas actually constrict the complete manifestation of Absolute 
Suchness. As "those who are attached to delusion", they become 
bound by the very terms of their own analysis. Dogmatizing the 
relativity of all things (Simyatii) they misapprehend the conditional 
as itself unconditional, and thus subvert the genuine principle of 
universal non-substantiality. The Ratnagotra characteristically 
does not counter this subtle substantiation of the factors of non
substantiality (i.e., the assumption of the unqualified reality of 
evanescence, suffering, non-ego, and impurity) by the Madhya
mikan application of the binary siinyatii-siinyatii. Instead, it pro
poses an alternate meditational subject. Rather than the continual 
contemplation of phenomena as anitya, duhkha, aniitma and asubha, 
one should concentrate upon and comprehend the Tathagata-
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embryo as the supreme eternity (nitya-piiramita), the supreme bliss 
(sukha-piiramitii), the supreme unity (atma-piiramitii) and the sup
reme purity (subha-piiramita). 

Now it has already been argued in a lengthy preceding analysis1 

that these four supreme virtues (gUna-piiramitii), understood as 
the antidotal inversions of the error that would attribute "the 
fourfold non-delusion" (evanescence, suffering, non-egoity, im
purity) to the Absolute Body, are not to be understood as specific. 
attributes, qualifying some quintessential, concrete hypostasis. 
Rather, they refer to the absolute Suchness of reality (Tathatii) 
whose translogical and indeterminable status was clearly recog
nized by the Ratnagotra as incapable of being explained; invisible, 
unutterable, and immutable; unimaginable, indiscriminative, and 
unthinkable; beyond the standard terms of the catu~kofi (being, 
non-being, being and non-being together, and neither being nor 
non-being) on a plane where analysis based onprapafica (dualistic 
views) and vikalpa (false discriminations) is of no value. The 
positive designation of the four gUJ;za-pii.ramitii nevertheless does 
not compromise this understanding of Tathatii. as the unqualified 
Absolute. 

For, upon examination, they translate as nothing other than 
non-substantiality (Siinyata) understood not only as the supreme 
remedial antidote (pratipak~a) for the various erroneous views, 
but as "the Highest Truth", the ultimate essence of things. So then, 
the perfection of self or supreme unity (ii.tma-pii.ramitii) indicated 
the absolute reality of phenomenal existence (i.e., Tathatii) as the 
universal non-substantiality of independent, self-subsistent per
sons and things (i.e., Siinyatii). Likewise, the supreme eternity 
(nitya-piiramitii) represented the identity of sa1'}'lSiira and nirviilJ.a 
in a non-substantiality (Siinyata) that transcends all dichotomic 
concepts of being and non-being, finite and infinite, permanence 
and impermanence. The profound cognition into the emptiness 
of all suffering as being extinguished by nature (i.e., there is no 
duhkha in the ultimate sense) occasioned the perfect joy of the 
sukha-piiramita, while the supreme purity (subha-piiramitii) simi
larly reflected the non-substantiality of the dwelling-place of 
ignorance and its accompanying defilements and impressions. 

I. See pp. 72-81 above. 



The dominant thrust in the Ratnagotra's critique of both the 
ordinary beings on the one hand and the Sravakas and Pratyeka
ouddhas on the other is their mutual, though non-identical, dis
regard of the underlying reality, the transcendent ground of phe
nomena. Though differing in perspective, their convergence is the 
same, since the attention of both groups revolves around the ulti-

ate factuality of existent things. The ordinary beings assume the 
uncritical view of an infinite multiplicity of independent, self
sufficient, mutually exclusive entities. Theirs is the most obvious. 
denial of an undifferentiated, unconditionally real essence, uni
versally common to all phenomena. 

Such absolutistic particularity is denied by the Sravakas and 
Pratyekabuddhas whose detailed examination of individuality 
and materiality revealed the dependent, correlative structure of 
existence. As fundamentally qualified by a whole series of 
auses and conditions, persons (pudgalas) and things (dharmas) in 

and of themselves, were perceived as totally lacking (siinya) the 
ermanence and substantiality accorded them by the majority or 

superficial, ignorant beings; consequently, they are regarded as 
·mpure sources of pain and suffering. Yet, despite their initial 
success in overcoming the illusion of the gross substantiality of 
existent elements, the Ratnagotra implies that they become 
entrapped by the very categories of their analysis. Having reduced 
phenomena to the major "dharmic" classifications of the five 
heaps (skandhas), the twelve sense-fields (iiyatanas), and the 
eighteen elements (dhiitus), and unilaterally defining them as 
evanescent, suffering, non-ego and impure, they still do not escape 
from an implicit realism of those same factors. Besides turning 
these ascriptions of conditionality into dogmas of unconditional 
act (i.e., a belief in the ultimate reality of anitya, duhkha, 

aniitma and asubha), the Sravakas and Pratyekabuddhas with a 
concentration centred so intensely upon the discrete components 
of phenomena, never attain the realization of the undivided, 
absolute essence, the real nature (Tathatii) ofthings. 

Opposing the substantive view on phenomena held by the ordi
nary beings, and the absolute relativity of phenomena held by the 
Sravakas and Pratyekabuddhas, the Ratnagotra directs attention 
to Absolute Suchness as the essential complement lacking to both 
perspectives and therefore, as the genuine middle path (madhyamii-
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ratipat) between the two. And as the supreme eternity, bliss~ 
purity, and unity, its conception of Tathatii has been shown not 
to deviate from, but to be a valid expression of Siinyatii as "the 
highest truth" of things. 

If the ordinary beings, the Snivakas, and Pratyekabuddhas. 
betrayed erroneous notions on the nature of phenomena due to 
the total ignorance of Simyatii (non-substantiality) on the one 
hand, and only a partial and thus false understanding of it (as an 
absolute relativity) on the other, there remain those who regard 
Sunyatii as the ultimate reality, but who are no less deluded. In 
censuring this group, referred to as Bodhisattvas who have re
cently entered the Great Vehicle (Mahiiyiina), the Ratnagotra 
further illuminates and clarifies its own interpretation of the term. 
Here, the sii.stra openly reveals its intentionality by alternately 
describing the Bodhisattvas as those who fail to recognize the 
Tathiigatagarbha as representing the true meaning of Sunyatii 
(tat!ziigatagarbha-sunyatiirthanaya). The common feature of this 
group is their aberrant tendency to substantiate non-substantiality. 
Among them are the ones who cling to Sunyatii as "the medium 
of liberation"; approaching it as the perfect nirvii1J.a, they mis
apprehend it as the unconditional reality, absolutely transcendent 
and separate from the realm of conditioned phenomena. This 
dualistic split is completely antithetical to the genuine Sunyatii, 
the principle and ground of comprehensive non-exclusion and 
universal harmony.2 Such a notion of Sunyatii amounts to a 
nihilistic view (ucchedadNti) since one is thought "to attain it" by 
an absolute disavowal of mundane reality, the implied extinction 
of phenomenal existence. Such a false concept of Siinyatii had 
been specifically countered by the Ratnagotra's antidotal supreme 
eternity (nitya-piiramitii) which exposed the authentic nature of 
non-substantiality as the very identity of sarrrsiira and nirvii1J.a. 

Validation of its own orthodoxy with respect to Siinyatii is fur
ther suggested by the sii.stra's repudiation of another misrepresen
tation of non-substantiality which perceives it as a thing existing 
outside of and apart from the five skandhas. Over against and op
posed to form, feelings, perceptions, impulses, consciousness and 

2. "Whatever is in correspondence with Sunyatii, all is in correspondence 
i.e., possible). Again, whatever is not in correspondence with Siinyatii, all is 
ot in correspondence." Niigiirjuna, Mulamadhyamakakiirikii, p. 147. 
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the entire conditioned world that is coextensive with them, this 
Siinyatii is very similar to the preceding notion. While the former 
resulted in a nihilistic denial of conditional elements, the present 
formula postulates an eternalism as applied to Sunyatii; it exists 
absolutely and independently of everything else. By opposing such 
a dichotomising Sunyatii, the Ratna significantly, though impli
citly, identifies itself with the loftiest intuitions of the Prajiiiipiira
mitii texts. If non-substantiality is not some reified object, an 
extrinsic other subsisting in a dimension exclusive of form, etc., 
then it must be coexistent with phenomenal reality. Classically 
expressed in the Heart Sutra (Prajiiiipiiramitii-hrdaya sutra) there 
exists a complete and reciprocal identity in extent and content 
between emptiness and form; taken as abstract concepts as well 
as the concrete events to which they apply, Sunyatii and rtipa are 
thoroughly coincidental: 

Here, 0 Sariputra, form is emptiness and the very emptiness is 
form; emptiness does not differ from form, form does not differ 
from emptiness; whatever is form, that is emptiness, whatever is 
emptiness, that is form, the same is true of feelings, perceptions, 
impulses and consciousness.3 

Though not included among the vast collection of its quotations, 
this passage is one to which the sastra would undoubtedly subs
cribe. It is an adequate commentary on its own briefly indicated 
position. 

Thus far the Ratnagotra has witnessed, through the implication 
of its criticisms, a basic fidelity to the Sunyatii of the Miidhyamika. 
It has successfully represented it as the authentic middle path, 
challenging all errors of misplaced absoluteness. On the one hand, 
it refuted the tendency of ordinary beings to seize the relative and 
determinate as ultimate and unconditioned. Then, against the 
Sravakas and Pratyekabuddhas it equally countered the reverse 

3. Buddhist Wisdom Books, trans. Conze, p. 81. Cf. likewise: 
"It is wonderful 0 Lord, that the Bodhisattvas should course in dharmas 

which are all empty of essential nature, and yet do not upset this emptiness of 
essential nature (by assuming that) form is one thing and the emptiness of 
essential nature another. And so up to enlightenment. Form is just the empti
ness of essential nature, just the emptiness of essential nature is form. And so 
up to enlightenment." The Large Sutra, trans. Conze, p. 604. 
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movement to assert the absolute relativity of all specific, parti
cular entities. And if those two positions signified a one-sided 
phenomenal perspective, the Ratnagotra censured the two groups 
of novice Bodhisattvas for their polarized rejection of the same. 
Clinging to Siinyatii as unconditional, they misapprehend the 
distinction between the determinate and indeterminate as an 
absolute exclusion, the one from the other. Basing their position 
on an erroneous conception of and attachment to non-substan
tiality, they foster a dual extremism from which they are no more 
liberated than the ordinary beings, Sriivakas and Pratyekabuddhas 
are from theirs. The comprehensive non-duality of Siinyatii is 
preserved and manifested in the Ratnagotra's opposition to an 
etemalism projected upon phenomena by the ordinary beings, 
as well as that applied to Siinyatii as an absolute thing-in-itself 
by certain Bodhisattvas; likewise, in the siistra's rejection of any 
nihilistic devaluation of mundane reality, be it proposed by the 
specific stipulation of some Bodhisattvas in the name of an ex
clusively independent Siinyatii, or through the unqualified rela
tivity of the Srii.vakas and Pratyekabuddhas. 

TATHAGATAGARBHA As SuNY A AND AsuNYA 

This unspoken adherence to the authentic Siinyatii as the re
jection of the manifold forms of extremity commonly arising from 
the error of misplaced absoluteness, remains at the heart of the 
Ratnagotra's more formal articulation, that the Tathiigatagarbha 
represents the real meaning of non-substantiality (Siinyatii). Critical 
to its thesis is the following explanation: 

Here there is nothing to be removed and absolutely nothing to 
be added; the Truth should be perceived as it is, and he who 
sees the Truth becomes liberated. The Essence (of the Buddha) 
is (by nature) devoid [siinya] of the accidental (pollutions) which 
differ from it; but it is by no means devoid [asiinya] of the 
highest properties which are, essentially, indivisible from it. 4 

4. Takasaki, Ratnagotravibhiiga, pp. 300-301. 
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Absolute Suchness (Tathata), represented throughout the text as 
the essence (dhiitu) or embryo (garbha) of the Tathii.gata, being 
perfectly pure by nature cannot possibly be the object of any ne
gation. Because of their intrinsic adventitious status, no defilement 
need be removed from it. Conversely, no purifying element need 
be imputed from without since, by nature, Tathata is indivisible 
from the pure properties (of the Buddha). Its very definition as 
the "Suchness" of existence is indicative of its absolute freedom 
from the extremities of imputation (samaropa) and negation 
(apavada); as the true state of things, Tathatii. represents a condi
tion empty (siinya) of any specific nature, either positive or nega
tive.5 Brief as it is, this conveys the extent of the Ratnagotra's 
explanation on the axiom that the Tathii.gatagarbha signifies the 
real meaning of Siinyatii.. 

A striking parallel to the first sentence of the above quote is 
found in the fifth chapter of the Abhisamaya/ankii.ra which, along 
with corresponding passages from the Paiicaviritsatisii.hasrikii 
Prajiiiipii.ramitii Sutra, offers further elucidation on the Rama
gotra's rather abbreviated remarks. Speaking of enlightenment, 
the Abhisamaya agrees that it is constituted by the absolute ex
tinction of the obscurations of the defilements (klesiivaraiJa) and 
the conceptual obscurations (jiieyiivara1;ta) so that they are never 
again manifested in the future. But it immediately qualifies that 
this is to be effected through the cognition that knows "the ab
sence of extinction and the non-existence of production (in all 
dharmas)." What the text challenges is the independent reality 
of the two obscu.rations, implicit in the very judgement that they 
are "things" to be repudiated and extinguished. And in fact, to 
believe in the real existence of the defiling dharmas, and at the 

5. "Thusness is the ultimate foundation of Buddhist thought concerning 
the real state of all that exists ... To see the true nature or the trut~ state of all 
things is not t6 find one in many or one before many, nor is it to distinguish 
unity from diversity or the static from the dynamic. The true state is the state 
without any special condition. It is in fact, 'the true reality without a reality', 
i.e., without any specific character or nature ... When any Buddhist speaks of 
the true state of reality he means the state without a specific nature ... When 
the view is negatively expressed it indicates the true negation or Void, because 
any special state of things is denied altogether." Junjiro Takakusu, The 
Essentials of Buddhist Philosophy,' 3d ed., edited by Wing-Tsit Chan and 
Charles A. Moore (Honolulu: Office Appliance Co., 1956), pp. 45-47. 
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same time to accept the possibility of eventually terminating 
jfieyiivara!Ja, is to posit a contradiction in terms. As long as one 
regards any dharma (including the defiling passions) as an absolute 
fact, existing in and of itself, one intensifies the obscurative force of 
ignorance which is engendered precisely by the erroneous belief in 
the reality of things. In the very attempt to overcome klesiivara!Ja, 
falsely conceived under the notion of realism, one aggravates 
through unconscious reinforcement the deeply rooted jfieyiivara7Ja 
which will continue all the more to obstruct the perfect realization 
Df sarviikiirajfiiita, the knowedge of all forms. Only when one per
ceives the essential original nature of all things as svabhiivasimya, 
as empty of any ultimately separate, particular own-being, can one 
traverse the path of practice and meditation free from error. Origi
nally unborn and unproduced, no dharma can be extinguished; one 
cannot halt that which, from the beginning, remains essentially 
non-existent (i.e., as any particular thing). "Since the essential 
original nature of dharmas is not in reality ever stopped, how 
could the force ofthe path of vision extinguish that which has been 
born by way of false discrimination, or how could it reach a state 
of non-genesis ?"6 So it is that nirviiJJa represents an emancipation 
in which nothing is really ever taken away or removed, and in 
which nothing is superimposed; it is rather, a liberation through 
the perception of things as they genuinely are, i.e., sunya . 

. Similarly, both the Paiicavimsatisiihasrikii and the A${asiihasrikii 
Prajfiiipiiramitii Sutras stipulate that the Bodhisattva should aspire 
after and consummate the perfection of wisdom through non
extinction. 7 Specifically, following the principle that of which there 
is no production, no extinction can be conceived, the texts declare 
that not only is the perfection of wisdom limitless, boundless, and 
inexhaustible, but so too are all dharmas. Reviewing the five skan
dhas, the twelve links in the chain of conditioned coproduction, as 
well as all facts of experience as nonextinct, the Bodhisattva avoids 

6. Abhisamayiilarikarii, trans. Conze, pp. 85-86. For the logical analysis 
on the impossibility of origination and cessation see the seventh chapter, 
"Examination of the Created Realm of Existence", in Niigiirjuna, Mula 
.madhyamakakiirikii, pp. 64-70. 

7. See The Large Sutra, trans. Conze, pp. 448-491. An almost exact refer 
-ence can be found in the Alfasiihasrika Prajliiiptiramitii Sutra. See Perfectio 
of Wisdom, trans. Conze, pp. 270-272. 
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the extremes of eternity and annihilation, since he surveys them 
all as without beginning, end, or middle. Knowing the correlational 
interdependence of all things in the comprehensive emptiness of 
their essential original nature, he reviews no dharma as an indepen
dent particularity. Thus, he is free from the erroneous judgements 
concerning their permanency or impermanency, ease or ill, self
hood or non-self, appeasement or non-appeasement. Comprehend
ing their original non-substantiality (Siinyata) and consequent 
non-production and non-extinction, the Bodhisattva consummates 
the perfection of wisdom by neither attributing nor denying any
thing to the real nature of things, their absolute Suchness.8 

So, therefore, when the Pancavimsatisiihasrikii Prajiiflpiiramitii 
Siitra, enumerating the twenty modalities of emptiness, refers to 
the emptiness of non-repudiation (anavakiirasiinyata) it may be un
derstood in the same context. 9 Ostensibly, this indicates the unten
ability of holding to an Absolute, conceived as the remnant which 
alone abides after all existing superficialities have been repudiated; 
but since "the non-repudiated" is itself relative to "the repudiated';, 
it is nothing in itself but a sign and concept. The point to be noted 
here is the siitra's depiction of nirvii!Ja as that of which absolutely 
nothing needs removing. As the non-repudiation, it opposes all 
activities which suggest that there are things to be rejected, cut off, 
or spurned. Ultimately, such activities are non-activities, they are 
not real entities, for their objects, perceived as various defilements 
and impurities, are in fact empty (siinya). When no false reality is 
superimposed upon the universal nonsubstantiality of all dharmas, 

8. Cf. The Large Sutra, trans. Conze, pp. 349-350: 
"Moreover, the Tathagata, thanks to this perfection of wisdom, perceives 

form, etc., as identical with Suchness and nonfalseness, as immutable, indis
criminate, signless, impassive, unimpeded and inapprehensible ... It is thus 
that the Suchness of the Tathiigata and the Suchness of all beings are .just one 
single Suchness, an indistinct Suchness. As indistinct this Suchness is indis
tinguishable and because it is indistinguishable it is not divided. This is the 
Suchness of all dharmas which, thanks to the perfection of wisdom, the Tatha
gata has fully known ... For Suchness, Subhuti, is inexhaustible. And why is 
it inexhaustible? Because of the inexhaustibility of ali dharmas." 

9. "What is the emptiness of non-repudiation? Of that dharma there is no 
repudiation. 'Repudiation' means casting off, spurning, letting go. The non
repudiation is empty of the non-repudiation, on account of its being neither 
unmoved nor destroyed. For such is its essential nature." Ibid., pp. 145-146. 
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nirvii!Ja as the intuition of that comprehensive Sitnyatii, realizes it
self free from all negation.1o 

The entire perspective of the Ratnagotra is dominated through
out by its study of Tathatii, analysed in its condition of conceal
ment by the adventitious defilements (samalii) and its existential 
liberation from the same (nirmalii). On the other hand, the litera
ture of the Prajiiiipiiramitii has as its primary focus the exposition 
of Sunyatii and the elaboration of its pervasive application. While 
the Ratnagotra speaks of non-substantiality (Sunyatii) in terms of 
its doctrine on Suchness ("The Tathiigatagarbha represents the true 
meaning of non-substantiality"), the wisdom texts tend to illumi
nate Tathatii through their more explicit amplifications on the 
nature of Sunyatii. But as was suggested by their common adhe
rence to the basic intent of the classical formulation, "Here there is 
nothing to be removed and absolutely nothing to be added; the 
Truth should be perceived as it is, and he who sees the Truth be
comes liberated", the Ratnagotravibhiiga and the Prajiiiipiiramitii 
sutras understand Tathatii and Siinyatii as cognate conceptions; as 
the indeterminate, unconditional reality, they are mutually inclu
sive, coincidentally interreflective.u 

10. The emptiness of essential nature (prakrtiSiinyata) as the twelfth mode 
of siinyata correspondingly emphasizes that no dialectical reflection on the 
part of Sravakas, Pratyekabuddhas or Tathagatas either contributes or re
moves anything. Dharmas exist in their own right (prakrtya), and as such they 
lack any independent reality in and of themselves. This essential siinyata is 
neither made nor removed by any activity directed toward them. "The dia
lectic does not deprive them of their reality; things themselves are void, lack 
essential reality of their own." Murti, Central Philosophy of Buddhism, p. 354. 
Likewise see The Large Siitra, p. 146. 

11. At the conclusion of his excellent study on the Mahaprajiliipiiramita 
Sastra, K. Venkata Ramanan writes: 

"Negation is not an end in itself; its end is the revelation of tathata. With 
the rejection of the falsely imagined nature, the true nature of things comes 
to light. As the true nature of things, siinyata is tathata which is comprehended 
at different levels, mundane and ultimate. The way that the Madhyamika 
employs to reveal the true nature of things is negative; but the truth that is 
thus revealed is the nature of things as they are. At the level of the mundane 
truth the error lies in imagining the substantiality of the non-substantial, the 
self-containedness of the relative and the truth that is revealed by rejecting 
this false imagination is that all things are essentially relative; the basic ele
ments of existence are not substance, but kinds of conditioned becoming. The 
error in regard to the ultimate truth consists in imagining conditionedness, 
relativity, as itself the ultimate nature of things and the truth that is revealed 
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It is against this majority of evidence corroborating the Ratna
J.:olra's overall fidelity to the orthodox conception of Siinyatii, that 
one must evaluate a single, problematic phrase which might easily 
suggest otherwise if taken as an isolated statement. Having exemp
lified the principle of neither imputation nor negation through its 
application to the Tathiigatagarbha as void (siinya) of the adventi
tious defilements, but not void (asiinya) of the intrinsic Buddha
dharmas, the sastra concludes: "Thus, wherever something is lack
ing, this is observed as 'void' (jiinya) in that place (tena), whatever 
remains there, one knows that this being must exist here: this is 
really the true (conception of non-substantiality)."12 However, 
such a notion is explicitly downgraded by the Laizkiivatiira sutra 
as the lowliest and most mundane interpretation of Sunyatii; it is 
to be eschewed by the Bodhisattva. 

Designated the "emptiness of mutuality" (itaretarasunyatii) and 
listed as the last of the seven kinds of emptiness, it is illustrated 
through a passage in the Pali canon in which the monastery of 
Mrigarama is said to be empty of elephants, bulls, and sheep, but 
not empty of the Bhikshus abiding there; while they may be found 
elsewhere, they are not there (in the monastery). Therefore, this is 
an emptiness only of extrinsic and non-characteristic things, a rela
tive emptiness; it is applied only of certain things with respect to 
certain other things, not to things in and of themselves: 

It is not that the lecture hall is devoid of its own characteristics, 
nor that the Bhikshu is devoid of this Bhi kshuhood, ... , here one 
sees all things in their respect of individuality and generality, but 
from the point of view of mutuality (itaretara) some things do 
not exist somewhere. Thus one speaks of the emptiness of mu
tual (non-existence ).la 

by the rejection of this error is that the conditionedness of the conditioned is 
not ultimate, that in their ultimate nature, the conditioned and the contingent 
are themselves the unconditioned reality, the Nirval)a." Niigiirjuna's Philo
sophy, p. 317. 

12. "yad yatra nasti tat tena sCinyam iti samanupasyatijyat punar atra
vasi~tam bhavati tat sad ihastiti yathabhUtam prajanati." Takasaki, Ratna
gotravibhiiga, pp. 301-302. 

13. Lankiivatiira Siitra, trans. Suzuki, p. 67. The reference here is to a pas
sage in the Ciilasufifiatiisutta of the Majjhimanikaya (123, tome III). For a 
discussion of this and a more extensive listing of Pali texts revealing parallel 
conceptions of sufifiata see Ruegg, La Theorie, pp. 320-321. 
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What the Lanka condemns is the tendency to adopt this purely 
empirical, relational connotation as the singular definition of 
Sunyatii. While it is crl.'!dited with a certain validity as descriptive 
of a particular existential fact, itaretarasunyatii when transferred 
from this conventionalcontext(vyavahiira), and applied as a state
ment of absolute truth (paramiirtha), is a serious perversion. This 
''emptiness, the one of the other" when accorded such ultimate 
status would insinuate the notion of some hypostatic absolute en
tity, existing in reality as empty of all extrinsic and relative factors, 
without however itself being empty of an essential own-being 
(svabhiiva). 

This is specifically refuted by the twentieth mode of Sunyatii as 
given in the Paiicavirnsatisiihasrikii.14 Th~ emptiness of the other
being (parabhiivasunyata) directly challenges any ultimate distinc
tion between dharmas, be they conditioned or unconditioned. It 
does so by pointing to the unaltered, non-discriminative, universal 
nature of all dharmas, established whether Tathagatas appear or 
not. "Suchness", "Not-falseness", "unaltered Suchness", ''the 
Reality limit", are expressions indicative of the essential non-diffe
rentiation not only among all phenomena, but also between the 
conditioned and unconditioned realms. Any attempt to posit some 
absolute entity as separate from and empty of dharmas, considered 
as fundamentally extrinsic to it (as suggested by itaretarasiinyatii), 
is a fai-lure to adequately comprehend Tathatii as universal non
substantiality(Siinyata). Since the central theme of the Ratnagotra 
has focused upon just such an interpretation of Absolute Suchness 
as the nondual, immaculate essence, it is of one accord with the 
Paiicavimsatisahasrikii in opposing the relative emptiness as abjur
ed by the Lankiivatiira. The argument that the Ratna's reference to 
itaretarasiinyata represents its definitive acceptance of such a hete
rodoxical conception is to accuse the sii.stra of a major self-contra
diction which simply cannot be sustained by the bulk of evidence 
to the contrary. 

Again, the text is in total harmony with Paramiirtha§unyatii as 
the sixth form of emptiness listed by the Paiicavimsatisiihasrikii. 15 

The emptiness of ultimate reality similarly proscribes any attempt 

14. See The Large Stitra, trans. Conze, p. 148. 
15. See Ibid., p. 145. 
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to consider nirvii~ta as a separate reality. As but a further specifica
tion or more concrete application of the principle advocated by 
itaretarasi.i.nyatii, the view of nirvii{ta as a real entity engendered by 
the cessation of the defiling forces or manifested by their repudia
tion is flatly criticized by the Ratnagotra. This was clearly indicated 
by its disapproval of those Bodhisattvas who would bifurcate reality 
into the polarization of an invidious sal!lsiira and nin•ii{ta through 
an erroneous conception of non-substantiality (Sunyatii). It reject
ed both the eternalism that regarded Sunyatii as an absolute exis
tent, independent of the entire conditioned world and its corollary, 
a nihjlistic devaluation of phenomenal elements. 

Another form through which itaretarasunyatii is manifest, and 
which is equally spurned by the Ratnagotra applies to the Sravak2.s 
and Pratyekabuddhas. Though evidencing a degree of meditative 
acuity in grasping the truth of conditioned coproduction, knowing 
that the facts of normal experience are empty of permanence, bliss, 
and self, they fail to perceive the emptiness of own-marks (lak~a1Ja
simyatii).16 While things may be empty of a soul or permanent ego, 
they nevertheless continued as discrete, unique entities (dharmas). 
The five skandhas, the twelve sense-fields and the eighteen elements 
considered devoid of (si.i.nya) aniitman, still persisted as real ele
ments, possessing any number of precisely defined, real attributes. 
So for example, the body-mind complex may be lacking any actual 
referent to some real egosubstance, but it is constituted of form, 
feelings, perceptions, impulses, and consciousness each of which, 
as independent realities, possesses in its turn unique and equally 
real traits or characteristics (lak~aJ;~as). Therefore, in terms o 
itaretarasi.i.nyatii, the iitman as lacking to the psycho-physical orga
nism is void (siinya) in it, but rupa, vedanii, sa111jiiii, sa111skiira and 
vijfiiina "remain there", and consequently are believed to truly 
"exist here". As was demonstrated above, the Ratnagotra faulted 
he Sravakas and Pratyekabuddhas since the analytical factors 

exposing the relative conditionality of phenomena, became for 
hem in turn, determinations existing as unconditionally real. 

As further indication that the sastra repudiated any departures 
from the comprehensive nature and scope of Sunyatii, which would 
amount only to notions of a relative emptiness (itaretarasunyatli), 

16. See Ibid., pp. 146-147. 
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is its alternate designations for Tathiigatagarbha. The embryo of 
the Tathiigata may be referred to as the embryo of the Absolute 
Essence (Dharmadhiitugarbha) since it is the sphere not accessible 
to those who in any way, no matter how subtle, maintain the con
ception of separate individuality (i.e., satkiiyadT$fi). Characteristi
cally, the Ratna defined Dharmadhiitu as the antidote (pratipak$a) 
against all such erroneous conceptions. As synonymous with 
Tathatii and Sunyatii, it represents the indeterminate, incomposite, 
real nature of all things, and as universal essence, it invalidates al1 
assertions of ultimate distinctions among separate, individual enti
tiesP And any inclination to cling to impermanence, suffering, not 
self, and impurity as ultimate conditions is countered by the Tathii
gatagarbha as the embryo of the Absolute Body (Dharmakiiya
garbha) and of the Transcendental Element (Lokottaradharma
garbha). Remedially countering any such absolute relativity 
through the antidotal indications of supreme eternity, bliss, unity, 
and purity these two represent the highest truth of universal non
substantiality as discussed above. 

Therefore, from several different perspectives the Ratnagotra has 
resisted all views that either neglect entirely or else significantly 
misapprehend the true intent of Sunyatii. Whether it be the gross 
materialism of the ordinary ignorant beings, the unqualified con
tingency of the Sravakas and Pratyekabuddhas, or the eternalistic 
and nihilistic extremities of the novice Bodhisattvas, the sastra 
testifies to a non-substantiality which, as revelatm:y of the univer
sal, dependent correlativity among phenomena, is simultaneously 
the non-dual, unconditional, essential nature of the same. 

17. In his Mahiiprajfiiiparamita Sastra, Nagilrjuna writes: 
"Within the heart of everything there is the ultimate reality, (the ever present) 

self-being ... But when one's capacity to comprehend is little, one cannot make 
all things enter siinyatd, (and therefore one cannot realize the ultimately real 
nature of all things) ... NirvaiJa is the unborn, unextinct dharma; it is the ulti
mate reality, the supreme end ... It is not itself anything born. In truth all 
things are in their ultimate nature, the Nirval,la itse..f, ... It is (the real nature 
itself of) all things that is called the dharmadhiitu .. . (All beings are ultimately 
identical with the unborn dharma). For the thing that is unborn and undes
troyed (in its ultimate nature) is the same as the dharmadhiitu. The dharma
dhatu is itself the prajiiiiparamitd, (which is the same as the bodhisattva and 
the Buddha)." Ramanan, Niigarjuna's Philosophy, pp. 262-263. 
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THE RATNAGOTRA AND THE 

PRAJNAPARAMJTA TRADITION 

The Buddha Nature 

But if the sastra is essentially free from any heretical misrepre
sentation of Sunyatii, it nevertheless presents itself within the 
Buddhist tradition as the standard critique upon, and legitimate 
corrective for the abuses of the Sunyaviida. Authoritatively styled 
as the "Treatise on the Ultimate Doctrine of the Great Vehicle" 
(Mahiiyiina-uttaratantra-siistra), the Ratnagotravibhiiga is cons
cious of the need to justify its claim of supersession with regard to 
"the previous doctrine" (purva !antra) of the Miidhyamika. In do
ing so it once again exposes the strong practical and pastoral 
orientation, the important psychological and pedagogical signi
ficance that animates and inspires its formal ontology. To ignore 
the explicit, prescriptive intention of its criticism, is to confuse its 
censure of the detrimental effects of the Siinyaviida for an outright 
castigation of Siinyatii. But that would clearly be untenable in light 
of what has been demonstrated above. And in fact, the text recog
nizes the scriptural validity of the doctrine teaching that all things 
are "unreal, like clouds, visions in a dream, and illusions"; opposed 
to that, it freely admits the problematic of teaching "that the 
essence of the Buddha 'exists' in every living being". Accordingly, 
it is to offset the potential harm of the former that the truth of the 
latter is stressed. 

The text alleges five defects against the Siinyavadin insistence 
that existent phenomena, being caused and conditioned, without 
independent, self-subsistent own-being (svabhiiva) are likened to 
dreams, magical illusions, and clouds.I8 This focus on the unreality 
of the world can easily engender severe depression within the mind 
of the seeker and cause a general sense of self-depreciation (iitmii
vajiiiina), depriving the will of any desire to strive for enlighten
ment. But even if one should not be daunted by this first defect, he 
might easily fall prey to the second. Having resolved to attain en
lightenment, there is the danger of a subtle pride that manifests 
itself through a judgement of personal superiority over all other 

18. See, e.g., the Vajracchedika Prajiiiipiiramitii: "As stars, a fault of vision, 
as a lamp, a mock show, dew drops or a bubble, a dream, a lightning flash, 
or cloud, so should one view what is conditioned." Buddhist Wisdom Books, 
trans. Conze, p. 68. Likewise see The Large Sutra, trans. Conze, p. 209. 
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beings who are not as advanced. No matter how slight, this con
tempt against those who are deemed inferior is aggravated and 
sustained by a tendency to cling to what is actually unreal. 

This third defect suggests a cognitive failure on the part of the 
Siinyavadin. If he had truly perceived that the very inferiority of 
those other beings was itself non-substantial, he would never have 
fallen into any form of self-pride. But, according to the Ratnagotra 
it is the fourth that is the most serious defect of this doctrine. It 
applies to the one who successfully escapes the first three. The fault 
here is his insistence not only upon the unreality of all defects and 
defilements, but also of all virtues which are on the contrary, real 
and pure by nature. 

According to the text, this depreciation of the truth of things 
(Bhutadharma) amounts to a nihilistic denial of the real, i.e., 
Absolute Suchri.ess (Tathatii). Finally, because of his inability to 
appreciate the reality of their virtues, one never realizes genuine 
benevolence (maitri) and compassion (mahiikarw;ii) by which he 
regards all other living beings as equal to himself, and thus again, 
such a one is not without false pride and an inordinate affection 
for his own self. 

In evaluating the validity of such observations it must first be 
clearly recognized and admitted that the noted dangers are by no 
means original to the Ratnagotra. For in fact, they are to be found 
in the very sources ofthe Sunyavadin tradition, the Prajiiiipiiramitii 
sutras, themselves a source for the Ratna. So then, when similes are 
listed describing the unreality of phenomena, by no means are they 
meant to postulate the absolute non-existence of things. Their pur
pose is merely to deny their ultimate, unconditional reality; they 
are comparative statements indicating a certain degree of entitative 
value, and not unqualified assertions of a total nullity. Rather than 
deny, they instead define the reality of phenomena which do not 
exist in fact, as the way they appear through ignorance. 

Like stars, things in-and-of themselves are distant, unreachable, 
unattainable, insignificant, and seen only in the darkness of igno
rance; like a lamp, they persist as independent and self-subsistent 
only through the fuel of craving and selfish desire; like a magic 
show, their semblance of individual, ultimate significance is a 
deception and the fraudulent pretense of ignorance; like dew
drops, their existence is temporary and evanescent; like bubbles, 
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he factors of experience while actual, are insubstantial, and lasting 
but a moment, they are like a flash of lightning and as imperma
nent as clouds.19 The perfection of wisdom (prajfiiipiiramitii) does 
not destroy the existence of anything, but is the very mode by 
which one investigates and truly perceives the essential nature of 
phenomenal reality as it is, a universal correlativity and mutual 
interdependence. 

As to the charge that the doctrine of Siinyatii can cause depres
sion in the mind of the individual, the wisdom texts readily assent. 
Exposed to the absolute claims of its application, the novice 
Bodhisattva can easily become cowed, stolid, regretful, frightened, 
and even terrified. It is only by his endowment with the skill in 
means (upiiya) and the assistance of good spiritual friends that 
enable him to go forth to all knowledge and reach the knowledge 
of all modes. 

Confronted with the formidable truth that the skandhas and all 
dharmas are like a dream, an echo, an apparition or a reflection of 
the moon in water, the Bodhisattva might easily relent and fall into 
the path of the Sriivakas and Pratyekabuddhas. But instead, he is 
fortified with the skill in means of an unremitting and unflagging 
detachment that protects him from apprehending anything as a real 
fact, from relying upon anything as a basis, from making anything 
into a sign. It is only with such psychic conditioning that he will 
remain unafraid as he courses in the wisdom that all things are the 
very emptiness themselves. Likewise, the task of disengaging him
self from all things and exerting himself in such an absolute degree 
of purity would be impossible without the sustaining presence of 
spiritual friends who share the similar pursuit of realizing enlighten
ment not only for themselves, but working for the universal 
awakening of all beings. Without this social reinforcement and 
the necessary skill in means, the demoralising potentiality of the 
Siinyaviida is readily admitted throughout the Prajfiiipiiramitii lite
rature.20 

And it is precisely through the upiiya of comprehensive detach
ment that apprehends nothing and therefore leaves no opportunity 
to discrimina!e between things, that the Bodhisattva resists the 

19. See Buddhist Wisdom Books, trans. Conze, pp. 68-70; and Conze 
Buddhist Thought, pp. 222-225. 
20. See, e.g., The Large Sutra, pp. 113-114, 379-382. 
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insidious self-pride alluded to by the Ratnagotra. Throughout the 
wisdom texts, with specific reference to the practice of the six per
fections, there are repeated warnings against the most subtle as 
well as crass forms of arrogance. The most obvious stricture is 
aimed against all and any ego reference in the pursuit of the per
fections. 

Should the Bodhisattva fall into "!-making and mine-making" 
he may very well execute the varieties of giving, morality, patience, 
vigour, and concentration, but without the guidance and perfec
tion of wisdom. While applying himself to particular actions he 
remains ever self-conscious, ever aware of his own subjectivity. 
"When he gives a gift, etc., it occurs to him, I give a gift, to him I 
give that gift, I am a giver." 21 With such an attitude it is not easy 
to escape a certain smugness, especially when the Bodhisattva 
studiously notes his relative success in fulfilling the demands of the 
perfections. 

But it is precisely because it abstains from the slightest discrimi
nation, takes nothing as a basis, settles down in no dharma and 
apprehends absolutely nothing, the perfection of wisdom wards 
against the incipient tendencies of pride. By means of it, giving is 
perfected, since no notion of the act, the donor, or the recipient 
ever occurs in the mind of the Bodhisattva. And particularly, in the 
practice of morality, where the snare of self-rightaous judgement 
upon the actions of others is difficult to resist, the prajfiiipariimita 
makes no distinction between good conduct and immorality. In the 
perfection of patience there is neither the one who is patient nor an 
awareness of what is endured. The perfection of vigour knows no
thing of what has to be done, while the perfection of concentration 
adheres neither to the thoughts nor to the trances by which it 
is effected, and wisdom itself functions with no regard to the one 
who is wise or, by contrast, to the one who is ignorant. 22 

In its contrast between the worldly and supramundane perfec
tion of wisdom, the Paiicaviriliatisiihasrikii exposes the extent 
through which Sunyatii, properly understood, utterly expunges 
every inclination "to fancy oneself" over others in the observance of 
the piiramitiis. Though he may scrupulously and without reserva-

21. Ibid., p. 365. 
22. See Ibid., pp. 256 and 263. 
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tion observe the inj,unctions of giving, morality, patience, vigour, 
concentration, and wisdom, the Bodhisattva is often uncons
ciously tied by the notions of self, others, donations, conduct, en
durance, physical and mental energy, concentrations and attain
ments, and enlightenment itself. Though ostensibly he may not 
exalt himself or depreciate others, and may dedicate the whole
some root engendered by such self-renunciation to the supreme 
enlightenment of all beings, he may enjoy an undefined relish and 
fancy himself for all his exertions. This is due to his "leaning on a 
basis" with subliminal intentionality towards himself, his merit, 
his cognitions, and his goal, enlightenment. It is only by adhering 
to the profound contemplation of universal Siinyatii that will libe
rate the Bodhisattva from all such referential attachment. Know
ing deeply the non-substantiality of all things, he will perceive 
neither himself nor others and therefore, absolutely no foothold 
will obtain for pride; the invidious polarity through which it func
tions discriminatively will have been collapsed through a wisdom 
made perfect in nonapprehension. 23 

Let it suffice that the s.ame dynamic ofnon-apprehensionfends 
off the other criticism of the Ratnagotra that the Sunyaviida tends 
to focus on things that are unreal, i.e., the defects of beings rather 
than their virtues which are real and pure by nature. But the axiom 
inherent to the Prajiiiipiiramitii belies this, in that "ali dharmas are 
equally uncomprehended." 24 Due to the perception of absolute 
emptiness all things are unproduced, isolated, trackless, unseize
able, and non-cognizable. This applies to what are conventionally 
designated as defilements since they have no own-being (svabhiiva). 
Because no defiled person or thing is to be discriminated, any parti
cular regard towards "the defects" of a being betrays a wisdom not 

23. "Here a Bodhisattva gives a gift, and he does not apprehend a self, a 
recipient, or a gift; also no reward of his giving. He surrenders that gift to all 
beings, but does not apprehend those beings, or himself either. And although 
he dedicates that gift to the supreme enlightenment, he does not apprehend 
any enlightenment ... In the same way should the difference between the 
worldly and the supramundane perfections of morality, patience, vigour, 
and concentration be understood ... He dedicates all wholesome roots to the 
supreme enlightenment, by means of a dedication which is undifferentiated, 
supreme, equal to the unequalled, unthinkable, incomparable, and measureless. 
This is called the supramundane perfection of wisdom." Ibid., pp. 199-200. 

24. Ibid., p. 312. 
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yet perfect. Passion, falsehood, greed, hatred, delusion, meanness, 
immorality, ill-will, indolence, distraction, stupidity, lack of skill, 
Jack of vows, and weakness are all not apprehended by prajiiii
piiramitii which comprehends such dharmas as nibsvabhiiva (having 
no own-being), vivikta ("isolated" in their inability to act upon 
anything), and ultimately, non produced and unborn (anutpanna). 25 

Because the perfection of wisdom absolutely relinquishes all 
thought of good and evil, it alone· penetrates to the truth of all 
things as they are. The element of Dharma (Dharmadhiitu) is that 
pure essential nature: "the Dharmahood of dharmas", in which 
all things. are firmly established. As Tathatii, it is the indeterminate, 
unconditional absolute nature of phenomenal reality. In contrast 
to the charge of the Ratnagotra, th~ Prajiiiipiiramitii literature i"ndi
cates how Sunyatii leads not to the depreciation of reality or "to 
speaking ill of the Truth", but rather to its exact perception and 
revelation. As the rejection of ultimacy regarding the specific and 
determinate, Siinyatii recognizes the unique and special nature and 
function of each thing in its particularity and from there, to its 
essential conditionality and relativity. However, it does not stop 
at that point, but moves from their relativity and non-substantia
lity to (he realization of their ultimate truth as the undivided being. 
Thus, the Mahii.prajiiiipiiramitii .~astra refers to a threefold 
Tathatii, the lower (1 ), the middle ( ::;t:) and the superio1 (~). 
referring first to the specific, determinate, unique nature of every 
particularity, secondly to the relativity and essentially qualified 
status of the same, and finally to the ultimate truth, the absolute 
reality, their unconditional nature. 26 

And it is critical to recognize that Siinyatii, moving from the 
mundane conventional truth of things to their absolute ·and 
highest, effects no change in them whatsoever; if Siinyatii exposes 
a difference in the levels of phenomenal truth, it is an epistemic 
and not an ontological one. Rather than effecting any trans
formation in the nature of phenomena, Sunyatii, as the critical 
reflection on rational conceptions of and attitudes toward existent 
things, is the medium through which their truth is actually seen 
as it is (yathiibhiitam). If Siinyatii discloses the emptiness of an 

25. See Ibid., pp. 313-316. For an elaboration of such designations see 
Conze, Buddhist Thought, pp. 220-222. 
26. See Ramanan, Nagarjuna's Philosophy, pp. 256-261. 
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independent self-subsistence in all dharmas, that does not imply 
the absolute nullity or non-existence of things. Rather, it brings 
to light the untenability of predicating any and all specific charac
teristics or determinations to them; no attribute or condition can 
logically apply to an entity which, conceived as a separate, parti
cular thing-in-itself, is in fact devoid of reality. This recognition 
that "all dharmas are without marks, immaterial, undefinable, 
non-resisting, with one mark only, i.e., no mark,"27 is a perception 
of their absolute freedom from all qualifications, their ultimate 
unconditionality, their very Suchness. "That Suchness of which 
no production, abiding or alteration is conceived, that is the Such
ness of form, etc., in which the Bodhisattva should train." 28 

With a precision not found in the Ratnagotra, the Prajiiiipiira
mitii siitras elucidate Siinyatii as the crucial medium which, far 
from degrading phenomena, preserves the essential integrity of 
their Absolute Suchness from the perversions of erroneous con
ceptions and false imagination. In its twentysixth chapter, the 
A${asiihasrikii-prajiiiipiiramitii includes one of the most signi
ficant passages on Tathatii in the whole of the wisdom literature. 
Its doctrine is in total accord with that of the Ratna, and indeed, 
its pre-eminence with respect to it lies in the acuity with which it 
relates Siinyatii to Absolute Suchness. If Tathatii is universally 
undifferentiated, the non-dual immaculacy of Tathatii and all 
sentient beings, it is through a comprehensive emptiness in which 
all things neither come nor go, are unborn and unproduced and 
lack the differentiating separateness of distinct, independent parti
cularities. Being without individual self-natures, the qualifications 
of names and definitions by which things are discriminated one 
from the other, are ultimately without value. Spatial and temporal 
demarcations do not apply to things which have no permanent 
"abiding place" where they can be localized as entities unto them
selves, or substantially transmuted by processes of past, future 
or present occurrences. Because it liberates them from the limi
tation of their specific determinations, Sunyatii is the perception 
of things as they exist in the utter freedom of Absolute Suchness 
where they are equally immutable, unchangeable, and unobs-

27. The Large Surra, trans. Conze, p. 544. 
28. Ibid., p. 505. 
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tructed. Tathatii is itself empty of self-reference and as a "no 
Suchness" transcends all restrictive notions applied to it. 29 

Finally, the Paiicavimsatisiihasrikii contains a most exact defi
nition of Suchness which functions collaterally with. Sunyatii to 
indicate nirviit;ta as the essential nature of all dharmas. In reference 
to rupa as representative of the remaining skandhas as well as the 
whole conditioned world coextensive with them, the text notes 
that the Suchness of form is that "in which there is no form, and 
which is yet no other than form, ... [thus] by a subtle device the 
irreversible Bodhisattva has impeded form, etc., and indicated 
Nirvana at the same time. " 30 Throug~ Simyatii the incipient ten
dency to seize upon and cling to the relative and determinate 
aspect of things is checked or impeded without in any way altering 
their genuine nature, their true reality. If in the Suchness of form 
there is no form, what is denied is the false notion of a separate, 
individuated, self-existence. But this rejection of ultimacy merely 
clarifies the contingent aspect of dharmas, pointing first to the 
truth of their conditioned relativity, and then, lest that be seized 
upon as itself the final state of things, to their absolute truth 
beyond all definitions and descriptions, all speculations and dis
putes. It is this profound nature of all things, ever remaining 
unaffected by the imaginative constructions of ignorance and the 
perverting cravings of passion, that is nirviiiJa. And thus, the 
Suchness of form is no other than form in the unperverted purity 
of its original nature. This brief formulation in the Prajiiiipiiramitii 
resonates clearly with, and is an alternate expression for the prin
ciple of the Ratnagotra that in Sunyatii there is nothing to be re
moved and absolutely nothing to be added; things are to be per
ceived as they are, in the truth of their Absolute Suchness. 

29. "The Suchness of the Tathagata and the Suchness of all dharmas are 
the same thing, ... But that Suchness is also no Suchness, ... And just as the 
Suchness of the Tath4gata, which is immutable and undifferentiated, 
is nowhere obstructed, so also the Suchness of all dharmas, which is also 
immutable and undifferentiated. For the Suchness of the Tathiigata and the 
Suchness of all dharmas, they are both one single Suchness, not two, not 
divided. A non-dual Suchness, however, is nowhere, is from nowhere, belongs 
to nowhere. It is because it is a Suchness which belongs nowhere that it is 
non-dual." The Perfection of Wisdom, trans. Conze, pp. 193-194. For a similar, 
if not identical passage see The Large Sutra, trans. Conze, pp. 377-379. 

30. The Large Siitra, trans. Conze, p. 405. 
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Undoubtedly, the weakest and most fallible aspect of the 
Ratnagotra lies therefore in the quality of its critique upon the 
Sunyaviida. Its reading of the central intuition animating that 
major tradition within Buddhist thought is all too superficial and 
facile. Its charges are not borne out against the scrutiny of the 
Prajiiiipiiramitii texts which are the authoritative sources and the 
sustaining inspiration of the Madhyamika philosophy. The vali
dity of its observations lies in its recognition of certain definite 
tendencies that, at times, earned for Buddhists the appellation 
of "niistika". However, the wisdom literature (as well as Nagar
juna's systematic reflections upon it) was itself sensitive to such 
dangers, and with an acuity unsurpassed by the Ratnagotra, iso
lated, exposed, and corrected the errors incipient within its funda
mental tenets. 

How then is one to interpret the sastra's claim of embodying 
"the ultimate doctrine'' (uttar a tantra) in the light that its criticisms 
against the Sunyaviida were recognized and answered within the 
very sources of that tradition itself? It is obvious that the Ratna
gotra's development of the Tathiigatagarbha theory depends in 
large part upon the teaching of non-substantiality (Siinyatii) and 
throughout, it has invoked the authority of the Prajiiiipiiramitii. 
So there can be no question of an outright repudiation of the 
profound insight of the Siinyaviida; to do so would jeopardize 
the validity of its own doctrine, to renounce the repository and 
wellspring by which it ~dvances its own thesis. In this sense the 
very manner in which the Ratnagotra posits itself as the final 
teaching over against what had been advanced earlier, is mis
leading. It has artificially separated the doctrine "that all things 
are to be known everywhere as being unreal like clouds, visions 
in a dream, and illusions", from its own axiom that the essence 
of the Buddha "exists" in every living being, i.e., the reality of the 
Tathiigatagarbha. The dichotomy is clearly unwarranted and spu
rious since the absolute reality of Tathatii as the undifferentiated, 
immaculate essence of phenomenal existence (the heart of the 
Tathiigatagarbha theory) necessarily implies the determinate and 
contingent qualification, the unreality of all things as independent, 
self-subsistent entities. 

It is then, a matter of emphasis rather than content in the Ratna
gofl·a's claim of superseding the Siinyaviida within the Buddhist 
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tradition. More significantly, it indicates a movement towards a 
more positive formulation of the Absolute Reality. Siinyatii is 
not only the animating principle of an exacting critique upon 
rational processes, more than just the reflective awareness of the 
inherent falsities and inner contradictions of the dialectical fluctu
ations of re1son between "is" and "not is". As criticaJ methodo
logy, Siinyatii is the very vehicle of its own manifestation as the 
non-conceptual, indeterminate, unconditioned Absolute Reality, 
the highest truth and ultimate nature of things; as such it is a 
cognate expression, an alternate designation of Tathatii. The com
plaint of the Ratnagotra evidently lies in its estimation that Siinyatii 
as logical critique (exercised pre-eminently in the Madhyamika 
tradition) lacked sufficient cohesion with Siinyatii as uncondi
tioned, transcendent ground. Undoubtedly, it was as a corrective 
to what it considered an excessively negative epistemological 
review that the Ratnagotra advanced its ontology of the Tathii
gatagarbha. But that it did so as a development upon and integ
ration of the Sunya1•iida is clearly obvious from its definition of 
the essence of the Buddha or Tathagata-embryo as representing 
the genuine meaning of Sunyatii. 





CHAPTER VII 

THE PROPERTIES OF THE BUDDHA 

THE TATHAGATAGARBHA IS void (Sunya) of the adventitious de
filements but not void (a§unya) of the highest properties of the 
Buddha (Buddha-gw;a) which are inseparable from it by nature. 
It is this latter determination of asunya that has left the Ratna
gotra open to the criticism of implying some substantial Absolute 
to which these properties inhere and by which it is qualified. 
Presented simply as "nondiscrete, inconceivable, more numerous 
than the sands of the Ganges, and knowing as liberated" by the 
Sri-Miilii-Sutra, the Buddha-gw;a assume greater specificity in the 
Ratna. Unfortunately, due to the schematic structuring of the 
sastra, their treatment is somewhat artificially separated into a 
distinct category which tends to obscure their idplicit role in the 
transformation of samalii to nirmalii Tathatii.I The critical point 
to recognize here is that the essence of those inconceivable and 
immeasurable properties of the Buddha is nothing other than 
absolute wisdom and knowledge; they are the self-expressive 
modes of its complete manifestation as the Body of Highest Truth 
(Paramarthakii.ya), the Dharmakiiya. They are by no means a 
mere series of distinctive attributes connected, but non-essential 
to the Dharmakiiya. These infinite and highest Buddha natures2 

are the intrinsic forms of wisdom's appearance and spontaneous 

1. The four divisions of the Ratnagotravibhiiga are: Sama/ii Tathata; 
Nirma/ii Tathatii; Buddha-gu!Ja (the properties of the Buddha); and Jinakriyii 
(the acts of the Buddha). Looked upon as a separate section, the Buddha
gu!Ja are presented primarily as resultant factors (pha/a). While it is true that 
they are only fully manifest on the plane of perfect enlightenment, as modes 
of perfect wisdom they are not without a functional, even causal aspect. 

2. As already noted in chapter S, n. 17 above, the alternate designation 
of Buddhagu!Jiib is Buddhadharmil/.1. It may now be understood more clearly 
why the latter, as "Buddha natures" is to be preferred over "properties" 
(gu!Jiih). The former term more reliably indicates the nondiscrete, inherent 
character, their essential aspect as. the manner in which absolute wisdom is 
functional. Though they "exceed the sands of the Ganges", the Ratnagotra 
nevertheless specifies thirty-two Buddha-gu~/.1 as indivisible from the Abso
lute Body (Dharmakaya). As such, they are listed in appendix 1. 
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activity; they "represent the Body of the Absolute, since they 
ar~ i!ldivisible from it, as with a gem, the lustre, color and shape." 
It will be recalled how the text in discussing the universality of 
the Tathiigatagarbha did so by virtue of its threefold nature 
(trividhasvabhiiva) as Dharmakiiya, Tathatii and Tathiigatagotra. 
Under the auspices of the Avatarttsaka sutra, the unilateral per
meating influence of the Absolute Body was indicated as the func
tion of its character as self-born wisdom, the wisdom of omni
science, penetrating all beings equally. Therefore, to specify that 
the Tathiigatagarbha (which is the unmanifest Dharmakiiya) is 
not void (asunya) of the highest Buddha natures is to posit nothing 
extrinsic, but is to simply recognize the nature of that Absolute 
Reality as replete with an infinite variety of knowledge modalities 
through which it is exp~essive as the Body (Kiiya) of omniscience 
(sarviikarajfiatii). 3 

Now if wisdom is the goal, it is at the same time the very vehicle 
ufits own manifestation. The perfect disclosure of the innumerable 
Buddha natures on the level of Dharmakiiya is possible only 
because they are already germinally present and indivisible from 
the Tathiigatagarbha which, as embryonic absolute knowledge, is 
the active emergence of an implicit to an explicit fullness. This 
reassertion that wisdom is the essential medium through which the 

3. The relationship of the multiplicity of its forms to the essential unity 
of perfect wisdom, is noted by Nagarjuna in his Mahiiprajfiiipiiramita Sastra. 
While there are numerous levels and phases of understanding, prajiiii is one, 
and as the complete knowledge of all forms existing in the mind of the Buddhas, 
it is designated sarviikarajiiatii, containing all other kinds of knowledge. As 
the all-comprehensive eye of the Buddha, it is devoid of all divisions and 
distinctions, yet containing them all in itself. This would shed a certain light 
on the Ratnagotra's designation of the totality of the Buddha natures as 
"inconceivable". Nagarjuna writes: 

"By this true prajfiii one can understand the distinctive features of knowing 
of these other kinds [of knowing], their respective objects, their mutual differ
ences, and the special mode of each of these. In the knowledge of the true 
nature of all things, there cannot be obtained any character of its own, any 
object of its own, any distinctive, determinate nature of its own, in it all the 
determinate modes of knowing become extinct; in it there is not even any 
knowing (as a determinate mode) ... When the ten kinds of knowledge enter 
the true, ultimate, knowledge, they lose their original names. (They merge 
into it and become of one essence with it.) There remains only the one kind, 
viz., the true knowledge." Ramanan, Niigiirjuna's Philosophy, pp. 289-290. 
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Tathiigatagarbha intuits itself as innate purity, thus signifying its 
manifestation as Dharmakiiya, marks the transition within the 
Ratnagotra from Samalii to Nirmala Tathatii: 

Here, to perceive that the Transcendental Absolute Body is 
perfectly pure by nature, by means of the cognition of the unique 
introduction to the Wisdom whicJt is essentially connected with 
the Absolute Essence, implies here the True Intuition.4 

Undoubtedly, the most creative and illuminating section of the 
Ratnagotra is that found in the first eleven chapters analysing 
Absolute Suchness (Tathatii) in its condition of· concealment by 
the adventitious defilements (samalii); a fully developed exposi
tion of the embryo of the Tathiigata (Tathiigatagarbha) is there 
presented. Within its scope, the sastra has established the ontology 
of Tathata's processive advance to realize itself as that which it is, 
the Absolute Suchness of all existence; given that this movement 
of the universal to possess itself in perfect self-awareness takes 
place in and through phenomenal human consciousness, the sec
tion contains significant epistemological and soteriological insight. 
And since it synthesized the binary modalities of Tathatii, i.e., the 
Tathiigatagarbha (Tathatii as samalii) and Dharmakaya (Tathatii 
as nirmala) under the dynamism of self-emergent wisdom, in its 
treatment of Nirmala Tathata it only remains for the text to forma
lize the transformative moment between the two phases. It does so 
with little elaboration. 

NIRMALA TATHATA 

Despite its adoption of the basic structure through which it had 
analyzed Samalii Tathatii, 5 the doctrinal core of this section can be 
summarized briefly. The essential purity of Tathatii, its svahhava, 

4. Takasaki, Ratnagotravibhiiga, p. 303. 
5. While the Ratna utilised ten categori!;!S for its exposition of Sa;,a/ii 

Tathatii, in this section on Nirmalii it employs only eight: own nature (sva
bhiiva); cause (hetu); result (pha/a); function (karman); union (yoga); mani
festation (vrtti); and the eternal and inconceivable character (nitya ·and 
acintya) of its manifestation. 
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when freed from the concealment of the defilements is designated 
"the perfect manifestation of the basis" (iiirayaparivrtti); Buddha
hood, until now existing germinally (gotra) and in embryonic form 
(garbha), matures at full term. Once said, an immediate qualifica
tion is introduced to preserve the integrity of Absolute Suchness 
from a serious misconception arising from the ambivalent semantics 
of an original, radiant purity that is nevertheless purified. 

Innately pure (prakrtivisuddhi), Tathatii is essentially free from 
all stains, even though existentially it is "mingled with" and con
cealed by the veil of the defilements. If there is a liberation from 
those accidental pollutions, "a purity as the result of purification" 
(vaimalyavisuddhi), it is the temporal disclosure of that primordial 
and pristine essence; the seque~tial difference from purity to purity 
(prakrti to vaimalya) merely reflects the inner convergence of 
Tathatii upon itself, where the end is the ratification in conscious
ness of the beginning. In that process, no extraneous, purifying agent 
is applied to Tathatii whose unconditionalfreedom remains as it is 
against the contingent and qualified status of the defilements. As the 
latter are expo·sed as the compound configurations of ignorance, 

.proportionately does the utter simplicity and impermeability of 
Absolute Suchness become manifest; this, througll its inherent 
movement as self-actualising wisdom. In its non-discriminative 
modality, this wisdom (avikalpajncma) removes desire and dissipa
tes the obstructions of the defilements (klesavara7Ja) and of ignor
ance jfieyiivara1Ja). Having effected such a liberation, that wisdom 
is technically designated, tatpr~thalabdhajiiiina (a wisdom obtained 
after and on the basis of the former). This signifies the immediate 
and actual manifestation of Buddhahood in the radiance of its in
divisible and immeasurable, virtuous properties in their salvific 
pervasion of samsaric existence. Iconographically, if avikalpajfiiina 
resembles the immaculate full moon yet hidden by an eclipse, or the 
luminous brilliance of the sun even though concealed by clouds, 
tatpr#ha-labdhajniina represents the efficacy of the lunar rays "re
leased from the Riihu of hatred" suffusing the world with love and 
compassion; similarly, having penetrated the clouds of ignorance, 
it is the sustained energy of a "solar" wisdom as it continues to 
penetrate and disperse all forms of mental darkness. 

Without so differentiating it, the text discusses the function of 
the twofold wisdom as both teleology and soteriology. Under the 
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former, wisdom is understood as the self-purification of the Abso
lute Body (Dharmakiiya visamyoga) as well as the fulfilment of the 
Body oflnnate liberation (muktikiiya). The meaning here is clari
fied by recalling that the Tathiigatagarbha is the immanent moda
lity of Dharmakiiya as concealed by the defilement-coverings. 
While it is innately liberated, it must existentially purify itself from 
those adventitious defilements; it does so as embryonic absolute 
knowledge, progressively dissipating all forms of ignorance. This 
accomplished, its innate liberation (vimukti) expresses itself in the 
om~iscient wisdom of enlightenment. 6 

As soteriology, wisdom functions, according to the text, for 
the fulfilment of one's own aiin and the aim of others. On the one 
ha~d, it effects the perfect emancipation of the individual from all 
ignorance and defilements along with their subconscious impres
sions and potential forces, thus resulting in "the attainment" of the 
undefiled Absolute Body. On the other hand, it manifests itself for 
the welfare and happiness of all beings in the forms of the twofold 
Rupakiiya, the Body of Enjoyment (SiimbhOgika-kiiya) and the 
Apparitional Body (Nairmii~:tika-kiiya). And it is in the relation
ship between the Dharmakiiya, the Body of Absolute Essence 
(Sviibhiivika-kiiya), and the Rupakiiya thatthe Ratnagotra finalizes 
its presentation of the Tathiigatagarbha as it functions in the con
text of religious symbolism. 

The text poses the question of how the immutable, unoriginated, 
immeasurable and inconceivable Buddhahood coufcf be said to 
manifest itself in the form ofthe Doctrine and Path (~ttributed to 
the Siimbhogikakiiya) or in the various apparitional forms of cor
poreal manifestation, including the fourteen mahiivastu7 (i.e., the 
Nairrreii~:tika-kiiya); how could the Buddha's Absolute 'Body (the 
Dharmakiiya), being immaterial and invisible, without support and 
foundation, formless and incapable of representation, yet assume 
the palpable features of the Rupakiiya? In a series of nine illustra
tions derived from the Jiiijniilokiilaiz kiira Sutra, 8 the Ratnagotra 

6. Here, the Body of innate liberation (muktikiiya) corresponds to 
prakrtistha gotra, while the purification of the Absolute Body (Dharmakiiya 
visarrzyoga) corresponds to samudiinita gotra. See pp. 133-134. above. 

7. As presented by the Ratnagotra, the fourteen mahiivastu are listed in 
appendix 1. 

8. "Like lndra, like the divine drum, like clouds, like Brahma, and like 
the sun, like the wish-fulfilling gem, like an echo, like space and like the earth, 
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furnishes the answer through the dynamics of the radiant and pure 
Innate Mind (Cittaprakrti). 

The most explicit of the similes, illuminating the hermeneutic 
operative throughout this final section of the sastra is the first, 
which refers to the peculiar quality of an immaculate stone whose 
clarity would reveal to the beholder a vision of Indra, surrounded 
by a retinue of various gods dwelling in divine glories. Being un
aware of its illusory character, anyone peering at such a stone 
would be so entranced that they would earnestly pray and adopt 
the necessary virtuous conduct that would enable them to attain 
that same divine condition after death; the ardent seeker would 
undoubtedly "be borne to heaven", thus attaining the desired state. 
Emphasis is not upon the conjuring power of the stone, but upon 
the inherent potentiality of the beholder to effect the object of his 
own perception. Significantly, the Ratnagotra draws the following 
critical analogy: 

In the same way, the living beings, if they were pure in their faith 
and so forth, and were endowed with virtues, faith and the like, 
would perceive in their own minds the vision of the Buddha, 
who is endowed with the visible features and marks, wlw acts 
in 'manifold actual behaviour ... Having seen him, the people 
who are filled with desire, undertakt! the attainment of the 
Buddhahood, and, having brought the factors to development 
they do attain the desired state ... Ordinary people do not notice 
that this is merely a reflection of their own mind; still this mani
festation of the Buddha's features is useful for fulfilling their aim. 
Indeed, those who, having seen this vision, have gradually estab
lished themselves in this method, perceive, with the eyes of trans
cendental wisdom, the Body of the Highest Truth within them
selves.9 

The Rupakiiya is then the creation and reflection in particulariz
ed form of the Innate Mind, the noetic determination of the Tathii
gatagarbha, Absolute Suchness under conditions of adventitious 

-such is the Buddha (in his acts)." Takasaki, Ratnagotravibhaga, p. 355. 
Since a detailed examination of each simile is not cogent for the purposes 
of the present study, one may refer to pp. 355-379 of the Ratnagotra for the 
full discussion and meaning of each illustration. 

9. Ibid., pp. 357-358. 
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defilement (Samalii Tathatii). In the main body of its text, the 
atnagotra had discussed in a more formal metaphysics the process 

·n which the Tathagata-embryo realizes itself as Absolute Body, 
he movement of Tathatii to possess itself in total self-awareness as 

the perfect Suchness of all reality. It is this same analysis that is 
ow discussed in the final section of the sastra through the idiom 

of religious symbolism. For at issue in the problematic of the rela
tionship between the inconceivable Dharmakiiya and the represen
tational modes characterising the Rupakiiya, as posed by the 
Ratnagotra, is the inadequacy of Tathatii's ultimate self-particu
larization in sensibly perceptible form. 

In the Rupakaya, Tathata represents itself to itself in definite 
shape and specific appearance; it is an essential and necessary stage 
towards its perfect self-comprehensive awareness. But as yet exter
nal form, Tathatii is not immediately present to itself; it still pro
·ects itself in the cast of an other than itself. As long as the expe
rience of the Buddha-personality, in the multiple expressions of 
the Rupakiiya, fails to be understood as the self-created reflections 
of the Innate Mind, Tathatii remains concealed by its own symbo
lizations, fails to know itself, to recognize itself perfectly as what it 
is in itself. 

At this juncture it should be reiterated that the significance o 
the historical Buddha is as one who has fully awakened to the 
innate radiance of the Mind, which he knows to be the essential 
nature (dharmadhiitu) of all sentient beings. While he is recognized 
as the teacher of the Doctrine, it is as the exemplar and concrete 
actualization of its truth; it is in him that the essence of omni
science has attained the self-witnessing eye, the unimpeded percep
tion of its absolute freedom from defilements as the pure Suchness 
of ail existence. The Buddha is the historical articulation of the 
Mind's doctrine concerning its association with, but independence 
from the covering of the defilements, and the validation of its self
purifyillg capacity. So it is in the present context, that the person 
of the Buddha is subsidiary to the attainment which he represents, 
viz., the enlightenment of perfect Buddhahood. If in him, Absolute 
Suchness successfully awakened to itself in ~n omniscient wisdom 
as the highest truth of phenomenal reality, its process of self
emergence within the consciousness of his followers is no different 
than the ath it traversed and perfected in him. 
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As both the path and the goal of its self-activating movement 
from the concealments of the adventitious defilements to its final 
self-revelatory emancipation from them (i.e., from samalii to nir
malii Tathatii), Suchness defines itself ever more acutely through 
the infinite wisdom modalities (the innumerable Buddha-proper
ties and virtuous perfections) that are inherently united to it. The 
stages of its self-explication are as many and varied as the sentient 
beings in whom it is universally present and through whom it ad
vances towards itself. The Rupakiiya is one such clearly determined, 
fundamental and necessary stage in Tathatii's self-encounter; in 
the perception of the visible features and marks, actions and tear;h
ings, qualities and virtues of the Buddha, the Innate Mind (i.e., 
Tathatii) projects self-reflective images for its own self-recogni
zance. Should the individual fail to realize this true identity of the 
Rupakiiya, fail to identify those external forms as symbolizations 
of the one Innate Mind common to himself and all animate 
beings, and thus as the interior dimensions of his own authenticity, 
Tathatii becomes fixated in a form that is not the adequate medium 
for, does not completely correspond to, its essence. To apprehend 
the Rupakiiya-Buddha as some sort of uniquely independent, self
subsistent personality over against, different from, and beyond 
oneself, is the failure "to perceive with the eyes of transcendental 
wisdom, the Body of the Highest Truth within themselves"; put 
otherwise in the familiar polarity of the sastra, it is the failure of 
the Tathagata-embryo (Tathiigatagarbha) to realize itself perfectly 
as the Absolute Body (Dharmakiiya). 

The final adjuration of the Ratnagotra is on the supreme import 
and efficacy of faith in the doctrine of the Tathiigatagarbha. While 
inconceivable even to the loftiest and purest minds, the Tathiigata
garbha, accepted in faith, initiates the self-unfoldment of all the 
properties and virtues necessary for the removal of ignorance 
and its obscurative defilements. It does so as embryonic absolute 
knowledge (prajiiii) explicated through the practices and o bser
vances of the Path and the exercise of the perfections of charity, 
morality, patience, meditation and exertion. Only thus does it come 
to the perfect self-revelation in the Absolute Body as actually 
freed from, because essentially devoid of (siinya), the defilements, 
and replete with, because intrinsically not devoid of (asiinya), the 
modalities of omniscient wisdom. The Tathiigatagarbha begins 
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then, as the content of faith. and thus, under the form of objecti
vity, as ontic substance; it is Tathatii as the pure essence, the 
fundamental nature, the basic substratum, the unborn, undying, 
permanent, steadfast, eternal, and ultimate ground of safl'lsiira 
and nirviiTJa. But the garbha must surmount the form of objecti
vity, must move from the category of ontic substance, through the 
generic transformation of its inherent nature, to ontic subject, 
fully self-explicated self-consciousness; as realized Dharmakiiya, 
the realm of omniscient wisdom, it is Tathatii recognizing itself as 
pure Such ness in and through all forms of phenomenal reality. 

The necessary movement of Tathatii's inner convergence upon 
itself, the stages towards its final and perfect self-comprehension, 
is the subject of the nine illustra,tions referred to above; they indi
cate the process through which Tathatii produces the forms of and 
for its own self-knowledge. The corporeal features and marks, as 
well as the virtues and properties exemplified in the Rupakiiya
Buddha are the self-reflections of the Innate Mind; so too with the 
teachings and instructions, the prescriptions and praxes embocly
ing the Doctrine (Dharma). Tathatii is the truth which animates 
and finds self-expression in all the formulations and specifications 
of the Buddhist Path. As the one vehicle (ekayiina), grounding and 
authenticating the multiple variations of observance and interpre
tation, Tathatii, under its determination as Tathagatagarbha, is the 
soteriological principle of absolute efficacy. It is t1V: warrant, in
trinsic to all sentient beings, for the attainment oftht;supreme and 
perfect enlightenment of Buddhahood; thus, its designation as the 
Great Vehicle (Mahiiyiina).10 

If the Doctrine (Dharma) is inaugurated as an extraneous code 
hose faithful adherence promises the emancipation from all sorrow 

and suffering, it must come to be understood as Tathatii's self
objectifying knowledge of itself as the truth of all things. Under 
the primary axiom of "impermanence, ill, and not-self", Tathatii 
manifests an important insight into the conditioned relativity of 
phenomenal existence; it is a wisdom revealing the non-substan
tiality(Sunyatii) of things, and thus dispelling a form of ignorance 
that seizes upon the determinate as indeterminate, the relative as 

10. See the analysis on the Sri-Mii/ii Sutra's presentation of the Illustiou 
Doctrine and its relationship to the Tathiigatagarbha in chapter 2, pp. 8-15. 
above. 
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bsolute. But this dictum itself becomes a perversion, if its truth is 
onstricted into a unilateral literacy, if the world is unqualified as 
he source of all pain and suffering. 

Such is an instance where the self-explicating movement of 
Tathatii as embryonic absolute knowledge can be stagnated by its 
own formulations. Though necessary to it, these codified moments 
of its self-reflection must be surmounted and transcended by 
Tathatii if it is to attain that supreme modality in which alone it 
is able to recognize itself as the Suchness of reality; only as omni
scient wisdom does it adequately perceive itself as the ultimate 
ground and unconditional nature of existent phenomena. The ini-
ial truth of "impermanence, ill, and not-self", whilereve~ling the 

universal relativity of all things, must yet annul and transcend it
self as incomplete. The Suchness of things may indeed be manifest 
in this testimony of their interdependent co-origination, their non
substantiality (Sunyatii) as unique, self-subsistent entities, but its 
revelation is only partial. Anitya, duhkha and aniitman are .propae
deutic and not final; they must yield to the more profound and 
comprehensive recognition of the absolute quiescence (siillti) of all 
things, their original nirvanic status as ~ssentially free from the 
adventitious defilements. 

Up to that point, Tathatii's advance towards total and perfect 
self-awareness progresses through the innumerable varieties and 
forms, degrees and levels of self-reflective wisdom, constituting the 
path of the Dharma. At each stage, by its efficacy as innate abso
lute knowledge, it attains a proportionate self-liberation from the 
obscurative force of ignorance through the instrumentality of its 
self-formulations. But these latter, while the vehicles of its self
representation, are never (independently) the adequate media for 
the perfect self-manifestation of Tathatii. Instead, they are the 
necessary moments of self-transcending absolute wisdom as it 
approaches the goal, where the form in which Tathatii appears for 
its own perfect self-consciousness corresponds completely to its 
essence. Only as omniscient wisdom, unrestricted by the contours 
and moulds of material existence, does Tathatii universally per
ceive itself as the fundamental and original purity of all things, 
intrinsicall free from the concealin defilements. 
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EVALUATION 

The critical significance of the Ramagotravibhiiga lies in its 
presentation of the Tathiigatagarbha as absolutely central, the 
crucial axis for any satisfactory reflection upon the Absolute and 
relative polarity within the development of the Buddhist tradition. 
The Sri-Miilii Sil!ra had adequately represented the Tathagata
embryo as primary epistemological-soteriological factor, germinal 
absolute knowledge realizing its inherent freedom from adventi
tious defilements, and thereby effecting its self-transforming reve
lation as Absolute Body (Dharmakiiya). While acknowledging 
their implicit equivalence, the scripture maintained a consistent 
distinction throughout, between Tathiigatagarbha and Dharma
kiiya, strongly emphasizing the processive character of the former. 

The 'singular advance and metaphysical refinement ofthe Ratna
gotra was its explicit identification of the two terms as qualitative 
modalities of one and the same Reality, Absolute Suchness 
(Tathatii). As that which effects .its own self-purifying manifesta
tion, Tathatii is both subject and object in the processive realiza
tion of enlightenment. The very structure of the sastra, in its two 
major sections of Samalii and Nirmiila Tathatii, leaves no doubt 
that Absolute Reality is the dominant hermeneutic through which 
the various classes of individuals, the spiritual path, the character 
of the Bodhisattva, the person of the Buddha, and the relationship 
of nirvana and saf!lSiira are defined and interpreted. And the 
principle that all sentient beings are possessed of the Tathiigata
embryo, that all animate reality has an inherent endowment for 
the supreme and perfect awakening of Buddhahood, is validated 
through an extensive metaphysical analysis of Absolute Suchness 
(Tathatii). While this remains the significant contribution of the 
Ratnagotra-vibhiiga, it likewise accounts for a particular deficiency. 

To argue the thesis ofthe universal potentiality ofBuddhahood 
entirely from within the dynamics of Absolute Suchness, as the 
sastra does, is to leave undeveloped the role of the individual hu
man consciousness. The emphasis upon the primary subjectivity of 
Tathatii, as embryonic absolute knowledge or the germinal essence 
of Buddhahood (i.e., as garbha and gotra), tended inevitably to 
minimize the uniqueness of the phenomenal subject. Yet, in clari
fying the first term, the text has implicitly defined the status of the 
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correspondent term in the Absolute-relative polarity. And in doing 
so, it clearly suggests the direction in which the study of the 
Tathiigatagarbha must proceed in its complementarity with the 
A·layavijfiiina. 

That Tathatii advances through various stages ofunconcealment 
to its ultimate self-awareness as the Absolute Suchness of reality, 
specifies that both the goal (enlightenment) and the path towards 
it (the knowledge modalities characterizing Arhats, Pratyeka
buddhas and Bodhisattvas) are noetic determinations. Conscious
ness then, is directly implicated in the concept of the Tathagata
garbha as the very locus and form of its processive self-transforma
tion. This became explicit in the Ratnagotra's reference to Citta-

rakrti (the Innate Mind) as a noetic determination of Tathiigata
garbha. In that context, it will be recalled that the human sphere 
was interpreted rather extrinsically as the field upon which the in
nate purity of the Absolute Body is manifested, i.e., as being 
impure (the condition of ordinary beings), as pure and impure (the 
Bodhisattvas) or as perfectly pure (the Tathiigata). Correspond
ingly, as the different cognitive levels-those of erroneous con
ception, of right conception, and of perfectly right conception
h.uman consciousness was seen as the vehicle through which the 
Absolute Body gains self-conscious recognition of its inherent 
nature. The all-pervading Innate Mind is the immanent mode by 
which the Dharmakiiya becomes fully self-aware in and through 
phenomenal human consciousness. The Ratnagotra thus implies 
that the diverse planes of conceptual human awareness are, in 
fact, the self-reflective moments in which the Absolute Body 
affirms itself as the perfectly pure essence, the Suchness of all 
reality. 

Characteristic of its entire perspective, the text therefore only 
by indirection posits human consciousness as the necessary com· 
plement, the factor essential to the perfect self-awareness bf 
'fathatii's inner self-convergence, of an original absolute becoming 
an articulate one. The only transition within this cycle of self
exposition for the sake of self-understandng is that from hidden
ness to manifestation. But because it takes place within the sphere 
of human consciousness, the procedure might equally be discussed 
through the problematic of how finite, particular consciousness 
functions with, and is transformed into, the infinite, universal and 
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bsolute consciousness. What must the structure of conscious
ess be that would allow for the coherent dynamics of such a 

relationship? 
While the Ratnagotra clearly indicates that the Innate Mind 

(Cittaprakrti) is the fundamental noetic substratum common to 
ordinary beings and Buddhas alike, it sustains no detailed analysis 
of its active interplay with and upon the phenomenal mind. The 
latteJ," is depicted as the vehicle of ignorance, with little apprecia-
ion for its positive contribution to the attainment of enlighten

ment. Once the nature of defilement had been analysed as condi-
ioned by, and a mode of, the Innate Pure Mind (granted, a dis

torted one), once defilement had been demonstrated as "non
existent by nature", then the distinction between the phenomenal 
mind and the Innate Pure Mind loses its definition. If the latter's 
identity with andjor difference from, the phenomenal mind is never 
directly addressed by the Ratnagotra, its insistence upon and des
cription of, the ontic character of Cittaprakrti dissipates the uni
queness of the finite and particular consciousness. Tlie sii.stra's 
psychological analysis is simply not adequate to the comprehensive 
scop.e of its metaphysics. Only the more refined nuances of the 
Vijiiii.navii.din reflection upon the Alayavijfiiina would satisfactorily 
answer its ambiguities. 

Another aspect of Cittaprakrti suggesting its complementarity 
with the Alayavijiiiina, lay in its capacity to actively project the 
images and forms of the Rupakiiya-Buddha and ~ht multiple for
mulations of the Dharma. Ordinarily mistaken as independent, 
external objectivities, they are in fact, the creation. and reflection 
in particularized form of the Innate Mind. While it is not a point 
of explicit reflection by the Ratnagotra, this reference to an idea
tional causation process raises the question as to its extent and 
inner dynamics. If the Mind is capable of projecting such appa
rently concrete forms, is its creativity only limited to that particular 
sphere; could not the range of its projection extend to the whole 
of phenomenal existence? What are the determining factors that 
govern this feature of Cittaprakrti and restrict it to such a limited 
influence? If its ideational projection is an inherent character o 
the absolute Innate Mind, shouldn't the field of its activity be of a 
correspondingly universal extension? In the system of the Vijiiiina
viida, the Alayavijiiiina exercises just such a comprehensive influ-
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ence; as the fundamental and absolute consciousness, it bears with
in itself the seeds of all phenomenal forms, and is the proximate 
basis for their manifestation. This suggestive correspondence of 
Cittaprakrti with Alayavijiiiina is a further inducement for a more 
detailed investigation. 

The relationship of the Innate Mind to phenomenal existence is 
more acutely focused in the Srl-Miilii Siitra's assertion that the 
Tathiigatagarbha is the ontic ground of saf!1,Siira and the condition 
for the possibility of attaining nirvii~ta. This was more thoroughly 
elaborated by the Ratnagotravibhiiga's definition of Tathatii as the 
immaculate essence ( dhiitu) of all things. Now if samsiira represents 
phenomenal reality under the sway of primordial ignorance and 
its subsequent defilements, and if Tathatii is the ontological ground 
of that reality, how is one to avoid the implication that Tathatii is 
the metaphysical source of ignorance and defilement? To seek a 
solution by positing ignorance as a separate principle or force 
is to undercut the ultimacy of Tathatii, and to introduce a dualism 
more pro'blematic than the original question. 

It will be recalled that the Ratnagotra introduced the category. of 
Cittaprakrti specifically to deal with the paradox of an innately 
pure consciousness and a simultaneous defilement upon it; how 
could the Tathiigatagarbha be pure and defiled at the same time, 
how could the immaculate nature of Tathatii be afflicted by dark
ness? By choosing so deliberate a noetic context in which to dis
cuss the question, the siistra clearly recognized that "defilement" 
and its correlative "purity" are not in fact entitative realities; they 
are instead, determinations of consciousness. Defilements, as so 
many forms and manifestations of ignorance, are ultimately but the 
distortions in unwise discriminations or wrong conceptions (abuta
kalpa) of consciousness. As a formally psychic event, defilement 
of phenomenal existence (salllsiira) cannot be attributed to Abso
lute Suchness as the formally ontic ground of that existence. 

However, through its equivalence to the Body of omniscient 
wisdom (Dharmakiiya) and the germinal essence of Buddhahood 
(gotra), the conception of Tathatii had moved from that of a neu
trally static ontic substance to that of an ontic subjectivity, the 
unilateral and dynamic presence of absolute wisdom within ani
mate being. The inclusion of Cittaprakrti merely explicates this 
noetic dimension of Tathatii. Now if the nature of the latter is to 
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now itself as the indeterminate, unconditional nature of all things, 
their unqualified Suchness, it is object as well as subject. As the 
pure essence of reality, Tathatii is the sum total of objectivity, the 
absolute object; it must recognize itself as such in and through 
human consciousness. Tathatii perfects itself as absolute subjecti
vity when it possesses itself in total self-recognition as absolute 
objectivity. It is this process of self-recognition that entails the 
process of defilement. 

Until human consciousness spontaneously and continuously 
perceives the unconditional nature that makes of all forms and 
appearances a harmonious realm of interdependent coexistence, 
he unity of multiplicity, the identity-in-difference (i.e., the Dharma
dhiitu), Fathatii is never fully present to itself, never knows itself 
as what it really is; Tathatii as subjectivity is not adequate to itself 
as objectivity. More specifically, the tendency of the human intel
lect is to mistake the finite for the infinite, the particular for the 
universal, the conditional for the unconditional. This error of 
misplaced absoluteness manifests itself in the realm of subjectivity 
as the belief in an autonomous, self-subsistent ego which in turn, 
falsely discriminates a world of independent, isolated objectivities. 
Not comprehending its identitY. with the Innate Pure Mind and 
thus failing to understand its own universality, the idividual cons
dousness correspondingly constricts reality to the limited sphere 
of its own attachments. Defilement then, is the,'Ongoing estrange
ment of the individual consciousness from its identity with Citta
prakrti, and the fragmented perspective which it subsequently 
adopts and through which it continues to reinforce that erroneous 
self-definition. 

But while the Ratnagotravibhiiga clearly recognizes that defile
ment formally develops in the noetic aspects of Tathatii, namely 
the Innate Mind, it fails to extend its implications into a generic 
theory of consciousness. Cittaprakrti remains essentially a meta
physical construct, representing the primordial stratum of pure 
awareness in all animate beings. Now, defilement presupposes a 
mode of consciousness, a phenomenal mind, individuated out of, 
but not separate from that fundamental Innate Mind. How pre
ciselythelatterbecomes compromised and defiled as the individual 
consciousness strays from its identity with it, demands a know 
ledge of the structural dynamics animating the processes of sensor 
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awareness, intelligible apperception, ideal conceptualization and 
objective creativity. Together, these represent the essential phases 
in a coher~nt morphology of phenomenal consciousness; they are 
critical mental determinations and as such, must be considered in 
any discussion of Tathatii's self-realization in and through human 
consciousness. While the Ratnagotra succeeds in establishing the 
metaphysical context in which to interpret the transformational 
event of enlightenment, it lacks this adequate psychological detail 
necessary for the translation of that theory into the practical dis
cipline of the spiritual path. The introspective analysis of the 
Vijfianavadin reflection upon the Alayavijfiiina complemented this 
neglect, and is therefore essential to any study of the Buddha 
nature, articulated as the embryo of the Tathiigata. 
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CHAPTER VIII 

THE LANKA. VAT ARA SUTRA 

THE UNION OF THE TATHAGATAGARBHA 
AND THE ALAYAVIJNANA 

IF THE SRi-MALA SOTRA and the Ratnagotravibhiiga suggest an 
implicit complementarity of the Tathiigatagarbha by the Alaya
vijiiiina, the Lwikiivatlira Sutra explicitly notes their equivalence. 
Like the Ratnagotra and roughly contemporaneous with it, the 
Lafzkiivatlira 's primary scriptural allusion is to the Sri-Miilii 
whose references to the Tathligatagarbha as the innately pure, yet 
existentially defiled consciousness, are adopted into the psycholo
gical schema of the Vijiilinavada espoused by the Lafzkiivatiira. 
However, this incorporation of the Tathiigatagarbha into the 
system of the Alayavijiilina is by no means a mere subsumption 
of the former as an empty and subsidiary form of the latter. 
Rather, the Tathligatagrabha witnesses a creative determinacy 
within the structure of the Alayavijiiiina that is not found in the 
earlier classical treatises of Asariga and Vasubandhu. In both the 
MahiiyiinasaTflgraha of the first master and the Vijiiiiptimiitratli
siddhitriT!lsikii of his brother, the Alayavijiiiina is merely the first 
in a series of eight levels of individual phenomenal ®nsciousness. 
As a strictly individual and relative principle, it is the seat of pure 
subjectivity, out of which objectivity develops. Since it is the keeper 
of the karmic seeds, it is the locus of ignorance, and its ultimate 
identity with the unconditional pure mind realized in nirvlifJa is 
to that extent, strained and ambiguous.1 

I. With reference to the Alayavijnana as presented in the thought of Asanga 
and Vasubandhu, Verdu concludes: . 

"Ultimately, it does not seem that the iilayavijfiiina can be identified in any 
way with the universal pure mind realized in nirvii{la, which together with 
•space' (iikiiSa) and 'the dharma of extinction', belongs to a different realm 
of utter absoluteness (tathatii, or suchness). Therefore, in Vasubandhu's 
thought, and this more conspicuously than in his brother's doctrine, an onto
logical gap seems to separate the individual iilaya from the absolute level of 
'suchness' ... The problems of his idealism still remain: ... the obscure onto
logical relationship between the ii/aya as ultimate basis of subjective and 
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In the Lankiivatiira Sutra however, a generic transformation 
as been effected within the concept of the Alayavijiiiina in its 
nion with the Tathiigatagarbha which critically establishes its 

ontic status as essentially pure mind. In its second chapter, the 
text accepts the reality of the Tathii.gata-embryo as inherently 
bright and pure, fundamentally undefiled and endowed with excel
lent qualities which, however, "hidden in the body of every being 
like a gem of great value", becomes soiled through greed, anger, 
folly, and false imagination. The concern of the siitra is not with 
the embryo's designation as eternal and permanent, but that it 
not be mistaken as such for the ego of the heterodox philosophical 
systems. Instead, the Tathagata-embryo, unborn and unqualified, 
is the very meaning of emptiness(Siinyatii) the reality-limit (bhitta
kofi), and nirviifJa. 2 Implicitly, the embryo is likewise identified 
with Absolute Suchness (Tathatii), defined synonymously by the 
same combination of terms. 3 However cryptically, the Laizkiivatiira 
therefore invests the Tathagata-embryo with the ultimate signi
ficance accorded it by the Sri-Miilii and elaborated upon by the 
Ratnagotravibhiiga.4 In addition, the Tathiigatagarbha retains its. 
noetic-cognitive determination as embryonic absolute knowledge, 
defined as it is by the Lankiivatiira as that whose essence is perfect 
knowledge and whose realm is noble wisdom.5 

individual mind and the absolute state of nirvtiiJa as transcendental pure 
mind, which involves the further question of how the final destmction of the 
iilaya, as a limited and still conditioned dharma, may result in the accomp
lishment of the non-conditioned dharma of the nirviiiJa of 'no abode'." Verdu, 
Dialectical Aspects in Buddhist Thought, p. 12. 

2. Latikiivatiira Siitra, trans. Suzuki, pp. 68-69. 
3. "Suchness, emptiness, the limit, Nirvii~Ja, and the Dharmadhiitu, ... -these 

I point out as synonymous ... Suchness, emptiness, (reality-) limit, Nirvii~Ja, 
the Dharmadhiitu, no-birth of all things ... -these characterise the highest 
truth." Ibid., pp. 241 and 269. 

4. This is not meant to imply that the Latikiivatiira Siitra was influenced 
by the Ratnagotra. Being contemporaneous, it 'is probable that they were 
ignorant of each other, or, as suggested by Wayman and Wayman, that the 
Latikiivatiira briefly precedes the Ratnagotra which chose not to incorporate 
it as one of its sources in disagreement with the garbha's union with th 
iilayavijniina, as found therein. The present statement merely intends that the 
full significance of the Latikiivatiira's designation of the garbha as emptiness, 
etc., has already been analyzed at length in the study of the Ratnagotra 
vibhiiga above. 

5. See Latiktivattira Siitra, trans. Suzuki, pp. 21 and 64. 
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But a novel factor has now been introduced into the nature of 
the Tathagata-embryo, explicitly confirming what had only been 
an intimation in the Ratnagotravibhiiga.6 In its sixth chapter, the 
Lankiivatiira assigns an active causal determination to the embryo 
as that from which arises the multiplicity of phenomenal forms: 

Mahamati, the Tathiigatagarbha holds within it the cause for 
both good and evil, and by it all the forms of existence are 
produced. Like an actor it takes on a variety of forms and (in 
itself) is devoid of an ego-soul and what belongs to it.7 

Yet this originative designation is sustained only by virtue of the 
embryo's union with the Alayavijiiiina, said to evolve from within 
itself seven alternate modalities of consciousness, and to objectify 
itself as a world of "body (deha), property (bhoga) and abode 
(pratishthiina). " 8 What has been effected, therefore, is the inter
illumination of the Tathiigatagarbha and Alayavijiiiina, and the 
mutual inherence oftheirpreviouslydistinctcharacteristics grounds 
the novel definition which each now assumes. It is through the 
refractive light of the Tathiigatagarbha as unconditional absolute, 
that the Alayavijiiiina is referred to as the realm of the Dharma
kiiya, the fundamentally pure consciousness, subsisting uninterrup
tedly like the depths of the ocean, permanent and unmoved despite 
the agit~tion of its wav~s.9 Similarly, the TathiJgqtagarbha's 
already mentioned causal function, its union with the seven 
vijiiiinas, and its momentary permeability by those conscious
nesses,1o reflect the nuances of its identification. with the Alaya. 

6. See pp. 173-174 above. 
7. Lankavatiira Sutra, trans. Suzuki, p. 190. 
8. Ibid., pp. 38 and 49-50. "Body, property and abode" here signify the 

human organism, its material possessions and its supportive environment, 
respectively. 

9. See Ibid., pp. 40-43. 
10. There is thus a dialectic dimension in the Lankiivatiira's Tathiigata

garbha whereby it is both ontically stable and yet evolutionary, both quiescent 
and momentary: 

"(But) when a revulsion (or turning-back) has not taken place in· the 
Alayavijiili.na known under the name of Tathagatagarbha, there is no cessation 
of the seven evolving Vijfianas ... As [the Sravakas and Pratyekabuddhas] 
(only) know the egolessness of the self-soul, as they (only) accept the indi-
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But, considered separately as independent concepts representing 
two variant traditions, it is the psychology of the Alayavijiiiina 
rather than the metaphysics of the Tathii.gatagarbha, with which 
the Lankiivatiira is predominantly concerned. By comparison, 
the siitra's references to the garbha (taken alone or as identified 
with the Alaya) are few, though hardly incidental. Their selective 
incorporation into the text crucially specifies the Alaya as the 
ultimate grounding consciousness, of which all objective pheno
mena are mere correlates. But just as the Tathiigatagarbha is sus
ceptible of misinterpretation as an ego-soul, so is the Alaya mista
ken among the skandhic constituents; in fact, both represent the 
nirviinic absolute mind of the Buddha: 

' 

The Alaya where the Garbha is stationed is declared by the 
philosophers to be (the seat of) thought in union with the ego; 
but this is not the doctrine approved (by the Buddhas). By 
distinctly understanding it (i.e., the doctrine) there is emancipa
tion and insight into the truth, and purification from the 
passions which are abandoned by means of contemplation and 
insight. The Mind primarily pure is the Tathiigata's Garbha 
which is good but is attached to (as an ego-soul) by sentient 
beings; it is free from limitation and non-limitation. As the 
beautiful color of gold and gold among pebbles become visible 
by purification, so is the Alaya among the Skandhas of a being. 
The Buddha is neither a soul nor the Skandhas, he is knowledge 
free from evil outflows.n 

Now if the natur~ of the Alaya may be said to represent the 
formally noetic aspect of Absolute Suchness (Tathatii) through its 
identification with the Tathiigatagarbha, its function is to recqg
nize itself as such in the multiplicity of phenomenal forms. It is 

viduality and generality of the Skandhas, Dhatus and Ayatanas, there is the 
evolving of the Tathagatagarbha. When an insight into the five Dharmas, 
the three Svabhiivas and the egolessness of all things is obtained, the Tatha
gatagarbha becomes q~iescent." Ibid. p. 191. "Mahiimati, momentary is the 
Alayavijfiiina known as ·the Tathiigatagarbha, which is together with the 
Manas and with the habit-energy of the evolving Vijfiiinas-this is momentary. 
But (the A.layavijfiana which is together) with the habit-energy of the non
outflows (aniisrava) is not momentary." Ibid., p. 203. 

11. Ibid., p. 282. 
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this recognition that defines the transformative realization of th 
Tathagatas which is the intent of the Lankiivatiira to disclose. And 
while it adopts the epistemology and psychology of the Vijiiiina
viida to identify the dynamics of that recognitive process, the 
sutra grounds itself in the ontology of the Tathiigatagarbha, i.e., 
Absolute Suchness (Tathatii). This is most clearly illustrated in 
the third chapter of the text through the metaphor of the hidden 
city which a traveller happens upon, secluded in the depths of a 
forest. Using the road which he finds leading into the city, he 
enters to enjoy its comfort and rest, its pleasures and beauty. 
Though previously undiscovered, the city with its delights has 
always been there, available to all who find its roadway. So it is 
with the unborn, unconditioned truth of all things (Dharmadhiitu), 
and their genuine nature as unqualified and indeterminate 
(Tathata). It is this ultimate reality, eternally abiding like a precious 
stone in the earth, or the city concealed within the heart of the 
forest, that has been perceived and recognized by the Buddhas: 

The ancient road of reality, Mahamati, has been here all the 
time, ... the Dharmadhatu abides forever, whether the Tathii.gata 
appears in the world or not; ... reality forever abides, reality 
keeps its order, like the roads in an ancient city ... : Just so, 
Mahamati, what has been realised by myself and other Tathii.
gatas is this reality, the eternally-abiding reality (sthitit'a), the 
self-regulating reality (niyiimatii), the suchness of things (tatha
tii), the realness of things (bhutatif), the truth itself (satyatii).a 

While the Ratnagotravibhiiga extended the precise delineations 
of Tathatii as the universal immaculate essence of phenomenal 
existence, the Lankiivatara explores the manner in which Tathatii 
noetically conceived as absolute consciousness, i.e., the Alaya
vijiiana) comes to perfect seif-awareness as that comprehensive 
otality. In doing so, it nuances the ontological context defined by 
he §astra, and with which it implicitly agrees, by its focus upon the 
pistemology proper to that context. This analysis in turn, demands 
coherent structure of the phenomenal mind, an adequate psycho-

ogy, which was lacking to the Ratnagotravibhiiga. 
The Alayavijiiiina as the conscious modality of Tat hat a, grounds 

12. Ibid., p. 124. 
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and animates the individual human psyche whose forms are the 
immanent transformations of (the Alaya) itself. The first five 
sensorial consciousness of seeing (cak~urvijfiiina); hearing (srotra
vijfiiina); smelling (ghrii1Javijfiiina); tasting (jihavaijfiiina); and 
touching (kiiyavijfiiina) represent the simple awareness of the 
respective data appearing before consciousness. It is the sixth, 
manovijfiiina or mind consciousness, which is the unifying principle 
of that raw sense information as apprehended by the first five. It 
accounts for the constitution of objects within consciousness and 
their intelligibility or rationality. As the consciousness that "per
ceives ideas", it is the faculty of formal conceptualisation. Intel
lection proper is attributed to the seventh consciousness, the 
manas. It systematically categorises information and acts upon it, 
pondering, calculating, and directing means to specific ends. Thus, 
it is the organ of conative intentionality and the source of ego
identity with its attendent craving, thirst, and desire. 

Often in the Lankiivatiira; ignorance and its defilements are 
credited at one time to the manovijfiiina, at another to the manas. 
Actually, each functions coordinately with the other. The sixth 
consciousness is charged as the factor of objective discernment, 
deterin.ining distinct and isolated forms as objective realities, 
while manas attaches itself to those particularities, substantiating 
them with a further degree of realism by the investment of its 
emotional reactions for or against them in greed or hate. A cycle 
of mutual reinforcement thus defines the conjoint function of 
manovijiiiina-manas, embodying a crucial misperception of reality. 

For, according to the Lankiivatiira, the totality of phenomenal 
existence is nothing other than self-manifesting Mind, formulated 
repeatedly throughout the text under the axiom of "Mind-only" 
(Cittamiitra): 

Multiplicity of objects evolves from the conjunction of habit
energy and discrimination; it is born of Mind, but is regarded 
by people as existing outwardly: this I call Mind-only. The 
external world is not, and multiplicity of objects- is what is seen 
of Mind; body, property, and abode-these I call Mind-only.13 

13. Ibid., p. 133. 
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Reality is largely determined by linguistic context, since the 
human mind is generically habituated to respond to appearances 
by naming and defining them. This denominative proclivity 
strengthens the false notion of independent, self-subsistent enti
ties. Born into a world of nominally specified forms, shapes, and 
features, the child's experience of reality is mediated by the defini
tions he learns, and with parrot-like repetition, reinforces.u And 
this differentiation of appearances into objective realities, isolated 
one from the other, symptomatically points to a more profound 
distinction between perceiver and perceived, the subject over and 
agai!lst an external world. With insistent reiteration the Lankii
vatiira asserts the reality of Mind-only; it alone constitutes the 
genuine subject whose object is itself in the totality of its universal 
extension. 

THE CONFUSION OF EPISTEMOLOGY AND 

ONTOLOGY IN TilE LANKA.VATARA 

But difficult ambiguities begin to suggest themselves in the area 
of the siitra's admonitions to realize the truth of Mind-only. 
Concerned as it is with correct perception, the text (as pointed out 
above) expresses itself more often through the idiom of epistemo
logy than ontology. This is most apparent in the scripture's refe~ 
rences to the three self-natures (svabhiiva); parika/pita or purely 
imaginary nature, paratantra or dependent nature, and parini$
panna, ultimately real nature, all assume a distinct cognitive ex
pression. Rather than formally indicate the respective level of 
entitative value or degree of self-being of the particular thing to 
which each refers, the three categories represent three ways of 
understanding. They are not so much states of self-nature, as they 
are modalities of knowing that nature. The idea is that existence 
can be understood in three different, characteristic ways, each of 
which is taken to be the final and true nature of reality by whom~ 

14. "When (the baby) is just born, it is like a worm growing in the dung; 
like a man waking from sleep, the eye begins to distinguish forms, and dis
·crimination goes on increasing. With knowledge gained by discrimination, 
human speech is produced from the combination of the palate, lips an 
avity; and discrimination goes on like a parrot." Ibid., p. 239. 
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ever entertains that respective viewpoint. The problem arises with. 
the minimal distinction between paratantra, whose characteristic 
mark is the construction of appearances, and parikalpita whose 
mark is the naming and defining of those appearances. While the 
one recognizes and discriminates forms, shapes, etc., the other 
imputes ·indepdendent self-subsistence to them as real, objective 
particularities; both are discredited by the Lankiivatiira as faulty. 
Now in parikalpita, the act of imagination produces its own 
object, in that the seeing of the object is no different from the 
object seen. Substantial personality and "thinghood" (i.e., iitman
and dharma) have no identity apart from the belief which posits 
them. With parikalpita, reality is a function of epistemology. 

Nevertheless, the imagined thought-object, in itself having no 
entitative value, must be occasioned by something other than it
self.15 This other is the paratantra. But according to the siitra, the 
paratantra js itself a mode of perception, a particular viewpoint. 
As paratantra, it is itself "dependent" upon other factors, from 
which it constructs and thus discriminates, appearances. Now the 
primary concern of the Lankiivatiira focuses upon this active cons
truction, this discriminatory function, the epistemic process. It 
tends therefore not to distinguish accurately enough between the 
activity of discrimination and the content of discrimination. 
Throughout the text, the references to paratantra always imply 
the discrimination that makes of many factors, the appearances of 
particular things whichparikalpita then imagines to be absolute in 
themselves. Because parini$panna is the perfect knowledge which 
comprehends all things as Mind-only, transcending as it does all 
names, appearances, discriminations, and judgements, and func
tioning in "the realm of imagelessness" the impression is given that 
the whole constitution of the object in consciousness is caused by 
false discrimination, and consequently, is equal to void imagina
tion. As presented in the Lankiivatiira, the paratantric percetion is 
so strongly tinged by the erroneous imagination of parikalpita as 
to be invalidated together with it as a non-veridical source of 
knowledge; the perfect knowledge of parini$panna is actualized 
only through the complete cessation of paratantra and parikalpita. 

But such an exclusive emphasis upon the epistemic interpreta-
15. So for instance, the imagined snake is occasioned by the actual rope. 

glimpsed in a dark room. 
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tion of paratantra as a discriminatory function, jeopardizes the 
antic status of the paratantric object. It is one thing to identify the 
act of imagination and the content of that act, as in parikalpita. 
but the distinction between the formation of appearances and the 
"stuff" of which they are formed and upon which the paratantra is 
said to depend, must be maintained. It is not the constitution of 
ormed appearances per se (the paratantric activity proper), but 
heir projection as independent, self-subsistent entities of a world, 

external and separate from consciousness or Mind that is erro
neous and imaginary (parikalpita proper). Paratantra as an ontic 
reality, a level of dependent self-being (svabhiiva) is overshadowed 
by par at antra as a mode of cognition infected by parikalpita. Here, 
ontology is obscured by an over-extended and therefore imprecise 
epistemology. 

This obscuration manifests itself throughout the Lankiivatf4ra in 
the ambiguous status of the phenomenal reality perceived by the 
eightfold system of consciousness. In addition to numerous refe
rences to the skandhas, dhiitus and iiyatanas as developing out of 
ignorance or arising from desire, the sutra repeatedly relies upon 
"a metaphysics of metaphor", likening them to mere dreams, 
echos, mirages, reflections in water, flashes of lightening, passing 
clouds, the offspring of a barren woman, or the magical city of the 
Gandharvas. Through the imagery of illusion, the sutra seeks to 
psychologically disarm the tenacious belief in the ultimate reality 
of phenemena as independent, self-subsistent entities. Thus, it 
discredits the imputation of the parikalpita (false imagination) by 
turning its own dynamism against it, systematically disparaging its 
belief in substantiality by the application of those fictive illusions. 
However, only the erroneous idea of their unconditional reality is 
censured, and not a nihilistic denial of the human organism and its 
material environment (i.e., the skandhas, dhiitus, and iiyatanas). 
But because the text fails to adequately attest their dependent co
originate nature (their proper paratantra svabhiiva) they tend to be 
incorporated into its criticisms of parikalpita as the forms intrinsic 
to its misrepresentations. To do so however, is to confuse the 
psychological technique of discrediting the belief in the substantia
lity of things, for a statement of on tic fact. 

The siitra d~es give some indication that phenomena are not 
totally inexistent, but only that the cannot be acce ted un-
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questionably as discrete particularities. They are really the self
representations (vijiiapti) of the Mind but, through the impulse of 
generic, instinctive habit, are dualistically regarded as existing 
external to and separate from consciousness: 

When it is not thoroughly understood that there is nothing but 
what is seen of the Mind itself, dualistic discriminations take 
place; when it is thoroughly understood that there is nothing but 
what is seen of the Mind itself, discrimination ceases. Mind is 
no other than multiplicity, ... forms are visible but not in the 
way as seen discriminated by the ignorant. The tr1ple world is 
no other than discrimination, there are no external objects; 
discrimination sees multiplicity, this is not understood by the 
ignorant.16 

Given that phenomenal reality is the self-reflecting image of the 
Alayavijiiana which, through its identity with the Tathii.gata
embryo, is the noetic determination of Absolute Suchness, "pheno
mena" are indeed, the manifest "appearances" of Tathatii. But 
only once in the entire text is this stated explicitly,H suggesting 
again the sutra's uneasy integration and amplification of the meta
physics of the Tathiigatagarbha into its basic Vijfiii.navadin psycho
logy. While the doctrine of the Buddha-embryo significantly 
nuanced the ontic status of the Alayavijiiiina, it failed to creatively 
inform and coherently ground the extensions of that absolute 
Mind in the multiple forms of existence. 

There is then a failure of the Lankiivatiira to clearly identify 
phenomena as paratantric objects and to formally accredit them 
as such with the degree of entitative value that is theirs as existing 
in proximate interdependence with one another and in ultimate 
dependence upon Absolute Such ness, of which they are the mani
fest forms. Noris this neglect confined to the realm of objectivity. 
There is a correspondent ambiguity that jeopardizes the status of 
the phenomenal subject, understood as the sevenfold elaboration 
of consciousness into the five sensorial consciousnesses, the mano-

16. Lalikiivatiira Siitra, trans. Suzuki, p. 161. 
17. "Not being born, suchness, reality limit, and e mptiness,-these are other 

names for form (riipa); one should not imagine it to mean a nothing." Ibid., 
p. 276. 
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vfjiiiina and the manas. As the immanent transformations of the 
Alaya, they exist in differentiated identity with it; finite, relative 
consciousness animated and grounded upon the universal, abso
lute Mind. These seven constitute the structure of the phenomenal 
psyche, the network of human subjectivity, determined by the pri
mordial consciousness, which they in turn modify. For, they are 
capable of defiling the essentially pure Alaya by an ignorant mis
interpretation of the forms which they perceive. Grasping at sense 
objects, they invariably fixate upon and cling to them as inde
pendent, self-subsisting entities, rather than perceiving their genu
ine nature as Mind-only. Taken as a unit, the relative conscious
nesses are the seat of the parikalpita. But again, the siitra fails to 
adequately delineate the on tic structure of the phenomenal psyche 
from the epistemological processes that define its function. There 
is a difference between the form of the human consciousness and 
the ignorant activities that characterize it; this distinction is absent 
in the Lankiivatiira. In fact, so close is the identification between 
the relative consciousness and ignorance, that nirviilJa is defined 
by the absence not only of the manovijiiiina but of the other cons
ciousnesses that depend upon it for support: 

According to my teaching, Mahii.mati, the getting rid of the 
discriminating Manovij:iiiina-this is said to be Nirva~a ... :With 
the Manovijfiana as cause and supporter, Mahamati, there rise 
the seven Vij:iianas. Again Mahii.mati, the Manovij:iiana is kept 
functioning, as it discerns a world of objects and becomes 
attached to it, and by means of manifold habit-energy (or 
memory) it nourishes the Alayavijfiii.na ... Thus Mahii.mati, 
when the Manovij:iiana is got rid of, the seven Vijiianas are also 
got rid of ... I enter into Nirva'Q.a when the Vij:iiana which is 
caused by discrimination ceases ... Like a great flood where no 
waves are stirred because of its being dried up, the Vij:iia.na 
(-system) in its various forms ceases to work when there is the 
annihilation {ofthe Manovij:iiana).18 

Considered by itself, such a statement might be interpreted as 
referring only to the cessation of the relative consciousness in its 
failure to accurately perceive the multiplicity of phenomenal forms 

18. Ibid., pp. 109-110. 
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as the self-manifestations of Mind. But it would appear that the 
siitra's intention is more radical. Repeatedly, the text states quite 
deliberately that the sevenfold development of consciousness is 
due to ignorance which in turn it perpetuates. Generically inherent 
to them, an habitual tendency to cling to the named forms o 
phenomenal reality as self-substantiating particularities, brands 
the vijfiiina system as essentially deluded and delusive: 

Because of the influence of habit-energy that has been accumu
lating variously by false reasoning since beginningless time, what 
here goes under the name of Alayavijfiana is accompanie!i by 

·the seven Vijfianas which give birth to a state known as the 
abode of ignorance ... ; they [the seven vijfiii.nas] are born with 
false discrimination as cause, and with forms and appearances 
and objectivity as conditions which are intimately linked toge
ther; adhering to names and forms, they do not realise that 
objective individual forms are no more than what is seen of the 
Mind itself; they do not give exact information regarding plea
sure and pain; they are not the cause of emanicipation; by set
ting up names and forms which originate from greed, greed is 
begotten in turn, thus mutually conditioned and conditioning.19 

The principle of primordial ignorance which evokes the initial 
responsiveness of the relative consciousness and sustains its conse
quent misperceptions, is the illusion of an objective world inde
pendent of, and external to, consciousness. What is crucially signi
ficant is that ignorance is now revealed as the actual cause of 
phenomenal individuation. 

Thus, it is more than a simple confusion between the structure of 
uman consciousness and the deceptive activities that characterize 

it. What the siitra ultimately challenges is the very integrity of 
phenomenal subjectivity. If it is the product of ignorance and the 
condition for its continued influence, then the attainment of 
nirvii~;ta would indeed imply its abandonment. In the frequent 
image of the Lankiivatiira, the sevenfold modality of the finite 
consciousness would dissolve as so many waves on the surface of 

n otherwise tranquil ocean. Under such a conception, the asbo-

19. Ibid., pp. 190-191. 
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lute consciousness (the Alayavijniina) would alone remain. But 
such a conclusion is severely problematic. 

First, is it not contradictory to say on the one hand that the 
essentially pure consciousness of the A.laya-ocean is the grounding 
principle of the wave-like vijiiiinas, and on the other, to suggest 
that their form is a temporary agitation, a disturbance caused by 
the ignorant "winds of objectivity"? How can the noetic trans
formations of Absolute Suchness be said to originate from the 
energy of a habitual desire, clinging, speculation, and ignorance ?20 
Then again, if relative consciousness is the consequence of igno
rance, where in turn does that radical nescience originate? To attri
bute it to the Alaya, would implicate the latter as the seat of delu
sion and involve it in direct self-contradiction as the inherently 
immaculate Mind. But if the primordial projection of objectivity 
(i.e., ignorance) is a principle alien to the Alaya, the latter forfeits 
its status as ultimate, and dualism threatens the absolute idealism 
of the Tathiigatagarbha-Alayavijnana. 

From still another perspective, if the relative consciousness, as a 
product of and vehicle for ignorance, is essentially delusive, and 
if it is capable of modifying the Alaya, obscuring its natural lumi
nosity like a veil, then how is it ever possible for the Alaya to free 
itself? NirviiiJa may be defined as the cessation of the deceptive 
sevenfold consciousness, and the self-recognition by the Mind as 

20. The identity of the seven vijtiiinas with the Alaya is most distinctive in 
the following passage: 

"They are neither different nor not-different: the relation is like that between 
the ocean and its waves. So are the seven vijfianas joined with the Citta (mind). 
As the waves in their variety are stirred on the ocean so in the Alaya is pro
·duced the variety of what is known as the Vijfianas. The Citta, Manas and 
Vijfi.anas are discriminated as regards their form; (but in substance) the eight 
are not to be separated one from another, for there is neither qualified nor 
qualifying. As there is no distinction between the ocean and its waves, so in 
the Citta there is no evolution of the Vijfiiinas." Ibid., p. 42. But the following 
statement is just as clear that they originate from the fourfold habit-energy 
(i.e., clinging to existence; form; theorising; and desire) and are different from 
the Tathagatagarbha: 

"Mahamati, the seven Vijfianas, that is, Manas, Manovijfi.ana, eye-vijfiana, 
etc., are characterised with momentariness because they originate from habit
energy, they are destitute of the good non-flowing (anasrava) factors, and are 
not transmigratory. What transmigrates Mahamati, is the Tathiigatagarbha 
which is the cause of NirvaQ.a as well as that of pleasure and pain". Ibid., 
pp. 208-209. 
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the whole of phenomenal existence, but how does the Alaya gain 
even the rudimentary insight that the vijiiiinas must be transcended, 
if their defiling presence is naturally coexistent with it? More speci
fically if Tathatii is to realize itself as the ultimate nature of exis
tence, how is its process of self-reflective awareness possible with
out the relative vijiiiinas? How are the specific forms of its self
manifestation recognizable without the mediation of the five senso• 
rial consciousnesses, the manovijiiiina and manas? If it is to know 
itself in the otherness of those forms, be perfectly conscious of it
self as the unconditional nature that makes of them a harmonious 
realm of interdependent coexistence, the unity of multiplicity, the 
identity-in-difference (i.e., the Dharmadhatu), Tathatii must first of 
all perceive them. Without the simple apprehension of the raw 
sense data proper to the five sensorial consciousnesses, their uni
fied· intelligibility proper to manovijiiiina, and their determinate 
categorization proper to manas, there would be no "other" in 
whose distinctness Tathatii (as ,Alaya) would recognize itself. 21 

Finite, relative consciousness is an immanent development of 
absolute consciousness, and essential to its self-awakening. This 
however, is far from clear in the Lankiivatiira Sidra which jeopar
dizes the value of human subjectivity by an inadequate ontology. 

As was the case with the status of the objective world, the signi
ficance of its subjective counterpart is seriously compromised by 

21. "The content of Alaya is indeterminate objectivity. As soon as this content 
is known as another, its indeterminateness gives place to empirical determi
nations. And known it must be ... The transition from the act of willing 
of this fundamental content to those of the determinate contents is the 
work of manas. It breaks up the monotony of the indeterminate objectivity 
by projecting the latter through categories; its essence is categorisation ... It 
actualizes the empirical contents which are implicitly contained in the pure 
objective ... The 'other' can be realised only as a determinate other and the 
splitting up of the pure form into determinate forms resulting in the precipi
tation of matter or content is i11tellection ... Only after consciousness is deter
minately categorised does the awareness of the distinction between form and 
matter, or consciousness and its content, characteristic of empirical know
ledge, arise. Manas is not the result of this process which are the several object
knowledges, but it is the process itself. It is the fructification of the seeds 
lying dormant in the Alaya into the content of consciousness. It is the ripening 
of the fruit, not the ripe fruit itself." Ashok Kumar Chatterjee, The Yogacara 
Idealism, 2d ed., rev. (Varanasi, India: Motilal Banarsidass, 1975), pp. 
102-103. 
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the confusion of content and form, epistemology and ontology. 
The sevenfold form of relative consciousness is not categorically 
identical to the quality of its knowledge. The five sensorial cons
ciousnesses, the manovijiiiina, and the manas, as the "structure" of 
human subjectivity, are the conditions for the very possibility of 
wisdom and ignorance. Whether Tathatii recognizes itself in the 
multiplicity of phenomena, or is obscured by beliefs of substantial 
ego hood and thinghood, its faculty of perception and recognition 
is crucial, and cannot be forfeited. But this is what the text often 
suggests through its inadequate distinction between the parikalpita 
function and the paratantric nature of the relative consciousness. 

Mutually interdependent and supportive, the seven vijiianas 
ultimately depend upon the Alayavijiiiina whose self-transforma
tions they are; human subjectivity as the differentiated identity of 
the absolute mind has a formal ontic status, a dependent self
nature (paratantra svabhiiva). A transcendental illusion, the pro
jection of an objective and external world of discrete and inde
pendent entities (the principle of "beginningless ignorance") may 
indeed distort the interpretation with which the relative conscious
ness invests that which it apprehends and orders into unified 
forms of intelligibility. But this interpretative function of .false 
imagination (parikalpita) is more formally an epistemological pro
cess than an ontic r~ality; it is an activity peculiar to relative cons
ciousness but not exhaustively definitive of it. The cessation of this 
deceptive mode of knowing does not necessitate the end of t_he 
seven vijiiiilias. However, the distinction between ontology and 
epistemology, between consciousness as a stratum of being and 
consciousness as an interpretative process, is not acutely focused 
in the Lankiivatiira. 

For this reason, the doctrine of the Alayavijiiiina had to advance 
beyoi1d its elaboration in the Lankiivatara Sutra to arrive at the 
mature coherence of its fundamental implications. The historical 
and logical significance of the text for the present study lies in the 
explicit union it effects between the Tathiigatagarbha and the 
Alayavijiiiina. If the Ratnagotravibhiiga had specified the garbha 
as the immanence of Absolute Suchness within the phenomenal 
order, the Lankiivatiira gave it a more exact noetic determination 
as the grounding principle of human consciousness through the 
Alayavijiiiina. It established the necessary psychological context, 
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lacking to the Ratnagotra, in which the relationship of Tathatii as 
-ontic subjectivity and individual, human subjectivity might be 
meaningfully discussed. It simultaneously accorded the Alaya a 
degree of entitative value not found in the earlier texts of the 
Vijiiii.navadin tradition, establishing it as the unconditional abso
lute. 

But this validation of the Alaya as the conscious modality of 
Tathatii, paradoxically contributed to the ambiguity of the seven
fold relative consciousness. By its categorical insistence upon the 
essential purity and non-delusive character of the Tathiigata
garbha-Alayavijiiiina, the Lankiivatiira removed the suggestion of 
earlie,r texts that the Alaya represented only an individual and rela
tive principle of finite, deluded consciousness. But inevitably, this 
revaluation shifted the seat of ignorance and its beguiling influence 
onto the manas, manovijiiiina, and the five sensorial consciousnes
ses. Then, given the clumsy approximation of ontological fact 
through epistemological statement, the siitra lacks a necessary 
'Clarity on the precise nature of the phenomenal world and the 
ultimate value of the phenomenal consciousness; this obscurity, 
as noted above, jeopardizes the integrity of the siitra's framework 
through the contradictions it suggests. An answer to those prob
lems will be found in the mature reflections on the Alayavijiiiina 
in Hsiian Tsang's Ch 'eng Wei-Shih Lun, where the present study 
must now advance. 



CHAPTER IX 

THE CH'ENG WEI-SHIH LUN 

THE METAPHYSICS OF MERE-CONSCIOUSNESS 

REPRESENTING A TWO hundred year development within the Vij
iianavii.din tradition subsequent to the Lankiivatiira, the Ch'eng 
Wei-Shih Lun (the Doctrine of Mere-Consciousness) is an exhaus
tive study of the Alayavijiiiina and the sevenfold develgpment of 
the manas, manovijiiiina, and the five sensorial consciousnesses. 
As a creative and elaborate exposition of Vasubandhu's Vijiiapti
miitratiisiddhitrif/1sikii (Treatise in Thirty Stanzas on Consciousness 
Only), it synthesized the ten most significant commentaries written 
on it,l and became the enchiridion of the new Fa-hsiang (Dharma
Jak$a1Ja or Hosso) school of Buddhist idealism. 

In both style and content, the Ch' eng Wei-Shih Lun represents 
a superior advance over the earlier Lankiivatiira Sutra. Instead of 
the latter's cryptically aphoristic form, Hsiian Tsang's treatise is a 
detailed and coherent analysis, a scholastic apob>getic on the 
doctrine of consciousness only (vijnaptimiitratii). Its most signi
ficant contribution to the psychology of the former scripture lies 
in: its critical amplification of the union effected . between the 
Alayavijiiiina and the Tathiigatagarbha. The Lalikiivatiira' s failure 
to sustain the ontological implications of that bivalent reality 
undermined the ultimate value of human subjectivity and risked 
the self-contradictions noted above. Without any reference 
to the Tathiigatagarbha itself, the Ch'eng Wei-Shih Lun firmly 
grounds its pan-consciousness on Absolute Suchness (Tathatii), 
the immanent modality of which had been signified by the garbha 
throughout the Ratnagotravibhiiga. Although the latter was not 
a consciously appropriated source, the Ch' eng Wei-Sizih Lun shares 
the fundamental intuitions of that extensive ontology. This is 
strikingly evident in the final two books of the work, treating of 

1. The ten great iastra-mastecs whose thought is reflected in the Ch'eng 
Wei-Shih Lun are listed in appendix 2. 
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the three self-natures (svabhiivas) and the five stages in the holy 
path of attainment. 

If the Lankiivatiira suffered from the clumsy equivalence of the 
epistemological significance and the ontological reality of parikal
pita, paratantra, and parini$panna, the Ch'eng Wei-Shih Lun is 
free of all such ambiguity. In its eighth book, the three terms 
clearly signify the varying degrees of entitative value, the ontic 
status, of that to which they refer. Parikalpita represents that level 
of self-being that is totally nuliand void, indicating a purely imagi
nary figment. Those entities whose existence is defined by a mutual 
interdependence and encompass the universal extension of pheno
menal fo~;ms are designated, paratantra. They reciprocally contri
bute to and mutually inhere a common identity, and this inter
dependent, correlational totality is ultimately sustained by and 
dependent upon parini$panna, as the ultimately real, self-subsistent 
absolute. As equivalent to genuine/ Suchness (!Jhiitatathatii), 
parini$panna is the essential nhture (dharmatii) of phenomenal 
existence Ei.e., the paratantra). Defined as .the "eternal freedom 
from the parikalpita nature of the paratantra", parini$panna is 
neither identical with nor di~erent from paratantra .. It is the self
identical universality, the grounding truth of finite. particularity 
which, through false imagination, had been distortedly conceived 
as a multiplicity of discrete, self-subsistent individualities.· 

By way of exemplification, the text applies the three svabhiivas 
to ten categories, extending from the unconditioned no,n-active 
dharmas (asarhskrtas) to the two modes of existence (designated 
or real). 2 What emerges from this section is a more precise focus 
on paratantra in the peculiar light of the treatise~s fund¥D-ental 
doctrine of consciousness-only. The forms of phenomenal exis
tence mutually participate in the being of each other, everyone 
inclusively implicating all the others, every one essential to the 
integrity of the others. But this universal interdependence of 
phenomena is itselfonly "the image aspect" or perceived division 
of consciousness (nimittabhiiga),. correlatively. dependent upon 
"the perceiving aspect" (darsanabhiiga). As will be seen ii1 greater 
detail shortly, the sole reality of consciousness manifests itself as 

z. The ten categories through which the text analyses the three svabhiivas 
are listed in appendix 2. 
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the unity of subjectivity (that part of consciousness that perceives, 
-darsanabhiiga) and objectivity (that part of consciousness that is 
perceived, niinittabhiiga). Since the dharmas that constitute the 
phenomenal world (the skandhas, iiyatanas and dhiitus) are the 
forms (nimitta) in which consciousness (as dar§ana) appears to 
itself, they are paratantra primarily because they appear only as 
the result of numerous conditioning factors within consciousness 
itself. False imagination assumes that the images and forms consti
tuting the perceived aspect of consciousness (nimittabhaga) are 
self-subsistent particularities, autonomous not only from one 
another, but more fundamentally, from consciousness itself. How
ever, through the sustained wisdom of the two voids (pudgalasun
yatii and dharmasunyatii), it 'is revealed that the ultimate reality 
(parini~panna) of genuine -Suchness (Bhutatathatii) is the true 
nature of both the perceived and perceivin~ aspects of conscious
ness (the paratantra). 

This clear identification of absolute Suchness as the genuine 
nature of mere-consciousness (Vijfiaptimiitratathatii) is all the more 
pronounced in the final book of the treatise on the holy path of 
attainment. With each ofthe tenfold stages (bhumis) of the Bo~hi
sattva's spiritual ascent, Tathatii progressively delineates the 
nuances of its own plenitude, in and through the respective· realiza
tions attained by him. Advancing from the simple awareness of 
its universality as the essential nature of all dharmas in the first 
bhumi, it reveals itself as provided with infinite sublime qualities 
in the second; as the ·source of excellent teachings in the third; 
as independent and self-subsistent in the fourth; as the identity of 
nirvii1;za and saf!tsiira in the fifth; on the sixth stage; as essentially 
and always pure despite its adventitious concealment; as self
identical in all its varied definitions as Paramiirtha, Parini~panna, 
Dharmadhiitu, etc., in the realization of the seventh. bhiimi; as 
invariably transcending ail notions of increase and decrease, re
maining essentially unaffected by purity a.Jl.d defilement-this in 
the eighth; while in the ninth and tenth stages, Tathatii reveals 
itself as the basis of transcendental wisdom and the unhindered 
powers for the interpretation of the Dharma. 3 The ontic primacy 
of Suchness which these stages of realization collectively reflect, 
is nowhere more emphatically stated than in the Ch'eng Wei-Shih 

3. See Hsilan Tsang, Ch'eng Wei-Shih Lun, pp. 747-49. 
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un's presentation of the psychic transformation of enlighten
ment, the iiirayapariivrtti. 

Bhutatathatii is alternately referred to as the iisraya or basis. 
which is to be transformed, and again, as the iisraya which is the 
result of the transformation. Its self-coherence from the one to 
the other identifies it as the absolute that is the vehicle of its own 
self-manifestation. In the one passage it is the condition for the 
very possibility of both ignorance and knowledge: 

On the other hand, [there is] the iisraya of confusion (delusion) 
and intelligence (awakening), i.e., the Bhiitatathatii. It serves 
as the root of confusion and intelligence; it is by depending 
thereon that defiled and pure dharmas are born. The Holy Path 
transforms it in such a manner that it rejects the defiled and 
acquires the pure.4 

In the other, it is equivalent to Mahiiparinirviif)a, the essential' 
purity freed from the adventitious defilements that had concealed 
it (the Aniidikii/ika-prakrtisuddha-nirviina): 

This is the Bhiitatathat:i, the ultimate principle or essential 
nature of all dharmas. Despite adventitious contamination it is 

· pure .in itself; possessed of innumerable and measureless excel
lent qualities; free from birth and destruction, being absolutely 
tranquil and placid, like space; equal and common for all senti
ent beings; neither identical with all dharmas nor different from 
them (for it is the Dharmat:i); free from all nimitta (because it 
is not apprehensible: the griihyanimitta is lacking in it); free 
from all vikalpa (mental discrimination) (because it does not 
apprehend: the griihakavikalpa is lacking in it); beyond the path 
of the intellect (that is to say, it is "realized" internally: it trans
cends ideation and ratiocination); beyond the path of names 
and words; and realized internally by true Aryas (saints and 
sages).6 

The joint significance of these two passages is the emergence of 
Suchness as the primal consciousness (the presupposition of bot 

4. Ibid., p. 755. 
S. Ibid. p. 759. 
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knowledge and ignorance) whose essence is to know itself in the· 
universality of its extension as the essential nature of all things. 
For the Holy Path is inherent to it as the germinal presence of 
omniscient wisdom, deploying its luminosity the more it disperses 
the tenacious force of-ignorance. Since the point of the Path's 
culmination in the supreme wisdom of Mahiibodhi is co-instanta
neous with the perfect revelation of Mahiiparinirviil:za, it is the 
moment of Tathatii's absolute self-awareness, its immediate self
coincidence as subject and object. This is specified in the treatise's. 
description of the fourfold modality of Mahiibodhi: the Great 
Mirror Wisdom (Mahiidadajiuma); the Universal Equality Wis
dom (Samatiijfiiina); the Profound Contemplation Wisdom (Pra
tyavek$a1Jlijfiiina); and the Perfect Achievement· Wisdom (Krtya
nu$!hanajfiiina). With the exception of the last, each of these wis
doms is the dual expression of nirvikalpakajfiiina and pr$thalabdha
·nana. The former is a non-discriminative, immediate intuition. 
while the latter is based upon and subsequent to it. In the Great 
Mirror, Universal Equality, and Profoun4 Contemplation Wis
doms, the object of nirvikalpakajfiiina is Bhutatathata; it is the 
she~r, unmediated presence of Absolute Suchness to itself.6 In 
those same wisdoms (and exclusively in the Perfect Achievement 
Wisdom), P!$fhalabdhajfiiina functions with regard to the multiple 
variety of phenomenal forms; its objects are the paratantric 
dharmas. The Great Mirror Wisdom is said to carry all objects. 
without failure of memory or perceptive errors, since it is eternally 
present to them. Basing itself upon the Mahliyiinasutrlilamkara 
siistra and the Buddhabhumi Sutra, the text explains: 

(Just as images appear in a mirror, so) in the Mirror.Wisdom of 
the Tathii.gata there appear all images of the six ayatanas (eye, 
ear, etc.,) the six vi~ayas•(color, sound, etc.), and the six consci-

6. In its section on the stage of unimpeded penetrating understanding 
(Prativedhavastha), the text had determined that nirvikalpakajiiiina was the 
imageless apprehension of Tathata: 

':It is said in the Yogasastra, 73: 'It has no images to apprehend. It does 
not apprehend images.' ... Although it has no perceived division (nimitta
bhiiga), it can be said that it is born by adhering to Tathatii, because it is not 
separate from Tathatii ... If it develops into an image of the Tathatii whic 
it perceives, then it will not be the immediate realization of Tathata. It will 
know Tathata as the Subse uent Jiiana mhalabdha) knows it and, like the 
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ousnesses (visual consciousness, auditory consciousness, etc.). 
(This is why the Bhagavat is omniscient.)? 

Similarly, it notes that the Perfect Achievement Wisdom focuses 
upon "the 84,000 states of mind of sentient beings" and the tota
lity of dharmas past, future, and present. Like the Profound Con
templation Wisdom which bears on the individual and com'mon 
characteristics of all dharmas, the Universal Equality Wisdom has 
as its object both Tathatii and sa'l'lvrti. Perceiving the profusion of 
phenomena, it penetrates to the essential nature (Tathatii) which 
makes of their forms and appearances a harmonious realm of 
interdependent coexistence, the unity of their multiplicity. It does 
so through the knowledge of the non-substantiality of persons and 
things (pudgalasunyatii and dharmasunyatii). 

Thus, in the simultaneity of Mahiiparinirviif}.a and Mahiibodhi, 
Tathatii is at once comprehended and comprehending. Appearing 
initially as on tic substance, the permanent, absolute, self-identical 
ground of phenomenal existence, it quickly assumes a formal 
noetic status and moves as primal consciousness (and thus, as 
ontic subject) to unqualified self-awareness as the indeterminate 
nature of that existence, its utter Suchness. The Ratnagotravibhiiga 
had suggested the same thesis. But despite its reference to the 
Innate Pure Mind (Cittaprakrti) as the psychic determination of 
Tathatii, it failed to articulate as radical and absolute an idealism 
as that of the Ch'eng Wei-Shih Lun. In the Ratnagotra there re
mains a certain equivocation between phenomenal existence and 
absolute Suchness. While the latter is the immaculate essence and 
the fundamental nature of the former, and while it actualizes it
self as dynamic wisdom, perceiving itself in the manifold of pheno
menal forms, the material density and exteriority of those forms 
remain unexplained. That they present no ultimate hindrance to 
the self-manifesting wisdom of Tathatii is never questioned. But 
it can at least be raised, how concrete sensibility is permeable by 
absolute non-substantiality. 

What was only an implication in the Ratnagotra is plainly stated 
by Hstian Tsang, for the Ch'eng Wei-Shih Lun answers out of the 

Subsequent Jfiiina, it will be savikalpaka (discriminating). It should therefor 
be admitted that it has darsanabhtiga, but no nimittabhiiga." Ibid., p. 689. 

7. Ibid., p. 775. 
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central axiom of Yogacara Buddhism, categorically denying all 
such dichotomy as matter and spirit, exteriority and interiority, 
object and subject. There is but one reality: mere-consciousness 
(vijiiaptimiitratii). The self-transparency of Tathatii in the totality 
of phenomena is accordingly, the self-recognition of consciousness 
in the multiplicity of its forms. For to say that consciousness is the 
sole reality, is not to consign material existence to the realm of 
illusion, but to interpret its sensible shapes and contours as the 
immanent developments and structured modalities of conscious
ness itself. Illusion is to imagine the independent self-subsistence 
of those sensible forms apart from consciousness, when they are 
instead the integral patterns of that one reality. If Tathatii is the 
essential nature of-consciousness, and if consciousness is in turn 
the essential nature of phenomena, the following passage presents 
the psychic morphology of Tathatii: the structures of phenomenal 
existence as the ideal forms of Absolute Suchness. 

Verily, the expression Vijiiaptimiitratii has a profound meaning. 
The word 'consciousness' generally expresses the idea that each 
sentient being possesses eight consciousnesses, which are cons
ciousness in their essential nature; six categories of mental 
activities which are associated with consciousness; the two 
Bhagas of Nimitta and Darsana, which are evolved from consci
ousness and its caittas; the Viprayuktas which consist of three 
categories of dharmas (the caittas, rupa, and dharmas not asso
ciated with the mind); and Tathata ('True Thusness or True 
Reality) which is revealed through the realization of Sunyatii. 
(Voidness of atman and dharmas) and which is the true nature 
of the four preceding categories. Hence all dharmas, whichever 
they may be, are not separable from consciousness. For this 
reason, the general term 'consciousness' has been created. The 
word 'mere' (miitra) is employed to deny the existence of real 
matter, etc., as distinct from the various consciousnesses, which 
existence is admitted by ignorant people, including the adherents 
of the two Vehicles.s 

Tathatii (Parini$panna) can know itself as the indeterminate, un
<:onditional nature of all things (paratantra) because they are the 

8. Ibid., pp. 523-25. 
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radically ideal manifestations or transformations (parb:tiima) from 
within itself, noetical1y conceived as absolute consciousness (Alaya
vijfiiina). In its presentation of nimittabhiiga and darsana-bhiiga, 
the text illustrates just how extensive that self-manifestation is. 

THE ALAYAVIJNANA AND THE BiJAS 

The A!aya determines itself through a ~wofold activity: "inter
nally" it takes the form of a physical body possessed of the five 
sense organs and also, as the storehouse of its own creative poten
tialities, the seeds (bijas) of its future self-modifications9 ; "exter
nally" it assumes the form of the physical universe which supports 
all living things. These thoroughly ideal transformations of the 
Alaya are collectively known as its image aspect (nimittabhiiga), 
and it is in relation to this objective dimension of itself (iilambana) 
that the Alaya defines its subjectivity. For, it continually perceives 
those self-manifested images (nimitta). This subjective pole of the 
Alaya is known as its perception or vision aspect (darsanabhiiga)~ 
Together, the image aspect and perception aspect cohere in the 
self-corroboratory aspect of consciousness (the svasa1'(lvittibhiiga). 
As the awareness that perception has taken place, the latter is the 
formal moment of self-consciousness; in every act of perception, 
consciousness reflects back upon itself and thus, -in knowing any
thing, it knows itself.10 Distinct only with regard to their particular 
form, the three bhiigas attest the ultimate cohesion of conscious
ness-only (vijfiaptimiitrata): 

9. The more exact and detailed discussion of the bijas and their function
will be treated below. Here, let it suffice that they are the dynamic potentia
lities of consciousness itself. 
10. So for instance, a patch of blue may be considered the nimittabhiiga, 

the object which is then perceived by the darianabhiiga, the action of know
ledge "which sees the blue". The svasafl'lvittibhiiga is the awareness of having 
seen the blue. (To know that I see the blue.) Technically, there is another 
fourth bhiiga, the reflection of consciousness upon itself as active knowing. 
(To know that I know that I see the blue.) This is the svasafl'lvitti-safl'lvitti
bhiiga. But the text notes that this fourth may be included in the third bhiiga, 
the svasafl'lvittibhiiga. See Hsuan Tsang, Ch'eng Wei-Shih Lun, pp. 141-43. 
See also Vijiiaptimiitratiisiddhi: La Siddhi de Hiuan-Tsang, trans. Louis de 
La Vallee Poussin, 2 vols. (Paris: Librairie Orientaliste Paul Geuthner, 1928). 
1:132. 
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As taught in a stanza of the Pramanasamuccaya: "The nimitta 
or internal image which resembles an external thing, is the 
object of the act of perception. What perceives this image and 
the consciousness behind the perception (svasatrtvitti) are res
pectively the act of perception and the fruit of that act. The 
substance of these three is not differentiated.n 

It is by virtue of its common or universal bijas that the Alaya 
develops into the manifold appearances of the physical universe, 
while it is its non-common or non-universal bijas that account for 
the unique formations of the individual physical bodies and accom
panying senst faculties. The consciousness of each sentient being 
manifests itself in a peculiar and distinctive manner, but inherent 
to the Alaya of every being there are archetypal determinations of 
consciousness (i.e., of and by the Alaya itself) which ensure a 
common manifestation of the phenomenal world. The uniformity 
of the physical shapes and localities of this specific world system 
(mountains, rivers, etc.,) attest the universal self-particularizations 
of consciousness. The ,apparent solidity and uniform stability of 
those forms by no means invalidates their origin in, and persistence 
as, consciousness-only. As K'uei Chi points out,n "the abiding 
homogeneity" of physical forms refers not to them in and of them
selves, but to the uninterrupted continuity of the Alaya's self
manifestation. Before the beginning of time, the matter of the 
seemingly external world arises and continues to be evolved in an 
endless sequence. 

Nor do the spatial and temporal determinations of things along 
with their functional capabilities necessarily imply their self
subsistence apart from consciousness.13 The classical refutation is 

11. Hsiian Tsang, Ch'eng Wei-Shih Lun, p. 141. 
12. K'uei Chi was the most eminent of Hsiian Tsang's disciples, whose 

authoritative commentaries on the Ch'eng Wei-Shih Lun (Ch'eng Wei-Shih 
Lun Shu-chi') and Vasubandhu's Wei-Shih Erh Shih Lun have been incorpo
rated at various places into Wei Tat's translation of Hsiian Tsang. For K'uei 
Chi's interpretation of the solidity of-phenomenal forms see Ibid., pp. 519-21. 

13. At this point in the Ch'eng Wei-Shih Lun, the text simply states that all 
doubts concerning such matters "may be dispelled by comparison with the 
world of dreams." p. 511. What is presupposed here is the discussion in Vasu
bandhu's Vijnaptimiitratiisiddhi vilfl,Satikii (Wei-Shih Erh Shih Lun) (The 
Treatise in Twenty Stanzas on Consciousness Only). For the precise arguments 
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based on the dream experience. There, the projected phenomena. 
admittedly possessing no reality apart from the mind, are similarly 
bound by the laws of spatial and temporal designation. The see
ming reality of the dream episode is intensified by a certain logical 
coherence of the things perceived; their appearance is not hapha
zard, but follows the demands of place and time for their basic 
recognizability. The apparent reality dreams possess derives not 
from any concrete, objective world, but merely from the idea of 
objectivity; the plausibility of the dream world lies in its projected 
objectivity. Not only does consciousness create in dreams the 
contents of perception, but more importantly, infuses them with a 
reality through the primordial category of objectivity. In addition 
to such ideal creativity, the dream has an efficacy within the physi
cal realm as well. Vasubandhu's graphic example of nocturnal 
emission can easily, be amplified by the evidence of numerous 
organic reactions (from increased heart rate to sleep-walking) 
induced through the experience of a nightmare .. 

The implication in all of this is that since even dreamed objects 
reflect a certain concretion in time and space and can exercise an 
observable influence on the dreamer, the presence of those charac
teristics in the objects of the waking world doesn't necessarily 
authenticate the claim. of their independent self-subsistence. 
Whether or not the dream as the norm of the real is adequately 
convincing, the present argument is highly illuminative. For it 
clearly dispels the popular notion that the things of consciousness
only are but flimsy transparencies, devoid of all fixed cohesion. 
Physical consistency and concrete tangibility are not inimical to 
consciousness-only. Because it is ideal it does not mean that the 
empirical world is subject to no laws; idealism is not to be cons
trued. as the negation of precise and rigorous spatia-temporal 
determinations. Instead, they are the very forms in which absolute 
consciousness manifests itself. It is not the material solidity of 
empirical phenomena, but only the notion or idea of their externa
lity (apart from consciousness) that is disputed by the doctrine 

see stanzas one, two, and three in Vasubandhu, Wei Shih Er Shih Lun or 
The Treatise in Twenty Stanzas on Representation-Only, trans. Clarence 
H. Hamilton, American Oriental Series, vol. 13 (New Haven, Conn.: American 
Oriental Society, 1938), pp. 19-29. 
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of consciousness-only.14 The. universal bijas as the innate self
determinations of the Alaya are actively and persistently pro
. ected by it as the multiple forms of the phenomenal universe. 
Since the Alaya is the seat of the primordial a priori category of 
objectivity, specified in the general categories of space and time, 
and since it (the Alaya) is the grounding principle of phenomenal 
consciousness, to perceive those forms (whether in a dream or the 
waking state) is to perceive them as objective. 

The error is to misunderstand this fundamental function of 
consciousness (the projection and objectification of phenomena) 
and to interpret the perceived objectivity of things as evidence of 
their independent self-subsistence. In the familiar terms of Vij
iiii.navii.din ontology, to impute substantiality to empirical pheno
mena (the paratantra) is the failure to perceive them as ultimately 
dependent on absolute consciousness (the parini$panna), and 
thus to accord them a reality that is purely fanciful (the parika/
pita). Phenomena are forms of consciousness and as such are 
real. Their objectivity is only the mode of its appearance. They 
seem to be "out there" possessing independent self-subsistence; 
in fact, that is only the way in which the Alaya projects its contents, 
its own self-determinations or universal bijas. 

That the sense faculties and their supporting physical body 
evolve from the non-universal and unique bijas ofthe Alaya, needs 
clarification. It· had been a disputed question among the earlier 
masters of the Vijiiiinaviida whether all bijas were eternally innate. 
Candrapii.la believed that they existed since beginningless time as 
the inherent, though non-manifest, self-determinations of the 
Alaya. Nanda and Srisena contested just the opposite. According 
to them, all bijas come into existence and are created within the 

14. "We cannot choose the objects of our experience. One can avert one's 
eyes, but if one sees at all, one cannot help seeing the empirical objects as they 
are ... No system of.philosophy can afford to tamper with the least factor o 
the empirical experience ... The Yogacara is an idealist only transcendentally; 
in empirical matters he has no quarrel with the realist. All philosophical 
·issues lie between conflicting interpretations of facts and not between the 
facts themselves. It is not the case therefore that idealism violates the empirical 
activities ... That our experience is manifold and variegated cannot be gain
said; the point is whether the content experienced is wholly within it, or en
joys an existence even when not experienced. Even if it does not, experien 
as such remains. what .it would be were the content real." Chatterjee, Yoga-
ciira Idealism, pp. 74-75. . 
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Alaya through-the influence of the phenomenal consciousness. 
HsUan Tsang accepted the mediating view of Dharmapala accor
ding to whom there exist bijas of both categories. To deny the 
creativity of the phenomenal consciousness to modify itself either 
through a more exact wisdom or a regressive ignorance, is to 
dispense with the spiritual path as useless; if all bijas are predeter
minately fixed, excluding the novel influence of phenomenal 
consciousness, how does one explain the progress from delusion 
to enlightenment? Therefore, there must be bijas. that are created 
by the activity of phenomenal consciousness which exist within 
the Alaya as residual impressions and potential sources that could 
modify consciousness in a more perfect knowledge or a greater 
obscurity, depending upon the activities that occasion them. 

On the other hand, where does the sevenfold structure of the 
phenomenal consciousness itself come from? The manas, manovU
iiiina, and the five sensorial consciousnesses evolve from bijas that 
have innately existed within the Alaya "since before the beginning 
of time''. In other words, the form, of human individuality is part 
of the inherent self-patterning of the A.layavijiiiina. The bijas that 
project the constituents of the psycho-physical organism (the 
skandha-iiyatanadhiitus), which when developed into the seven
fold phenomenal consciousness are capable of creating within 
the Alaya new and dynamic impressions (new bljas) of wisdom 
or ignorance, are themselves not created. Therefore, both the 
universal bijas (consciousness projected as the objective forms of 
the empirical universe) and the non-universal bljas (consciousness 
projected as the sevenfold phenomenal consciousness and its 
supporting sense faculties and physical body) are the natural self
determinations of the Alayavijiiiina. 

What is important to clarify is that although the A.laya as the 
universal grounding consciousness of human individuality innately 
contains the bljas developing into the form of human conscious
ness, each individual consciousness possesses the freedom to 
create itself. Within the predetermined forms of manas, manovU
iiiina, and the sensorial consciousnesses, grounded upon the A.laya 
and supported by the physical body and the larger universe, 
human subjectivity can transform itself through every activity o 
body, voice, and mind. These latter are actually volitions (cetaniis) 
which as modes of consciousness, leave their impressions bljas) 
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within the fundamental consciousness of the Alaya to become 
potential sources of future activities of the same moral category 
as the activities that originally impressed them. It is these impres
sions or unique and personal non-universal bijas that determine 
the sense faculties and the physical body of the next rebirth, as 
will be explained below. 

Although the phenomenal. consciousness which is capable of 
creating new impressions within the Alaya is itself born of innate 
bijas of that fundamental and absolute consciousness, the priority 
of those innate bijas is merely logical and not temporal. In actua
lity, there is a simultaneous, reciprocal causality eternally exis
ting between the bljas that engender the basic structure of the 
phenomenal consciousness and the consciousness itself which 
immediately creates and stimulates new impressions (bijas) which 
in turn sustain the functioning of consciousness. Revolving cycli
·cally from all time, those ideal, archetypal self-determinations 
(bijas) of the Alaya and the forms of the phenomenal conscious
ness evolving from them are mutually cause and effect, "just 
as a candle-wick engenders the flame and the flame engenders 
the incandescence of the wick."15 

Thus far explanation has been given only for the origin of the 
form or basic structure of the phenomenal consciousness. Once 
evolved, it defines itself through the spontaneous and continuous 
dynamics· of self-transformation. The Ch'eng Wei·Shih Lun ex
plains this process in the context of "the perfumable" and "the 
perfumer". The latter is the collective designation for the manas, 
manpvijiiiina, and the five sensorial consciousnesses in their func
tion of either strengthening and renewing, or mitigating old 
impressions and creating new ones within the Alaya, referred to 
as "the perfumable". As the universal ground of the phenomenal 
consciousness, the A.laya is the non-defined and neutral medium 
capable of receiving and retaining the seeds or creative, residual 
impressions from every thought, feeling, or. deed originated as the 
volitions of the empirical consciousness. The Alaya as the noetic 
determination of Absolute Suchness is the primal consciousness, 
and thus it is the sheer presupposition for the development of 
both wisdom and ignorance. Every activity of the phenomenal 

15. Hsuan Tsang, Ch'eng Wei-Shih Lun, p. 133. 
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consciousness, good or bad, pure or impure, leaves its impression 
within the A"!aya where it remains as a habitual, dynamic pre
sence, a persi.stent tendency to manifest itself in the form of the 
empirical consciousness that produced it. And that is what 
happens, because these impressions (bijas) "which possess a 
superior power of activity" spontaneously engender and animate 
those particular modes of actual consciousness which had created 
or nurtured them. The A.laya or that which is perfumed, the bijas 
or perfuming impressions, and the empirical consciousness or 
that which perfumes or impresses, are simultaneously present to 
each other, being neither identical to nor different from one 
another; differing in form and function, they are essentially mere
consciousness (vijiiaptimiitratii), consciousness in a state of cons
tant self"manifestation and self-transformation (pari1J{ima). 

This tri-partite self-modification of consciousness is formally 
termed hetuparil;iima and refers to the two forms of psychic energy 
(viisanii) stored in the Alaya. The "similar efflux energy" (ni~yanda
viisanii) represents the creative influence of every act of body, 
voice, and mind originating from the phenomenal consciousness. 
Abiding within the Alaya as seed-like impressions, these bijas are 
instantaneous and momentary (k~a1Jika), perishing as soon as 
they are born. Yet, each one possesses a dynamic efficacy whereby 
it produces another bija similar to itself, and thus the residual 
impressions persist within the A"laya in a continuous; homoge
neous, uninterrupted series. Depending upon their variou 
strengths and weaknesses and certain other conditioning factors 
(pratyayas), 16 these unmanifest tendencies can then engende~ and 
animate the same acts of empirical consciousness (good, evil, or 
indifferent, pure or impure volitions which prompt physical 
deeds, produce speech or elicit mental deliberations and judge
ments) that had created or nurtured them. With this similar efflux 
energy as the fundamental "condition qua cause" (hetupratyaya),17 

16. "To realize their capacity to produce an actual dharma, the Bijas require 
concourse of conditions. This definition rules out the cause called 'spon

aneity' admitted by certain Tirthikas, i.e., the cause which engenders its 
fruit spontaneously without depending on any conditions ... This definition 
hows that, since the conditions are not always present, the Bija does not 

produce its fruit at all times and all at once." Ibid., pp. 127-29. 
17. According to the text, causality is of consciousness-only and is defined 

by the combination of four principal conditioning factors (pratyayas). Th 
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the phenomenal consciousness as grounded upon the Alaya, 
becomes manifest and qualitatively determined; as such they (the 
sevenfold constituents of phenomenal consciousness) are called 
ni$yandaphala, they are the fruit or effect of their own bijas (thus 
the designation, "similar efflux"). Therefore, at any one particular 
moment, the moral quality of an individual's mind and the activi
ties (physical or mental) that are produced by it is primarily a 
function of the residual impressions (bijas) created by the immedia
tely preceding state of empirical consciousness, or by those impres
sions registered by any past state of consciousness. No matter 
how remote, they all remain within the Alaya as a habitual 
dynamic presence, spontaneously self-regenerative in a perpetual 
series of instantaneous moments, actively predisposed' to mani
fest themselves once again as moments of empirical consciousness. 

The constant self-modification of consciousness then, includes 
the unceasing self-propagation of the subliminal contents of the 
Alaya (every particular residual impression or bija regenerates 
itself); the increase and thus amplification of the force of certain 
subliminal impressions through repeated similar eX'periences of 
the empirical consciousness; the creation of new impressions 
through novel experiences of the empirical consciousness; the 
manifestation and the persistence of any particular mode of em pi-

fundamental condition qua cause (hetiipratyaya) are both the bijas or creative 
residual impressions within the Alaya, and the sevenfold fonns of the pheno
menal consciousness (the manas, manovijiiiina and the five sensorial conscious
nesses) which engender them, and are in turn engendered. The condition qua 
antecedent (samtiniintara pratyaya) represents the preceeding moment of each 
of the eight consciousnesses as the condition for the emergence of the succeed
ing moment, given that the Alaya and the sevenfold empirical consciousness 
are momentary. The condition qua perceived object (iilambana pratyaya) is the 
particular dharma, upon which the mind (the eight consciousnesses) is based, 
and which is perceived and known by the mind. The condition qua contri
butory factor (adhipatipratyaya) represents any dharma that is capable of 
promoting or counteracting the evolution of another dharma; essentially, it 
refers to any of the twenty-two organs or powers (indriyas) that contribute 
to the activities of consciousness (e.g., the five sense organs, the two sexual 
organs, the five moral powers, etc., all of which are ultimately the forms of 
consciousness-only). The existence of any particular dharma is dependent, 
therefore, upon the particular combination of the~>e four conditioning factors, 
the estential nature of which is mere-consciousness (vijiiaptimiitratii). See 
Ibid., pp. 535-51. 
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rical consciousness, through the accumulated force of the sublimi
nal tendencies identical to it, accompanied by the' proper combi
nation of other conditioning factors. 

lfthe similar efflux energy and fruit (ni~yandaviisanii and ni~yan
daphala) describe the self-transformation of consciousness over 
the course of one lifetime, the retributive energy (vipiikaviisanii) 
stored in the Alaya accounts for the continuity of consciousness 
(the phenomenal consciousness grounded on the Alaya) through 
the successive rebirths. When death iP_tervenes, the activity of 
vipiikaviisanii forces the Alaya into a new stream, beginning from 
the next birth of the individual. It represents the accumulated 
force of all impure impressions engendered by the impure deeds 
of the manovijniina and the five sensorial consciousnesses from all 
past incarnations. Specifically, it is the collective impressions from 
what are called the iik~epaka deeds that determine whether the 
A.laya of the new rebirth will belong to that of a human being, a 
god, a ghost, etc., while the impressions from the paripuraka 
deeds account for the general development of the manovijniina 
and the sensorial consciousnesses that complement it. What is 
important to note is that those impressions that "project" the 
A.laya (ak~epaka) into a new stream and those that "complete" it 
(paripuraka) with the other six consciousnesses, are those non
universal and uniquely personal bijas created throughout the tota
lity of one's past rebirths by every activity of body, voice, and 
mind, originating from the individual empirical consciousness. 
It can now be understood that when the text stated that it is from 
the non-universal bijas of the A lay a that the sense faculties and the 
physical body evolve, they do so in correspondence with, and as 
the supporting basis for, the· phenomenal consciousness "projec
ted" at the end of one lifetime into a new one. 

It has been necessary to detail the complex dynamics of the non
universal and universal bijas in order to validate the ontic status 
of the phenomenal universe and ofthe empirical human conscious
ness as paratantric realities. They are the radically ideal manifesta
tions or transformations (parif:tiima) from within the Alayavijniina. 
the noetic determination of Absolute Suchness (Tathatii). It is 
only when they are falsely considered to be self-subsistent parti
-cularities, independent of consciousness, that they are designated 
as mere imaginations (parikalpita). Collectively, the forms of the 
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phenomenal universe and of human individuality are the images 
(nimitta) in and through which Tathata appears to, and recognizes 
itself. Since the structure of the phenomenal consciousness (the 
manas, manovijiiana, and the five sensorial consciousnesses) 
evolves from immanent, archetypal self-patternings of the absolute 
consciousness (i.e., from beginningless time, the form of human 
subjectivity pre-exists as the innate bijas of the Alayavijiiana), 
and since that phenomenal consciousness exists as the differentia
ted identity of the absolute consciousness,lB the perceptions of the 
phenomenal consciousness are the perceptions of the Alaya. It is 
this perceptive activity of manas, manovijiiiina and the five pravrtti-
vijiiiinas that must now be analyzed. · 

18. It has been said of the bijas that they are neither identical nor different 
from the Alaya nor from the empirical consciousness which they engender. 
See Ibid., p. 109. Likewise, "the perfumed consciousness" (the Alaya) and "the 
perfuming consciousness" (the sevenfold empirical consciousness) were said 
to be simultaneous with, and mutually present to, each other and thus, neither 
identical nor different from one another. See Ibid., pp. 131-33. Finally it is 
stated: 

"The eight consciousnesses cannot, in their essential natures, be said to be 
definitely one (i.e., forming a single whole). This is because their modes of 
activity, the conditioning causes on which they depend, and their associated 
qualities are different .... At the same time they are not definitely different (i.e., 
being separate units), for, as is noted in the siltra (Lankiivatiira), the eight 
consciousnesses are like the waves which cannot be differentiated from the 
water. This is because, if they were definitely different, they could not be as 
cause and effect to one another." Ibid., p. 499. 





CHAPTER 

THE ALAYAVIJNANA AND IGNORANCE 

ATMAGRAHA AND DHARMAGRAHA 

THROUGHOUT THE Ch'eng Wei-Shih Lun, the manifestation o 
ignorance is said to assume two primordial forms: the tenacious 
belief in the reality of an independent, autonomous ego (iitma
griiha), and the even more radical adherence to the notion of dis
crete,. self-subsistent particularities or things-in -themselves ( dhar
magriiha). The former gives rise to "the barrier of vexing passions" 
(k/efiivarat:ta), consisting of six fundamental passions (miilakle§as), 
and twenty secondary ones (upaklesas), the nuanced forms of the 
primary six.l 

Dharmagriiha on the other hand, is the basis for "the barrier 
impeding supreme enlightenment and hindering absolute know
ledge" (jiieyiivarat:ta). The consideration of any reality (dharma) 
as a self-sufficient entity, essentially distinct from all other realities 
and independent of consciousness, would constitute a barrier of 
ignorance, a hindrance to perfect knowledge. Translated into the 
metaphysics of mere-consciousness (vijiiaptimiitratii),jiieyiivarat:ta 
is any moment of empirical consciousness that fails tq perceive 
the mutual interdependence .of all phenomena in their ultimate 
dependence as the forms of absolute consciousness (Alayavijiiiina). 
In every instance in which the mind misapprehends the depen
dent reality of Paratantra for an unconditional thing-in-itself, it 
is a barrier to absolute knowledge ;jiieyiivarat:ta is thus equivalent 
to the false imagination of parika/pita. 2 

Of critical significance is the twofold origin of both iitmagriiha 
and dharmagriiha. On the one hand, there is the extrinsic influence 

1. The ten fundamental vexing passions (miilaklesas) and the twenty secon
ary vexing passions (upaklesas) are listed in appendix 2. 
2. While this is the specific definition of jiieyavaraiJ(l (see Hsiian Tsang, 

Ch'eng Wei-Shih Lun, p. 671), it is also used in the more general sense to indi
te various states of ignorance, blocking the Bodhisattva's progress through 

he ten stages (bhiimis) of the path. The barriers of ignorance (jiieyiivaraiJas) 
uliar to each of the ten bhiimis are listed in appendix 2. 
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of erroneous teachings, purporting the reality of the self (atman) 
and independent particularity (dharma). Since it is the faculty o 
ideal conceptualization, the manovijiiiina, adverting to such teach
ings, constructs mental images or ideas of the supposed iitman and/ 
or dharmas to which, through discrimination and speculation, it 
adheres as real. So for instance, hearing of the elements and cate
gories of Siiizkhya philosophy or of Hinayiina doctrine, the mano
vijiiiina transforms these into imaged concepts, and through sustain
ed reflection upon and consideration of them comes to accept them 
as real, and as such attaches itself to them. This form of belief in 
selfhood and individuality is said to be caused by mental discrimi
nation; the manovijiiiina responds to teachings about the iitman and 
dharmas by forming ideas and concepts of them and adhering to 
them as veridical facts. This adherence in turn creates a residual 
impression (bija) within the Alaya, where it remains as a dynamic 
tendency, subliminally reinforcing the erroneous attachment of 
the manovijiiiina, and thus predisposing it towards repeated similar 
responses. 

THE MANAS AND MANOVIJNANA 

In addition to the accessory condition of teachings arising from 
various external sources, there is an innate, "natural" belief in the 
reality of an autonomous ego and independent things-in-them
selves. From beginningless time, the manas as well as the mano
vijiiana instrinsically assumes the existence of the iitman and 
dharma, individual selfhood and thinghood. While the Ch'eng 
Wei-Shih Lun maintains an initial distinction between innate atma-
riiha and innate dharmagriilza, it is obviously more scholastic than 

essential. The attention of the text quickly focuses upon innate 
iitmagriiha which is in fact, but a more specific form of dharma
graha.a And while iitmagriiha is attributed to both the manas and 

3. Innate dharmagriiha is defined as the spontaneous activity of the manas. 
orming "a mental image" or idea about the Alayavijiiiina "to which it adheres 

as a real dharma." Hsiian Tsang, Ch'eng Wei-Shih Lun, p. 89. While this is a 
onstant and continuous activity, there is an occasional dharmagriiha involving 

the manovijiiana. Whenever it directs its attention to the skandha-iiyatana
dhatus and "produces from them a mental image to which it adheres as a real 
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manovijnana, the latter's error is but a derivative of the primordial, 
innate attachment which defines the manas. This essential consti
tuent of phenomenal human consciousness, without which the 
knowledge from the five sensorial consciousnesses and the mano
vijnana would remain inchoate and non-functional,4 is intrinsically 
accompanied by (sahita) a fourfold ignorance. 

Evolving out of and grounded upon it, the manas has a constant 
and spontaneous awareness of the Alayavijnana. But instead of 
recognizing it as the unconditional reality, the universal absolute 
consciousness, the generic animating principle of all sentient be
ings, the manas appropriates it as the determinate center of its 
own, discrete self-identity (the atman). It does so through the 
influence of an ignorance unique to it (iive{liki avidyii) and perpe
tually continuous (nityiicarini) with it since beginningless time." 
Specifically, this cardinal ignorance is self-delusion or iitman
ignora•lce (iitmamoha) which, obscuring the genuine nature of the 
A/aya and hindering the wisdom of egolessness (nairiitmya), indu
ces the manas to adhere to the Alaya as a substantial nucleus of 
personal identity. With this explicit self-belief (iitmadr${i), there 
is a correspondent self-conceit (iitmamiina) and self-love (iitma
sneha), in which the manas considers itself superior and lofty to all 
others in its possession of a unique selfhood, to which it develops. 
a profound attachment. 

dharma", there is erroneous attachment. Ibid. An identical procedure defines 
innate atmagraha. The only difference is that the manas adheres to its mental 
image or idea of the Alaya "as though there were a real Iitman" and the mano
vijiiana similarly clings to its image of the five tenacious aggregates (upadiina
skandhas) "as though there were a real at man". Ibid., p. 21. The innate attach
ments of both the manas and manovijiiiina to the idea of self-subsistent individu
ality (dharmagriiha) is merely specified in a more determinate form when they 
misinterpret the Alaya or the skandhas to be a center of independent, unique 
personality. The basic non-distinction between iitmagraha and dharmagraha 
is explicitly noted by the text in a later section where it points out that when
ever there is the belief in the imaginary at man there is necessarily an implicit 
belief in the reality of individual things-in-themselves (dharmas); the former 
takes the latter as its supporting basis. See Ibid., p. 673. 

4. The raw sense data of the sensorial consciousnesses is unified into intelli
gible form by the manovijflana, the faculty of ideal conceptualisation. But it 
is the manas that systematically categorizes this information and acts upon it, 
pondering, calculating and directing means to specific ends. As the center of 
personal identity "it supplies the requisite element of stability which makes. 
discursive knowledge possible." See Catterjee, Yogticara Idealism, p. 104. 
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These four rudimentary vexing passions (k/das) are comple
mented by an additional eight subsidiary passions (upak/esas). 5 

The text leaves no doubt as to the critical significance of this igno
rance which inherently distorts the manas' perception of the 
Alayavijiiiina, and thus the perfect self-awareness of Absolute 
Suchness (Tathatii): 

The Prthagjanas [ordinary, unenlightened beings) ... whether 
their mind is good, bad or non-defined, always produce an 
avidya called iive1Jiki, which causes errors in the understanding 
of right principles, obscures Bhiitatathata, and obstructs the eye 
of Transcendental Wisdom or Prajfia. Thus one gatha from the 
Mahiiyiina-saf!lparigraha§astra says: "When the Mind of Reality 
is about to be born, it is always obscured and obstructed by 
something which actively operates at all times; it is the iive~tiki 
avidyii." ... , since before the beginning of time, this avidya has 
always been stupefying and bewildering the mind, resulting in 
its failure to realize Ultimate Reality. This failure is entirely due 
to the powerful nature of self-delusion ... The avidyii associated 
with manas has been in action at all times since before the begin
ning of time, impeding the manifestation of the supreme irttelli
gence of Bhiitatathatii. Such an important function is lacking in 
the avidyii of the other consciousnesses. This avidyii that be
lo:!lgs exclusively to the seventh consciousness (manas) is called 
iiveniki.6 

Because the mr;znas is the supporting basis (asraya) of the mano
vijiiana a•1d the five sensorial consciousnesses, its persistent mis
apprehension of the Alaya decisively nuances their own perceptive 
functions; iitmagriiha, having its inception in the manas, perva
sively dominates the whole structure of phenomenal consciousness. 
Basing itself upon the Yogacaryiibhumi§iistra, the text describes 

5. Of the six fundamental miilaklesas, these four that are peculiar to manas 
incorporate delusion (moha), .conceit (mana), and erroneous views (kudN!i). 
Of the twenty secondary vexing passions, the eight associated with the manas 
are: torpidmindedness (styiina); agitation (auddhatya); unbelief (iiSraddhya); 
indolence (kausidya); thoughtlessness; forgetfulness (mu$itasmrtitii); distrac
tion (vik$epa), and nondiscernment (asalflprajanya). See Hsiian Tsang, Ch'eng 
Wei-Shih Lun, pp. 291-303. 

6. Ibid., pp. 323-25. 
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this condition of human consciousness as "the binding or entram
melling of the perception-aspect (darsanabhiiga) of the mind by 
the image-aspect (nimittabhiiga) with the result that deliverance or 
emancipation cannot be attained ... It consists in our inability to 
understand the true nature and character of external objects as 
having the same mode of existence as illusions and mirages."7 

This briefly noted, non-elaborated passage translates the error of 
the manas' attachment to egohood and thinghood (iitmagriiha and 
dharmagraha) and the subsequent attachment of the manovijiiiiJw 
and the sensorial consciousnesses, into the broader question of 
perception and objectivity. 

It will be recalled that the sole reality of consciousness (vijiiapti
miitratii) manifests itself as the bipolar unity of that which per
ceives (darsanabhiiga) and that which is perceived (nimittabhiiga). 
More specifically, the Alayavijiiana determines itself into the forms 
of the phenomenal universe and of human subjectivity. These 
thoroughly ideal transformations of the A!aya are collectively 
know'l as its im<'.ge aspect (nimittabhiiga), and it is in relation to 
this objective dimension of itself (alambana) that the A!aya defines 
its subjectivity. For, it continually perceives those self-manifested 
imp,ges (nimitta); this subjective pole of the Alaya is known as its 
perception or vision aspect (darsanabhuga). Now, if the Alaya is to 
know itself perfectly in the universal extension of its self-manifested 
forms, it also comes to that self-recognition through certain of 
those forms, viz., the sevenfold phenomenal consciousness. 

As previously demonstrated, the manas, manovijiiiina, and the 
five sense vijiiiinas, having evolved from immanent, archetypal self
patternings of the absolute consciousness (the innate bijas of the 
Alaya), become the faculties through which it perceives itself in 
the multiplicity of its forms. For, the seven modalities of human 
consciousness share a common function of perception; the manas 
perceives the Alaya, the manovijiiuna perceives the manas and the 
sensorial consciousnesses, which in turn perceive the elements o 
the material universe. Depending upon the interpretation accorded 
those perceptions, 8 the perfect self-awareness of the Alaya is realiz-

7. Ibid., p. 333. . 
8. This interpretative function belongs only to the manas and manovijiiiin 

s the consciousnesses of deliberation, speculation and imagination. Th 
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ed or hindered. In the broadest sense then, "the binding or en tram
melling of the perception-aspect (darsanabhiiga) of the mind by the 
image-aspect (nimittabhiiga)" can refer to the fact that the self
perception of the Alaya is dependent upon and at times constricted 
by, human consciousness whose seven-fold structures are ulti
mately the self-transformed appearances (nimitta) of the (Alaya) 
itself. But in the context of the manas' innate iitmagriiha, a more 
exact interpretation may be rendered. 

As a mode of consciousness, the manas itself has an image as
pect (nimittabhiiga) and a perception aspect (darsanabhiiga). Due 
to the intrinsic delusion unique to it (iive1Jiki avidyii), the manas' 
continual perception of the Alayavijiiii1la is fettered by its attach
ment to it as an iitman; its conception of the Alaya as an indepen
dent ego (i.e., its image-aspect or perceived-aspect, nimittabhii.ga) 
distorts and thus "entram.mels" its perception-aspect (darsana
bhiiga). Thisdomimint belief in the reality of autonomous selfhood 
is spontaneously adopted by the manovijiiiina, grounded upon and 
conscious of the manas. Its collateral perception of the five senso
rial consciousnesses and their corresponding sense organs is subse
quently hampered by its implicit assumption of their independent 
self-subsistence; under the sway of the manas, defiled by ignorance, 
the manovijiiiina instinctively imputes an ego identity to the consti
tuents of the phenomenal personality. In addition, its function of 
organizing the raw sense data apprehended by the sense conscious
nesses into forms of intelligibility, is over-shadowed by its adhe
rence to the idea of self-hood. The objects of the physical universe 
constituted by it through the mediation of the sense consciousnes
ses, are invested by the manovijiiiina with a similar degree of self
reality. If the psycho-physical organism is a discrete, self-deter
mining center of unique identity (an iitman), it is so, over and 
against a plurality of similarly unrelated egos and a wotld of un
connected, self-standing objects and things (dharmas). When the 
text referred above to "our inability to understand the true nature 
and character of external objects as having the same mode of 

sensorial vijii{mas are without cogitation and have the simple task of percep
tion; the manovijiiiina interprets and provides the intelligibility of the raw sense 
data apprehended by them. The manas instinctively speculates upon and 
applies an interpretation for the A/aya which it continously perceives. See Ibid .• 

. 627. 
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existence as illusions and mirages", it is this peculiar misconcep
tion of the manovijiiiina that is meant. Rather than perceiving the 
sense consciousnesses, sense organs and sense objects as the self
manifested forms of the Alayavijiiiina, the sixth consciousness, 
pervaded by the manas' appropriation of the Alaya as an indepen
dent self-entity, becomes ensnared by the self-reality it in turn 
attributes to them; its nimittabhiiga "binds or en trammels" its 
dar§anabhiiga. 

In summary, the Ch 'eng Wei-Shih Lwz identifies an erroneous 
sense of exteriority as the specific dynamic through which the 
manavijiiiina invests the objects perceived by the sensorial cons
ciousnesses with the illusion of independent reality. They are not 
external to, but the manifest forms of, consciousness; they are the 
proximate perceived aspect (nimittabhiiga) of the sensorial cons
ciousnesses, and through their mediation, of the manovijiiana: 

When the external spheres are apprehended through immediate 
perception, they are not regarded as external. It is only later 
that Manovijfiii.na, through its discrimination, erroneously 
creates the notion of externality. Thus, the objective spheres 
immediately apprehended are 'the perceived division' (nimitta
bhiiga) of the consciousnesses themselves. Since they are mani
festations of consciousness, we say they exist. 
But inasmuch as they are regarded by Manovijfiana as consti
tuting external and real matter, etc., and are'thus erroneously 
imagined to be existent, we say they are nonexistent. Further
more, objective spheres of color and so forth are not colors 
thaugh they seem to be so, and are not external, though they 
seem to be so. They are like objects in a dream, which cannot be 
regarded as real and external. 9 

All this can be expressed quite succinctly in the metaphysics of 
mere-consciousness (vijiiaptimiitratii). Genuine Suchnt!ss (Bhiita
tathatii) is equivalent to the ultimately real, self-subsistent absolute 
(Parini$panna) which can know itself as the indeterminate, un
conditional nature of all things because they are the radically ideal 
manifestations or transformations (paril:liima) from within itself, 
noetically conceived as absolute consciousness (Alayavijiiiina). The 

9. Ibid., p. 521. 
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structures of the material universe and of the phenomenal human 
consciousness meaningfully cohere through the mutual interde
pendence of various conditioning factors (pratyayas), whose ulti
mate reality are the innate self-determinations (the bijas) of the 
Alaya. Commenting upon a stanza of Vasubarrdhu's Vijiiapti
miitratiisiddhitrif!lsikii, the text stresses the bijas as the primary 
causal factor: 

If only consciousness exists, without any external causation, 
from what are generated the many kinds of distinction (e.g., the 
eight consciousnesses, the associated mental activities, the two 
Bhii.gas, the unassociated mental activities)? The stanza says: 
"From the consciousness which contains all bijas, such-and
such evolution or transformation takes place. Through the force 
of the mutual cooperation of the actual dharmas, such-and-such 
kinds of distinction are engendered." By "consciousness which 
contains all bijas" are meant the various powers and potentials 
(bijas) in the root consciousness (Miilavijfiiina or Alayavijiiana) 
which are capable of engendering spontaneously their own 
fruits (i.e., all conditioned dharmas, sa:rp.skrta) ... The stanza, 
employing the term sarvabija, considers the bijas in their imme
diate casuality, which is to produce all kinds of distinction, all 
sa:rp.skrtas, all paratantras.1o 

The manas and manovijiiiina fail to perceive that their own status 
is dependently originated and sustained by the universal groun<fing 
consciousness of the Alayavijiiiina. Their principle of subjectivity, 
while authentic, is conditional and secondary; they are formally 
paratantra. But under the influence of the manas'innate iitmagriiha, 
they misrepresent the consciousness upon which they are contin
gent (the Alaya) as the validation of their own ultimacy and inde
pendence; they appropriate it as a function of their own ignorant 
attachment. Their faulty self-regard spontaneously affects their 
interpretation of all other persons and things as constituting a 
world of unrelated egos (iitmans) and discrete particularities 
(dharmas). This falsely imagined i~olation and self-sufficiency 

10. Ibid., p. 529. In addition to the phenomenal consciousness, the three 
other conditioning factors ultimately derive from the bijas of the Alaya. See 
chapter nine, n. 17, pp. 208-09 above. 
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(parikalpita), arises from the manas' failure to perceive the univer
sal extension of the Alayavijfiiina as the grounding principle of all 
phenomena, the thoroughly ideal manifestations and transforma
tions of which, they are. As long as this fundamental misapprehen
sion remains the dominant mental horizon informing all acts of 
consciousness which prompt physical deeds, produce speech, or 
elicit deliberation and judgement, those acts are rendered impure 
and defiled. Despite its inherent excellence, the practice of the 
moral perfections (piiramitiis), including the various meditations 
and contemplations, is all too often tainted by the manas' persistent 
belief in an independent and unique selfhood; the aspirant 
frequently devotes himself to such virtuous activities, animated 
by the subtle desire for self-advancement on the spiritual path.11 

In its involved discussion of the twelve links (dviidasiingas) of 
conditioned co-production, the Ch 'eng Wei-Shih Lun clearly identi
fies iitmagriiha and dharmagriiha as the primary causal delusions 
in the samsaric chain of birth-death-birth. This bifocal ignorance 
manifests it!>elf on the one hand through the manas' erroneous mis
apprehension of the Alayavijfiiina as the center of independent, 
personal self-identity (the iitman). As stated above, all deeds ini
tiated as conscious volitions (cetaniikarman) expressed through the 
body, the voice, or the mind under the pervasive influence of such 
delusion (iitmagriiha as avidyiinga) become the accumulated force 
of active predispositions (saf!lSkiiriinga). Th~se remain as sublimi
nal tendencies (bljas) within the Atayavijfiiina, and.at the moment 
of physical death they "project" (iik~epaka) it (i.e., the Alaya as 
the vijfianiinga) along with its innate bijas of names and forms 

11. "Prthagjanas [ordinary, unenlightened beings] have thoughts of three 
natures (good, bad, and non-defined). While externally producing, by the 
power of the first six consciousnesses, various acts of a corresponding nature, 
they produce, internally and in a continuous manner, through the influence 
of Manas, Atmagraha, adhering to their Atman. Because of this Atmagraha, 
all their actions through the six consciousnesses, such as their practice of the 
Six Paramitas, ... are not free from .... attachment to the image-aspect of the 
mind .... As with Prthagjanas, so will it be with Saik$aS (ascetics who have 
not yet attained Arhatship); their thoughts, even those that are good, are 
impure because their Manas or seventh consciousness is defiled or tainted by 
Atmagraha. The impure dharmas of A8aiksas (Arhats), although not accom
panied by impurities, proceed from past, impure Bijas and are, for this reason, 
impure .... Good dharmas etc., are rendered impure by a Manas which, with
out cessation, produces Atmagraha." Ibid., pp. 333-37. 
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(niimarupiinga, i.e., the four non-material skandhas and the riipa
skandhas); the six sense organs (sadiiyataniinga); touch or contact 
{sparsiinga); and sensation or feeling (vedaniinga) into a new birth 
(jiityanga). 12 

On the other hand, in its collateral "outward" focus upon the 
objects of the phenomenal universe, through the natural orienta
tion of the manovUiiiina, ignorance falsely represents them as dis
crete particularities, independent from one another and from 
consciousness. This coordinate form of ignorance which fails to 
perceive the true nature of things (dharmagriiha as avidya11ga) 
spontaneously leads to a craving-thirst and desire (tNIJiinga) and 
subsequently to the four graspings or clingings (upiidiiniinga).ls 
These two "links" in the chain of causation embody all the vexing 
passions (klesas) whose cumulative residual impressions (bijas) 
habituafly "moisten" (i.e., powerfully reinforce and exacerbate) 
the projecting influence of the subliminal predispositions (the bijas 
of the saf]'lSkiiras) arising from iitmagriiha.14 Thus it is that a new 
existence (bhaviinga) becomes actualised and progressively deter
mined through the stages of birth (jiityanga) and old age-death 
(jaramaraniinga). 

12. The difference between the saf{lskariiliga and the migas of vijfiiina, niima
rupa, ~ai/iiyatana, sparsa and vijdanii is a working example of the difference 
between bijas. While the bijas of saf{lskiiriiliga are created and impressed upon 
the Alaya by every act of empirical consciousness, the bijas of the other five 
aligas exist as the natural self-determinations of the Alaya which, when mani
fest, become the constituents of the psycho-physical organism. See Ibid., p. 
595 and also pp. 205-208 above. 

13. Clinging to desire (kiimopiidiina); clinging to ideas arising from the con
ception of ·iitman (iitmavadopiidiina); clinging to erroneous views (dr~fyupii
diina); and clinging to false moral precepts (silavratopiidiina). See Hsiian Tsang, 
Ch'eng Wei-Shih Lun, p. 591. 

14. Since it had already been established that iitmagriiha is the source of the 
vexing passions (kleias) (see p. 213 above), the distinction here between 
iitmagriiha as that which produces impure deeds (karma), and dharmagriiha 
as that which augments and moistens them through kleias, is an artificial, 
schematic one. K'uei Chi points out that in fact, both forms of ignorance lead 
to defiled activity, and that each is the auxiliary of the other in "moistening" 
or amplifying their impure effects, occasioning rebirth. "In reality, the delusion 
respecting the internal mundane suffering [a technical reference to the failure 
of perceiving the genuine nature of the Alayavijfiiina] also moistens birth. The 
delusion respecting the external objects also produces deeds." Ibid., p. 591, 
Likewise see p. 595. 
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THE ULTIMATE ORIGIN OF IGNORANCE 

While the text's implication of the manas and subsequently the 
manovijiiiina in saQlsii.ric causality is abundantly clear, a subtle 
qualification must be noted. Ignorance, in the form of iitmagriiha 
and dharmagriiha, is inherently associated with (sal'(lprayukta), but 
not exhaustively definitive of these two constituents of human 
wnsciousness; avidyii is only an associated mental activity (caitta), 
not the essential nature (svabhiiva) nor the essential mode of acti
vity (iikiira) of either the manas or the manovijiiiina. Cogitation or 
intellection is both the essential nature and mode of activity of the 
manas. It is a permanent condition which specifies the manas after, 
as well as before, the psychic transformation of iisrayapariivrtti; 
what changes is its object (ii/ambana), not its svabhiiva or iikiira: 

Manas, when it has not been "revolutionized" (apariivrtti), has 
as its object the Alayavijiiii.na only. When revolution or inner 
transformation has been achieved, it has its object, besides the 
eighth consciousness, also the Bhiitatathatii. and the other 
dharmas ... When it has not yet been revolutionized it constantly 
meditates and cogitates upon the supposed ii.tman; after the 
revolution (pariivrtta) it meditates and cogitates also upon 
nairii.tmya, i.e., egolessness.t5 

Unlike the Lankiivatiira Sfttra, the Ch'eng Wei-Shih Lun clearly 
·distinguishes ignorance as a qualified condition (viz., a caitta) 
rather than the absolute state of the phenomenal consciousness.18 
While in the former scripture, the cognitive processes of the manas· 

15. Ibid., pp. 283-287. 
16. The determinate nature of the associated mental activity (caitta) is clari

fied by Chatterjee; they do not exhaust the essence of consciousness, but are 
only temporal phases and subsidiary aspects of it: 

"In early Buddhism, these [caittas] were really distinct realities, besides the 
one con tentless citta. They were ultimate existents, independent and absolute. 
Here, [in the Yogacara] on the other hand, they are merely the phases in which 
the complexity of consciousness is exhibited. They are so many hues as it were, 
radiated by the prismatic consciousness ... In early Buddhism one moment of 
consciousness is constituted by the moments of citta and the appropriate 
caittas: in the Yogacara, it is merely one unitary moment in which different 
.aspects however can be distinguished." The Yogaciira Idealism, p. 113. 
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manovijiiiina are radicaly compromised as originated by avidyii, 
be latter text preserves their integrity as the innate self-determina
ions (bijas) of the A!ayavjiiiiina through which it perceives itself in 
he universality of its self-manifested forms; manas is the essential 

basis and the necessary faculty for the Universal Equality Wisdom 
(Samatiijiiiina) which perceives the identity of all dharmas and the 
non-distinction of all sentient beings, while the manov(ifuina is the 
consciousness through which the Profound Contemplation Wis-

om (Pratyavek~aiJiijiiiina) discerns their unique as well as their 
common characteristics. 

In the Ch'eng Wei-Shih Lun, the status of ignorance has been 
clearly altered. Rather than the cause of phenomenal individua
tion, as stipulated by the Laizkiivatiira, avidyii is sequential to, and 
a subsidiary mode of human consciousness. Likewise, though the 
manas is originally deluded by innate iitmamoha (self-delusion), it 
is not by that fact, itself essentially delusive; it may well be the 
ehicle through which ignorance is manifested and perpetuated, 

but it is not its elemental source and productive cause. Just as the 
structure of the phenomenal human consciousness originates and 
ssumes its sevenfold form from the innate self-determinations 
bijas) of the absolute consciousness, so too does the ignorance 
hich accompanies it germinally develop from within the very 
round of the Alayavijiiiina; it does so along with the innate seeds 
bijas) of wisdom and virtue: 

The Alayavijfiiina contains both pure and impure seeds. The 
pure seeds spontaneously produce pure dharmas or things, and 
the impure seeds impure dharmas. Thus, from the Alaya a~e 
produced all dharmas, pure and impure alike, and these in turn 
react upon the Alaya by "perfuming" it.. .. The Alayavijfiiina 
and the impure dharmas interact on one another as cause and 
effect, ... It is only through these two (the Alaya and the impure 
dharmas) that causality is established. There need be no other 
causality. Precisely the same process of reciprocal causation also 
operates between the Alaya and the pure dharmas. Thus the 
Alaya is in itself both cause and effect, and in itself is capable o 
producing all things, both pure and impure. What is the need, 
then, to look for external causation? The fact that all sentient 
beings are bound to the perpetual flux of life and death "springs 
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from internal causation, independent of external causes. There
fore, there is nothing but consciousness. "17 

Such a doctrine is critically significant to the entire theory of the 
Tathiigatagarbha-Alayavijiiiina. Thus far, it has been established 
that Absolute Suchness (Tathatii) can know itself as the indeter
minate, unconditional nature of all things because they are the 
radically ideal manifestations or transformations (parit;Uima) from 
within itself, noetically conceived as absolute consciousness 
(Alayavijiiiina ). It attains this plenary self-awareness in and through 
phenomenal human consciousness of which it is the fundamental 
ground and animating principle. However, instead of perceiving it 
as the unconditional nature (Parini$panna) that makes of itself and 
all things a totality of interdependent co-existence (paratantra), the 
human mind constricts the Alaya to a mere unit of discrete per
sonal autonomy. Rather than comprehending it as the dynamic 
center of a universal correlativity, the manas adheres to the eighth 
consciousness as a faculty of exclusive self-definition; as an ego it 
provides and sustains an impression of distinct identity only 
through an on-going process of differentiation. Initiated through 
an act of separation that posits it as a self-subsistent entity, inde
pendent of the universal absolute consciousness, human selfhood 
perpetuates that act by discriminating a plurality of'similarly un
related egos and a world of unconnected, self-standing objects. 
Instead of actualizing itself in conscious union with the Alaya
vijiiiina, the human mind projects its radical self-alienation onto· 
all other persons and things over against which it proceeds to 
define itself, thereby only to reinforce that original self-estrange
ment. 

But if the primordial self-delusion is inherent to human con
sciousness, it is not its sole determination. For there exists conco
mitant to and simultaneous with it, germinal innate wisdom which 
actively informs the mind through five stages of progressive illumi
nation.Is What is critical to recognize is that human consciousness 
is a product neither of ignorance nor of wisdom; its natural condi
tion is the very interplay of their mutual presence. Human con-

17. Hsuan Tsang, Ch'eng Wei-Shih Lun, pp. 531-33. 
18. The five stages of the holy path of attainment are listed in appendix 2. 
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sciousness is by nature the processive advance to .an ever more 
perfect self-consciousness in which it finally awakens to the pleni
tude of its identity with the Alayavijiiiina. That the latter grounds 
and posits the phenomenal mind with seeds (bijas) of both igno
rance and wisdom, specifies the mind's active self-emergence as 
the necessary opposition between the two. Only in the expansive 
illumination of wisdom, gradually dilating the restrictive vision 
of ignorance, does human consciousness attain the awareness of 
its own universality. Only against the fragmented universe of 
multiple, discrete, iso~ated persons and things, projected by iitma
grii.ha and dharmagriiha, can the mind begin to comprehend, and 
at last to utterly witness the truth of consciousness-only (vijfiiipti
miitratii). The natural co-existence of ignorance and wisdom is 
decidedly creative, defining the context and providing the ·sti
mulus for the mind's definitive transformation in the fourfold 
wisdom of Mahiibodhi. 

According to the Ch 'eng Wei-Shih Lun then, consciousness is its 
own becoming, and ignorance is a necessary contributive factor to 
that self-evolution. So far from being the problematic dualism 
which the obscure ontology of the Lankiivatiira Sutra was incap
able of avoiding, ignorance is here integrated into the essential 
dynamic through which the mind realizes itself in the omniscience 
of BuddhahoM. Originally posited with it, ignorance is incorpo
rated as a preliminary mode and auxiliary dimension of wisdom's 
movement towards perfect self-manifestation in and through the 
-phenomenal consciousness:--



CHAPTER XI 

THE HOLY PATH OF ATTAINMENT 

THE STAGE OF MORAL PROVISIONING 

The general stages of that noetic itinerary (i.e. wisdom's move
ent towards perfect self-manifestation in and through the pheno

menal consciousness) are discussed in the final book of the text, 
n the holy path of attainment. At! the initial level of moral provi

sioning (saf1'lbhariivasthii), the innate belief in, and attachment to 
he autonomous ego and its universe of isolated, disparate parti

cularities is radical, and so instinctive that the doctrine of consci
ousness-only (vijiiaptimiitratii) appears totally incomprehensible. 
Exposure to its profundity through reading or instruction, accom
panied by reflective meditation stimulates innate seeds (bijas) of 
wisdom which manifest a nascent understanding combined with 
deep faith. Subsequently, the novice Bodhisattva begins the 
cultivation of the moral virtues, and through great effort is able 
to inhibit the crudest of the vexing passions. However, his practice 
of meditation is hampered by many distracting thoughts and his 
concentration is weak. Since he is totally incapable of compre
hending the emptiness (siinyatii) of the concepts iitman and 
dharma, and of the absolute division between subject and object, 
his success in halting the passions and vices is strictly superficial; 
they are merely the symptoms of that more profound ignorance. 

Nevertheless, the text credits this earliest stage with an incipient 
transformation (iisrayapariivrtti) by the very fact that there is a 
reduction in the active manifestation of kle8iivara7J.a (the barrier 
of vexing passions) andjiieyiivara~a (the barrier to absolute know
ledge). That. the Ch'eng Wei-Shih Lun expands the technical 
designation iisrayapariivrtti, generally applying it to the earliest 
stages of the spiritual path, rather than reserving it strictly for the 
moment of Mahiihodhi, further suggests the generic interpretation 
of human consciousness as dynamic transformation: processive 
self-realization through a self-revolution in which wisdom actively 
opposes the disruptive, alienating attachments of ignorance. 

The great dichotomy perpetuated by that ignorance and whic 
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in turn sustains the ego's manipulative appropriations of all other 
persons and things, is that between subjectivity and objectivity. 
Failing to recognize itself and all phenomena as the immanent, 
ideal transformations of the absolute consciousness (the Alaya
vijiiii.na), the human intellect misses the vital link between itself 
and them. It thus projects its own profound (though illusory) self
alienation upon them and proceeds to define itself over against 
them as isolated, autonomous persons and discrete, self-standing 
entities; there is an absolute gulf separating it as an independent, 
self-determining subject (griihaka) and them as so many objects 
(griihya) which it encounters and perceives. The human intellect, 
erroneously conceiving itself as an iitman, has therefore no essen
tial cohesion with any other person or thing (dharma); their rela
tionship as griihaka and griihya is strictly functional-something 
which "grasps" and something which "is grasped". 

TilE STAGE OF INTENSIFIIID EFFORT 

In the second stage ofintensified effort(prayogiivastha), germinal 
absolute wisdom having exercised itself in the stage of moral 
provisioning, awakens the mind to that fallacy and confirms it 
in the truth of consciousness-only (vijiiaptimiitratii). Through the 
successive influence of four meditative realizations (the nirvedha
bhiigiyas),1 human consciousness understands the mutual implica
tion and interdependence of the perceiving subject and the 
perceived object. There is a systematic reflection upon the names 
(niiman) and essences (vastu) of things, together with their self
natures (svabhiiva) and differences (vi8e$a), all of which conven
tionally denote the unique, singular reality of the particular 
entities. Under scrutiny, however, the mind realizes through the 
first three samiidhis that these four dharmas which are "grasped" 
as objects (griihyas) are nothing but the manifestation of itself, 
that they exist merely as figurative designations or mental construc
tions, and that they are not real existences. Then, in the third 
samiidhi there emerges the spontaneous recognition that if all 
griihyas have no other reality apart from the consciousness that 

1. The nirvedhabhiigiyas are listed and explained in appendix 2. 
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perceives them, it in turn has no meaning without them; conscious
ness without a content is meaningless: 

Since no real objects exist apart from the consciousness which 
takes them, how can real consciousness itself exist apart from 
the objects which are taken by it? For what is taken and what 
takes are in mutual dependence, one on the other.2 

This conviction of the mutual implication and emptiness of 
subjectivity and objectivity is capable of suppressing and elimina
ting the influence of iitmagriiha and dharmagriiha arising from the 
extrinsic sources of those erroneous teachings purporting the 
reality of an autonomous self and equally independent, self
standing entities. It is a powerful insight into the conditional 
structure of reality which strongly persuades the intellect as to 
the illusion of any such doctrines. But as efficacious as these 
samiidhis are, they are incapable of removing the residual impres
sions (bijas) which an initial adherence to those teachings created 
within the root consciousness (MU!avijfiiina, i.e. Alayavijniina) 
where they persist a,s an habitual dynamic presence, actively pre
disposing the empirical consciousness to a renewed explicit 
adherence to such doctrines. 

Even less capable are those meditations to remove the primor
dial, inherent attachment of the manas and manovijiiiina to the 
existence of individual selfhood and thinghood (innate iitmagriiha 
and dharmagriiha) and the subliminal impressions created by it 
and by the multiple passions (klesas) arising from it. It is not 
sufficient then, to merely understand that the concepts of the iitman 
and dharmas, understood as a self-subsistent subject (griihaka) 
which grasps at a multiplicity of similarly autonomous objects 
(griihya), are not autonomous at all, but mutually dependent 
correlatives. It is not enough to indicate that the logic of the con
cepts, subject and object, perceiver and perceived, what grasps 
and what is grasped, necessarily imply and demand each other. 
The mind must fully comprehend not only the logical, mutual 
implication and relativity of the concepts, their emptiness, but 
must realize the ultimate, unconditional nature of that which they 
signify. 

2. Hsuan Tsang, Ch'eng Wei-Shih Lun, p. 681. 
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Persons and things, understood through the empty concepts of 
iitman and dharma, griihaka and griihya, and thus spoken of as 
non-existent, actually contribute to a mutual inherence, a universal 
interdependence where each one implicates all the others, every 
one essential to the integrity of the others. Finally, the persons 
and things of this shared reality are ultimately dependent upon 
and sustained by the unconditional reality of absolute Suchness 
(Tathatii). The human mind attains its maturity in the perfect 
awareness of it as the fundamental, indeterminate nature of phe
nomenal existence. It can do so because Tathatii, in its noetic 
determination as absolute consciousness (Alayavijniina) projects 
those forms as the radically ideal manifestations or transforma
tions (parb:tiima) from within itself. And human consciousness 
then, grounded upon and animated by the Alayavijiiiina, is able to 
recognize the sensible shapes and contours of phenomenal exis
tence as the immanent developments and structured modalities, 
the ideal forms of Absolute Suchness. It is this recognition which 
begins to emerge in the fourth samiidhi, in "the superior know
ledge of Absolute Reality by which the emptiness of the two gras
pings is confirmed and the first worldly truth is established .... 
From this stage the yogin immediately and necessarily enters the 
Darsanamiirga (the path of insight into Truth)."3 Here, it is con
vincingly known through a radical intuition of Tathatii as their 
ultimate, essential nature, that persons and things are indeed 
devoid of the independent self-subsistence attributed to them as 
iitman and dharma; it is the experiential ratification of previous 
theoretical analysis. 

TilE STAGE OF UNIMPEDED PENETRATING UNDERSTANDiNG 

The Darsanamiirga or Prativedhiivasthii (stage of unimpeded 
penetrating understanding) successfully removes all the residual 
impressions (bijas) produced by an adherence to the false specula
tions and erroneous teachings on the reality of the iitman and 
dharma. Through the psychic and ethical disciplines of the first 
two stages, wisdom, in exposing the fragmentation of reality 

3. Ibid., p. 683. 
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occasioned by ignorant attachment and desire, progressively 
deploys its own plenitude. At this third stage of the_ spiritual path, 
it assumes the definitive mode of its future self-manifestation up 
to and including its perfection as Mahabodhi: it functions as both 
the non-discriminating transcendental wisdom (nirvikalpakajfiiina) 
and as the wisdom subsequent to it (pr~thalabdhajfiiina). By virtue 
of the first, the mind "is now said really to abide in the genuine 
and transcendent nature of Vijiiaptimatrata, that is to say, it 
experiences the Bhiitatathata (Absolute Reality). Its wisdom and 
the Bhiitatathata are on the same plane, both being equally divor
ced from the aspects of subject and object (griihaka and griihya)."4 

Although further cultivation is still necessary, the realization of 
consciousness-only has been attained, since nirvikalpakajfiana 
signifies an immediate self-coincidence of Tathatii as both subject 
and _object. 

Human consciousness, thoroughly informed by and exercised 
in the truth of pudgalasunyata and dharmasimyatii, is liberated 
from its instinctual self-attachment and no longer discriminates 
among the different objects of its perception. In what the text 
again notes as a mode of inner transformation (asrayaparavrtti), 
the Universal Equality Wisdom (Samatajfiiina), a form of nirvi
kalpakajfiiina, manifests itself through the manas which compre
hends the identity of all things and the complete equality between 
itself and all other sentient beings. What it perceives is the uni
versal, essential nature common to all of them, their Absolute 
Suchness. Now since the manas, manovijfiiina, and the five sensorial 
consciousnesses evolve as the self-determinations of the Alaya
vijiiana (the noetic aspect of Tathatii), and are thus endowed with 
the germinal wisdom of perfect enlightenment inherent to it, their 
transformed perception of a multiplicity of independent, isolated 
persons and things to an immediate grasp of their fundamental 
unconditionality (their Suchness), is the self-intuition of that 
Absolute. Thus, it is said that the non-discriminating transcenden
tal wisdom (nirvikalpakajiiana) has the perception or vision aspect 
(darsanabhiiga) but no longer the perceived or image aspect 
(nimittabhiiga). 5 The mind constructs no image or concept (nimitta) 
of Tathatii, but intuits it in a sheer immediacy. 

4. ~bid., p. 687. 
5. See Ibid., p. 689. 
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This self-intuition of Tathatii in and through human conscious-
ness, transformed in the non-discriminating transcendental wis

om (nirvikalpakajiiiina), in no way devalues the significance of 
henomenal reality whose shapes and forms are the ideal trans
ormations of Tat!tatii itself. On the path of unimpeded penetra-

ting understanding (Darsanamiirga), Tathatii not only attains a 
radical self-presence in which it knows itself directly as the ulti
mately real, self-subsistent absolute. Through a subsequent 
wisdom (pr#halabdhajiiiina), it continuously reflects upon the 
common and the unique characteristics (lak~alJ(Js) of the inter
dependent phenomena (paratantric dharmas) projecte~ by, and 
grounded upon it. In them it contemplates the richness'of its own 
diversity, since this jiiiina scrutinizes all forms, thoroughly expel
ling all concepts of iitman and dharma with an exact, structural 
analysis of reality as mere-consciousness (vijiiiiptimiitratii). Up to 
this point, the objects of the physical universe and the components 
of the phenomenal personality, constituted by the manovijiiiina 
through the mediation of the sense consciousnesses, had . been 
invested by it with an erroneous autonomy. But upon entrance 
into the Darsanamiirga, the manovijiiiina is progressively trans
formed (pariivrtti) in the Profound Contemplation Wisdom 
(Pratyavek~a{liijiiiina). This mode of Pr#halabdhajiiiina which 
comprises the observation of innumerable dhiira1Jis and samiidhis, 
acutely penetrates the apparent density and exteriority of all 
sensible phenomena, revealing their contingent status as the ideal 
self-determinations of Tathatii. With regard to sentient beings, 
it is capable of discerning their precise mental condition, and o 
providing them with those teachings most beneficial to their 
progress. 

THE STAGE OF ExERCISING CULTIVATION 

In the fourth stage of the spiritual path (Bhiivaniimiirgajvasthii) 
there is a continuous cultivation of nirvikalpakajiiiina and P!~tha
labdhajiiiina, a continuous transformation of the human consci 
ousness into the perfect wisdom of Mahiibodhi. For, although the 
self-intuition of Tathatii had been realized on the path of unimpe
ded penetrating understanding (Darsanamiirga), it remained onl 
tern orary, and interrupted by the emergence within the empirica 
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consciousness of various forms of the primordial iitmagriiha and 
dharmagriiha. Those instinctive, innate attachments to the reality 
of autonomous selfhood and thinghood are the persistent sources 
of all passion (kle8iivara1Ja) and the most subtle as well as the 
crassest forms of ignorance impeding supreme enlightenment 
(jiieyiivara!Ja). While the active manifestation of these dual forces 
had been largely suppressed from the first stage of the spiritual 
path on up through the fourth, the residual impressions (bijas) 
created by them remain as dynamic subliminal tendencies within 
the fundamental consciousness of the Alayavijiiiina. Until they are 
thoroughly dispersed, they are capable of reappearing in explicit 
acts of the empirical consciousness. But even if they were to remain 
only as unmanifest contents of the Alaya, their habitual, spon
taneously self-regenerative presence would still obscure its perfect 
self-luminosity.6 

Since their nature consists of an attachment to the exclusive 
reality of multiple persons and things, they are removed by the 
constant cultivation of the non-discriminating transcendental 
wisdom (nirvikalpakajiiiina) which grasps at nothing and knows no 
multiplicity, but comprehends the identity of all things in an 
immediate intuition of the unconditional nature common to all of 
them, their Absolute Suchness. The Clz'eng Wei-Shih Lun presents 
the continuous practice of nirvikalpakajiiiina and its dispersal of 
the bijas of innate ignorance as the principle of a progressive trans
formation, characteristic of the Bhiivaniimiirga. It does so in the 
metaphysical context of vijiiaptimiitratii, interpreting the bijas 
as the effects of a false imagination which, failing to perceive 
the universal co-relativity of phenomena as the interdependent 
forms of mere-consciousness, imputes an empty autonomy to 
them: 

By the repeated cultivation of the non-discriminating wisdom, 
the two "heavy" barriers within the primary consciousness 

6. "(The term dau~{hulya signifies something crude and heavy, i.e. inapti
tude, incapacity, infirmity.) This name of dau~fhu/ya is given to the Bijas of 
the two Avaral)as (barriers), because these Bijas, compared with those of the 
unconditioned non-discriminative Jiiii.na, are crude and heavy and therefore 
'incapable' of serving as one of the causes for the attainment of Reality." 
Ibid., p. 705. 
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(Alayavijfiiina) are cleared away. Thus, through the process of 
"turning over" (i.e. inner transformation,) it is possible to 
discard the product of the false imagination (parikalpita) which 
lies upon the surface of the principle of "dependence on others" 
(paratantra) and to acquire "the nature of Ultimate Reality" 
(Parini$panna) which abides underneath this principle. By 
rolling away the vexing passions (k/e§a~). the MahiiparinirviilJll 
(true and ultimate emancipation) is gained; by rolling away 
the barrier that impedes absolute knowledge [jfieyiivara~a], 
Maha.bodhi or Supreme Enlightenment is experienced. 7 

But if the direct, intuitive experience of Tathatii attenuates the 
residual impressions of kle8iivara~a and jfieyiivara1Ja, it is only 
with the simultaneous complementarity of the ten moral perfec
tions (piiramitiis) that they are thoroughly and forever removed. 
While these reciprocally inclusive virtues are practiced from the 
very first stage of moral provisioning (sarnbhiiriivasthii), it is in the 
stage of Bhiivanii that their characteristics are most clearly mani
fested, and in which they are said to constitute tlie essential nature 
and basis, "the land or bhiimi", for all the moral qualities that 
must be cultivated.8 

The Ch'eng Wei-Shih Lun isolates ten singularly obstinate forms 
of innate ignorance9 and defines the classical ten bhumis through 

7. Ibid., p. 705. 
8. "Thus the ten Bhumis comprise and have as their self-nature all the 

'meritorious virtues', both conditioned (salflskrta) and unconditioned (asUlfls
krta) .. . they are the supreme supporting basis for all moral qualities that have 
to be cultivated. They cause them to come into being and grow up. Therefore, 
they are called Bhiimis or Lands." Ibid., p. 711. Also: "The ten Paramitas 
are practised in all the ten Bhiimis; nevertheless, one may attribute to each of 
the Bhiimis the Paramita which is dominant in it. Innumerable are the moral 
practices of the ten Bhiimis; however, they are all comprised in the ten Para
mitas." Ibid., p. 727. 

9. The text only mentions those obstacles embodying the ignorance imped
ing supreme enlightenment and hindering absolute knowledge, i.e. the jiieyii
vara/;za, and not the obstacles of the vexing passions (kldiivaraQa). This reflects 
the fact that while the Bodhisattva suppresses the actual manifestation of all 
the kleias, thereby preventing any future bijas from being impressed upon the 
Alayavijiiiina, he willingly retains all prior residual impressions of them. By 
failing to remove these subliminal traces of the vexing passions he willingly 
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their active l.'epudiation of them and removal of every trace of 
their subliminal impressions (bijas). In each bhumi the tenacious 
influence of ignorance is increasingly weakened by the expansive 
exercise of wisdom in the tenfold form of the piiramitiis which 
are said to reveal in each "land" the particular modality of Abso
lute Suchness peculiar to it. For as the text notes: 

Although Tathata, in itself, is free from varieties and differences, 
nevertheless these ten species are distinguished by reason of 
their excellent qualities. Although from the first Bhiimi the 
Bodhisattva understands the ten Tathatas, nevertheless he has 
not yet experienced and practised them in a perfect manner. 
The Tathatas are therefore established in order that, progressi
vely, in the course of the ten stages of the path, they may be 
perfectly understood and practised.lo 

Though obscured by the text's failure to provide a more cohesive 
interpretation for the ten bhumis, ten iivaralJQs, ten piiramitiis, and 
ten Tathatiis, a generic pattern of psychic transformation is inten
ded. Through nirvikalpakajiiiina, human consciousness is trans
formed in the self-intuition of Tathatii, in which all cognizance of 
a distinction between self and other, subject and object, interior 
and exterior, is transcended in the sheer, metarational awareness 
of absolute reality. But despite the intensity of such an experience, 
the subliminal persistence of ignorance (the bijas of klesiivara1Ja 
and jiieyiivara1Ja) prevents its perfect sustenance. Through .the 
systematic cultivation of the piiramitiis, innate wisdom so per
vasively and concretely informs the mind, that the habitual im
pressions of the iivara1)as "are contradicted by their antithesis, 
just as darkness is countered by light; they are therefore cut off 
and destroyed."11 In even its most subtle and latent forms, igno
rance is annulled as its psychic basis within the Alayavijiiiina is 

accepts the rebirth which they occasion and thus fulfils his vow to lead all 
sentient beings to liberation before he himself enters perfect nirvar:za. Though 
not manifested within the empirical consciousness, the persistence of such 
k/eias induces a continuous rebirth which the Bodhisattva freely enjoins to 
thus accomplish his salvific work. See Ibid., p. 731. 

10. Ibid., p. 749. 
ll. Ibid., p. 757. 
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progressively and consistently illumined by the perfections of 
wisdom." The individual phenomenal consciousness experiences 
this liberation by the piiramitiis which it cultivates, as a more 
thorough and precise understanding of absolute reality. While the 
non-discriminating transcendental wisdom (nirvikalpakajiiiina) 
afforded it an immediate, non-conceptual intuition of Tathatii, 
the praxis of the piiramitiis in each of the bhumis yields a secondary 
wisdom (pr~thalabdhajiiiina), a more formal, rational analysis 
and comprehension of "the excellent qualities" of Absolute 
Suchness; it is the knowledge and realization of such characteris
tics that constitute the revelation of the ten Tathatiis. 

But on a more fundamental level, they are to be understood as 
various refinements in the self-explicitness of that ·absolute. 
Suchness, in its noetic activity as Alayavijiiiina, having become 
fully self-conscious in and through the human mind's experience of 
nirvikalpakajiiiina, delineates that immediate self-intuition in the 
more deliberate conceptions of that mind. Since the Alaya contains 
the seeds (bijas) of perfect wisdom that assume the particular 
form of the piiramitiis12 within the phenomenal consciousness 
which it grounds, the realizations of the ten Tathatiis which "they 
attain" are in fact the moments of its perfect self-comprehensive 
elucidation. Tathatii does not remain a mere abstract universal, 
an object of a knowledge external to, and distinct from itself. As 
Alayavijiiiina, it projects the sensible forms of phenomenal exis
tence as the ideal manifestations or transformations (paril;tiima) 
from within itself. 

Grounding as it thus does individual human consciousness, the 
Alaya animates it with the germinal creativity of Mahiibodhi which 
informs the perceptions of the manas and manovijiiiina, enabling 
them to comprehend the indeterminate Suchness, the essential 
nature of all things as mere-consciousness (Vijiiaptimiitriltathatii). 
In the reversal (pariivrtti) of their instinctive tendencies to frag-

12. This is not to imply that perfect wisdom is exhausted by its particular 
manifestation in the piiramitiis or that they are its sole expression. They are 
inlierent, constituent practices of the holy path of wisdom, and may well 
imply and include the innumerable variety of other moral and meditative 
exercises. It is simply to be noted here that they are not the only forms of 
wisdom's self-explicitness. For a similar discussion within the Ratnagotra
vibhiiga see pp. 118-20 above. 
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ment reality by positing a multiplicity of independent, self-subsis
tent persons and things, the manas and manovijiiiina are respec
tively transformed in and by the Universal Equality and the 
Profound Contemplation Wisdoms. Conjointly, they illumine 
the mind that it may discern precisely the unique features and 
peculiar characteristics of all dharmas, while at the same time 
comprehending their complete equality as the thoroughly ideal 
forms of absolute Suchness. Both wisdoms are exercised through
out the ten bhumis of the Bhiivaniimiirga and both are perfected 
by the complementary exercise of the ten piiramitiis. While the 
moments of the manas' direct intuition of Tathatii through nirvi
kalpakajiiiina (of which the Universal Equality Wisdom is an 
expression) are intensified and prolonged, th.e more deliberate 
reflection upon, .and consequent understanding of the ten charac
teristics of Tathatii by the manovijiiiina through PN{halabdha
jiiiina (of which the Profound Contemplation Wisdom is an 
expression) is more clearly defined. It is in this manner that 
Suchness, as the absolute ground of hum.an consciousness (the 
Alaya), informing it with the seeds of perfect wisdom, realizes a 
concrete self-consciousness. 

Thus, in the first "land of great joy" (Pramuditii bhiimi) through 
the germinal wisdom of omniscience innate to it as Alayavijiiiina 
and manifested as fue knowledge of the non-substantiality of 
persons and things (pudgala and dharmasiinyatii), Tathatii wit
nesses its universality as the indeterminate Suchness of phenome
nal existence. In the second "land of perfect purity" (Vimalii 
bhiimi), through the wisdom of the pure moralities (Sila), it 
counters the subtle delusion that gives rise to slight offences of 
body, speech, and thought and all of its residual impressions 
(bijas). In completely cutting off this mithyiipratipattyiivarava 
through the transformation of human consciousness in the practice 
of ethical truth, Tathatii recognizes itself as the most sublime of all 
dharmas since it is replete with the infinite virtues :1nd properties 
of Buddhahood.13 

13. This interpretation of Tathata as the basis of the Buddhadharmas has 
been exhaustively discussed in pp. 72-99, 141-49, 161-63 above on the 
Ratnagotravibhaga's axiom that the Tathiigatagarbha is void (siinya) of the 
adventitious defilements that conceal it, but not void (asiinya) of the highest 
properties that are indivisible from it. 
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In the third "land of luminosity" (Prabhiikari bhumi) it is block
ed by, but overcomes absolutely the barrier of unintelligence and 
failure of memory (dhandhatviivaraiJa). Through samadhi and 
the prajnii-of-meditation, Tatlzatii completely suppresses the 
delusion of desire-covetousness (kamariigamoha) and the delusion 
of ignoring or disregarding the perfect dhiiraiJis of audition and 
moral cultivation, and realizes itself as the source of all excellent 
teachings. 

Its self-awareness as the independent, self-contained absolute, 
incapable of appropriation by the divisive concepts of "I" and 
"mine", is attained in the fourth "land of glowing wisdom" 
(Arci$mati bhumi). Its suppression of the most subtle forms of 
innate self-belief (iitmadr#i), self-conceit (iitmamiina), and self
love (iitmasneha), together with any attachment to meditation 
(samiidhisneha) or to the Dharma (Dharmasneha), and all sublimi
nal residue of them (the bijas) is effected through a meditation 
devoid of all grasping. 

Tathatii knows itself concretely as the non-differentiation of 
sart~siira and nirviiiJa in the fifth "land of the mastery of utmost 
difficulties" (Sudurjayii bhiimi). By its opposition to the Hinayana 
attachment to parinirviiiJa, it totally halts the delusion (actual and 
potential) of conceiving ideas for the sole purpose of turning away 
from birth and death andfor for the sole purpose of attaining 
absolute release. At this stage the human mind is so transfor
med in innate wisdom, that it is capable of simultaneously per
ceiving the peculiar characteristics unique to any particular object 
as well as its fundamental indeterminacy, its absolute Suchness. 
Any tendency to flee the world of phenomena is obviated by this 
union of worldly wisdom (sart~vrtijniina) and fundamental wisdom 
(tattvajniina) which synthetically perceive all things as the manifest 
forms of absolute reality. "Because of the necessity of causing 
these two jniinas to be born at the same time and to bear on the 
same object, this stage is extremely difficult to conquer."14 

In this fifth bhilmi, Tathatii not only knows itself as the common 
essence of phenomenal existence, but simultaneously recognizes 
the sensible shapes and contours of those multiple existents as its 
own self-appearances. In the sixth "land of eternal presence" 

14. Hsuan Tsang, Ch'eng Wei-Shih Lun, p. 709. 
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(Abhimukhi bhumi), and the following "land of long journeys" 
(Duraf!Zgamii bhiimi) it is conscious of transcending the manifold 
dichotomies of the discriminating intellect, and the particular 
respective polarities of purity-impurity and birth-destruction. 

Up until the sixth bhitmi, the various reflections, meditations 
and contemplations are practised with the aid of images, ideas, 
conceptions, or notions (sanimitta) which the mind holds before 
itself for its sustained consideration and attention. The problem 
involved is that the mind instinctively interprets the thing before 
it as an object distinct from and over against itself as perceiving 
subject. Even when it is well acquainted with and infovmed by the 
truth of mere-consciousness (vijfiaptimiitratii), it is not free from 
the innate delusion which obscures the essential union of the 
perception aspect (darsanabhiiga) with -the image or perceived 
aspect (nimittabhiiga) of consciousness. Thus, the very reality of 
mere-consciousness or of Tathatii as the genuine nature of all
things-as-consciousness-only is often distortedly retained by the 
mind as an object or thing transcendent and separate from itself. 
In the sixth and seventh bhiimis this dualism of subject and object 
is gradually suppressed. 

But it is only in the eighth "land of non-agitation" (Acalii bhiimi) 
that a contemplation free of all images (nirnimitta) is perfected. 
Not only does the human mind recognize all forms of phenomenal 
reality as the transformations and manifestations of absolute 
consciousness, but through its vital union with it (the Alaya), it is 
capable of modifying those forms or even of projecting new ones. 
It is said that the Bodhisattva at this stage can change base metals 
into gold or silver and can create whole lands and alter vast ex
panses of space. In this eighth bhiimi, Tathatii concretely realizes 
itself "as the supporting basis for the mastery which permits the 
creation or modification of phenomena, and of lands."15 As the 
Alayavijfiiina, and through the medium of human consciousness 
which is no longer deceived by an ignorant conception of otherness 
in the objects of its perceptions, absolute Suchness knows its 
own dynamic creativity vis-0;-vis the ideal forms of its self-manifes
tation. Since phenomena represent nothing other than the visible 
shapes and appearances of consciousness, their transmutations 

15. Ibid., p. 749. 
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and novel projections characteristic of the eighth bhumi are merely 
the conscious self-symbolizations of Tathatii as Alayavijfiiina. 
Not only does Suchness perceive itself through the human mind 
and recognize itself in the diversity of phenomenal existence, but 
it here concretely knows itself as absolute consciousness and the 
ideal source of their manifestations. 

In the ninth "land of the finest discriminating wisdom" (Siidhu
mati bhllmi), Tathatii is blocked by but overcomes absolutely the 
innate delusion which consists of the absence of any desire to act 
for the benefit of others. In its opposition to this form of ignorant 
self-attachment, Tathatii further transforms the human mind with 
the four unhindered or unlimited powers of interpretation and 
reasoning (the pratisat]'lvids) and in so doing reveals itself as the 
basis and ground of transcendental wisdom. In the arthapratisarrr
vid it exercises itself as the power to interpret the meaning of the 
most sublime truths and profound teachings of the Dharma. In 
the dharmapratisalflvid it represents the mastery of explaining the 
literal significance of all names, sentences, clauses, phrases, words, 
and syllables. In the niruktipratisizlflvid, Tathatii manifests the 
ability of explaining and und.erstandi'ng all languages and any 
form of verbal expression and vocal sound, while through the 
pratibhiinapratisarrrvid it demonstrates an unsurpassed skill in 
argumentation and discourse, proceeding from a thorough know
ledge of the natural qualifications of the sentient beings whom it 
addresses. 

In the final "land of Dharma clouds" (Dharmamegha bhumi), 
by overcoming any incompletion, Tathatii realizes itself as the 
plenitude of great supernatural powers (the dhiirarJ.is, samiidhis, 
and all meritorious activities) through which it illumines the most 
profound and subtle mysteries and secr:ets. Although this tenth 
bhumi represents the ultimate stage in the mastery of all perfections 
and the point at which the subliminal traces of innate ignorance 
have been removed by the transformation of the mind in and 
through innate wisdom, there yet remains "certain extremely 
subtle attachments to all known objects." At the moment of 
Vajropamasamiidhi (the samiidhi of diamond-like wisdom) which 
culminates this stage and initiates the bhumi of perfect Buddha
hood, they are absolutely and irrevocably cut off. 
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TH:E STAGE OF ULTIMATE REALIZATION 

While asrayapariivrtti had been generally extended by the Ch' eng 
Wei·Shih Lun to incorporate all the moments of psychic transfor
mation from the earliest stages of the path onwards, there is a 
definitive, climactic "great transformation" (vipulapariivrtti) now 
realized. Alternately referred to as phalaparipiiripariivrtti, It signi
fies the perfect maturity of "the fruit'' of innate Buddhahood, and 
thus the fifth stage of the holy path, the ni$!hiivasthii, the stage of 
ultimate realization. The universal equality and profound contem
plation wisdoms, initially manifested on the path of insight 
(Darsanamiirga), now totally animate and uninterruptedly inform 
the perceptions of the manas and manovijfiiina. As already noted, 
they conjointly enable the human mind to know exactly the dis
tinct, particular characteristics of persons and things, and simul
taneously to comprehend their fundamental identity, theitt 
common reality as the ideal forms of absolute suchness. These 
two modalities of Mahiibodhi function whenever human conscious
ness directs its attention towards any one thing or things; their , 
activity is determined by the particular focus of the phenomenal 
mind. 

However, on this final stage of ultimate realization the Great 
Mirror Wisdom (Mahiidarsajfiiina), of which the Universal Equa
lity and Profound Contemplation Wisdoms are qualitative mani
festations, is actualised. Proper to the Alayavijiiiina, the scope of 
its activity is not bound by the successive, singular regard of the 
phenomenal consciousness which determines the influence of the 
samatiijfiiina and the pratyavek$a1Jiijfiiina. While the~ latter illu
mine the particular characteristics and general nature of only 
those objects to which the manas, manovijfiiina, and the sensoriai 
consciousnesses advert, the Great Mirror Wisdom is the light of 
omniscience, the sarviikiirajfiatii, knowing the precise forms of all 
things, past, present, and future. By virtue of its innate, universal 
self-determinations (bijas), the Alayavijfiiina contains the manifold 
forms of the phenomenal universe. And as the common ground of 
every empirical consciousness it receives and retains the creative, 
residual impressions (the non-universal bijas) from every thought, 
feeling or deed originated as the volitions of those consciousnesses. 
Yet, its perfect awareness of itself in the totality of these ideal 
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contents is obscured by ignorance, whose seeds (bijas) are innate 
to it, and whose presence is only removed by a similarly innate 
wisdom, concretely actualized in and through the empirical consci
ousness. The Great Mirror Wisdom represents the culmination of 
that process (as demonstrated above}, where Tathata knows the 
exact delineations of all phenomena sim'.ll.tan,eously and without 
hindrance of spatial and temporal distinctions. For, as Alayavij
iiiina it is the universal storehouse which contains them as its 
own immanent determinations, its bijas. And the Great Mirror 
Wisdom is the self-luminosity, the perfect self-comprehension of 
the Alaya in the entirety of those ideal determinations. If the 
human consciousness in and through the combined Universal 
Equality and Profound Contemplation Wisdoms recognized the 
bijas in their temporal projections as the phenomenal forms of 
mere-consciousness (vijiiaptimatrata), the absolute consciousness 
(A.layavijiiiina) in and through the Great Mirror Wisdom recog
nizes them in their uhmanifest, immediate inherence to itself. For. 
as the text had noted earlier: 

The eighth consciousness is called sarvabijaka or the "seed 
consciousness", which means that it is endowed or furnished 
with all the bijas. It is capable of holding firmly and retaining 
the bijas of all dharmas, without allowing them to be lost. Apart 
from this consciousness, no other dharma is capable of retaining 
the bijas of all things.16 

Thus, while the Universal Equality and Profound Contempla
tion Wisdoms represent the comprehensive knowledge of each 
particular thing in its sheer Suchness (sarvajiiata) as perceived by 
the phenom<::nal consciousness, the Great Mirror Wisdom is 
omniscience proper, the simultaneous and exhaustively detailed 
knowledge of all forms (sarvakarajfiata), including the Universal 
Equality, Profound Contemplation, and all other modalities of 
wisdom itself. It is then as Mahadarsajfiiina, that Tathata attains 
its ultim'lte self-conscious form. In its noetic aspect as Alayavij
nana, Tathata projects the manifold forms of phenomenal exis
tence as the radically ideal manifestations or transformations 

16. Ibid., p. 107. 
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(paril)iima) from within itself. Then, through the medium of 
human consciousness, grounded upon and animated by it, it 
perceives and recognizes its own universality as the indeterminate 
nature, the Suchness, of those self-manifested forms. In this 
process of comprehensive self-understanding, Tathatii realizes 
itself as perfect wisdom. Since it is to possess itself as its own 
object by knowing itself as the unconditional nature of all things, 
its knowledge must be adequate to its content. Through the 
fivefold stages on the holy path of attainment, from initial faith 
and simple" reflection; the profound meditative realizations of 
the nirvedhabhiigiyas; the incisive conviction of pudgalasiinyatii 
and dharmasunyatii; the direct intuition of nirvikalpakajfiiina and 
the subsequent PN!halabdhajiiiina, that adequacy is closely appro
ximated in the Universal Equality and Profound Contemplation 
Wisdoms. Through them, Tathatii clearly knows itself in the indi
vidual forms of the phenomenal universe. Yet, it is only as the 
Great Mirror Wisdom that Tathatii's knowledge is perfectly ade
quate to its content. Not only does it represent the mode of formal 
omniscience (as explained above); it signifies the point at which 
Tathatii, having realized itself as perfect wisdom, knows itself as 
perfect wisdom. Since Absolute Suchness is to know itself as that 
which it is, it is not enough that it recognizes itself in the mere 
diversity of physical shapes and material contours. For, in that 
very recognition it determines itself ever more exactly in the form 
of the Universal Equality and Profound Contemplation Wisdoms, 
and its self-knowledge is only complete when it comprehends 
itself in that form. It does so through the Great Mirror Wisdom. 

It must be recalled that according to the Ch'eng JYei-Shih Lun, 
every act of consciousness consists of the object or image aspect 
(nimittabhiiga), the perception aspect (darsanabhiiga), and the self
corroboratory aspect (svasaf{lvittibhiiga) or the awareness of the 
act of perception itself. In ordinary conscious experience, the 
manas and manovijiiiina (as the dar.§anabhiiga) perceive particular 
objects (the nimittabhiiga), and the Alayavijiiiina as the ground of 
the phenomenal consciousness is the reflective awareness of their 
interaction. As the svasaT{lvittibhiiga, it is consciousness aware of 
its own activity, and by virtue of which the Alaya is said t~ store 
and retain every act or consciousness expressed in bodily move .. 
ment, speech, and thought. Now in the perfected consciousness 
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of Mahiibodhi, Tathatii knows itself in the multiplicity and variety 
of phenomenal forms as perceived through human consciousness. 
It does so as the Universal Equality and Profound Contemplation 
Wisdoms which thoroughly transform the latter. Thus, the percep
tion aspect (darsanabhiiga) of Mahabodhi is Tathatii, as perfect 
wisdom, recognizing itself as its own object (nimittabhiiga) in the 
diversity of material existence. Then, in the Great Mirror Wisdom 
Tathatii realizes its ultimate self-conscious form, since as the 
svasarnvittibhiiga it is absolute wisdom comprehending its own 
perfection as wisdom. 

With this conclusion of the analysis of the Ch'eng Wei-Shih Lun, 
it is essential in the following final chapter to summarize the entire 
development of the concepts of the Tathiigatagarbha and Alayavij
iiiina, and to identify from the preceding and present chapters, 
the stages of their emergent complementarity. 
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CONCLUSION 

T.I{E TATHA.GATAGARBflA IN T.I{E SRi-MALA SuTRA 

The present study has sought an understanding of the Mahayana 
Buddhist belief in the inherent potentiality of all animate beings to 
attain the supreme and perfect enlightenment of Buddhahood. Its 
principle of exposition has been a detailed analysis of the two 
concepts through which the Mahayana tradition has grounded and 
sustained that belief. While the Tathiigatagarbha or "embryo of 
the Tathagata" and the Alayavijiiiina or "storehouse conscious
ness" initially arose as independent theories, it has been shown 
hat their mutual implication and inter-illumination as alternate 

determinations of Tathatii make of each, the necessary comple
ment of the other; together, they define a comprehensive meta
physics of Absolute Suchness and identify the soteriological
epistemological principles consistent with it. 

While treating explicitly the Tathiigatagarbha, the Sri-Miilii 
Sutra anticipated the role of the Alayavijiiiina in its conception as 
absolute consciousness. Having once defined, the ontic dimension 
of the garbha as the unborn, imperishable, permanent, steadfast, 
and eternal ground of phenomenal and absolute reality (sal'flsiira 
and nirviiT;ta), it immediately qualified that status. Its unconditional 
nature was not to be understood as that of an absolute substantia
lity, so much as of an absolute subjectivity. The Tathiigatagarbha 
is the support of sal'flsiira and nirviiT;ta not as some essential, hypo
static entity, but rather as that which alone possesses an uncon
ditional awareness and consciousness, adequate to the definitive 
comprehension of phenomenal existence as suffering. Its reactivity 
to the pain of sQI'flsiira and its simultaneous intentionality toward 
the emancipation of nirviil)a implicitly identify the Tathiigatagar
bha not so much as ontic substance, but rather as ontic subject. 
As such, its generic designation as "embryo" assumes a critical 
soteriological significance. For, its movement towards nirviiT;t 
is no mere undefined aspiration or indeterminate striving. Rather, 
it is the generic potentiality of animate beings to attain, not 
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multiplicity of variant goals, but one and the same "rightly com
pleted enlightenment", the universal awakening of Tathagata
hood. There can be only one ultimate nirviif.Za, synonymous with 
the Absolute Body of the Tathagata, the Dharmakiiya, and it is to 
that end which the garbha "matures" all beings. 

The Sri-Miilii then, established an equivalence between the 
Tathiigatagarbha and the Dharmakiiya such that the former is the 
latter when it has not yet freed itself from the concealment of the 
defilements. As embryo, the Tathiigatagarbha is unconditional 
awareness of phenomenal existence as suffering, and as realized 
Absolute Body it is synonymous with the cessation of suffering 
and is equivalent to the highest nirviil)a-realm of the Tathiigata. 
Organically conceived as "embryo", the Tathiigatagarbha is the 
necessary emergence of itself to itself, the inherent process of 
moving from a latent to an articulate ultimacy, the self-expressive 
development from potential to actual Tathiigatahood. 

But, while all sentient beings may have the potentiality of 
Buddhahood, may be tacitly considered as already enlightened, 
through the universal endowment with the Tathiigatagarbha, that 
does not necessarily presume its immediate and total actualiza
tion. It admits of varying degrees of self-manifestation within the 
consciousness of all beings, from those who have scant regard 
for spiritual values, through the Arhats, Pratyekabuddhas, and 
the tenfold stages of the Bodhisattva. It is only in the Lord, the 
Tathagata, that it becomes what it truly is, that it attains complete 
self-realization as the Absolute Body (the Dharmakiiya). In him, 
the Tathiigatagarbha gains an absolute self-confirmatory consci
ousness of itself as the Great Vehicle (Mahayana), the One Vehicle 
(Ekayiina). The Buddha is the eye, the perfect knowledge through 
which the Tathiigatagarbha ·comprehends itself as what it is, as 
"the Refuge with imperishable nature, permanent, steadfast 
nature." 

The absolute status of the Buddha is a function of his exact and 
pluperfect knowledge. He alone has achieved an unqualified under
standing of all natures, has become omniscient and all-seeini, 
unrestrained by any faults, liberated from all defilements, and 
possessed of infinite merit. Since the Buddha represents that stage 
of the Tathiigatagarbha's perfect self-maturation, wisdom is 
both the means and end of that self-realization and is the very 
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essence of the Tathiigatagarbha. For, inherent to it are the innume
rable Buddha natures, the modalities of perfect wisdom and 
knowledge which progressively disperse .. the nescience entrench
ment" which, as the fundamental axis of ignorance, is the ground 
of all primary and secondary defilements. As the obscurative 
force of the nescience entrenchment is ever more dispersed by the 
diverse knowledge modes which essentially constitute the Buddha 
natures, these latter display themselves with greater perspicuity. 

By the principle of self-liberation as self-explication, while the 
defilements of ignorance are eliminated or purified, there is a 
simultaneous revelation of the virtuous Buddha natures which 
are the very vehicle of their final and total self-deployment. It is 
this that constitutes the supreme nirvii.Q.a-realm of the Tathii.gata. 
The relationship of the Buddha natures to the nescience entrench
ment is but an alternate definition of the Tathiigatagarbha as the 
end that is simultaneously its own becoming. For, from the pers
pective of finality as the Absolute Body (the Dharmakiiya), the 
Tathiigatagarbha is effect, result,_ and goal. At the same time, as 
the processive, self-determined movement towards that actualiza
tion it is .. embryonic" cause, means, and progression. 

Its movement towards itself as goal (and ~hus, as Dharmakiiya) 
is a function of its essential nature as self-explicating knowledge. 
It is not a self, a sentient being, a soul, or a personality. Rather, 
the Tathiigatagarbha is "embryonic" absolute knowledge. Its 
essence is to know itself as that which it is, to be aware of itself 
and to bring itself about. The content of the garbha's knowledge 
is precisely itself as void (sunya) of the extrinsic defilements which 
nevertheless conceal it, and not void (asunya) of the inherent 
Buddha natures. It is this content which must be made manifest; 
the garbha' s self-knowledge must be actually adequate to its 
content. Since the garbha is to possess itself as its own object, the 
known cannot be something parallel to knowledge any more than 
it can be an external object for knowledge. Knowledge is rather 
the self-explication of the known content, and the known content 
is implied knowledge (i.e. the perfect wisdom of the Buddha 
natures). 

When the Buddha natures are fully manifest, the Tathiigata
garbha has realized its own plenitude, and is thus referred to as the 
Absolute Body of omniscience, the Dharmakiiya. The over-all 
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image projected by the Sri-Miilii Siitra in describing the relation~ 
ship of the Tathiigatagarbha with the Dharmakiiya is that of a 
cycle that presupposes its beginning and reaches its beginning 
only at its end. Initially posited as an object of faith, the garbha 
is accorded an absolute status as existing without beginning or 
end; not being born and not dying; not subject to rebirth; but 
permanent, steadfast, and eternal; the base and support of the 
intrinsic Buddha natures as well as the adventitious, discrete 
defilments, and the ground of both sa11tsiira and nirviilJa. However, 
its organic designation as "embryo" quickly identified this begin
ning as the point of departure endowed with the propensity 
towards its own self-transformation, a process with a most specific 
teleological direction. For, the self-movement of the Tathagata
embryo to the Absolute Body is a self-teleological process of inner 
convergence, where the Absolute Body as telos is simply the point 
of the embryo's fully self-conscious, self-revelation. 

In this cycle, if the Tathii.gata-embryo is the beginning or cause 
(hetu), then the Absolute Body is essentially result (phala), the 
end where the Tathagata-embryo becomes what it is in truth. 
The nature of the embryo is to be actual, that which becomes 
itself. For if it starts with itself, the Tathiigatagarbha reaches its 
consummation with itself as Dharmakiiya. Not only is the latter 
defined by the siitra with the same attributes as the former, but in 
fact, is the former when it has not yet freed itself from the adventi-
ious defilements that conceal it, i.e. when it has not yet attained 

full self-conscious awareness as being intrinsically and always 
free of those defilements. 

Put otherwise, the Absolute Body can be a result (phala) only 
because it is already present from the start in an initial "embryo

ic" shape or content (the garbha). The cyclic transformation 
hen, of the Tathiigatagarbha into the Dharmakiiya is that of an 

original absolute becoming an articulate absolute, where no new 
elements are acquired but the latent or inherent ones (i.e. the 
innumerable Buddha natures) are expressed. The only transition 
within this sphere of self-exposition for the sake of self-under
standing is that from hiddenness to manifestation. 
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TI-lE TATHAGATAGARBI-lA IN TI-lE RATNAGOTRAVIBHAGA 

While the Sri-Miilii Sutra presented the Tathiigatagarbha as 
the processive absolute which is the very vehicle of its self-mani
festation, the self-evolutive potentiality of the embryo to become 
itself as realized Absolute Body, the Ratnagotravibhiiga stressed 
the on tic identity of the two poles. Though linguistically distinct, 
the Tathiigatagarbha and Dharmakiiya are one and the same 
reality. What the sii.stra examines is the quintessential dimension, 
the ultimate, ontic nature common to both designations, identi
fying them as but qualitative modalities of one and the same 
Reality, absolute Suchness (Tathatii). Samalii Tathatii designates 
that aspect of Reality "mingled with defilement" and is the 
Ratnagotra's consistent term for the Tathiigatagarbha, while 
Nirmalii Tathatii is its expression for Reality "apart from defile
ment", and is thus synonymous with the Dharmakiiya. 

The critical axiom that all living beings are possessed of the 
Tathiigatagarbha is grounded on the universality of the Dharma
kiiya, Tathatii, and the Tathiigatagotra. Accor.ding to the Ratna
gotra's hermeneutics, all living beings are penetrated by the 
Absolute Body of the Buddha by virtue of its universal extension 
as self-born, omniscient wisdom, pervading all beings equally. 
Thus, "to attain the Dharmakiiya" it is necessary first to recognize 
the wisdom of the Tathii.gata as the definitive, constitutive princi
ple of one's own cognitive awareness; it is to fully comprehend 
the non-differentiation of the Buddha's wisdom and one's own 
fund?..mental, noetic substratum. As such, the Buddhist path 
would be a function of self-transformation through self-recogni
tion. In addition, Absolute Suchness is the unilateral "immaculate
ness" existing in all beings, their- intrinsic, fundamental and ulti
mate essence. 

In its turn, the Tathiigatagotra contributed an important 
soteriological element to the universality of the Dharmakiiya and 
Tathatii, and as active, causal factor (hetu) it reinforced the proces
sive "embryonic" implications of the Tathiigatagarbha. As the 
innate "germinal essence" existing in all beings, it was projected 
as the imperishable, permanent, unconditional, and supportive 
ground for the realization of Buddhahood by all classes of persons. 
As such, it represented the unqualified assurance and validation of 
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a universally attainable supreme enlightenment. Sentient beings 
could develop into and mature as perfect Buddhas because they 
have always possessed the innate "germ" (gotra) of Buddhahood. 
Thus, the Ratnagotravibhaga posited an equivalence of Dharma
kaya, Tathatii and gotra where their inter-illumination and mutual 
inherence as the threefold nature of the Tathiigatagarbha definiti
vely established its status as the self-subsistent, all-pervading, 
unchangeable, and non-differentiated absolute that is the very 
vehicle of its own self-manifestation. Absolute Suchness, in its 
immanent modality as garbha, is no statically latent neutrality. 
Nuanced by its identification with Dharmakiiya and gotra, it is 
the movement to attain perfect consciousness of itself as the in
determinate, unconditional nature of phenomenal existence. 

This subjective dimension of Tathatii was suggested by its 
equivalence with Dharmakiiya as the Body of omniscient wisdom 
and with gotra as "germinal" absolute knowledge and active 
inte::tionality away from sa'Jpsaric suffering towards the liberation 
of ultimate nirvii!Ja. But, as "the indiscriminative Innate Mind" 
its immanent modality within human consciousness was formally 
determined. Human consciousness was thus clearly identified as 
the necessary medium through which Tathata realizes its own 
universality as the indeterminate Suchness of phenomenal exis
tence. Consequently, the Ratnagotravibhiiga tended to interpret 
the human intellect as a function of the Innate Mind, and implied 
that the diverse planes of conceptual awareness were merely the 
self-reflective moments in which Tathatii. affirmed itself as the 
perfectly pure essence, the unconditioned nature of all reality. 
Such an emphasis upon the primary subjectivity of Tathatii. as 
embryonic absolute knowledge or the germinal essence of 
Buddhahood (i.e. as garbha and gotra), tended inevitably to 
minimize the uniqueness of the phenomenal subject. According 
to the Ratnagotra then, the Buddhist transformation process is 
primarily the emergence of Tathatii's perfect self-consciousness, 
its movement to perfect self-understanding, from hiddenness 
to manifestation. 

While the Sri-Mii.lii. Sutra identified an inherent, primordial 
ignorance as the source of all defilements, impeding the perfect 
self-realization of the Tathiigatagarbha, it gave no account or 
rationale for its ultimate genesis and presence within human 
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consciousness. By contrast, the Ratnagotravibhiiga examines the 
nature of ignorance in greater depth. Accordingly, ignorance is 
said to be the root and source of all subtle tendencies of desire, 
hatred, and delusion which influence human perception, and when 
translated into actions of body, speech, or thought become the 
concrete defilements and thus, the proximate conditions of future 
rebirth. The critical interpretation of the Ratnagotra was that the 
innate principle of ignorance is not ultimate, but is instead groun
ded upon and abides within the unconditional, Innate Pure Mind. 
Ignorance is not any substantial entity, any ultimate element but, 
as "the irrational action of mind" is itself dependent upon Abso
lute Suchness, immanently conceived and noetically determined 
as the Innate Pure Mind. The latter is the necessary condition for 
the very possibility of ignorance which, while it may be manifested 
as an unwise discrimination or wrong conception, cannot take 
place without that fundamental substratum. In its ultimate nature, 
ignorance is not different from the Innate Mind. If defilements 
exist, they do so as deluded modes of consciousness, taking their 
particular appearance as forms (no matter how distorted) of one 
elemental reality-the Innately Pure Mind. 

What the Ratnagotra advocated then, for the complete cancel
lation of ignorance and its consequent defilements is not the 
conscious resistance to it, but the simple non-apprehension of it. 
For, ignorance is like all other factors of experience (dharmas), 
devoid of any independent self-subsistent autonomy. Thus, any 
cognitive activity directed towards it is without factual basis. To 
regard ignorance as a thing to be opposed and removed is the 
very attitude that occasions its further retrenchment; it is a serious 
misperception which, as a form of ignorance, becomes a remedy 
that strengthens the disease. Since ignorance is synonymous with 
faulty discrimination, to identify it as the deliberate objective to 
be overcome by the cultivation of a specific path, is itself a discri
minatory and erroneous judgment. It is only with the firm con
viction of the unreality of ignorance that it is extracted at its 
root; through non-apprehension there is no self-contradictory 
reversion to the principle of ignorance as the vehicle for its own 
removal. Instead, ignorance is intuitively dispelled through the 
psychological disarmament of approaching it as it truly is-abso
lutely empty, "extinct ~y nature." Consequently, since ignorance 
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is unreal, empty of any substantial referent, the ensuing defile
ments said to arise from it, are by definition non-essential. When 
the Ratnagotra accepted that the mind is defiled, it did so only as 
conventional truth, reflecting the empirical presence of greed, 
hatred, and delusion. In principle, these latter are not ultimate 
facts, but originated by a series of causes and conditions; as such, 
they cannot alter the pristine nature of the Innate Mind upon 
which they ultimately depend. 

Within the Buddhist tradition, the Ratnagotravibhii.ga represents 
a significant movement towards a more positive formulation of 
Absolute Reality. But while it exercises an explicit censure of the 
Sunyavadin tradition, it does so only to amplify the ontological 
implications of Srmyatii itself. For, the latter is not only the 
animating principle of an exacting critique upon rational processes, 
more than just the reflective awareness of the inherent falsities and 
inner contradictions of the dialectical fluctuations of reason bet
ween "is" and "not is". As critical methodology, Sunyatii is the 
very vehicle of its own manifestation as the non-conceptual, in
determinate, unconditioned Absolute Reality, the highest truth 
and ultimate nature of things; as such it is a cognate expression, 
an alternate designation of Tathatii. According to the Ratnagotra, 
Sunyatii as logical critique (exercised preeminently in the Miidhya
mika tradition) lacked sufficient cohesion with Sunyatii as un
conditioned, transcendent ground. It, therefore, was as a corrective 
to what it considered an excessively negative epistemological 
review, that the Ratnagotra advanced its ontology of the Tathii
gatagarbha. But that it did so as a development upon and integra
tion of the Sunyaviida was clearly obvious from its definition of the 
garbha, or essence of the Buddha, as _representing the genuine 
meaning of Sunyatii. It has been demonstrated that while the 
Ratnagotra speaks of Sunyatii in terms of its doctrine on Absolute 
Suchness, and while the Prajiiiipiiramitii Sutras tend to illuminate 
Tathatii through their more specific amplifications on the nature 
of Si"myatii, both sources understand the two terms as cognate 
conceptions; as the indeterminate, unconditional reality, they are 
mutually inclusive, coincidentally inter-reflective. 

In fact, the Ratnagotra claimed that the different classes of indi
viduals who failed to understand the nature of the Tathiigatagar
bha simultaneously held mistaken notions concerning the nature 
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of Siinyata; to misapprehend the one is to misinterpret the other. 
On the one hand, ordinary beings assume the uncritical belief in 
an infinite multiplicity of independent, self-sufficient, mutually 
exclusive entities; they seize the relative and determinate factors 
of existence as ultimate and unconditioned. Theirs is the most 
obvious denial of an undifferentiated, unconditionally real essence, 
universally common to all phenomena. But the position of the 
Sravakas and Pratyekabuddhas is no more correct. Despite their 
initial ability to overcome the illusion of the gross substantiality 
of existent elements, they become trapped by the very categories 
of their analyses. Reducing phenomena to the major "dharmic" 
classifications and unilaterally defining them as evanescent, suffer
ing, of no self, and impure, they are unable to escape the implicit 
realism of those very classifications. They turn the ascriptions of 
phenomenal conditionality into dogmas of unconditional fact, 
and focus so intensely upon the discrete components of existence 
that they never realize the undivided absolute essence, the real 
nature of things in their Suchness. Tathatii is the middle path then 
( M adhyamiipratipat ), between the substantive view of phenomena 
held by ordinary beings and the absolute relativity of phenomena 
as entertained by Sravakas a!ld Pratyekabuddhas. 

Then there are those novice Bodhisattvas who tend to substanti
ate non-substantiality. Some cling to Sunyatii as the medium of 
liberation, approaching it as the perfect nirviil}a, and thus misap
prehend it as an unconditional reality, absolutely transcendent 
and separate from the realm of conditioned phenomena. The 
Ratnagotra opposed such a dualistic split as completely antitheti
cal to Sunyatii as the principle and ground of comprehensive non
exclusion and universal harmony. It also rejected a similar mis
representation of Sunyatii as a ching existing outside of, and apart 
from the five skandhas and the entire conditioned world that is 
coextensive with them. Sunyatii is not some reified object, an 
extrinsic other, subsisting in a dimension exclusive of form, etc. 
The Ratnagotra insists upon a complete and reciprocal identity 
in extent and content between emptiness and form; taken as 
abstract concepts as well as concrete events to which they apply, 
Sunyatii and riipa are thoroughly coincidental. Therefore, from 
several different perspectives the Ratnagotra resisted all views that 
,either neglect entirely or else significantly misapprehend the true 
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intent of Sunyatii which, as revelatory of the universal, dependent 
correlativity among phenomena is simultaneously their non-dual, 
unconditional nature, their indeterminate Suchness. 

The positive designations of supreme eternity, bliss, unity, and 
purity, understood by the siistra as the antidotal inversions of the 
error that would attribute "the fourfold non-delusion" (evanes
cence, suffering, non-egoity, and impurity) to the Dharmakiiya, 
are not to be understood as specific attributes, qualifying some 
quintessential concrete hypostasis. Rather, they refer to the 
Absolute Suchness of reality whose translogical and indetermina
ble status was clearly recognized by the Ratnagotra as inexplicable, 
invisible, unutterable, unimaginable, indiscriminative, unthinka
ble, beyond the catu$koti (being, non-being, being and non-being 
together, neither being nor non-being) on a plane where analysis 
based on dualistic views and faulty discriminations is of no value. 
The four supreme virtues do not compromise this understanding 
of Tathatii as the unqualified Absolute. For, upon examination, 
they translate as nothing other than Sunyatii as the supreme 
remedial antidote for the various erroneous views, and as the 
highest truth, the ultimate essence of things. So then, the perfec
tion of self or supreme unity indicated the absolute reality of 
phenomenal existence (i.e. Tathatii) as the universal non-subs
tantiality of independent, self-subsistent persons and things (i.e. 
Sunyatii). Likewise, the supreme eternity represented the identity 
of saflZsiira and nirviiva in a non-substantiality (Siinyatii) that 
transcends all dichotomic concepts of being and non-being, finite 
and infinite, permanence and impermanence. The profound cogni
tion of the emptiness of all suffering as extinct by nature (i.e. there 
is no dul;kha in the ultimate sense) accounted for the supreme 
bliss, while the supreme purity reflected the non-substantiality 
(Sunyatii) of ignorance and its accompanying defilements and 
impressions. 

The theory of the Tathiigatagarbha as formulated by the Sri
Miilii Sutra and elaborated upon by its principal siistra, the 
Ratnagotravibhiiga, provides a singularly comprehensive interpre
tation of the Buddhist transformation process and experience of 
enlightenment. While inconceivable even to the loftiest and purest 
minds, the Tathiigatagarbha, accepted in faith, initiates the self
unfoldment of all the properties and virtues necessary for the 
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removal of ignorance and its obscurative defilements. It does so 
as embryonic absolute knowledge, explicitated through the practi
ces and observances of the path and the exercise of the perfections 
of charity, morality, patience, meditation, and exertion. Only 
hus does it come to the perfect self-revelation in the Dharmakiiya 

as actually freed from, because essentially devoid of (Sunya) the 
defilements, and replete with, because intrinsically not devoid of 
asunya) the modalities of omniscient wisdom. 

The Tathiigatagarbha begins then, as the content of faith and 
hus, under the forni of objectivity as ontic substance; it is Tathatii 

as the pure essence, the fundamental nature, the basic substratum, 
the unborn, undying, permanent, steadfast, eternal, and ultimate 
ground of saftlSiira and nirvii!Ja. But the garbha must surmount 
the form of objectivity, must move from the category of ontic 
substance, through the generic transformation of its inherent 
nature, to on tic subject, fully self-explicated self-consciousness; 
as realized Dharmakiiya, the realm of omniscient wisdom, it is 
Tathatii. recognizing itself as pure Suchness in and through all 
forms of phenomenal reality. 

The necessary movement of Tathatii's inner convergence upon 
itself, the stages towards its final and perfect self-comprehension, 
includes all the teachings and instructions, the prescriptions and 
praxes embodying the entire Dharma. Tathatii is the truth which 
animates and finds self-expression in all the formulations and 
specifications of the ~uddhist Path. As the one vehicle (ekayiina), 
grounding and authenticating the multiple variations of obser
vance and interpretation, Tathatii., under its determination as 
Tathiigatagarbha, is the soteriological principle of absolute efficacy. 
It is the warrant, intrinsic to all sentient beings, for the attainment 
of the supreme and perfect enlightenment of Buddhahood; thus, 
its designation as the Great Vehicle (Mahiiyiina). 

If the Doctrine (Dharma) is inaugurated as an extraneous code 
whose faithful adherence promises the emancipation from all 
sorcow and suffering, it must come to be understood as Tathatii's 
self-objectifying knowledge of itself as the truth of all things. 
Under the primary axiom of "impermanence, ill, not-self," 
Tathatii manifests an important insight into the conditioned rela
tivity of phenomenal existence; it is a wisdom revealing the non
substantiality (Siinyatii) of things, and thus dispelling a form o 
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ignorance that sdzes upon the determinate as indeterminate, the 
relative as absolute. But this dictum itself becomes a perversion, 
if its truth is constricted into a unilateral literacy, if the world is 
unqualified as the source of all pain and suffering. Such is an 
instance where the self-explicating movement of Tathatii as embry
onic absolute knowledge can be stagnated by its own formulations. 

Though necessary to it, these codified moments of its self
reflection must be surmounted and transcended by Tathatii if it is 
to attain that supreme modality in which alone it is able to recog
nize itself as the Such ness of reality; only as omniscient wisdom 
does it adequately perceive itself as the ultimate ground and un
conditional nature of existent phenomena. The initial truth o 
"impermanence, ill, and not-self," while 1evealing the universal 
relativity bf things, must yet annul and transcend itself as incom
plete. The Suchness of things may indeed be manifest in this 
testimony of their interdependent co-origination, their non
substantiality (Sunyatii) as unique, self-subsistent entities, but its 
revelation is only partial. Anitya, dul;kha, and aniitman are propae
deutic and not final; they must yield to the more profound and 
·comprehensive recognition of the absolute quiescence of all things, 
their original nirvii.J).ic status as essentially free from the adventi
tious defilements. Up to that point, Tathatii's advance towards 
total and perfect self-awareness progresses through the innumera
ble varieties and forms, degrees and levels of self-reflective wisdom 
constituting the path of the Dharma. At each stage, by its efficacy 
as innate absolute knowledge, it attains a proportionate self
liberation from the obscurative force of ignorance through the 
instrumentality of its self-formulations. But these latter, while the 
vehicles of its self-representation, are never (independently) the 
adequate media for .the perfect self-manifestation of Tathatii. 
Instead, they are the necessary moments of self-transcending 
absolute wisdom as it approaches the goal where the form in which 
Tathatii appears for its own perfect self-consciousness corres
ponds completely to its essence. Only as omniscient wisdom, 
unrestricted by the contours and moulds of material existence, 
does Tathatii universally perceive itself as the fundamental and 
original purity of all things, intrinsically free fro~ the concealing 
<lefilements. 

Thus it is that the si nificance of the historical Buddha is as 
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one who has fully awakened to the innate radiance of the Mind 
{the immanent, noetic determination of Tathatii) which he knows 
to be the essential nature of all sentient beings. While he is recog
nized as the teacher of the Doctrine, it is as the exemplar and 
concrete actualization of its truth; it is in him that the essence of 
omniscience has attained the self-witnessing eye, the unimpeded 
perception of its absolute freedom from defilements as the pure 
Suchness of all existence. The Buddha is the historical articulation 
of the Mind's doctrine concerning its association with, but in
dependence from the covering of the defilements, and the valida
tion of its self-purifying capacity. In the comprehensive theory of 
the Tathiigatagarbha then, the person of the Buddha is subsidiary 
to the attainment which he represents, viz .• the enlightenment of 
perfect Buddhahood. If in him. Absolute Suchness successfully 
awakened to itself in an omniscient wisdom as the highest truth 
of phenomenal reality, its process of self-emergence within the 
consciousness of his followers is no different than the path it traver
sed and perfected in him. 

However, to argue the thesis of the universal potentiality of 
Buddhahood entirely from within the dynamics of Absolute 
Suchness, as the Ratnagotra does, is to leave undeveloped the role 
of the individual human consciousness. Its emphasis upon the 
primary subjectivity of Tathatii as embryonic absolute knowledge 
or the germinal essence of Buddhahood (i.e. as garbha and gotra) 
tended inevitably to minimize the uniqueness of the phenomenal 
subject. Since the perfect self-awareness of Tathatii takes place in 
and through human consciousness, the Ratnagotra failed to ade
quately explain how finite, particular consciousness functions 
with, and is transformed into the infinite, universal and absolute 
consciousness. It neglected to elaborate a generic structure of 
consciousness that would account for the coherence of such a 
relationship. While the Ratnagotra clearly indicated th..at the 
Innate Mind (Cittaprakrti) is the fundamental noetic substratum 
common to ordinary beings and Buddhas alike, it sustained no 
detailed analysis of its active interplay with and upon the pheno
menal mind. The whole question of how the latter becomes indivi
duated out of, but not separate from that primordial stratum of 
pure awareness, is not addressed by the sastra. Its answer and the 
subsequent question as to how precisely the Innate Mind becomes 
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compromised and defiled as the individual consciousness strays 
from its identity with it, demands a knowledge of the structural 
dynamics animating the processes of sensory awareness, intelligi
ble apperception, ideal conceptualization and objective creativity. 
Together, these represent the essential phases in a coherent mor
phology of phenomenal consciousness; they are critical mental 
determinations and as such, must be considered in any discussion 
of Tathatii's self-realization in and through human consciousness. 
While the Ratnagotravibhiiga succeeded in establishing the meta
physical context in which to interpret the transfoFmational event 
of enlightenment, it lacked this adequate psychological detail 
necessary for the translation of that theory into the practical 
discipline of the spiritual path. The Vijiianavii.din reflection upon 
the Alayavijfiiina provided such a complementarity. 

The .Lankiivatiira Sutra effected an explicit union between the 
Tathii.gatagarbha and the Alayavijfiiina. While the Ratnagotra had 
specified the garbha as the immanence of Absolute Suchness 
within the phenomenal order, the Loizkiivatiira gave it a more 
exact determination as the grounding principle of human consci
ousness, through the Alayavijfiiina. The latter's ontic status was 
simultaneously transformed by its union with the garbha, from a 
strictly individual and relative principle of the earlier Vijiianavii
din texts, to that of the essentially pure mind. By virtue of its union 
with the Alaya, the Tathiigatagarbha assumed an active causal 
determination as that from which arises the multiplicity of pheno
menal forms. 

While the Ratnagotravibha.ga extended the precise delineations 
of Tathatii as the universal, immaculate essence of phenomenal 
existence, the Lankiivatiira explored the manner in which Tathatii 
(noetically conceived as absolute consciousness, i.e. as Alayavij
fiiina) comes to perfect self-awareness as that comprehensive 
totality. In doing so, it nuanced the ontological context defined 
by the sii.stra and with which it implicitly agreed, by its focus upon 
the epistemology proper to that context. This was most apparent 
in the Lankiivatiira's references to the three self-natures (svabhiiva). 
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Parikalpita or purely imaginary nature, paratantra or dependent 
nature and parini~panna, ultimately real. nature, all assumed a 
distinct cognitive expression. Rather than formally indicate the 
respective level of entitative value or degree of self-being of the 
particular thing to which each refers, the three categories represen
ted three ways of understanding. In the siitra, they were not so 
much states of self-nature, as they were modalities of knowing 
that nature. The idea was that existence could be understood in 
three different, characteristic ways, each of which was taken to 
be the final and true nature of reality by whomever entertained 
that respective viewpoint. 

However, in its focus upon the epistemic process, the Lankii
vatiira tended not to distinguisq accurately enough between the 
activity of discrimination and the content of discrimination. Thus, 
in the case of paratantra there was confusion between the forma
tion of appearances and the "stuff" of which they are formed 
and upon which the paratantric perception is said to depend. It is 
not the constitution of formed appearances per se (the paratantric 
activity proper), but their projection as independent, self-subsistent 
entities of a world, external to and separate from consciousness 
that is erroneous and imaginary (parikalpita proper). Paratantra 
as an on tic reality, a level of dependent self-being (svabhiiva) was 
overshadowed by paratantra as a mode of cognition infected by 
parikalpi ta. This jeopardized the value and significance of pheno
menal reality and at times, suggested a nihilistic denial of the 
human organism and its material environment. Once again, the 
Lankiivatiira failed to adequately delineate the ontic structure of 
the phenomenal psyche from the epistemological processes that 
define its function. There is a difference between the form of 
human consciousness and the ignorant activities that characterize 
it; this distinction is absent in the siitra. 

Even more critical was the direct implication that ignorance is 
the cause of phenomenal individuation. Thus, it was more than a 
simple confusion between the structure ofconsciousness and the 
deceptive activities that distinguish it. What the [,ankiivatiira 
ultimately challenged was the very integrity of phenomenal sub
jectivity. If it was the product of ignorance and the condition for 
its continued influence, then nirvii!J.a would in fact imply its aban
donment, as the text stated. 
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It was admitted that a transcendental illusion, the projection of 
an objective and external world of discrete and independent entities 
(the principle of "beginningless ignorance"), may indeed distort 
the interpretation with which the relative consciousness invests 
that which it apprehends and orders into unified forms of intelli
gibility. But it was indicated that this interpretative function of 
false imagination (parikalpita) is more formally an epistemological 
process than an ontic reality; it may be an activity peculiar to 
relative consciousness, but is not exhaustively definitive of it. 
The cessation of this deceptive mode of knowing does not neces
sitate the end of the seven vijfiiinas, as the Laftkiivatiira implied. 
It was concluded that the problem lay in the siitra's blurred dis
tinction between ontology and epistemology, between conscious
ness as a stratum of being and consciousness as an interpretative 
process. 

In general, there is an uneasy integration and amplific2.tion of 
the metaphysics of the Tathiigatagarbha into the basic VijfHi.na
vii.din psychology of the Laftkiivatiira. While the doctrine of the 
garbha significantly nuanced the ontic status of the A lay a by esta
blishing it as the unconditional absolute, the noetic determination 
of Tathatii, it failed to creatively inform and coherently ground 
the extensions of that absolute consciousness in the multiple forms 
of existence. Since phenomenal reality is the self-reflecting image 
of the Alayavijfiiina which, through its identity with the Tathiigata
garbha, is the noetic designation of Absolute Suchness, "pheno
mena" are indeed the manifest "appearances" of Tathatii. That 
reality however was seriously jeopardized by the vague approxi
mation of ontological fact through epistemological statement-the 
Laftkiivatiira's persistent methodological flaw. 

The Ch'eng Wei-Shih Lun suffers no such confusion, and firmly 
grounded its pan-consciousness within an ontological framework, 
consistent with the principles of the Ratnagotravibhiiga. Unlike 
the La1i!ciivatiira, its references to parikalpita, paratantra, and 
parini .. ~pamza clearly signify the varying degrees of entitative value, 
the ontic status of that to which they refer. Thus, parikalpita re
presents that level of self-being that is totally null and void, indi
cating a purely imaginary figment. Paratantra designates the 
mutual interdependence of all phenomena. They reciprocally 
contribute to and mutually inhere a common identity and that 
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· nterdependent, correlational totality is ultimately sustained by 
and dependent upon parini!fpanna as the ultimately real, self
subsistent absolute. As equivalent to genuine Suchness (Bhutata
thatii), parini!fpanna is the essential nature of phenomenal existence 
(i.e. the paratantra). It is the self-identical universality, the groun
ding truth of finite particularity which, through false imagination 
can be distortedly conceived as a multiplicity of discrete, self
subsistent individualities, and thus be desigrtated, parikalpita. 

THE CH'ENG WEI-SHIH LuN 

The Ch'eng Wei-Shih Lun identified the A.layavijfiiina as the 
noetic determination of Tathatii, whose essence is to know itself 
in the universality of its extension as the essential nature (parini!}-

ann.a) of all things, their indeterminate, utter Suchness. The text 
thus represented a coherent synthesis of the Ratnagotra's ontology 
and the Lafzkiivatiira's psychology, clarifying the ambiguity of 
the one and the contradictions of the other. For, despite its refe
rence to the Innate Pure Mind (Cittaprakrti) as the psychic desig
nation of Tathatii, the Ratnagotra failed to articulate a sufficiently 
radical and absolute idealism capable of spanning the gap between 
phenom~nal existence and Absolute Suchness. While the latter 
was presented as the immaculate essence and the fundamental 
nature of the former, and while it was said to actualize itself as 
dynamic wisdom, perceiving itself in the manifold of phenomenal 
forms, the material density and exteriority of those forms remained 
unexplained; a distinction lingered between absolute non-substan
tiality (Tathatii) and concrete sensibility (phenomenal existence). 

The Lankiivatiira's union of the Tathiigatagarbha(the immanent 
modality of Tathatii) and the Alayavijiiiina removed the ambiguity. 
By virtue of the Alaya, it identified Tathatii as the principle o 
ideal causality. As the fundamenal and absolute consciousness, 
it is the ideal source of all phenomenal forms. However, the siitra 
failed to sustain the ontological value of those forms as the self
m"l.nifestations of Tathatii, but implicated them instead, as the 
products of ignorance, thus involving itself in contradiction. 

The Ch'eng Wei-Shih Lun responded to the Ratnagotra's ambi-
guity and the Lankiivatiira's contradictions throu the central 
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axiom of Y ogii.cara Buddhism which categorically denies all such 
dichotomy as matter and spirit, exteriority and interiority, object 
and subject. There is but one reality: mere-consciousness (vijiiii
primiitratii). Consciousness is the essential nature of phenomena 
and Tathatii is the essential nature of consciousness. Thus, the 
self-transparency of Tathatii in the totality of phenomena is the 
self-recognition of consciousness in the multiplicity of its forms. 
For, to say that consciousness is the sole reality, is not to consign 
material existence to the realm of illusion, but to interpret its 
sensible shapes and contours as the immanent developments and 
structured modalities of consciousness itself. Illusion is to imagine 
the independent self-subsistence of those sensible forms apart 
from consciousness, when they are instead, the integral patterns 
of that one reality. Phenomena are forms of consciousness and 
as such, are real. Their objectivity is only the mode of its appea
rance (i.e. consciousness). They seem to be "out there" possessing 
independent self-subsistence; in fact, that is only the way in which 
the Alayavijiiiina projects its contents, its own ideal self-determina
tions or "universal bijas". Since the Alaya is the noetic aspect of 
Tathatii, the latter can know itself as the indeterminate, uncon
ditional nature of all things because they are the radically ideal 
·manifestations or transformations from within itself. The value of 
the Ch'eng Wei-Shih Lun is its articulation of that self-manifesting 
process, its detailed commentary on the dynamics of the bijas as 
the creative self-particularizations of consciousness. 

It had been demonstrated that by virtue of its common or 
universal bijas the Alaya develops into the manifold appearances 
of the physical universe, while its non-common or non-universal 
bijas account for the unique formations of the individual physical 
bodies and accompanying sense faculties. Since both types of 
bijas are innate to the A!aya, the forms of human individuality 
and the empirical universe are the inherent self-determinations 
of the absolute consciousness. But it was clarified that although 
the Alaya as the universal grounding consciousness of human 
individuality innately contains the bijas developing into the form 
of human consciousness, each individual consciousness possesses 
the freedom to create itself. Within the predetermined forms of 
manas, manovijiiiina, and the five sensorial consciousnesses, groun
ded upon the Alaya and supported by the physical body and the 
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larger universe, human subjectivity can transform itself through 
every activity of body, voice, and mind. These latter are actually 
volitions, which as modes of consciousness leave their impressions 
(unique and personal non-universal bijas) within the fundamental 
consciousness of the Alaya to become potential sources of future 
activities of the same moral category as the activities that originally 
impressed them. 

Thus, the advance of the Ch'eng Wei-Shih Lun over the Lankii
vatiira was its validation of the ontic status of the phenomenal 
universe and of the empirical human consciousness as paratantric 
realities. They are the radically ideal manifestations or transfor
mations from within the Alayavijiiiina, the noetic specification of 
Absolute Suchness. It is only when they are falsely considered to 
be self-subsistent particularities, independent of consciousness, 
thatthey are designated as mere imaginations (parikalpita). Collec
tively, the forms of the phenomenal universe and of human 
individuality are the images (nimitta) in and through which Tathatii 
appears to and recognizes itself. Since the structure of the pheno
menal consciousness evolves from immanent, archetypal self
patternings of the absolute consciousness, and since that pheno
menal consciousness exists as the differentiated identity of the 
absolute consciousness, the perceptions of the phenomenal consci
ousness are the perceptions of the Alaya. Therefore, the self
perception of the Alaya in the multiplicity of its ideal forms is 
dependent upon, and at times constricted by, human consciousness 
whose sevenfold structures are ultimately the self-transformed 
appearances (nimitta) of (the Alaya) itself. 

Unlike the Lankiivatiira, the Ch'eng Wei-Shih Lun's detailed 
epistemological analysis of the problem of ignorance,' was firmly 
grounded in its ontology of consciousness-only (vijiiaptimiitratii) 
and fully coincident with the principles of the Ratnagotravibhiiga. 
Genuine Suchness (Bhi1tatathatii) is equivalent to the ultimate real, 
self-subsistent absolute (parini$panna) which can know itself as 
the indetetminate, unconditional nature of all things because they 
are the radically ideal manifestations or transformations from 
within itself, noetically conceived as absolute consciousness 
(Alayav(iiiiina). The structures of the material universe and of the 
phenomenal human consciousness meaningfully cohere through 
the mutual interdependence of various conditioning factors 
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pratyayas), whose ultimate reality are the innate self-determina
tions (the bijas) of the Alaya. The manas and manovijiiiina fail to 
perceive that their own status is dependently originated and sus
tained by the universal grounding consciousness of the Alayavij
iiiina. Their principle of subjectivity while authentic, is corLditional 
a~d secondary; they are form:1lly paratantra. But under the in
fluence of the manas' innate iitmagriiha, they misrepresent the 
consciousness upon which they are contingent (the Alaya) as the 
validation of their own ultiml't.cy and independence; they appro
priate it as a function of their own ignorant attachment. Their 
faulty self-regard spontaneously affects their interpretation of all 
other persons and thi11gs as constituting a world of unrelated egos 
(iitmans) and discrete particularities (dharmas). This falsely ima
gined isolation and self-sufficiency (parikalpita) arises from the 
manas' failure to perceive the universal extension of the Alayavij
iiiina as the grounding principle of all phenomena, the thoroughly 
ideal m::tnifestations a~1d transformations of which, they are. As 
long as this fundamental mis::t.pprehension remains the dominant 
mental horizon informing all acts of consciousness which prompt 
physical deeds, produce speech or elicit deliberation and judg
ment, those acts are rendered impure and defiled. 

THE ULTIMATE STATUS OF IGNORANCE IN 

THE THEORY OF THE TATHAGATAGARBHA-ALAYAVIJNANA 

· At this point it is necessary to review the particular interpreta
tion that each of the texts has given t~ the problem of ignorance, 
the resolution of which is critical to the integrity of the Tathagata
garbha-Alayavijiiiina. The Sri-Miilii Sittra's references to "the 
nescience entrenchment" as the'·:pretemporal, abyssal centre of 
ignorance were restricted exclusi~ely to the fact of its presence, 
never to an examination of the ho\v and why of that presence. The 
siitra depicted the nescience entrenchment as the fundamental 
obscurative nexus, the powerful blinding influence which beclouds 
and ultimJ.tely deceives the ~rceptive faculties and thus spawcs 
all primary and secondary defilements. Despite the siitra's later 
assertion that it is subject to the elimination, purification, and 
extinction by the enlightenment wisdom of the Tathagata, the 
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status of the nescience entrenchment as the beginningless, origi
native cause and condition of all defilements rendered that asser
tion too facile. Ignorance had been accorded such a degree of 
ultim1cy, that the Sri-Miilii's designation of the defilement stores 
(which were founded upon and arose out of the nescience entren
chm~nt) as adventitious and accidental, lacked conviction. Gran
ted, that "the inconceivable voidness knowledge," the knowledge 
of the Tathiigatagarbha as both sunya-asunya, as the wisdom 
which is capable of uprooting the nescience entrenchment, is an 
assertion of the latter's conditionality; ignorance is not an absolute 
state. But still the question persisted, since the knowledge that the 
Tathiigatagarbha is void (Sunya) of the defilem~nts that are adventi
tious does not explain why they are so. While the Sri-Miilii dis
cussed the nescience entrenchm'3nt and its accompanying defile
m~nts as the inherent epistemic impediment to the self-realization 
of th~ Tathiigatagarbha, it failed to critically examine the reason 
and mJ.nner of its origination. Its remarks then, on the adventitious 
nature of ignorance and the defilements remained mostly gra
tuitous. 

b its turn, the Ratnagotravibhiiga refused to admit the ultimate 
sigr1ificance of ignorance. In a way not found in the earlier siitra, 
the sastra clearly dem-:>nstrated that ignorance is itself conditioned 
by its own misperceptions, and that when one correctly under
stands the compounded nature of things in their universal non
substantiality (Sunyatii) one puts a halt to the cycle of false 
imJ.ginations upon which ignorance regenerates itself. Having 
established the unconditional nature of the Innate Mind as the 
designation for the immanent subjectivity of Tathatii in its all
pervasive presence within animate beings, the Ratna depicted how 
ignoranc-e, as the irrational action of the phenomenal mind is 
grounded upon and thus conditioned by Cittaprakrti. The Innate 
Pure Mind is the necessary condition for the very possibility of 
ignorance which, while it m:~.y be manifested as an erroneous 
discrimination or wrong conception, cannot take place without 
that fundam~ntal substratum. In its ultimate nature, ignorance is 
not different from the Innate Mind. If defilements exist, they do so 
as deluded modes of consciousness, assuming their particular 
appearance as forms (no matter how distorted) of one elemental 
reality-the Innately Pure Mind. If ignorance is the illusory belief 
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in the reality of separate entities, to regard "the irrational thought" 
(signifying the principle of ignorance) and its consequent defile
ments as independent particularities is a perversion as consequen
tial as it is subtle; it i's to initiate the path to perfect cognition on a 
falsely conceived premise which, through self-contradiction, ulti
mately perpetuates the ignorance that such a path is said to dispel. 

Yet, while its analysis was far more profound and insightful 
than that of the Sri-Miilii Siitra, the Ratnagotra's predominant 
concern to dispel the principle of ignorance as an ontological 
reality and to psychologically disarm it through simple non- appre
hension, provided no rationale for the incipient origin of empirical 
greed, hatred, and delusion. To illustrate the metaphysical condi
tionality of ignorance does not necessarily explain its genesis 
within human consciousness. The Ratnagotra demonstrated the 
essentially qualified and dependent mode in which ignorance 
manifests itself without satisfactorily stating why there should be 
such ignorance in the first place. Its insistence that ignorance 
"abides in" and is "founded upon" the Innate Pure Mind left open 
the suggestion that ignorance is in fact posited by Cittaprakrti 
which would, in fact, be corroborated by the Ch'eng Wei-Shih 
Lun and the Mahiiyiinasraddhotpiida-.Siistra. 

Both sources disagree with the Lankiivatiira's thesis that igno
rance is the cause of phenomenal individuation which, in turn, 
perpetuates it. Having once ·accorded the Alayavijiiiina a degree 
of entitative value not found in the earlier texts of the Vijiiii.na
vii.din tradition and thus establishing it as the unconditional 
absolute, the siitra shifted the seat of ignorance and its beguiling 
influence onto the manas, manovijfiiina, and the five sensorial 
consciousnesses. By its categorical insistence upon the essential 
purity and non-delusive character of the Tathiigatagarbha
Alayavijiiiina, the Lankiivatiira removed the suggestion of Asanga 
and Vasubandhu that the Alaya rep1·esented only an individual 
and relative principle of finite deluded consciousness. To attribute 
ignorance to the Alayavijiiiina would have implicated it as the seat 
of delusion and thus involve it in direct self-contradiction as the 
inhei·ently immaculate Mind. But the siitra's alternative shift, 
displacing responsibility for ignorance onto the phenomenal cons
ciousness, threatened the very integrity of human subjectivity and 
evoked numerous contradictory implications. The source of the 
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Laizkiivatiira's dilemma was its failure to maintain an exact dis
tinction between ontology and epistemology, between conscious
ness as a stratum of being and consciousness as an interpretive 
process. The siitra failed to adequately delineate the ontic struc
ture of the phenomenal psyche from the epistemological processes 
that define its function. While there is a difference between the 
form of the human consciousness and the ignorant activities that 
at times may characterize it, this distinction was absent in the 
Lankiivatiira. Therefore, unlike the Ratnagotravibhiiga which 
clearly understood the metaphysical conditionality of ignorance, 
the siitra was incapable of conceiving it as grounded upon and 
ultimately posited by the Alayavijfiiina as an intrinsic, though 
temporary, stage towards its perfect self-realization. 

If the Ratnagotra remotely suggested such an interpretation, 
the Ch'eng Wei-Shih Lun and the Mahiiyiinasraddhotpiida-siistra 
clearly advanced it. According to the former, ignorance is inheren
tly associated with, but not exhaustively definitive of human con
sciousness. Avidyii is only an associated mental activity (caitta), 
not the essential nature (svabhiiva) nor the essential mode of 
activity (iikiira) of either the manas or manovijiiiina. Unlike the 
Laizkiivatiira Sutra, the Ch'eng Wei-Shih Lun clearly distinguished 
ignorance as a qualified condition (viz., a caitta) rather than the 
absolute state of the phenomenal consciousness. While in the 
former scripture, the cognitive processes of the matiQ,f-manovijiiiina 
are radically compromised as originated by avidya, the latter text 
preserves their integrity as the innate self-determinations (bijas) 
of the Alayavijiiiina through which it perceives itself in the univer
sality of its self-manifested forms. Manas is the essential basis and 
the necessary faculty for the Universal Equality Wisdom, while 
the manovijiiiina is the consciousness through which the Profound 
Contemplation Wisdom functions. 

In the Ch'eng Wei-Shih Lun the status of ignorance has been 
clearly altered. Rather than the cause of phenomenal individu
ation, as stipulated by the Lankiivatiira, avidyii is sequential to, 
and a subsidiary mode of human consciousness. Likewise, though 
the manas is originally misled by innate self-delusion, it is not by 
that fact, itself essentially delusive. It may well be the vehicle 
through which ignorance is manifested and perpetuated, but it 
is not its elemental source and productive cause. Just as the 
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structure of the phenomenal human consciousness originates and 
assumes its sevenfold form from the innate self-determinations 
(bijas) of the absolute consciousness, so too does the ignorance 
which accompanies it germinally develop from within the very 
ground of the Alayavijfiiina; it does so along with the innate seeds 
(bijas) of wisdom and virtue. 

Since it recognizes the essential complementarity of the Tathii
gatagarbha and the Alayavijfiiina, and succinctly recapitulates the 
ontological perspective of the lengthier Ratnagotravibhiiga, the 
Mahiiyiina§raddhotpiida's further corroboration of the C!z'eng 
Wei-Shih Lun's theory of ignorance should briefly be noted. 
According to it, all things cohere as one, non-dual world of ab
solute reality, the Dharmadhiitu. All distinction between infinite 
and finite, absolute and conditional, spirit and matter, subject 
and object, are fundamentally baseless and inapplicable in this 
realm of interdependent totality where each thing essentially 
transcends all manner of verbalization, description, and con
ceptualization. All are equally the forms of the one indeterminate 
absolute, and equally exist as the appearances of that sheer Such
ness. Without the precise detail of the Ch'eng Wei-Shih Lun, the 
Mahiiyii.nasraddhotpiida stipulates that as the absolute conscious
ness (Aiayavijfiiina), Suchness embraces all states of existence and 
creates all states of existence, 1 and that its very essence is self
manifesting wisdom through which it is conscious of itself as the 
totality of that existence, the Dharmadhiitu. Following the pattern 
already identified in the Sri-Miilii Sutra and the Ratnagotravibhiiga, 
the text qualifies an initial impression of Tathatii as ontic subs
tance (the eternal, permanent, immutable, pure, and self-sufficient 
ground of Saf!l.Siira and nirviilJa) by illustrating its inherent self
emergence as omniscient wisdom, and thus as ontic subject. Yet, 
it is in and through phenomenal subjectivity, existing in differen
tiated identity with it, that Tathatii recognizes its plenitude and 
concretely actualizes itself as "all-embracing knowledge". 

While the obstacle to that perfect self-awareness is ignorance, 

1. "This Consciousness has two aspects which embrace all states of existence 
and create all states of existence. They are: (1) the aspect of enlightenment, 
and (2) the aspect of non-enlightenment." The Awakening Of Faith, Attri
buted To Asvagosha, trans. Yoshito S. Hakeda (New York: Columbia Uni
versity Press, 1967), pp. 36-37. 
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the sii.stra avoids the problematic implication of the Lankiivatiira 
Siitra and does not impute human consciousness as the origin 
and source of that ignor.ance. Instead, like the Ch'eng Wei-Shih 
Lun, it preserves the integrity of the phenomenal mind as intrinsic 
to the self-actualization of Tathatii. Ignorance is defined rather 
as the beginningless, yet ultimately terminal coincidence with, 
and primordial accompanimer,t of the Alayavijiiiina which is it
self, essentially pure. 2 Insisting on the primacy of the Alaya as the 
noetic aspect of Tathatii, the text correspondingly stresses the 
adventitious, dependent nature of ignorance as manifested and 
grounded upon it.3 This protogenic status of the Alayavijiiiina as 
the seat of both wisdom and ignorance is existentially reflected 
within the human mind's initial failure to realize its union with 
Tathatii, but a subsequent belief in it as the essential nature of all 
thhgs and its own authentic identity. The climax of that belief is 
the transformation of human consciousness in the omniscient 
wisdom of Buddhahood. This ultimate dispersal of ignorance is 
simultaneously the moment of Tathatii's concrete and absolute 
self-awaren.ess as the totality of all things. The point to be empha
sized is that ignor.ance, far from being extraneous to Absolute 
Suchness, is the necessary condition for its self-explication in and 
through human consciousness. Implicitly, Tathatii is the whole o 
reality and its essence is to know itself as such not in some vague, 
abstract conviction but concretely and precisely in every percep
tion of the phenomenal mind. Only through the active process o 
delineating the emptiness and non-substantiality of apparently 
discrete, autonomous persons and things, of overcoming the gap 
between one's self and an illusory world of distinct and mutually 
exclusive particularities does the implicit wisdom of Tathatii 
determine itself in the explicit emergence of its universality and 
unity as Dharmadhiitu. 

2. "The Mind, though pure in its self-nature from the beginning, is accom 
panied by ignorance. Being defiled by ignorance, a defiled (state of) Mind 
comes into being. But, though defiled, the Mind itself is eternal and immutable. 
Only the Enlightened Ones are able to understand what this means." Ibid., 
p. 50. 

3. •'Grounded on the original enlightenment is non-enlightenment .... Igno
rance does not exist apart from enlightenment .... It may be said that, on the 
ground of Suchness (i.e. the original enlightenment), ignorance (i.e. non
enlightenment) appears." Ibid., pp. 38, 41 and 56. 
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The Mahiiyiinasraddhotpiida's thesis that Tathatii. beginning
lessly integrates ignorance as a phase of its own self-development 
in wisdom, confirms the Ch'eng Wei-Shih Lun's interpretation 
that ignorance develops from within the very ground of the 
Alayavijfziina as its own innate self-determinations or bijas. These, 
together with the bijas of innate wisdom simultaneously inform 
human consciousness, grounded as it is upon the Alaya. There
fore, human consciousness is a product neither of ignorance nor 
of wisdom; its natural condition is the very interplay of their 
mutual presence. Human consciousness is by nature the processive 
advance to an ever more perfect self-consciousness in which it 
finally awakens to the plenitude of its identity with Tathata, That 
the latter, as Alayavijiiiina, grounds and posits the phenomenal 
mind with seeds (bijas) of both ignorance and wisdom, defines 
the mind's active self-emergence as the necessary opposition 
between the two. Only in the expansive illumination of wisdom~ 
gradually dilating the restrictive vision of ignorance, does human 
consciousness attain the awareness of its own universality. Only 
against the fragmented universe of multiple, isolated persons and 
things projected by ii.tmagrii.ha and dharmagriiha, can the mind 
begin to comprehend and at last to utterly witness the truth of 
consciousness-only (vijiiaptimii.tratii). 

The natural co-existence of ignorance and wisdom is decidedly 
creative, defining the context and providing the stimulus for the 
mind's definitive transformation in the fourfold wisdom o 
Mahii.bodhi. Consciousness is its own becoming, and ignorance 
is a necessary contributive factor to that self-evolution. Originally 
posited with it, ignorance is incorporated as a preliminary mode 
and auxiliary dimension of wisdom's movementtowards perfect 
self-manifestation in and through the phenomenal consciousness. 
So, far from being the problematic dualism which the obscure 
ontology of the Laizkii.vatii.ra Sutra was incapable of avoiding, 
ignorance, according to the M ahiiyii.nasraddhotpiida and the Ch 'eng 
Wei-Shih Lun, is integrated into the essential dynamic through 
hich the mind realizes itself in the omniscience of Buddha

hood, and through which Tathatii coincidentally knows itself as 
the unconditional, indeterminate Suchness of reality, the essential 
nature of all things as mere-consciousness (Vijiiaptimiitratathatii). 
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The interpretative principle through which the present study 
has focused the convergence of the Tathiigatagarbha and Alaya
vijiiiina has been the emergence of Tathatii from ontic substance 
to ontic subject. In its immanent modality as Tathiigatagarbha, 
Tathatii. is the pure essence; the fundamental nature; the basic 
substratum; the unborn, undying, permanent, steadfast, eternal 
and ultimate ground of samsii.ra and nirvii.IJa. But its generic 
designation as "embryo" qualifies this initial identification as 
mere substance, and specifies Tathatii. as a processive absolute, 
the dynamic movement towards perfect self-awareness of its uni
versal plenitude as the indeterminate, unconditional Suchness of 
all things. As Alayavijiiii.na, it assumes a formal subjectivity as the 
noetic ground of phenomenal human consciousness through 
which it progressively realizes a concrete self-consciousness as 
the totality of phenomenal existence. 

This principle of active self-emergence from latent, abstract 
universality to perfect self-explicit awareness of and as that in
tegral wholeness of reality, the processive self-determination of 
substance to subject, is the very motif animating one of the most 
influential and comprehensive treatises in Western philosophy. 
In The Phenomenology of Spirit, G.W.F. Hegel details the 
itinerary through which consciousness journeys to arrive at its 
fullness as Absolute Spirit, where it knows itself as the whole of 
existence. Its homologous resonance with the thematic develop
ment of the Tathii.gatagarbha-Alayavijiiiina indicates a convergent 
understanding of reality from two dominant, culturally distinct 
traditions of human thought. A brief review of the Hegelian inter
pretation will sharpen the focus of that convergence and further 
illumine the Buddhist perspective as set forth in the present study. 

According to the Phenomenology of Spirit, the Absolute is no 
mere abstract universality, a bare uniformity, an undifferentiated. 
unmoved essence. To speak of it simply as ••inherent nature", 
.. ultimate being", or "fundamental ground" is to postulate it as 
some undefined and thus empty substantiality, a blank identity 
behind the forms and shapes of phenomenal existence. It is ins
tead, the total process of its self-manifestation in and through. 
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those phenomena. If the Absolute is Substance, it is as a living 
Substance or Subject that it assumes its true reality and proper 
definition. In other words, the Absolute must come to know itself, 
be fully aware of itself as the totality of existence. It must affirm 
itself, come to perfect consciousness of itself as that "inherent 
nature", "ultimate being", and "fundamental ground" if it is to 
be more than an empty proposition or vague generality. In be
coming Subject, the Absolute does not forfeit its status as ontic 
Substance, but realizes itself as knowledge, the form in which its 
wholeness as Substance becomes clearly self-explicit. In the con
cluding pages of the Phenomenology, Hegel recapitulates the en
tire, lengthy analysis of the stages in which the Absolute arrives 
at perfect knowledge of itself as the totality of all things, as the 
self-transformation of Substance into Subject: 

But this substance, which is spirit, is the development of itself 
explicitly to what it is inherently and implicitly; and only as 
this process of reflecting itself into itself is it essentially and in 
truth spirit. It is inherently the movement which is the process 
of knowledge-the transforming of that inherent nature into 
explicitness, of Substance into Subject, of the object of cons• 
·ciousness into the object of self-consciousness, i.e. into an 
object that is at the same time transcended .... This transforming 
process is a cycle that returns into itself, a cycle that presup
poses its beginning, and reaches its beginning only at the end .... 
Substance qua subject, involves the necessity, at first an inner 
necessity, to set forth in itself what it inherently is, to show 
itself to be spirit. The completed expression in objective form 
is-and is only when completed-at th~ same time the refiexion 
of substance, the development of it into the self. Consequently, 
until and unless spirit inherently completes itself, completes 
itself as a world-spirit, it cannot reach its completion as self
conscious spirit.4 

Quite simply, the Absolute must become itself, must affirm its 
universality by recognizing itself as a world, the totality of nature, 

4. G.W.F. Hegel, The Phenomenology of Mind, trans. J.B. Baillie (New 
York: Harper & Row, Harper Colophon Books, 1967), p. 801. 
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and it must do so in the concrete actuality of human conscious
ness. In other words, reality is a teleological process; and the ideal 
term presupposes the whole process and gives to it its significance. 
If the whole process is the self-unfolding of an essence, the actuali
zation of an ideal Absolute, then it is only the term or end of the 
process that reveals what that Absolute really is-not an abstract 
substance, but a self-reflecting universe, an Absolute Spirit: 

The truth is the whole. The whole, however is merely the essen
tial nature reaching its completeness through the process of its 
own development. Of the Absolute it must be said that it is 
essentially a result, that only at the end is it what it is in very 
truth; and just in that consists its nature, which is to be actual, 
subject, or self-becoming, self-development.5 

Taken literally, many of Hegel's anthropomorphic expressions 
would easily suggest doctrines of Neoplatonic emanation or Tho
mistic creation in reference to the material universe, nature. But, 
within the entire scope of Hegel's phjlosophy such doctrines are 
quite foreign. If the Absolute as result of its own self-development 
is the self-conscious totality, then nature necessarily is the pre
condition, "the raw material" of that universal consciousness. 
Logically, the Absolute Spirit as Idea precedes nature, but from 
the temporal perspective, nature with its manifold shapes and 
forms is prior to the concrete actualization of that Spirit. As the 
necessary requisite for the authentic emergence of universal cons
<:iousness, nature is spoken of as "the other" of the Absolute as 
mere Idea and pure abstraction. In nature, the latter is said to 
assume objective determinate form, to become externality and 
otherness, to establish itself as its own object. Again, there is no 
question here of an ontological derivation of nature from the 
Absolute Idea as efficient cause. The self-objectification of that 
Idea in nature only specifies the latter as the indispensable proviso 
for the realization of the goal of the total process of reality, the 
universe's knowledge of itself in and through human conscious
ness, the Absolute Idea concretely expressed as self-sonscious 
Absolute Spirit. 

The Phenomenology of Spirit details the process by which the 

5. Ibid., pp. 81-82. 
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Absolute Idea reinstates its self-identity in its otherness as nature, 
in and through the phenomenal mind. In human consciousness, 
it cancels and supersedes its self-objectification by recognizing 
itself in the manifold shapes and contours of nature. Behind the 
apparent immediacy and externality of things,. consciousness 
gradually realizes its own presence and universality. The fixed 
objectivity of the world is thus annulled and transcended as its 
elements progressively become the moments in the self-recognition 
of consciousness. In knowing the world, consciousness knows 
itself, grasping its own meaning and expanding its own identity 
as it advances from mere sensation through perception; scientific 
understanding; social self-consciousness into reason; ethical, 
moral, and religious consciousness; and finally emerging as ab
solute knowledge or universal self-reflective Spirit. The Pheno
menology details the morphogenetic development of consciousness 
into absolute self-consciousness: a process in which the multipli
city of objects not only defines the authentic identity of conscious
ness to itself, but the objects are themselves defined as so many 
moments of consciousness. 

The journey which consciousness makes towards its own pleni
tude is initiated on the level of mere sense-certainty or sensation 
with a gulf between it (consciousness) and the material world, 
over against, external to, and independent of it. But this apparent 
chasm between consciousness and the phenomenal universe 
quickly collapses as Hegel demonstrates the critical contribution 
that consciousness makes in the apprehension of any object or 
thing. To believe that human knowledge is at its richest and 
fullest simply by opening the senses to the world and receiving 
whatever impressions come along, prior to any activity of the 
mind (particularly, conceptual activity) is simply naive and false. 
Sense-certainty merely establishes that a thing is, not what it is; 
it is then, the most empty and abstract form of knowledge. To 
say anything more about the object of sensation is to dissolve it 
into a series of concepts or universals and to imply intentionality. 
Since the certainty of what the object is, is no longer sensory at 
all but is the work of thought, consciousness is seen to contribute 
directly and crucially to the nature of the sense datum. 

In the following stage of perception proper, the object con
fronting consciousness ceases to be a mere "this" and becomes a 
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"thing," characterized by a number of distinct universals or pro
perties. The thing is identified as the seat or medium of a characte
ristic pattern of properties which remain constant and self-same. 
Likewise, the thing is perceived to be exclusive and unitary, i.e. 
it stands apart from things different in character, and its properties 
are opposed to various contrary properties. The thing, a grain of 
salt, is hard and also white, and also crystalline, and also acrid. 
Taken together, this plurality of properties coalesce to form this 
one thing; taken separately, they are mutually distinct sense quali
ties that can be found in any number of other things. What is it 
then that reconciles the unity and exclusive character of the thing 
itself (the grain of salt) with the multiplicity of its independent 
and genuinely universal properties (hardness, whiteness, crystalli
nity, acridness)? Put otherwise, what is it that simultaneously 
preserves both the unity of the thing and the distinctness of its 
qualities? Or again, how is it possible that the thing is essentially 
one and essentially many, for "the thing contains within it opposite 
aspects of truth, a truth whose elements are in antithesis to one 
another" ?6 

As mere perception, consciousness is unable to answer this 
contradiction and must assume the next stage of its morphogenesis 
where it becomes understanding which invokes metaphenomenal 
or unobservable entities to explain sense phenomena. The diver
sity of aspects or properties of the object or thing is now held to 
belong to the world of sensory appearance, but to have a backing 
in a reality or realities which lie behind them at some deeper, 
inner level. This inner reality or essence is first understood to be a 
force or power which expands and manifests itself in a multiplicity 
of aspects. But as Hegel demonstrates, it is only the notion or 
concept of force, and not its reality, that consciousness posits to 
explain the multiple universal qualities that constitute the object 
of its perception. The "forces" are mere mental entities, abstrac
tions which the understanding used to get at reality; they are not 
themselves real. The same is true of the various natural laws which 
are only conceptualizations; they are ways of ordering and des
cribing phenomena and are not truly explicit. Like force, law is 
shown to belong less to things and objects, and more to the under-

6. Ibid., p. 172. 
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standing which employs them, less to the interior of things than 
to the understanding conceiving them. It becomes clear that the 
metaphenomenal or unobservable entities which were said to lie 
behind and explain the diverse aspects of sense phenomena, are 
merely products of consciousness functioning as understanding, 
and that its whole content is purely notional. Consciousness now 
realizes that the elements of analysis it initially thought it found 
in the reality analyzed are in fact its own doing. Having begun its 
attempted explanation of reality by positing forces and laws "out 
there" behind "the curtain" of sensory appearances, consciousness 
now discovers itself. Thus, it moves beyond itself as mere under
standing and becomes self-consciousness proper: 

Consciousness of an other, of an object in general is indeed 
itself necessarily self-consciousness, reflectedness into self, 
consciousness of self in its otherness. The necessary advance 
from the previous attitudes of consciousness, which found theil" 
true content to be a thing, something other than themselves, 
brings to light this very fact that not merely is consciousness 
of a thing only possible for a self-consciousness but that this 
self-consciousness alone is the truth of those attitudes. 7 

According to Hegel, the presence of "the other" is essential to 
genuine self-consciousness. Developed self-consciousness can 
arise only when the self recognizes selfhood in itself and others. 
It must take the form, therefore, of a truly social or "we-conscious
ness". The fullest self-consciousness is only had in a world of 
mutually acknowledging, conscious persons, who are conscious 
also of their mutual acknowledgement. But it begins on a level 
where this mutual acknowledgement is imperfect, where each one 
only recognizes his own conscious self and attempts to maintain 
that self-recognition by negating all other claims to self-conscious
ness. This earliest stage of social self-consciousness is characte
rized by the master-slave relationship, where the former arrogates 
self-consciousness to himself by denying it to the latter who is thus 
degraded to a thing-like attenuation of life and self-consciousness. 
The paradox in this is that the master fails to achieve perfect self
consciousness, since the slave in whom he is to find and recognize 

7. Ibid., pp. 211-12. 
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an image of his self has been deprived of that essential character. 
In addition, the slave actually achieves the more genuine self
consciousness since it is he, not the master, who labours. Through 
his work, the slave transcends the sheer givenness of matter by 
transforming it into an image of his thought, and thus attains a 
more authentic consciousness of self. "By the fact that the form 
is objectified, it does not become something other than the cons
ciousness moulding the thing through work; for just that form 
is his pure self-existence, which therein becomes truly realized."8 

Consciousness typified by the slave, in thinking the form which 
work produces has brought forth a form of self-consciousness all 
its own, not imposed from what is outside itself. Thus conscious
ness knows itself as utterly free and independent; it is able to 
recognize that, while the work forced upon it is not free, the 
thought which goes into the work is. 

Consciousness thus assumes a new form. As the "Stoical Con
sciousness" it represents that phase of mind that completely with
draws into the universality of thought, admitting nothing to be 
essential, nothing to be true or good, except insofar as it is accept
able to its own ideas. Having realized a certain independence, 
consciousness negates the otherness of all external determinations 
and seeks a greater freedom within itself. It thus quickly passes 
into skepticism which denies the reality of any influences disturbing 
to its thought. The skeptical consciousness secures an absolute 
independence and self-reliance by simply nullifying all fixity and 
negating the value of everything, but its own thought. But while 
transcending the contingency of the existent world which sur
rounds it, this mode of consciousness flounders in the very in
essentiality it created through its systematic negation. Likewise, 
it becomes trapped in self-contradiction between what it says and 
what it does. It affirms the nullity of seeing, hearing, doing, and 
yet itself continues to see, hear, and act. It affirms the nullity of 
all ethical values and purpose, and yet makes them the ruling 
powers of its own actions. 

This implicit self-contradiction of consciousness comes to the 
fore in what Hegel calls "the Unhappy ConsCiousness" which, 
having taken refuge in absolute doubt, now sees that it has no 

8. Ibid., p. 239. 
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one to turn to but itself. But within it_self, it is aware of a gulf 
between a changing, inconsistent, fickle self and a changeless, 
ideal self. Consciousness thus splits itself into itself and another, 
and it seeks its meaning in that other, which it itself projects and 
imaginatively represents as absolute, unchanging, and far removea 
from its transient world of particularities. Nevertheless, conscious
ness seeks to be united with this transcendent absolute, and at
tempts to do so by negating itself, affirming only its own nothing
ness and the insignificance of its own action. By thus surrendering 
its own will to the absolute will, consciousness attains to a uni
versality where it can be aware of itself not as a mere, isolated 
individual, but as inherently the whole of reality. 

Whereas formerly in its stoical and skeptical phases, conscious
ness felt constrained to negate the reality of the world in order to 
assert its own autonomy, now as reason it has discovered the 
universality which constitutes the truth of all things. Thus, in 
getting to the heart of any reality external to it, consciousness 
will find itself. "The subsistence of the world is taken to mean 
the actual presence of its own truth; it is certain of finding only 
itself there. Reason is the conscious certainty of being all reality.'' 9 

Consciousness is convinced that reality is rational and that, there
fore, in discovering reality, consciousness will discover reason, 
itself as reason. 

With this certainty, consciousness once again turns to the world 
of phenomena where it acutely observes things in the attempt to 
find itself, and thus recognize its own contribution to the determi
nateness and concreteness of reality. But moving from the des
cription and explanation of organic and inorganic nature through 
the logical laws of thought, the principles of empirical psychology, 
and the pseudo-sciences of physiognomy and phrenology, con
sciousness as observant reason fails to find an adequate reflection 
of its own rationality. Consciousness cannot find its universality 
in the mere givenness and immediacy of physical and biological 
reality. Thus it considers the practical activity of individual self
conscious reason. How does self-conscious reason reveal its uni
versality to itself in its activity? 

In mere hedonism the only universality that is obvious is the 

9. Ibid., p. 273. 
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crass universality of reference to the individual self: everything 
and everyone exists only for the pleasure of the individual. Ob
viously, in this pursuit of one's own satisfaction to the indifference 
of everyone else, the universality shared by all men as self-con
scious beings is totally disregarded. Just as dis-satisfactory is the 
sentimental universalism of ethical demand where the individual 
seeks to impose the dictates of his own heart as the universal good 
for all. But these supposedly impersonal and universal laws are 
in fact distressingly personal and particular and often in direct 
conflict with the ethical feelings of other hearts. Thus, sentiment 
is not a framework which can contain the universality proper to 
self-conscious reason. 

What is necessary is to find a principle of human activity that 
.is universally applicable to all men and recognized as such. It is 
not that self-consciousness should universalize its moral demands, 
but that it itself become universal. If law is to be truly law, eter
nally valid, it is to be rooted in the will of all. It cannot be a mere 
maxim or idea or feeling which ought to be a law; it simply is and 
has validity in itself. Such laws have an inherent rightness of their 
own and need no validation from logical reasoning. Their source 
is Universal Spirit, and in following them rational consciousness 
transcends it own individuality and becomes one with Absolute 
Spirit. Human consciousness, in recognizing the unilateral de
mands of these universal laws, realizes itself as the self-conscious
ness and existing actuality of the ethical absolute substance that 
-is their source: 

Since, however, this existing law is absolutely valid, the obe
dience given by self-consciousness is not service rendered to 
a master, whose orders are mere caprice and in which it does 
not recognize its own nature. On the contrary, the laws are 
thoughts of its own absolute consciousness, thoughts which are 
its own immediate possession .... The ethical self-consciousness 
is directly at one with the essential reality, in virtue of the uni
versality of its own self ... 
That the right is there for me just as it stands-this places 
me within the substance of ethical reality: and in this way that 
:substance is the essence of self-consciousness. But self-conscious-
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ness, again, is its actualization and its existence, its self, and its. 
wil}.IO 

Therefore, the universal dimension of the human spirit is not 
attained simply by generalizing what is essentially individual 
{which rational consciousness has been doing), but by turning to 
the subjective universal which is spirit. And this spirit is the ulti
mate ground of moral behaviour, the ethical substance, recognized 
by all men when they are conscious of a moral demand which is 
not of their own doing. It finds concrete expression and actuality 
first in the unreflective ethical life of the community regulated by 
traditions and customs that are accepted in their givenness, rather 
than questioned and rationally examined. This results in a tragic 
conflict between the human and divine laws whose dictates are 
mutually contradictory and doom the individual to profound 
guilt by forcing him to choose the one and thus violate the other. 
At this level, human beings have nothing to say as to what the 
laws are, but where only an impersonal, alien "ethical substance" 
dictates what is to be done. Thus, it is not enough that men 
unreflectively recognize the demands of the ethical substance,. 
but that they be rationally formulated in laws which would 
define all individuals universally. 

But when this is done at the next stage of consciousness where· 
all individuals assume the juridical status of "persons", each equal 
to the others, each accorded rights by the law, the universality 
that is established is extrinsic: it is imposed on all from without. 
Each and all are what they are and who they are only by being 
legislated as such by law. Nothing of the inner essence of person
hood is recognized, only the impersonal personhood decreed by 
the law. Thus self-consciousness is split between a private and a 
public self and world, and it is the responsibility of each individual 
to give to himself a form of universality which is more than that 
of mere equality with everyone else. It attempts to do so in the 
form of "culture", but this only perpetuates the dichotomy bet
ween the individual spirit and the cultural norms to which it must 
conform despite itself. This results in a revolution against the 
tyranny of culture and the absolute emancipation from all social 

10. Ibid., pp. 451-53. 
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and supernatural ties. The problem is that the demand for uni
versal freedom often results in a cold, doctrinaire insistence whose 
end is violence, chaos, and death. On the one band, freedom is 
meaningless unless each, single individual is free. But on the other 
hand, if it is not expressed in the concrete political order, freedom 
remains mere abstraction. All too often, the process of actualizing 
that latter order severely compromises the former. This failure 
to reconcile the demands of individual and universal freedom 
forces consciousness to assume another form, that of the authen
tically moral spirit which simultaneously enjoys the individuality 
and the universality of moral reason, i.e. an individual reason 
whose grounds are universal. 

Consciousness once again turns to acknowledge those inherent 
moral demands, thoseuniversalethicallaws which are its own imme
diate possession as one with the absolute. In the community regu
lated by unreflective custom and tradition, as well as that which 
explicitly legislated personhood on a universal basis, what ulti
mately determined human individuality came from outside itself. 
In the consequent rebellion against all cultural constraint, con
sciousness simply went farther afield and only now returns to 
itself and the innate categorical imperative which it shares equally 
with all men and which thus reconciles its activity as an isolated 
individual with the moral activity of all others. In the form of' 
conscience, the universally recognized "duty" of the categorical 
imperative attains a necessary concreteness; not only is there a 
knowledge of what is to be done, but a capacity to will the doing. 
The individual recognizes that the limitations of morality on its 
freedom are self-imposed limitations, and what impels it to act, 
is its own conviction. 

But as he has done throughout the Phenomenology, Hegel 
demonstrates the inability of this mode of conscientious cons
ciousness to perfectly harmonize individuality and universality. 
For if its actions are ultimately based on personal conviction, 
then there is no universally valid judgment regarding the mora
lity of its actions; conscience makes anything right and cannot be 
questioned. Personal conviction is not necessarily synonymous 
with the truth. It is all too easy to rationalize one's actions and to 
ignore the fact that what one considers a good, might be an in
justice in the eyes of others. The universality of conscience then 
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is only a universality of form, not content. Whatever one cons
cientiously holds as right is respected as right for him, but it need 
not coincide with what another holds as right for himself, and 
which he in turn expects all others to recognize as right for him. 
Objective consciousness thus ceases to have any significance, 
where that matters is each one's consciousness of himself. 

Another aberration of conscientious consciousness is "the 
beautiful soul", the conscience which refuses all activity for fear 
of committing a wrong and thus of sullying its purity. Prizing its 
own internal innocence, it proceeds to judge all others who commit 
themselves to decision and action, not realizing that its own 
judgment is as much a commitment and an act as those which 
it condemns. Putting excessive negative weight on deeds, this 
mode of consciousness completely fails to understand that deeds, 
even evil ones, are not irreparable; healing through forgiveness 
is as yet foreign to its thought. Yet it is only the forgiving cons
ciousness that is able to transcend the isolated singularity of the 
individual conscience following its own convictions, and "the 
beautiful soul" trapped in its own inactivity and critical judg
ments upon those who do act. 

The most concrete manifestation of universal spirit up to this 
point is the reconciliation of men with each other. By dissolving 
the tension between action and judgment, the forgiving cons
ciousness fosters mutual tolerance and indulgence among indi
viduals who thus constitute the only authentically concrete uni
versal self, the community. Consciousness here emerges as spirit 
(not yet Absolute), since as loving forgiveness it breaks down the 
barriers between persons and "overcomes the otherness of the 
other". In this reconciling activity, human individuality is lifted 
to its divine, universal dimension: 

The reconciling affirmation, the "yes" with which both egos 
desist from their existence in opposition, is the existence of the 
ego expanded into a duality, an ego which remains therein one 
and identical with itself, and possesses the certainty of itself in 
its complete relinquishment and its opposite: it is God appear
ing in the midst of those who know themselves in the form of 
pure knowledge.n 

II. Ibid., p. 679. 
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Having realized its own universal subjectivity, consciousness 
as spirit now seeks in religion, the form that will perfectly corres
pond to its universal essence and will enable it to see itself as it 
is. Since the Phenomenology had already established that all cons
ciousness is self-consciousness, the progressive spiritualization 
of the God of whom man is conscious is concomitant with a pro
gressive recognition of the spirituality of human consciousness. 
It must suffice to say that all forms of religious consciousness 
reviewed by Hegel prior to Christianity proved inadequate. They 
represented to themselves either a god or gods not recognizable 
as spirit (as in the religion of nature), oF else gods who, while 
having some of the attributes of spirit, were not present in their 
man-made representations (as in the religion of art). 

It is the Christian doctrine of the Incarnation that reveals to 
human consciousness that to be totally human is to be divine. 
Christ is at once "absolute" and human, who reveals to man the 
utmost in human potentialities. He is God Who is self-conscious 
spirit and man who is conscious of himself as divine. In Christ, 
the Absolute Substance becomes concretely self-conscious, and 
an externalized, individual self-consciousness becomes concretely 
universal. This twofold movement is expressed determinately in 
the death of the God-man. What dies on the one hand is the parti
cularity of the singular individual which passes over into, and is 
resurrected within the divine essence. On the other hand, but in 
he very same process, it is the Divine Being that dies in its empty 
abstraction as a blank identity and undefined substantiality, and 
its self-actualization as Subject. This divine death is, 

... in point of fact, the loss of the Substance and of its objective 
existence over against consciousness. But at the same time, it i& 
the pure subjectivity of Substance, the pure certainty of itself, 
which it lacked when it was object or immediacy, or pure essen
tial Being. This knowledge is thus spiritualization, whereby Sub
stance becomes Subject, by which its abstraction and lifelessness 
have expired, and Substance therefore has become real, simple, 
and universal self-consciousness. In this way then, Spirit is 
Spirit knowing its own self.12 

12. Ibid., . 782. 
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In the Incarnation and death of Christ then, the divine nature is 
the same as what the human nature is, and the process of man's 
becoming universal spirit and God's becoming concretely Subject 
is one and the same. In the self-consciousness of Christ, God is 
known as self-c::~nsciousness and is immediately present to self
consciousness, for He is that self-consciousness itSelf.13 

However, if Christian religious consciousness only knows God 
as krwwing Himself in Christ, if the self-consciousness which 
knows God is only the self-consciousness of Christ as individual, 
then the identity of Christian God-consciousness and Christian 
self-consciousness is not yet explicit. The self of which the indivi
dual Christ is conscious must be universalized, must be the self of 
the entire Christian community. The divine absolute Substance 
that became Subject in the self-consciousness of Christ, must ex
tend and confirm that Subjectivity in the life of the community. 
For, "its truth consists not merely in being the substance or the 
inherent reality of the religious communion; ... but in becoming 
concrete actual self, reflecting itself into self, and being Subject. 
This, then, is the process which Spirit realizes in its communion; 
this is its life."14 

But so long as the religious consciousness continues to represent 
Christ to itself as independent, objective self-consciousness instead 
of appropriating that consciousness as its own authentic reality, it 
is not yet totally conscious of its own fullness. In being conscious 
of God as absolute self-consciousness, religious consciousness 
conceives of Him as another, external to it, and does not identify 
itself with the God of which it is conscious. While it may feel and 
speak of a union with Him, it is merely implicit; God is still "pre
sented to", and not yet the very self of human consciousness. In 
its awareness of God, religious consciousness is aware of itself as 
being in some way universalized in order to correspond to its 
object, but it does not fully comprehend that the consciousness of 
God and the consciousness of itself are one and the same. 

Thus far, the various stages through which consciousness has 
·evolved from mere sense certainty have revealed themselves to be 
the forms in which consciousness, in knowing what is other than 

13. See Ibid., pp. 759-60. 
14. Ibid., p. 764. 
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itself, actually comes to know itself. Gradually, the distinction 
between its objects and itself has been overcome, such that the 
appearance of reality and the consciousness of it are one and the 
same process. Thus, when individual consciousness has as its 
object universal, absolute Being it ceases to be merely finite and 
particular; in conceiving infinite reality, that which has no limits, 
human consciousness (free of the representational forms of its reli
gious modality) transcends its own singularity, and itself has no 
limits. Coincidentally, in being thus conceived, absolute reality 
renounces the rigidity of its abstract universality and attains, in 
and through human consciousness, a definite and concrete self
awareness. In this final stage of consciousness, mere universality 
and mere particularity are self-transcendent in the complementa
rity of one and the same moment of self-consciousness: to be fully 
conscious of oneself is to be conscious of the Absolute which 
realizes a genuine self-awareness in and through that very cons
ciousness. 

This dynamic union of finite and infinite self-consciousness re
presents the completed self-actualization of Substance as Subject, 
·the self-evolution of spirit as Absolute. Hegel's prefatory defini
tion of true reality as the process of its own becoming, the whole 
reaching its completeness through its own development, of re
instating its self-identity in and from its other, has been exemplified 
in detail. Absolute Spirit is the active process of its self-emergence 
from the bare uniformity of an undifferentiated, abstract essence 
or substantiality into the subjectivity of individual consciousness 
·which initially regards the whole of existence as separate from and 
objective to itself. Yet, through the reflective process outlined 
above, consciousness supersedes that distinction, recognizing its 
own central contribution to the being of the objects it perceives. 
Its conception of them is the very vehicle of their self-manifesta
tion. For the true being of an object is its being conceived, since 
apart from being conceived it is not an object. Therefore, the split 
between self and world, consciousness and content, subject and 
substarrce is not invidious, but is itself the very manner in which 
·spirit realizes itself as totality and thus, as Absolute. By them
selves, neither consciousness nor phenomena constitute Absolute 
·spirit. But taken as an integral whole, the distinction betwee 
-them ceases to be one of antithetic poles, and becomes instead th 
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distinction between transitional steps or complementary moments. 
of one and the same dynamic process of self-realization. 

A key passage from its preface broadly summarizes the Pheno
menology's exhaustively detailed analysis of Spirit's self-movement 
from Substance to Subject. As the former, it is the initial abstract 
essence of all things. As the latter, it is the conscious self-explica
tion of that original unity. In and through human consciousness it 
is aware of the diversity and multiplicity of forms which specify its. 
universality, the awareness of which (in and through that same 
consciousness) negates the apparent opposition of those forms and 
preserves them as differences-in-identity. Spirit is Absolute only 
upon its return to itself in and through human consciousness from 
its self-estranged manifestation, its "otherness" of the phenomenal 
world. This self-evolution of Spirit takes place within the closed 
circuit of totality to totality. It is the movement of an original abso~ 
lute becoming self-explicit, where the only transition is from the 
inarticulate immediacy of substance to the perfect subjectivity of a 
comprehensive self-consciousness: 

The living substance, further, is that being which is truly subject,.. 
or, what is the same thing, is truly realized and actual solely in 
the process of positing itself, or in mediating with its own self its. 
transitions from one state or position to the opposite. As subject 
it is pure and simple negativity, and just on that account a pro
cess of splitting up what is simple and undifferentiated, a process. 
of duplicating and setting factors in opposition, which (process} 
in turn is the negation of this indifferent diversity and of the 
opposition of factors it entails. True reality is merely this process. 
of reinstating self-identity, of reflecting into its own self in and 
from its other, and is not an original and primal unity as such, 
not an immediate unity as such. It is the process of its own be
coming, the circle which presupposes its end as its purpose, and 
has its end for its beginning; it becomes concrete and actual only 
by being carried out, and by the end it involves.15 

Several points of convergence between the Buddhist conception_ 
of the Tathiigatagarbha-Alayavijiiiina and the Hegelian Absolute 

IS. Ibid., pp. 80-81. 
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Spirit thus emerge under the common principle of the self-evolu
ion of Substance to Subject. Both share a common interpretation 

of reality as a generic process of self-transformation, the conscious 
isclosure ofitselfto itself as integral totality. Tathatii's movement 

to know itself as the indeterminate Suchness of all things (discussed 
in ter-ms of either the Tathiigatagarbha's self-maturationasDharma
kiiya, or the Alayavijfiiina's self-luminosity as Mahiibodhi) is paral
leled by the movement of Hegelian consciousness towards its 
universality as self-reflective Spirit. Both assume a more specific 
common focus and denote a self-teleology of inner convergence. 
On the one hand, Dharmakiiya (or Mahiibodhi) as telos is simply 
the point of the Tathiigatagarbha's fully self-conscious, self-revela
tion. Similarly on the other hand, the Hegelian Absolute Spirit 
represents the self-consummation of consciousness, knowing itself 
through its various phases (from mere sensation to absolute philo
sophical knowledge) to be the whole of reality. In both the 
Buddhist and Hegelian systems therefore, the Absolute is the very 
process that culminates in itself as result: a process of self-exposi
tion, leading to per-fect self-under-standing. 

That the Buddhist and Hegelian Absolute is its own becoming. 
both means and end of its self-actualization, stems from a fur-ther 
point of convergence between the two. For both, the essence o 
Reality is knowledge: the inherent self-activity which modifies it 
from mere substance to subject, and defines both the process and 
the goal as self-consciousness. The latter corresponds to the notion 
of subject, and that which the self-consciousness is about corres
ponds to the notion of substance. Thus, the Tathilgatagarbha
Alayavijiiiina represents the self-conscious activity of Tathatii, its 
subjective modality, confirming itself in its plenitude as the uni
versal essence, the indeterminate Suchness of all things. Its self
comprehension is possible since the totality of phenomena are in 
fact, the r-adically ideal manifestations or transformations of cons
ciousness, the essential nature of which is itself (i.e., Tathatii); the 
self-transparency of Suchness as the whole of reality is the self
recognition of consciousness in the multiplicity of its forms. 

Similarly, the Hegelian Absolute is hardly expressed by mere 
propositions that simply proclaim it to be "the Eternal", "Being", 
"Universal Essence". etc. While such substantive propositions o 
first pr-inciples may be true, they are blank expressions incapable 
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of expressing what is implied in them. The Absolute mustratifyitself 
as such through a process of self-development in which it becomes 
objective to itself. The Absolute is a living, spiritual reality which 
can exist only in the vivid consciousness and affirmation of itself, 
and which can only rise to such active self-consciousness by being 
first embodied in a long series of distinct and opposed forms, in all 
of which it comes to see itself. That it does so in and through 
human consciousness demonstrates a further coincidence between 
the Buddhist and Hegelian systems. 

Both posit a dynamic union of infinite and finite consciousness 
in which the latter is transformed and perfected in the self-realiza
tion of the former of which it (finite consciousness) is the very 
vehicle. Without the phenomenal mind, the subjectivity of the 
Absolute would be mere abstraction. Thus, in itself Tathatii may 
be spoken of as Parini~panna, the ultimately real, self-subsistent 
Absolute. But without human consciousness (paratantra), it would 
be incapable of transcending that category of bare substance to 
attain a concrete self-awareness as that Absolute. Since that stage 
simultaneously represents the formal liberation of the human mind 
from all trace of ignorance and its definitive maturation in the 
perfect wisdom of Buddhahood, finite and infinite consciousness 
are generically united in one and the same process of self-realiza
tion; Mahiibodhi signifies the climactic threshold not of the 
Alayavijiiiina alone, but in organic collaboration with manas, 
manovijiiiina and the sensorial consciousnesses. 

Even less pronounced is the distinction between finite and infi
nite consciousness in Hegel's Phenomenology whose definition of 
the latter emerges only through an exact and sustained focus upon 
the former. The continuity of consciousness from mere sensation 
to absolute knowing, where each stage is preserved in the subse
quent stage and is not only a means to, but a part of the ultimate 
totality, invalidates any rigorous separation into finite and infinite. 
The dynamic of the end, viz., universal self-reflective Spirit, is 
present in the dynamic of the process in which consciousness at 
each level, confronted by what is other than itself, comes to recog
nize itself. Where the activity of self-consciousness pervades and 
·determines the entire process, the distinction between finite and 
jnfinite consciousness is without significance; both are phases in 
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Reality's knowledge of itself, and the human mind is the actual 
locus of their integration and its realization. 

A final point of convergence between the Buddhist theory of the 
Tathiigatagarbha-Alayavijfiana and the Hegelian Phenomenology of 
Spirit lies in their similar accommodation of the obstacles which 
impede the consummation of Mahiibodhi and absolute knowledge, 
respectively. As a critical development of the present study has 
revealed, ignorance, far from being extraneous to Absolute 
Suchness, is the necessary condition for its self-explication in and 
through human consciousness. Implicitly, Tathatfi is the whole of 
reality and its essence is to know itself as such not in some vague, 
abstract conviction but concretely and precisely in every percep
tion of the phenomenal mind. Only through the active process of 
delineating the emptiness and non-substantiality of apparently 
discrete, autonomous persons and things, of overcoming the gap 
between one's self and an illusory world of distinct and mutually 
exclusive particularities, does the implicit wisdom of Tathatii deter
mine itself in the explicit emergence of its universality and unity as 
IJharmadhfitu. 

The Buddhist thesis that the Absolute beginninglessly integrates 
ignorance as a phase of its own self-development in wisdom, finds 
resonance in the Hegelian notion that the self-consciousness of 
Absolute Spirit is a result of the subjugation of otherness, in the 
sense of having the latter as a necessary condition. Without a 
beginning in sense, the activities of consciousness would have no
thing to sublimate, unify and universalize, and hence could not be 
at all. Without the particularity of feeling and impulse to control 
and organize, consciousness would never move from mere sense 
certainty through perception and understanding to self-conscious
ness and reason. Absolute Spirit emerges only in and through the 
active process of transcending the determiJ?.ate fixity of objects in 
space and time, by revealing the ideal laws and patterns of their 
universality. Finally, the richness of content that defines Absolute 
Spirit as self-conscious Totality is not the result of dissipating and 
absorbing all specificity and distinction into a blank, undifferen
tiated identity. The Hegelian Absolute exists not despite nor at the 
cost of phenomenal multiplicity; they are instead, its very mani
festation, its differentiated identity, that of which it is conscious 
in knowing itself. 
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Differences between the Buddhist and Hegelian perspectives un
doubtedly exist regarding the value of the temporal process and its 
implied social transformations for the self-realization of the Abso
lute, as well as the determinative role of conceptual elaboration 
and/or intuitive insight for the attainment of that realization in and 
through human consciousness. But such discrepancies, among 
others, are not within the scope of the present study. 

The emergent complementarity of the Tathiigatagarbha and 
Alayavijiiiina as sustaining a comprehensive and coherent meta
physics of Absolute Suchness has been the controlling thesis and 
unique contribution of the present study. The noetic character 
and processive dimension of that metaphysics had been formu
lated in the principle of the Absolute's self-determination from 
Substance to Subject. As such, its resonance with Hegel's Pheno
menology of Spirit had been noted. The importance of that corol
lary lies not merely in its indications for future dialogue between 
Buddhist thought and Western philosophy on the relationship 
between the Absolute and phenomenal orders, facilitated by a 
common focus on human consciousness as their mutual coinci
dence. It has likewise confirmed the value of this study whose 
demonstrated convergence of two principal notions within the 
Buddhist tradition has delineated the psychometaphysical orient· 
ation out of, and upon which that dialogue may proceed. 



APPENDIX I 

NUMERICAL LISTINGS FROM THE 
SRI-MALA SUTRA AND THE 

RATNAGOTRAVIBHAGA 

THE TEN Vows oF QuEEN SRi-MALA 

The first five vows adhere to the ethics of the Hinayana, i.e., enter
taining no thought of violating morality; of disrespect towards 
the teachers; of anger and ill-will towards any beings; of jealousy 
towards others, and of covetousness. The second group of five 
generally constitutes the Mahayana ethical code, i.e., non-accumu
lation of wealth for private use; seeking the benefit and conversion 
of all beings; the liberation of all beings from all suffering; the 
non-toleration of sinful occupations and violations of the Doc
trine and Discipline (dharma-vinaya); and finally, the vow never to 
forget the Illustrious Doctrine for even a single moment. 

THE FOUR CONFIDENCES OF TIIE BUDDHA 

AS RECORDED BY THE SRi-MALA SUTRA 

The confidence that he is fully enlightened about all natures; the 
confidence in knowing the destruction of all defiling fluxes; the 
confidence that he explains exactly and definitely the obstructive 
conditions; and the confidence in the correctness of his path of 
salvation for· realizing all success. 

THE TEN PowERs OF THE BUDDHA AS 

RECORDED BY THE SRi-MALA SUTRA 

The discernment of the possible; knowledge of every direction of 
the path; knowledge of the various realms of the world; know
ledge of the diversity of faiths; knowledge of the addictions and 
merits of others; recognition of the auspicious and inauspicious 
force of karma; knowledge of defilement and purification, of 
meditation and equipoises; knowledge of the many modes of his 
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former lives; the attainment of the perfectly clear divine eye; and 
the attainment of the destruction of all defilements. 

THE EIGHTEEN EXCLUSIVE BUDDHA NATURES 

(THE BUDDHA EYE) AS RECORDED BY THE SRi-MALA SDTRA 

Unhindered knowledge of the past; of the future; of the present; 
all his acts of body; of speech; of mind are preceded with know
ledge and attended with knowledge; there is no loss oflonging; of 
striving; of mindfulness; ofsamii.dhi; ofinsight; of liberation; he 
has no faltering; no harsh note; no forgetting; no unequipoised 
thought; no unpremeditated indifference; and no idea of multi
plicity. 

THE EIGHT QUALITIES OF BUDDHAHOOD AS 

RECORDED BY THE R.ATNAGOTRAVIBHAGA 

Immutability (asmpskrtatva); freedom from any effort (aniibho
gata); enlightenment not dependent on others (aparapratyaya
bhisambodhi); wisdom Uiiiina); compassion (karWJa); supernatural 
power (sakti); fulfilment of self-benefit (svarthasafTlpad); and ful
filment of benefit for others (pararthasafTZpad). 

THE EIGHT QUALITIES OF THE DHARMA AS 

RECORDED BY THE R.ATNAGOTRAVIBHAGA 

Unthinkability (acintyatva); non-duality (advayata); non-discri
minativeness (nirvikalpata); purity (suddhi); being manifest (abhi
vyaktikaral;la); hostility against obstacles (pratipak~ata); deliver
ance from passions (viriiga); and cause of deliverance (viraga
hetu). 

THE THIRTEEN FACTORS DEFINING THE BODHISATTVA 

PATH AS RECORDED BY THE ABHISAMAYALANKARA 

The six dharmas conducive to spiritual achievement (i.e., the four 
aids to penetration, the path of vision, the path of development)~ 
the production of the antidotes; the forsaking of detrimental 
states; the state of being able to overlook the difference between 
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those two (i.e., between antidotes and harmful states); wisdom 
together with compassion; the virtues of a Bodhisattva which are 
not shared with the Disciples; the successive actions for the welfare 
of others; and the action of the cognition which works without any 
effort for the welfare of others; and the action of the cognition 
which works without any effort for the welfare of beings. 

THE TEN PERSPECTIVES THROUGH WHICH THE 

RATNAGOTRAVffiHAGA ANALYSES TATHATA 

Its own nature (svabhiiva); its cause (hetu); the result of its purifica
tion (phala); its function (karman) towards that purification; its 
union (yoga); its manifestation (vrtti); the various states of its 
manifestation (avasthiiprabheda); its all-pervasiveness (sarvatraga); 
its unchangeability (avikiira) through various states; and its non
differentiation (abheda). 

THE EIGHT VIRTUOUS RooTS (KUSALA-MULA) OF THE 

BODI{ISATTVA AS RECORDED BY THE RATNAGOTRAVffiHAGA 

Non-satisfaction in searching for accumulation of merits; accep
tance of existence through origination by their own will; earnest 
wish to meet with the Buddhas; unweariness towards the perfect 
maturity of living beings; efforts for the perfect apprehension of 
the sublime Doctrine; endeavour after works to be done for living 
beings; non-abandonment of propensity of desire for phenomena; 
and non-reluctance from fetters of the highest virtues. 

THE FOUR DHYANAS AS RECORDED BY THE RATNAGOTRAVIBHAGA 

Dwelling with thoughts applied, and discursive, born of detach
ment, full of rapture and ease; without thoughts applied and dis
cursive, born of concentration, full of rapture and ease; through 
distaste for rapture (dwelling) even-mindedly, mindful and clearly 
conscious, and with ease; forsaking ease, experiencing neither 
pleasure nor pain with utter purity of even-mindedness and mind
fulness. 
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THE FIVE SUPERNATURAL FACULTIES (lNDRIYAS) 

AS RECORDED BY THE RATNAGOTRAVIBHAGA 

Faith; vigor; mindfulness; concentration; and wisdom. 

THE THIRTY-TWO BUDDHA-GU~AH AS RECORDED BY THE 

RATNAGOTRAVIBHAGA INCLUDE: THE TEN POWERS (BALANVITA) 

The power of knowing about the proper and improper place; o 
knowing about the results of former actions; of knowing about 
the faculties; about the component elements; about the various 
faiths of the people; of knowing about the path; about purity and 
impurity in contemplation; about the memory of previous abodes; 
of knowing about the divine eyes; and of knowing about quies
cence (how to destroy evil influences). 

THE FOUR FORMS OF INTREPIDITY OR THE FOUR 

CONFIDENCES ( CATURVAISARADYAPRAPTA) 

In his perfect Enlightenment of all the elements, the Buddha knows 
and causes others to know all things cognizable in all their forms; 
in rejecting all obstacles, he destroys everything that is to be 
rejected and causes others to reject them; in preaching the path, he 
serves and lets others serve in the method to be practised; in 
acquirnig the extinction, he attains and causes others to attain the 
highest and purest state. 

THE EIGHTEEN EXCLUSIVE PROPERTIES (AVENIKADHARMAS) 

With Buddha there is no error; no rough speech; no loss of me
mory; no distraction of mind; no pluralistic conception; he is not 
indifferent; not without consideration; he knows no deprivation 
of zeal; no deprivation of energy; no deprivation of his memory; 
no deprivation of the transcendental intellect; no deprivation of 
iberation; no deprivation of the intuition of this liberation; his 

actions of body, speech, and mind are preceded by wisdom; his 
intuition acts unimpededly in the past, future, and present. 
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THE FOURTEEN MAHAVASTU AS RECORDED 

BY THE RATNAGOTRAYIBHAGA 
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The various previous births of the Buddha; the birth in the Tu~ita
heaven; the descent from it; the entrance into the womb; the birth 
in this world (as Gotama); the skilfulness in various arts and 
works; pleasureable entertainments among ladies in the harem; 
the renouncement of the world; practice of asceticism; passage to 
the excellent seat of Enlightenment; the conquest over the army 
of evil demons; the acquisition of Enlightenment; setting into 
motion the wheel of the Doctrine; and the departure into Nirvii.Q.a. 
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NUMERICAL LISTINGS FROM THE 
CH'ENG WEI-SHIH LUN 

THE TEN SAsTRAaMASTERS OF THE 

VIJNANAVADIN TRADITION 

Bandhusri, a contemporary of Vasubandhu. 
Citrabhanu, a contemporary of V asubandhu. 
Gunamati (420-500 A.D.). 
Sthiramati (470-550 A.D.). 
Nanda (450-530 A.D.). 

uddhacandra, a contemporary of Sthiramati. 
Dharmapala (530-561A.D.), whose interpretation of Vasubandhu 

as the one generally accepted by Hsiian Tsang. 
ViSesamitra, a disciple of Dharmapala. 
Jinaputra, a disciple of Dharmapala. 
Jfia.nacandra, a disciple of Dharmapala. 

THE TEN CATEGORIES OF THE CH'ENG WEI-SHlll LUN's 

ANALYSIS OF PARIKALPITA, PARATANTRA, AND PARINI~PANNA 

The unconditioned non-active dharmas with particular attention to 
the infinity of space (OkiiSa), discrimination-annihilation (prati
siimkhya-nirodha), and non-discrimination-annihilation (aprati
siimkhyanirodha). The seven aspects of Bhutatathatii, consisting o 
the Tathatii of transmigration; of the two realities; of mere
consciousness; of the real nature of suffering; of wrong conduct; 
of untainted purity; and of right conduct. 
The six dharmas-matter; sensation; conception; predisposition; 
consciousness; and the unconditioned non-active dharmas. 
The jive objects-appearance; name; discrimination; right know
ledge; Suchness. 
The four realities (tattvas)-empirical truth; reasoned conclusion; 
the four Noble Truths; and Bhutatathatii. 
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The four Noble Truths. 
The objects of the three liberations-liberation through emptiness, 
hrough the absence of desires and aspirations, and through the 

absence of characteristics. 
The two truths-mundane truth and ultimate, supramundane 
truth. 
The two wisdoms of the Prthagjanas and of the Aryas. 
The two modes of existence-existence as designation and real 
existence. 

THE TEN FUNDAMENTAL VEXING PASSIONS (MULAKLESAS) 

Covetousness (riiga); anger (pratigha); delusion (moha); conceit 
(miina); doubt ( vicikitsii); and erroneous views (kudr$fi) which 
include: the notion of "I and mine" (satkiiyadr~ti); one-sided 
extreme views (eternalism and nihilism) (antagriihadNti); false 
views (mithyiidr$fi); the consideration of certain erroneous views 
as excellent (dr.#pariimarsa); the consideration of certain prac
tices and exercises as excellent (sidavratapariimar§a). 
Though one hundred twenty eight kle§as can be enumerated, 
they are all included in these fundamental six. 

THE TWENTY SECONDARY VEXING PASSIONS (UPAKLESAS) 

Fury (krodha), a form of anger; enmity (upaniiha), a form o 
anger; hypocrisy or concealment (mrak~a), a form of delusion and 
covetousness; vexation (pradiisa), a form of anger; envy (ir~yii), 
a form of anger; parsimony (miitsarya), a form of covetousness; 
deception (sii{hya), a form of covetousness and delusion; duplicity 
(miiyii), a form of covetousness; harmfulness (vihill'lsii) a form o 
anger; pride (mada), a form of covetousness; shamelessness 
(iihrikya); non-integrity (anapatriipya); restlessness (auddhatya); 
torpidmindedness (styiina); unbelief (iisraddhya); indolence 
(kausidya); idleness or negligence (pramiida); forgetfulness 
(musitasmrtitii); distraction (vik~epa); and non-discernment 
(asaf11prajanya). It is said that though there may be many more 
upakle§as, essentially they are all included in these twenty. 
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THE BARRIERS OF IGNORANCE (JNEYAVARA~AS) 
PECULIAR TO EACH OF THE TEN BHUMIS 
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The barrier constituted by the nature of the ordinary unenlight
ened person (prthagjanatvii.varatJa) is, along with the kldii.varw.a, 
a barrier of ignorance (jiieyii.varafJa) which arises through specu
lation and discrimination. It is an obstacle to the first bhiimi. 
The barrier of perverse conduct (mithyii.pratipattyii.varafJa) is a 
barrier of innate ignorance impeding the entry to the second 
bhiimi. 
The barrier of unintelligence and failure of memory (dhandhatvii.
varafJa) obscures the samii.dhis and dhii.ranis of the third bhiimi. 
The barrier of ignorance comprising the erroneous "I and mine" 
notion (suk~makldasamudii.carii.vara{ta) hampers the attainment 
of the fourth bhiimi. 
The ignorant attachment to parinirviin.a (hinayii.naparinirviitJii
varafJQ.) impedes the wisdom of non-differentiation of the fifth 
bhiimi. 
The barrier of clinging to ideas of purity and impurity as ulti
mately real (sthitlanimittasamudii.cii.rii.varalj.a) hampers the wisdom 
of the sixth bhiimi. 
The ignorance positing an ultimate beginning (birth) and/or ulti
mate end (destruction) (suk~manimittasamudiiciiravara!Ja) opposes 
the contemplation of the seventh bhiimi. 
The innate ignorance that prevents a non-conceptual contemp
lation, free of all notions and characteristics from functioning 
effortlessly and spontaneously in the eighth bhiimi (nirnimittiibhi
saf!'lskiirii.varatJa ). 
The ignorant attachment to one's own self-cultivation with no 
desire for the welfare of others (parahita-caryii.-akii.manii.-ii.vara{ta) 
blocks the development of the four unhindered powers of inter
pretation and reasoning characteristic of the ninth bhiimi. 
The ignorance preventing the complete mastery of all the dhii.raQis, 
samii.dhis, meritorious activities and supernatural powers 
(dharme~uvaSitapratilambhavaratJa) prolongs an extremely subtle 
attachment to all known objects. It is cut off on entrance into the 
tenth bhiimi. 
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THE FIVE STAGES OF THE HOLY PATH OF ATTAINMENT 

The stage of moral provisioning (sa,Whiiriivasthii); the stage o 
intensified effort (prayogiivasthii); the stage of unimpeded penet
rating understanding (prativedhiivasthii); the stage of exercising 
cultivation (bhiivaniivasthii); and the stage of final attainment or 
ultimate realization (ni~{hiivasthii). 

THE NIRVEDHABHAGiYAS (FACTORS LEADING TO 

TRUE AND PURE INTELLIGENCE) 

The meditation known as "illumination-attainment" (iilokalabdha
samiidhi) which enables one to attain the state of "heat" or 
"warmth" (u~magatiivastha) is. the "forerunner of the fire which 
illumines and warms the pure path." 
The meditation known as "increasing illumination" (iilokavrddhi
samiidhi) which leads to the highest acme of reflection through 
he continual increase of illumination, and is thus called "the 

state of culmination" (murdhiivastha). 
he meditation known as "spontaneous recognition" (yin-shun) 
hich is the state in which there is recognition or admission 

(k~iinti) of the emptiness of subject and object. 
The meditation of uninterrupted continuity (iinantaryasamiidhi) 

hich realizes the state of "the first worldly truth" (laukikiigra-
dharma confirmin the realization of the former state. 
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